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PREFACE

In order to fit thin work for use in Canadian scHooIk,
8«mo changes have been made in the order of topicsand m the subject-matter. For this revision the
authors are largely indebted to Professor A. P Cole-
.uan of the University of Toronto, who has given thevolume the beneht of his intimate knowledge of thegeography and geology of the Dominion, substituting
in every chapter pertinent examples and discussions
in place of material which would have special value
only m the United States. New chapters'l.ave been
added, dealing with rocks, with the physical history
of Canada, and with matters of elementary astronomy.
The study of rocks is introduced before the processes
are taken up in detail, and the account of the earth's

end oT'th" '^ r t .^^""«^^"«d to a point near theend of the book. Suitable substitutions have beenmade in the maps and half-tone illustrations. Not-
withstanding these changes, the volume distinctly
keeps Its Identity, and is issued in its new dress in

tions m the High Schools and Collegiate Institutes andAcademies of Canada.
The authors are specially indebted to Professor Cole-man and to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company formany of the illustrations used in this edition.

Auonsi, 1909.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

CHAPTER I

CHANGES OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE

Und and water. -The student already knows from
his study of elementaiT geography the relative areas of
water and land, and knows also much of the continents
and their arrangement. It is almost certain that there
18 open sea, save for ice, about the north pole, and land

Water hemiaphere.
Pio. 1

Land hemiaphere.

Sheeted with ,ce about the south pole. The great lands
are wide at the north, where they almost encircle the worldThe great seas are continuous towards the south, and
reach northwards in the several oceans. We may regard

llnnfr
"" """^

"^^T^^
'^^* ""^ ^^*«'-' interrupted by

lands large and small. The great lands narrow, or aremva^ed by extensions of the sea, near the equatorial belt,
so that the cutting of slender necks at Suez and in Panama

9



10 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

..sr«"iX"t;.rr;'*'-" '• -"••
how ihZ T: , ^ '"""^'^ "'^''^ important to knowhow the sea and land affect each other. ThP mud which

SdVeft^th' ' '^°^' ^^^^^ ^ ^- win"nver and then to the sea, and on its bottom, some of it

In lime of «ood. iunnoc tummi ik™ ''
"T""' » "I" • liinw.

hundreds of miles from shore, will come to rest Thusthe material of the land is constantly cast into the^

W"f
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CHANGES OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE H
to rain or snow^^ndfalls^reating all rivers, wafprincr the
fields, and making life on land possible. So far as we can
see, there could not be a living world without the ocean
In the chapters on the land and on the ocean we shali
learn of many other links that bind the two and make
our planet one world indeed. There is no part so distant
that It does not help to make us what we are
Streams of water. - If we study a brook, we find that /every time it rises in flood its course is changed. Here/

an overhanging bank is washed away, making a tree falli
there a shelving shore is built higher by a deposit of muJ
or sand. Here a gravelly bar grows longer or shorter!
there a swimming pool is made deeper or shallower.
Similar changes, on a larger scale, take place along the'
track of the Mississippi, the Danube, or the Amazon/
Vdleys are dug out, and the waste of mountains and hill/
18 brought to rest in the valleys or swept out to sea

Rivers of ice, or glaciers. - Among the peaks of lofty
mountains are other streams made of ice, not more mar-
vellous, perhaps, than streams of water, but exciting ourwonder because far away and unfamiliar. Glaciers are

Hnwn^ I ""'1^7 T"^' °^ *^" ^«^^ ^«ig^*«' ^"d creep
downwards until melted by the warmer air of the low-

h^uu ^^ f'"" ^"^ '^'"^'^' P'"''^'"^ pebbles and
boulders and fine earth f«Jm their channels, -am^UTTm=
ping them m the valleys ^eTow. ManOentuneTSgo,
before the records of history'began, li^^mens^glaHeii, oF
htn'^.!:!^''^'^^^

™"'^ °^ ^""^^^ ^"d encroached onthe Umted States The time of this ice invasion is calledthe Ice Age, or the Glacial Epoch, and the geography ofmany lands then underwent" import^SHha^es
The outflow of lava in volcanoes. -Not less strangeand wonderful to us is the flow of lava, pouring out of

the earth like molten iron from a furnace, hardening as
It cools, and pouring and hardening again and again,
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-^^jU.;fei]i.w^ountaiii is built up; or thLJ n j

hnf «f f
^^^""^ *^® «"^er layers of the crust

that grew in

the sea. They
were enclosed

in muds of

the sea-bot-

tom, the muds
were hardened
into the rocks,

and rocks and
shells are now
perhaps hun-
dreds, or even
thousands, of

on bold cape, making Ik«. .^! ?''°'"*' "P«cially
land i. lift^gher h! »am' fv'' '^'^T'

^hen the
new .hore-line

"'"•' *•""« " ^"'^ "'""B the

feet above the wat. tk;. ,

thousands, of

have b^' old net: sS'/'lfT "^"^ "' "'"^-'

points in eastern otf »ri / »
'

"™''' ™^ »* °th«'

are mvelTlT -.r' ,

^" *'™*'*^ »''»"'"«'> there

aLrr '^'"^'^7'*'' P'e°«ful marine shells 560 fee^

t>g tie C; sTV™"" """ """"^ - '°-l"«"" ig tne lower St. Lawrence, on the coast of t ok ^and around Hudson Bay. S milar old^
Labrador,



CHANGES OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE 13

modern history In other places sinking has been going
on. On the isthmus connecting Nova Scotia and NewBrunswick, excavations have shown a bed of peat sixty
feet below tide level, proof of a depression to that extentsmce peat cannot form under salt water. Such move^ments go on very slowly- so slowly that they cannot be
felt o^r^seen, but the result may be measured after a period

The atmosphere. - Here is land and there is sea, butover a
1 ,3 the air, invisible, but keenly felt, form/ng ablanket covering the continents and the oceans. It is in-deed a blanket, for without its protection, heat would fly

off into space and thejurface of the earth would be
ajways^frozen. It is n^i^erT5Bgltin,Tnd in Its ebb a-sf-flow. Its creep ftnd rush over the earth, it is the greatcarrier of clouds and of heat.- It is in some way breathed

animals m the deepest seas, and thus, in many ways isnecessary to life.
^ ^ '

"

Living things. -The early settlers found Quebec andOntario covered with dense forests; while in Manitobag^w the grasses and flowers of the prairies. In the

lb n?flo"""'""^
'"" ^"' meadows and gardens oAlp ne flowers predominate over rocks and snows. And

IturlT 7"' fl'^'"^'
"' ^'^''^''^^ ««Jo"rs eveiy

the .rounJ""'^'
'"' '"'' '" *'^ ^^"^^ ^^^' beasts trea^

ihe coil. All lakes of fresh water teem with fish anrl thi

VVe do not, of course, forget that land life is much of itof a h.gher sort; but we find the best teaching of geog

wh»?,^ ' ™ "''""^ '" "»''« "" "ving creatureswhat they are. An oyster cannot live upon the la^nor an „ak .n the sea. A pata would die f„ Greenland
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to™, living in conditiZ y •
?°* '"'*°'' "' "» «'«»-

cold, andlflu:^^t; thir " '""^' '"* "

•'"-ays chanrinir Th. 1 *? ^ '*°* "' *•"« «"th i.

brook were Sedit r ,
'"''/''"'' °' ">« flo°d«i

their «mrvJlatJ^^ Zf ""
f't

'"'' '""»'<'«• »<'
their journey endSthl ™ °' '"' '""^»'»- ""-en

«.. they chan^ hTfo™^„,T"rr.^ "" "'«''' «"
of each storm Ly be r»mll th.T u'

^''« """k
it; but time is loL a^d !^m.„ ". "° ""', """^'y detect

centuries can even t^„ f„ "°''"" "' thousands of

creeps along sTsZlvZ, °'""'™ <*'*?• ^ e'«'er

men?, to Te'ut that t'

""
"" """'° ""*'"' "'*'""«-

away for^ U ml.™ 1 Tu '' '"' *"" ^^ Kri-ding

bed «d b^s hirt hUls^S"'
"'^•^ '" *'"« '»™ of ite

work of the volcano is i™ °^- ""^ " '*» «°'*- The

the land is rising, bays are becoming gradually sh. I Z!

fa gaining .Lloin^
'° ""'"""^' ""» "'« "holo coast

feature is tr^suHofTanT ^f "'""^<'' "."" -'"^
men thought „f .71 1,. ^ ^^'^ ""^ » time when

raphefnotl;Jrtr„' r"°''*T''?
""' "«' «~«-

believes each Lr of tl
«^«'«t.ng hills." He
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A growing world is a living world, and to study geography
well IS to look upon the noblest of panoramas.
Geography. —If we wish to know the other planets in

our solar system, or the arrangement of the fixed stars,
we study oBtronomy. If we would learn the laws and
uses of electricity, we turn to phy,Ls. If ^e desire
knowledge of the ancient history of our earth, of the
growth of Its land and of the animals and plants of long
ago, we study geology. Should ouf object be to under-
stand ammals or plants in a thorough way, zooloay or
bouiny would be our theme. But our purpose is toknow the earth as a whole. Land and sea, air and rock,
beast and tree combine to form it; and we give some
study to each, not to know all about any one, but to seehow each controls the rest, and how all work together.
This ,8 the science of geography. And because we deal
with the natural earth and not with its political provinces
we call our subject Phyncal Geography
The earth belongs to the sun and revolves around it.Ihus we must touch upon astronomy. The winds and

storms and tides and flowing waters show the working of
forces and so we look to physics for help. Some animals
have become used to cold climates, others are fitted to

ZTh^f ^"""^l
P'^"*'' ^'^^ ^^^ dandelion, are widely

scattered, because the seeds have become fitted for travel bythe winds. Some live on high mountains, some in swamps

^n t. fr K fTk"*'-
'^^" ^°°'"«^«* *"d *^« botanist

the earth as the home of life. To form true notions ofour whole planet, because men live upon it and becausethey have been much influenced by their surroundings -^
this IS the purpose of geography.

P^^k^7 '^^^ ^'^ * convenient means of bringing theearth under our eye and of describing it to others keyare mmiature representations of the whole earth, or of a

^^(i
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one boh equal, five „ileJ'*''-'°"«'
P"*""-- Scle.

part of it. In
a small-scale
map one inch
"light represent

hundreds of
""'les, as in a
common page
map of North
America. But
on atlas sheets

containing
much detail
one inch com-
monly repre-
sents one mile,

many natural and artificial feafnro- ^\ «"ch a map
The map scale for T .? / ''''" ^^ included.

much grLter th/rthis t'on'''"^''?f-
'''' "°"^^ ^«

scale should be
^^^^ consulting a map the

at once sought.

Various de-
vices are used
to show, not
merely the
ground-plan or

arrangement,
but reliefs or

elevations as
well. This may
be done by
shading (Fig.

4), or by short

lines called
hachuri

'vV
'

(F:ig.
Fio.

5. — Map expressing relief by hachuresone uich equal, two-third. „f
* mZ ScaK
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-lope of the g^und. ^0^^ ma^rh"
'"'^"''" °' "">

slop* « rteeper. A conS rev^ilhetT •t"™
"«

to the direction of gloo. T. t"''^
"''*"' "' "Kht "ngles

might take if "„e
""*""" "« '^""^ one

walked horizon-
tally across slop-
ing ground, choos-
ing one's way so as
to go neither up
nor down. The
outline of a lake
is a contour about
the valley in which
the lake lies. If

water should be
addefl to the lake
until it is ten feet

deeper the new
lake outline would
be a contour at
a level ten feet
higher. The con- - ,„„

vXsirKrriTe^Hir't *^ •"•

nterval from that of the Z,f °* ^^ ' ^6"'"'
the contour are crowd^ the ,,„

""" •"'"" '*' "
'-f- apart, the gro^dtntriyrel'^

'*""• " '"^^

deceptive and hart^u 'beeaus^rh • .^"^ """""' ""
- exaggerated aa to tTaohTntruth CT ^'""^^many truthful mod^U « ""*;"^"' but there are a so

Which tuescat^Tr h^t^T^^^ ^^ '''''' -^--' -neights IS the same as the scale for

river vlty '^^^h f^'*""^"*" -ketch of .
*ncircled by . ciff^r ""^"^ ' »>«»> hill

in the map ben^th ih. i
"** '''*""«' «PP**'

.urf.ce beVZwHt ^irui;.':'
'°^'"' °' '»••
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dwtancei. A globe Ih the most general map. and It may
be smooth, or wrought in relief. Pictures are of use in
geography. They show smaller areas, but in greater de-
tan. Specimens are in some ways best, for they are
actual parts or pro<luct8 of the earth. We illuminate
maps motlels, pictures, and specimens by records of
travel, and, best of all, travel ourselves, and thus make
geography mteresting and real.

'U



CHAPTER II

THB ROOKS

In the preceding chapter we have «een that the processes

up the earth's crust. Hence it is useful for us at this poini

istics of the principal kinds of rocks. We shall then bere^ to take up in detai: .se o^al forces which a e dai^^

e^lrVl" "";' *'* -"^ '''°^^' '^"'^ «ven the veryextent and shape of the lands.
^

The earth's crust. - The term crust dates from thetime when the interior of
the earth was supposed to
be in a molten and liquid
condition. As this is not
now believed to be true,
the word is not wholly
appropriate, but it is still

used as a convenient
designation for the. outer part of the globe, witk-^wW-k-geography particularly deals.

wiw^-w#»h*-

ITI wK K ?
"^ '"'^^'^ ^^^'^ '« commonly a true

!nH nf? •
^ ^"^^ *"^ uncompacted materials

the hl?d "h V"* f *'^™ '" ^^^«- -^ mountain sthe hard and firm ft^gd^jgc^ which continues to gJ
he earth"; Lt^^^^^ "T^

'^ ''^ -^-- condition?:)eann s intenor. Soils are commonly formed by the

•\i^jiil.jH.frJi[jr(jirp^

(w), and bed rock (r).
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breaking down of the bed-rocks, ami l,y mixing the finerock waa^ v. .th vegetable matter. Their formation wHlbe studied ,n Chapter IV. We must here take up Zrocky foundation beneath, and see of what matenal" rock*consist how they differ in appearance and arrangementand what are some common varieties of rock. Thrwe
:oi:nrcr

"^ "'"''°'"™' ^'™"'-' """ •'""^ <>' *"«

JT^ "' "^'^ °' minerals. -Chemists have foundbetween seventy and eighty substances which they have

these they call eJemsMs. It is possible that some of hem

and new and obscure elements are occasionally discovered

colhred T '' '"^""'"^ "-^ '" »««"•« "duallycombmed, and a uJMIuOmjJUIumjiUhenuai^
what we commonly call ^jajneral. ThuslL^^^fS'2 elements, and united in certain proportions form hemineral iron pyrites. A union of the two elements, silicona^d oxygen, gives us the familiar minora: quart! c2
cmm, carbon, and oxygen unite to form the mineral calcHe
-^ure^bon may form diamond or graphite, and th^ we

occlTT^'^f^T''*^"*''''*
are hundreds of kinds,occur m the form of cryslah. These crystals may b^

forms. In other cases minerals are without special formsor ^mi-e. The same mineral may often bo^ither cry^!tallme or massive, as quartz.
The student is now ready to learn that minerals, com-bmed in numberless ways, form rocks. Thus if coarseror finer fragments or crystalline bits of quartz, feldsprand mica are found intermingled, the resulting mj is a

If the chief mineral in a rock is calcite, we have a limestone.

"t:2*^w,::i^ '*..
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Th,8 pnncple will be further illustrated as we proceed with
this chapter. Let the student lay hold of the great pri-mary fact, that ou^^fjBlements_are formed minerdis and
that minerals combine to form rocks. Thus is built up
the whole of the earth's crust.

General arrangement, or structure, of rocks. — We mustnow take the bed-rocks and divide them into two great
sorts This ,s not a complete division, for the geologistwould find many kinds, but the student of physicalgeog-

si^

T^S^^

mphy will have the greatest help in knowing these two

Over large parts of the lands the rocks are in layers, andthese layers are horizontal. The student will r^memtor

orZlTt"' "r
'''^"^' ^""^ " '- """- - "~

^mH^ f 1' 'f
"" ™ ''*"•• «""« «•« harder and«.me arc softer and they may be of many colours, but they
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are either sandstones, shales, or limestones. They wer»onpnally formed as layers of mud or sand in lale^or^
the same kinds of rocks, with the same Jayers or l«rare found incline! at various angles with the horizon ^d
but d sturbmg forces have been at work. Whether hori-zontal or mclined, such rocks are callei .trauZZ 'edt
-HJSJM^cks^ because they occur inli^T^^r
TS^S^-Sr^m.nts in water. They a^ o'ftelS

fragmental. because made
of the broken pieces or
waste of yet older rocks.
In other places the

surface rocks are not in
layers, and are neither
sandstone, shale, nor
limestone. They are
often crystalline and
have come to be what
they are in ways too
complicated and various
to be explained here.
Many of them have
cooled from a much
heated, or from a molten,

Fia.9.-Lime,tonertratawhichhavebe« ^^^^^' ^^^^ ^^^y are Called
upturned in a mountain. tgueOUS or r^ryfttr^Uirj^

taken as a familiar illustration ^his ^r'VeTa^more hkely to appear at the r.rface in mountain ^^ns but they ex«t everywhe. at some distanceuXground. This wUI be more fully explained in ChanterXVI, but we must here observe two or three ^^^IT^eral facts about the structure of the ^rt^s If
^-



/,

J

(1) Nearly everywhere there is a surface cover of soil

1
SOU.

(2) Bed-rocit occurs in some places at the surface

/ .1 J * ' ^'"°""' '""^ ^''»'' 'f "e '""Id 8o down throuirh

/ rock.
(4) Wherever we find stratified rocks we can h.sure that if we could dig or bore to the botTom of "emwe should find the unstratified or crystalline rocl« Thegneous or crystalline rocks, therefore, make up the lar«rpart o. the earth's crust, but over them in vast^onXstratifi-d rocks lie as a cover.

regions tde

' S«„ston. and conglomerate. -Sand may be producedm several ways, but is always thTi^sult of .ITf"'!.
gnndmg some olto rock. Waves along the aS"
sands, although nvers are also effective in wearii, therocks and ,n carrying off and depositing the w^te In

umuL 7" *';^*''"'"" """ '^»"'" -'- ""da Ind ac-cumulated vast deposits of sand in North America andEurope, and they are still at work in some pTrts" theworid. Any substance th.t „iii a„t ^ ^ J^
°' '"*

M^xir?f T " '^"'"'''"' ^•''onate, sometimesan oxide of ,ron, and occasionally the hard mineral silic«or quart, is dissolved and redepiited as a crent imtgthe grains of sand. The grains may be coarse or fineTdhe resulting stone willhaveacorrespondingtextureifThe

ragmtms':^: T^'"' " "?« «- "" " ^-ore, the "ftt

Sandstones may h.,vo various colours, a« gray, bluish.

-^^^^i*i^^^^:iMJLri??^;j«w^n?ffs^
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" When a mass of gravel

^l-!yj^j'ected"'to ce-

™®"*^^ft the result-
ing firm rock is called
a conglomerate, or
sometimes &pudding-
stone (Fig. ioj: In
such a rock the col-
ours and other qual-
ities of the parent
rocks are well pre-
served in the mingled
assortment of pebbles
brought together in
the new rock.

.
««ult8,and the rock is wele^d^i***^^"?*"^™

Fia. 10.— Conglomerate.
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such waste, sometimes used for mending roads, may
swiftly turn mto mud as rain falls on it and vehicli
crush It We call such rock shaU, and, like the sandstone.
It consists gf smal l hits of ?ruahed_oiL worn rocJc bound
together (Fig.

^

11). The dif-

ferences are:

first, that the

sjalfi nften-

containsmuch

o( Jh€L_ fine,

smoojth__8ub-

^taniie (an

aluminum sil-

icate) which

ilJ^J'own as

clay; and, sec-

ond, that the

other min
FiQ, 11.— Shale at Port Credit, Ont.

?ralsin the Shale are more finely pulverized than thegrams m a sandstone. The shale was originally mudspread out on the bottom of a lake or ocean.
Limestone. - A soft mineral, known as calcium car-bonate, makes up the bulk of this rock (FlT-lirTt«vev^^^

it con-

stone; A
' r ""'

''''':'
r^y' y-"«-^ and black lime-

faJled caI '^^"''•'^^J^^'^*
^'^^ °^ ^^^^ «™estone,

^nj LTT "
"^"Z^"'- ^* i« ««ft and fine:

carbo^atpS-n^-^
The burmng changes the calciumcarbonate to calcium oxide or lime. Limestone will dis-solve m^re readily in water than most oThe~r^clJ f̂w^

rru:^J "sl?"
^'^ '^'^^' ^' theYard parttof Wly

cL- r i! T"^^^^
unconsciously gather di.^.olvedcalc.am carbonate from the waters in which thry live, and

m^rW^i^
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Fia. 12.- A Umeatone cJiff at Napanee. Ont.

Clay may be mixed with the gravel of which the conglomer

sTne ith. "" "" Tu ""^ ^ "^^^ ^i*h the lime-stone, as the sources of the materials varied while thesediments were laid down.
Mctamojhic sedimentary rocks.- A sandstone m^y be

Sattnlt; ''.T-''^^^-^^'"^-^' -ded\y

hard and to .h^^^i
^^-^-^--^^^orne^eiZ compact andm^ and to show no longer ti.e sepaT^iTgrS^of whidi

Known as a quartzite.

Shales subjected to the same forces of change, may alsobecome hard and resistant to weathering and JltbZ
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known ^slaies. Slates split readily into thin and smooth
sheets which are much used for roofs and in some orna-
mental work. It must not be supposed that slate splits
along the original planes of bedding. Rather, these have
often disappeared under great pressure, and the new
divisions are on what are kn mn as cleavage planes

If a limestone ia metamorphosed, it often becomes wholly
crystalline in its internal structure: it loses in like manner
Its old bedding planes, it8jos8ils_disappear, and we call
the resultm^.rQck.a marfr/e...

" ''"

?7¥*** 7.^"'''"^ *^^ '^^'^^ ^"'•'"^^ by cooling from amelted condition, like the lava of a volcano, there are some
which have^nej:fitJ:eacJbied.tJi^^ of the. earth, but
Iiay^ halted at great depths and have (K>oled excmih^
sjo^di^ This prolonged cooling gave th^^^th^^^l
erals time to

assume crys-

talline forms.

Granite is the

most wide-
spread of

these rocks,

especially in

northern On-
tario, at Mus-
koka, or the

Thousand Isl-

ands (Fig. 13).

As granite
is common
among our
field boulders and is used for monuments and in build-
ing, Itjnay be taken as^the type of the deep-seated vol-canic^^which havebeen exposed at the surface of
^^h^J^Jhej:emoval,_thrpu^^^^

the over-

FiQ. 13.— Granite

S5c^^«r:ii5^^5,^-i^.^.:-if%:*.^^o^ai
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The chief mineraJs in the common granite are thr^ uthe student wUl look carpfullv k^
k;""'^ »« three. If

.pink, p«™,h, „. white iiS- xtT/f^
""

THere are also scales, often very sma^l of tk T-^—JI^
Mittio, miner.l ta;wn as mTJ Th^',''f'''-'S^:-i'^
are massed tom.tl,.r i„ « ^^' ™* *'"** minerals

With less "iiica t^ar^IJ^'^d^Jt^rw'tl.?"'^'^
"^'^

«=oIour, such as that thich c'nZtl^V,^" "' S™^
bury, or the rock which i^^f2! °^f T" "' ®"''-

Cobalt.
'"' *"*"* °' ti-e sUver of

in«i, tJ^sTSi rtX'foZ inr " " " *""-

quartSSj.'S.audniicr-.LS " ' -^
"" e*^*^'~

"omewhat band'rftoS^ .^^ •, ' "''°'* "'«'' ''"» »

withahammw itcw„ m T **'*'"P* ^ b^alc it

and regular as inX-T^
"e splitting is not as smooth

Mudent should remS:^;^T--^2!»12'2"'= "«'>= The
like shale maybTm^rT^?^*^«««^ ""^^
well, mav^nderJ^ ITP ^'^' ''"* ^^-Jask?, as

"Jl »taif^f^^f?5^?"-?*^ "i .changeTlrhus

of the different minZf/h *"'*""'''" "'"'"'* S'^ns

- .eiss, whici-'rutof r:ht:'oa-:rr
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"**[* •

^
Th? gngi^H

.
hasbegnJonnelfrom grani^ or reJated

^^S^-i2S!22ta^^ the dh^^iSr^

iWij

j^^ <^'j9 J t •mti^J . : im"- :s(ic'!^jji^i:z*^nr-ja* r

.



CHAPTER in

BIVBB8. VALLBY8, AND LAKM
Terms. — We begin our study of rivers bv looHna- «narrow valley. We often call such a val/i^ al2/ *

^^rnn^^,,,,,, ,r throat-lilce f:rri: aS.^
word which means a
narrow passage worn
by swift waters. A
aJdly is a small ravine,
like a deep ditch: can-
yojLJs commonly used
of great gorges in the
West; while ji7u/<^ ig a
name often given to
gorges in Western min-
ing regions. G^ea. dale.

and dell are somewhat
poetic words for small
valleys secluded among
hiUs.

A gOT%t. — Let us
choose any gorge, large
or small, which we
know best, and enter
it. No two are alike.^^"'Riv*" TK* °.^** ^"f^**" °^ *•»« Colorado '"' ^^ o iwo are alike,

0-9 fPr;t?atr1.irrd ^rt^ ^^^ ««"^« «f ^^e same
thmgs are seen m all

depths of the gorge are in granite.

«., or 500 feet deep. If we a^' a"Zgt^JeT^mountain, and plateaus, there are some freatergC
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TaUa oVbofh 'V'^^'tV
^""^ «°''«*^ ""'y »^«- verticalwalls on both sides. If so, we nearly always find the

itrsTr'UrTi'er,
''''' -^-^^en^o^nstt^'o:

ZUl .
^^\^^^^ vary in thickness from annch or two to several feet, and often some are harderthan others In this case they stand in relief, whilethe «,ft beds are crumbliug away. If the rocks ire not

Te sttnT"^' ''r'^^" ^'"^ ^^«" ^-- °^ ^o:sZZ«ze standmg up l.ke a wall of masonry in which eachblock has been smoothly dressed Kunh L
bv straMUttdtf * ^' ^"^ "*"««^

Qrj2artij3iggJa_tIie

mckajiailsdMiiiiU,

and when the
rocks lie in hori-

zontal beds, the
joints are almost
vertical. They
make it possible

for gorges to have

perpendicular
cliffs. Two sets of

joints commonly
cut each other
nearly at a right angle; hence it is tha7niches and but

Zz:""
'-''' ^^"^^^ ^^*- ^-^«p alongr sfdes":;

ton^^^W
' ""^"'/'^ "^* "'"*"y vertical from bottom to

whether it hi f
'"'"" *•« *»'•« "^i steep or not, andwhether .t be of fine or coarse material, depends o^ the

Fra, 1«.-A ravine .t Scarbon, Hd,h... n^
Toronto.

^^

i

iiJtMwiMw^^m^:
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MortgoggJi^ more or i^ .lorin,-dJ« Thi. i.

-dueL^EartJjr to
the talus, aa

already de-
scribed. It is

Jiiiiacaused by
the-£ruxQbJiag

oOhe ttj -

f er walls, as

blocks of rock
are wedged oflf

by frosts or
pushed down
by the grow-
ing roots of
trees, which in

such places
thrust them-
selves into
cracks and
apply great
pressure. A

evenly sloping sides is often called V-shapelZTth'^l^^

A gorge may have in general the V form but mav «h.

*». IC-Milk Ri'^e' C^^yon^d FalU. Elko. C«.W.

«IK..
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rliff. mark the har.l hnl,, „„.| ,h„ „,,
wMte ven«,nn, the etl^en „f the .„.f. h«l, If heTn

I

« «e.v.te.l in «„te. material, aoh aTiLy V^r^l

30- to 4« 'with the h'riz;!
''""" """" ""''"'"•"" «'

A multitude of small Korgen cannot be notice,! here bu,they are of local inteiert ami are of value t, .hi .
,' .

"f Keo,raphy. A» example, ofZ^ itlVtLTI''

Colorado a«, example. ofThetep'r r'Zr: ttwestern side of the continent
* ""^

^^^iS^Tti^^^rao- ,lr ™nT Z' T" """: " » ''"^'^

the slopes of The iLS^hF^iSfTarITa'TrStream mav »h..oU^- :. , . ;
^^^ ^^^^ *^^> > and the

But in air^S^^^~^^2^=»LoIthec!aaBs^

gorge^and is stillat^Ton ifSr ™2!sauoUhs__
TFe Stream i. J. ° '«^'«ieepenmg and enlareinr

—

August or SenSbr ?* ' "'"^ ""™« *''» ''""^ '"

during th: su~month" ^x^t^at" T '^ '' "^
or a long rain ThenZl^ '^

f!
^ " ^^^"^ ''"'"«'

fields, and roHs vdlo". ,d m„ n""'?'^
^''"''" '">"' ">«

path led UD over ,? l!^ ''^ "'''^™ «^« '"''<"* " dry'~ trat°j^;t:k,°:;''"'rr "«'• ^"^

^'-.iSWR^ t,;v^.M.'i' y.
•>" «'3ii^«ffi'mff^«^f»WVrrlE^.^^^^
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ILjhe bed of the stream shows a floor of rock, it

19 -fijEfectiyej^parrying away~'the waste which is sup-
plied up-stream by the breaking up of rocks. The floocl

current is so swift and strong in volume that little

rocky rubbish can rest in its path. This also means
that the rocks of the stream bed are exposed to wear,

whenever the current

is strong. They are

filed down by the

sand and pebbles that

sweep across them
;

their surfaces are dis-

solved and the fine

matter is borne away.

Flakes and blocks of

the rock loosen by
fro3t in winte ''. and

are hurried off by the

floods of spring. Thus
the gorge is growing

deeper by the wearing

of its floor.

But on ho^h aidea

fif the stream will

often lie banks of

waste at the foot of

the cliffs. These will

be more or less at-

tacked, according to

the power of the current. And at some points of less

slope the bed of the stream will be covered with ahinylp .

pjLfioarse^ rough waste . And in some ptill pnnla sag^
and mud will gather, until the down-stream rim of the
littlenbasm is cut away. Thus the bed will be protected

at some points and subject to wear at others. Depress! .la

Fio. 17.— A small river at low stage. The
water is clear. The shore at the bend
shows bed-rock, but the river bottom near
by is covered by loose blocks (boulders)
which have been rounded by rolling.
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are gradually filled, jutting led^Ps nr.

If we find thf float of the str..m !,„;!. „„,,, .this meaiw th.t ,y „~r;:.uu., - ,

'^""^^M-'atlt.aa.te,

f«t«jiuuuhai;;L*^rf;f^^^^"^^
brook may be oW«,,rf -tl-at "T u ,

"™'"°''

waste that instead ,
: luJlt "„l

^^'^"^ '^"' '"""

This, however, does not happen so oft«^„
upon .t.

the bottoms of open vaUeyrhe^tZVZZT'
^-ft;:ranr:hrr::t::r
ttr:„xt;-"rt~^"^=-t- me varying distance abnff whiVh +u«nt has pushed and rubbed the fragZts t h

«"""

s7:L^rrres7r;i;'^hr r^"^'--'"-^^
out and spreaVrU" fltr"Zt l""' "-" ^'^

^

/ofSTnll-ty"- '" """' " ''""" "'°"- - '"« "«!

1 i' ^i""* ™"' **nd and Pebbles.
I 2. Dissolving rocit by the water.
\ 3. Ic^pu3h of bloclcs of rock in the spring.

te tools have looseneTTjif^S^iJiiia^LEllie
-ntuj by centuiy, it work aly'^fSty^ts bed and making the gorge d^L ^ *'"' '*""'«

Sources of the wati^ xi . ^ '

the work of the water flo";i"; i'nlttt'":''"''
?°^«« "»«

'

oLin kss degrr rom 'j^^^ffiSs^J-SiSL&mafegsea,
by the formation oTluf^^^i^ZSIi^fe
and surfaces the water tends gath : to /o""' ,

"*" ""
"ne. of g^atest slope, to formnnrat'"lT:^"*the:

<<L:\*r,'ii^ jE' r-:^*^Ayjlaf
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larger streams. As soon as a stream of any size has
formed on a sloping surface, gorge-making begins. But
cain-water does npt all flow directly into surface streams.
Muchof it soaks into the soil and often deegjnto the rocks7~
andcomes out intl?6 form'oi springs. The journeyImcIeiP
ground may cover a levTfoSs oTmahy miles. Great cav-
erns may be made by solution and by wear of the waters,
and springs of great volume, even to thousands of gallons
a minute, may boil up at the surface and at once set in

motion a large surface

stream.

In regions of cold

winters much water

lies on the surface as

snow until the coming

of spring, and then

melts quickly. Thus

floodsjTsJaj:ger, and

morevalley-making is

accompliLahed than-

would be possible if

the water fell as rain

and ran freely away
after each storm.

As we have just seen, only a part of the falling rain
runs directly away. If the soils and rocks are porous, or
the surface is flat/or the air very dry, less runs away than
if the rocks are hard, the surfaces steep, and the air moist.
Hence it is that the percentage of run-off to the entire

amount of rain varies from one-third or two-fifths in the
East to one quarter or very much less in the dry regions
of the West.

River basins. — The_§mount of water forming ^ p;ivAn

stream also depends on the size of the basin. The basin of

a river includes all the land surface whichlnclines towards

Fio. 18.— loe-jam on the Red River, near
Winnipeg.
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it, and whose surplus waters enter the ocean or trunkstream by ,t A river, then, includes all it, branTe;however smal,, and a river system is a tree-like gr^up o1streams reachmg down to the ocean by one trunk.

sdllZ' 7 boundavf between the h..in. „> t^„adjommg streams or .strgam_sgtems is called a dMbecause the water falling as rate U there diviffia^^ptZ^f
It go,ng to one stream and part to the other. A divWetathe higher land forming the watershed or v,.tZ.niZ

ndge, high or low, or it may traverse a plain so le.el thatIts course js uncertain or even variable. The rivers flowmg from the north into the Great Lakes often ris^TnflaTma«hy ground, so that the divide from the watere flo^n^nto Hudson Bay is indistinct. There are even take^Tu^on the d,v,de which have two outlets, one t^ardfZ sfLawrence system and another towards the Mooi Rler

boats may m h.gh water, pass between the head-w^ereof the Mississippi and the Red Rivo- t„ i- l
""'"'*'«"

%,CalQiado, oppositejhe mouths of tributoies TOel

S^M'brstdt"^''!^''^""-'*"-^^^^
-.:pwui^r^k- e^^tgr

— •^

iPTifKaKJl^:'
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the blocks wear away up-stream to a given joint, which
maintains a wall over which the water descends. With
^f;5[eraLJointjJflQ|ea andiheplanes p_f_ bedding, aatairway
@£^iSatleover which the water cascades to the bottom.
If softer beds of rock are capped bv a hard layer, the decay
**^

*'-^®..^°i^ bf^s a»d the blows given them by the. faHjng
water cut theni Back and leave the hard sheet projecting

QKfiCjfeem, thus giving the waters a single plunge to the
bottom. This is the way in which the falls at Niagara

Fio. 19.— High Falls on the Kenygami River, below Long Lake.

are formed. There the rocks are nearly horizontal. The
falls are about 160 feet in height. Sixty feet or more of

the upper rocks are hard, thick beds of limestone. For
the most part, the rocks below these are shales or hard-

ened muds and these wear back, as shown in the diagram
(Fig. 20). As the .foimdaMon is removed, great blocks of

the hard^capping rock fall doan. Thus the form of the
falls changes, and they are receding —Hiat is, the goTf^
is growing longer at the gouth end, as the falbjlowly
move up the river towards Lake ferie. iTie rate of rec^

.«^>^p»Ki:.TJf;^«y
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7" »«

ll^\
to five feet a year. In such a fall the water

strikes the bottom with great force, and tears or wears the
rock. Hence a pool is

'

formed. At the base
of the Horseshoe Fall,

on the Canadian side

of the Niagara Iliver.

the water is about 200
feet deep. At the base
of some small falls in

the Ottawa, fine, well-

like pools, 6 to 10 feet -^^„„^^^-^,,^,^^-^-„
deep, with vertical rock Fm 9n n ..

—^ssAs^^i*^
„,»lL L\ • ?^~^"'«^^'^ "lowing the, appwitnee
walls, are seen. These °/ ^"^ ""'i «"•«»« u a deep cutting's"^
smaller pits in stream ^.r/ Xt'JrrtS'- ^^
beds are known as^- rp^^Jr^t .T.^^A^Xii;:;
hslSS., and may be found the shale.

er, neip to wear

tarv^l-^r^"-!^
'^^ Theyvaj n diameter from a few inchesITieveral feetand, If arge, may be 20 feet deep or more. They aredril^d down by pebbles or larger stones whirled by thedashing and rushing waters.

^

fou^d'' Thi
'''^''

''.r'"''
•'"^"" ^^*^^^^"« ^re oftenfound. This means that the main stream has sunk itschannel more rapidly and deeply than the side-strel

quSrv'itTsiTf"."
-"^'"^ ^ ^'^'^^ d--nds

r^rJ' ^ ^' *^ ^'"^"^ ^* ^"^«» i*« bed, carry it ashort d,tance m a canal or flume, and use it- to turn thewheels of shops and factories; and the sites of waterfall!are especially favourable for such utilization. T^e or.m

takings and towns and cities grow where nature offerspower to help man's work. It is about mill-whils thatOt awa and Sault Ste. Marie have grown up, an^a parof the power of the Niagara River, u«ed to ge'nerate e'e

'mm^:^^ ^M»fe975&'£.\
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tricity, turns the wheels of neighbouring shops, lights the
streets of Toronto and Buffalo, and carries passengers on

the railways
in their streets.

Thus a force

of nature is

linked to the

thought and
enterprise of

man.

Alluvial fans

or cones. —
Where a gorge

passes into an

open valley,

one often finds

a gathering of
land waste having the form of a fan, with the apex point-
ing up the side valley. From the apex towards the
border, the slope may be gentle or quite sharp. If the

no. 21.— Kakabeka Falis, near Port Arthur, Ont.

FtG. 22.— An ailuvkl eonc, near Great Salt Lake, Utah.

^<
'£?^*iKfflf«5 ^^'h .%>• ^^ •I'fciSiiw,
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grade iq the side gorge is steep, the swift waters will bring
out coarse, bou derK waste and drop it suddenly, makin^a steep fan If the grade is less, finer material will com^down and be earned farther out on the floor of the trunk
valley, g,v.ng a wide fan of small slope. The stream flowssometimes along one radius of the fan and sometimes

Such a body of waste forms a more or less perfect segmentof a low cone; hence the texm alluvial cone is often usedIn a mountam land like Switzerland such cones are com^

s ngle channel of masonry. Thus they rectify the stream
clear away the boulders, and gather good harvests fromwhat seems forbidding ground

thTTr"^ °' *
J""'^-

- ^^ "' "O" ^""l' the fact

ro,,n^. , / ?"" ''"''"' "' ™°'' f"'^^ are often well

the ^desoHiir^SS^nsrsSdily sl^lo^n ^^,?^

F.O. 23.- Proai. .^„ . „||^ „ jj,„^, ^^^ ^^ d».l„p„„,.

^^-»»_^and js carr.ed_a„ay,. Thus by decrees thego^e-becomes an open valley. It is-SiSul to picture toou^lves such growth of a wide valley out of a narrow
steep-walled gorge (Fig. 23). And it is well in our wX
naLr '° ""'f

'" '"^"^^ "•''»'' "- neither v«^

Open vaueys. -As the valley broadens, the slopes of

tip bIf" 'T""!
^^""" "^-^ »"" "•«- -ay beS !, f f ^ ^u*""''

*"" "' e»"»™' inclination isquite moderate. On the sides of open valleys rocky ledeesmay occur, .hewing that a perfect grade has not bin
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reached. But with time enough, such ledges wil! crumble
and a perfect slope of soil or coarser waste will appear.
The river in such a valley commonly flows on a floor of

waste which it has laid down. Here and there it may
cross rocky ledges, giving rise to rapids such as are more
commonly seen in gorges. Above each rapid is a stretch
of nearly still water, giving us an alternating series of rapids
and reaches. Hei -e the portages which are so common in
canoeing trips, and which form a feature in primitive
carriage of goods by water. Even if there are no ledges
of rock, there are still alternations of rapid and reach;
but these are low-water features only. At a high stage

the forward slope

of the water sur-

face is nearly even,

but there are dif-

ferences in the cur-

rent, causing bars

of waste to form
here afid there;

and at each of

these bars a rapid

appears when the

Fio. 24.— The Don Valley, near Toronto.

flood has passed. It is instructive to study a familiar
creek when its banks are full, and to note what little
trace remains of well-known deeps and shoals.
A large river may be many feet deep, and is often a half-

mile or more in width. A few great rivers, like the Ama-
zon, show a width of many miles at their seaward ends.
The stream is bordered by banks varying from a few feet
to twenty or more in height. These banks are the edges
of nearly flat grounds which stretch away to the base of
the valley slopes. These are known as flood-plains.

Flood-plains. — Commonly the water is confined be-
tween the banks, but in the spring, or after great rains, the

ift^ffll
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rtream passes its banks ami floods the strips of flat groumlon both sides. At such times the river is charXuhSJ " T" "' "'' «"» """"'"l « -Pread over theflooded grounds. Thus when u.e water retires it t.!
then, a little higher than before. The depc^^ullt o"fine waste, largely derived from soils of the upuZ Uthus constantly adds to the fertility of the loWanj"

L.„y tht^r^iu^i^ira^rri^' ^V"'.mooth surfaces oflfer natural grades for th7; • ^
w^on and stage, as well as for thera J^^ of a^rtrIf the stream is navigable, the p«>ducts of^heX may

i-
,

owing to ngnt and left in estrone curvp<5 tk,,^ *u
«.a.anoa f^n. Cairo, Illinois, to the GullTZJt"^":
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five hundred miles, but by the Mississippi one travels over
one thp-isand miles. The breadth of these swings of the
river is from three to six miles. On the outside of the
curves there is deep water and a steep bank, at which
landings are possible for steamboats. On the inner side
is a sloping beach passing beneath shallow water. The
river cuts away the outer shore and adds to the other, and
thus widens the belt of curves or meanders, as they are
called from a winding river of Asia Minor. Little by
little, however, the tongue of land that reaches into a great
bend is narrowed at its base, by the growth of other bends,
until at last the neck is cut away, and the river track is

shortened. By such a cut-off of one of the great Mississippi
meanders, the river may be shortened at a given point
by fifteen or twenty miles. The curving channel thus
abandoned by the current is soon partitioned from the
river by the growth of a barrier of waste, and becomes an

ox-bow lake.

The Mississippi is

taken as an example,

but the meandering
habit is not limited to

great rivers. It i's as

perfectly seen in rivers

of moderate size, such
as the Assiniboine in

Manitoba, and in

F.o.-25.-Cr.»-profilr,ofa,va1Ieyat^,;;:;; ^J^^l^^'.
^ ^^^^^ ^^^

stages of development, to show how river Mississippi itSClf . The
terrace* are made, r, river, o, 6, c. sue- „,; J+u ^c *U • -ii
cessive flood-plains, a; 6». remnants of

Width Ot the SWlHg Will
^t^and second flood-plains, remaining as depend Oh the sizC of

the stream. It may be
a few rods for a brook and miles for a great river.

River terraces. — We have seen that in each flood the
river spreads a film of mud over its flood-plain and raises
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K. .urface. At the wme time it i, often .inkinir it, be.1

on the «uod-pl„n They will, i„„e„,|, e„t into i„ e,lge*

bmught from up-stream will form a new floo,l-,roun"lThe remnants of the higher, forsaken plain are km,wn ^mer or ^U,nal terrace,. Several set. of them, at u""e^s ve levels, are seen in the valley of the Connecticut^
along other nvers. They are not often im:.,rtan in Jze

oelta. -Gathenng jts tribute of land-waste from theAppalachian and Rocky Mountains, an.l from the ITeausand praines that lie between, the Mississippi Hiler lav,

Dordere of the Oulf of Mexico. Even its finest mud sink,

lit a na , „f ,.'
, ? ""c" "

"""' ''"'" "P' '° become atiMt a part of the land. So the river-plain is built higherand ,, also extended southwards. The growing pto Isoiled a delta. The river, building its channel above, h.ad,o,m„g land, break, through ft, banksT^iiou^pUt
and discharge, part of it, water by down-stream w7e^^^!|£mIoca ly called hayou., „ut are more widely known

deurit''r;;i'\^z: re^tnThr^''^r

'

.uicken tne «ow, and thus scour and deepen threhannd '
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There are no very large deltas in Canada except that of
the Mackenasie Kiver where it enters the Arctic Ocean. Its
delta is tundra, pr plain that is always frozen below,
though clothe<l in summer with grass and flowers. The
delta of the Fraser Kiver, though much smaller, provides
the fertile plain on which stands the city of Vancouver.
In Ontario, deltas are still smaller, that of the Kaministi-
quia, on Thunder Bay, being one of the most characteris-

tic. In the Old
World, the Nile,

the Po, the Tiber,

and the Rhone
deltas are notable

examples, while

the Ganges, the

Brahmaputra, and

the Hoang-Ho
have enormous
deltas on the Asi-

atic sea-border.

Deltas on lake

borders.—It must
not be thought

that all deltas

contain hundreds

or thousands of
square miles or are built on the borders of the ocean.
Many are seen on the shores of lakes, and when a swift

upland stream is there suddenly checked, the delta will

contain sand, gravel, and boulders, and thus be diflferent

from the marine delta. Its form will be different also,

and instead of the delta surface passing smoothly down
to the bottom of the water, it will have an abrupt slope
in front. When the stream, pushing for a little way
through the shallow water, reaches the brink, its lead will

Ym. 26.— Delta of the Nile River. Note the fan-
shape, with the apex at Cairo. 1 he distributaries
are many. Capes are built into the sea at the
main mouths. There are many railways, because
the fertile soil supports a large population.

ii;.-
^,^-k'
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r^l'lkl' a :17" ''' '"^''"^' '""^'' - ^--« and

thZ.I. M
""' ""*"''"'"'

'^ ^^ «h""ld «'iee the deltathrc,u«h, would appear ai, i« Fig. 27. The stream w 11

F.O. 2^— 8«,tionof.d«IUm.d,of,r.v.|.nd«UHi

swing from one line to another, building ud the rl^It

„

mmiature after a way- ^ '"

side pool, receiving a
wet-weather torrent,
has dried away.
Young, mature, and

old valleys. — These
are important terms
in physical geography,
and we are new pre-
pared to understand
them. They are use-
ful because they ex-
press the great fact
that the forms of the
land are changing, or
having a development — - ™.. „, ,,. ,.,^

«- i'lat^auo ur mountains.
i-i"is,

Fro. 28 —Miniature delta. Durin« a r.ln .

of earth. A rill dug a miniature Z«etethe -lope and wa.hed the wa.te to th^^lwhere .t bui t a delta. Before the poolS
r^J^f "'"'^ n,«de wavelet., whKr^S
• diore t«race about the edge of the^^u
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A young valley is narrow, has steep, sides, and carries a

vigorous stream flowing on an uneven floor. The gorges

already named are illustrations. A mature valley is deep,

but open also, havmg flaring sides, and gentle, rounded

upper slopes. The valley of the St. Lawrence in Quebec

is "mature, but that of the Credit River or of the Humber
is young.

We have already seen how a narrow valley grows wide

and a steep-

walled valley

becomes open.

The floor of

the valley is

widened by

t... swing of

the river in

gentle curves

or strong me-

anders, while

the slopes are

reduced by all

the processes

of decay or

weathering, as described in the next chapter. At the

same time rapids and falls disappear and the river comes

to flow on a graded floor. As the slopes fade out, the

valleys become wide, the divides -low, and the rivers

sluggish, and the whole land surface passes into old age.

The general work of a river system. — Let us picture

to outlives an elevated plain near the sea, and a branch-

ing nver system formed upon it. Where the river descends

steeply to the sea it will plough a gorge. This gorge will

extend backwards, up-stream, branching where the river

branches, and its divisions will in time ramify throughout

the river basin. While they are growing at the head-

Fio. 29.— Grand Falls Cat von, in British Cblumbi^.

'""%i El^ ij'-fl'

'"f^^m -s^^ss.-
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will finally be replaced by crested hills, which will fh„„soften and sink with the flattening of valTeyl^ AMthese changes will proceed from the trunk Zeam^' ,

the confines of the basin, and at last ^ach the outerZll'separating the basin from other basin,
' Thn u f

W than the original, being but little 'abovel'et";:',

a^r °'
r"- -s Ta^dt, r- -:

stta^ro^xi-r
Brrehtirts""' '"r- "-•^P"''" and'Telt

spreadTftott'Ta.'Zshrlrt ''T'^'^'
»""

study of the ocean.
"* '° " ^'"" '» «•"

hasTlwI^pyTl^r' °' """^-If the farmer

ditches'^dT^lXT: -^-^ or a^network of

wait, natu^ would Zr.r" """' "" '^°"''' '"'-'' '°

h^'-.*-"
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perfect, that the river system has not yet develop

branches in a mature way and taken possession.

Lakes. — These are illustrations of imperfect drain-

age, and if many are present they stamp a region as having

ayoung surface. Lake basins are depressions which detain

the waters from passing directly to the sea. They are

made in many ways which cannot be fully described in an

elementary book. Xkfi-fiWAter number are due to the

jglacial invasion and will be explained in a later chapter.

Some, like Great Salt Lake and the Dead Sea, are due to

Ijendings or unequal movements of the earth's crust.

~Small lakes sometimes occu;gr-old volcanic craters; and

we have seen how cut-offs in rivervaUeys . fornLOX-bow

lakes. When we study ^e shores of the sea, we shall

^SSierve the making of lakes by shutting_offth£..wntprs nf

deep bayg . AUuviai cones at the mouths of some Swiss

gorges are built across the main valleys, crowd the streams

to the other side, and dam the waters coming from above.

Landslips and lava floods blockade valleys into which they

descend and make small lakes behind them.

>' . Disappearance of lakes. — But we are here most con-

^^ cerned to see how lakes disappear as drainage becomes

4\>iature. If the rapids of the St. Lawrence and the rocks

of the Thousand Islands were cut away. Lake Ontario

would be partly drained, but only in part, because about

400 feet of its depth is below sea-level. But when tbfi-

Niagara River has finished its work the bed of Lake Erie

Wnfbe dry, for its lowest point is more than 100 feet above

the surface of Lake Ontario. This will take a long time,

but the process is already complete with many small lakes,

which once existed, but whose bottoms are now meadows.

This brings us to the second important way in which

tekes disappear. Streams bring down their load and

build deltas at the edge and spread the mud over the en-

^tire bottom, Water-loving plants grow about the edge?

I ./ '\

WW.
'^^.J.A
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and help to fill the shallow places Smnii ov, » , •

creatures abound in some lakel TnH fh
'^""""^^king

mains form a white deposit of^l I

^^'^''^^^'''^ '^
marl. Trees and eaves add /h^ '""J

'"'^^"'^^^ «^ «^«»

basin is full and ttTaifis^^^^^^^^
^^e

outlet channels and the filling of hT '^"^"^ ^^

the disappearance of J "riak^'^T T^^"^'^.'^ ^-
process may be found hvfZ T -

^*^^^^ °^ ^^e

parts of Canada.
"^ ^" "^'"'^'"^ «*"d^«* in most

Lucerne in Switzerland is

diminishing by the growth
of a delta on which Fluelen
and Altdorf stand. A simi-
lar shortening occurs where
the Rhine enters Lake Con-
stance and the Rhone, Lake
Geneva.

Swamps. — Marsh la.ids
are marks of imperfect
dramage, and they often
are due to the nearly com-
Pleted filling of lakes.
Others occur on flood-plains and HoUoo
wandering, and In^'.:Z^Jo^ZZV' '°

are often oau*d by the checking of water flow ,^""1the growth of trees and shrubs ^StZ T °"^
forests are cut awav « ^ disappear when
dams have a sLirhistoT''^

''"^ "' ""^ ''^''™'-

-anXi "stT;r:r„:™7rrpfn"f t^
'''''

bottom, and has bPPn f„.« ^ -7 ,
'^'"^"^ Part of the sea-

Of the eon^X'^^h? ttr Ire'Ltrt ^'''-

cover the surface with their beadX" Het:^ .t;,:

S>c*le, 1 inch =.U miles.

i^nwi^wi-
^n: -^m.v
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Fio, 31.—The river systems of North America.

"Uii^j.Kmkn^/< 'm. Mc'ii.
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falling on the smooth areas between tfie streams evaoo-rates, or dram, off slowly underground. The sa"; TsZeof the plain dramed by the Red River, exceot that 7m!

River Systems

m North Amenos .s the Mississippi with its tributarirdrainmg almost all the central United States betw^^

a small part of Canada, m southern Alberta, contributeto .ts waters. Joined hy the Missouri and other" ive™on he west and the Ohio on the east, the MiJ^Lfa acontmental r ,er, with its myriad torrents in t^e mou„tmns of east and west, its leisurely stretches acroL broi"

S^wrh-^K
,,"'""' °" '"*'' ''"'' "> ^he trunk Thannddown which the ceaseless stream of water and land-litepours mto the Gulf of Mexico.

St. Lawrence system.' -The Great Lakes are usuallvr^arded as expansions of the St. Lawrence River Agreat nver system drained eastwards over thisrLTonb^fore the lakes were in existence. Portions of iWaJkvtwere deepened by the ice, and other portions we^, bt

k

The St. Lawb*j»ce
Lakes

Name of Lake

Superior

.

Michigan

Huron
St. Clair .

Erie . .

Ontario .

LcNOTH

Miles

420

350

270

25

250

190

AVEBAOE
Width

MiKt

80

60

70

25

38

55

Area

Square Miles

Heioht
ABOVE Sea

Feet

31,420

26,000

23,780

360

10,030

7,330

602.75

578.75

576.75

570.75

566.75

240

J^m'^"MSM£m^:' .£T^:

.
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aded by rock-waste, and so the lakes came into being. In

tiiis view, the St. Louis River, the Nipigon, the St. Mary's,

the St. Clair, the Detroit, and the Niagara, and each great

lake, are but different parts of the one great river. The
river descends but 26 feet from the Superior to the Huron
level, thence 10 feet to the Erie level, and 326 feet by the

Niagara River and Falls to Lake Ontario. The gentle

reaches and the rapids below theThousand Islands bring the

river to tide-level between Montreal and Quebec. Thence

the St. Lawrence valley is occupied by an inlet of the sea.

At Montreal the river receives its largest tributary, the

Ottawa.

This is commercially the most important inland water

system of the world. Hc/e are the ports of Duluth,

Port Arthur, Fort William, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit,

Cleveland, Buffalo, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, and

Quebec. The greater of these ports vie with New York,

Liverpool, and Hamburg in the tonnage of their shipping.

Over this route pass the iron ore of Minnesota, and the

wheat and corn of the prairies and the plains. Such a

body of waters, penetrating the heart of North America

may be compared, in its influence on the development of

commerce and the shaping of history, to the English Chan-

nel and the North and Baltic seas.

Drainage towards Hudson Bay. — The St. Lawrence

system drains only a narrow band of country round the

Great Lakes. Most of northern Ontario and Quebec send

their waters northwards towards Hudson Bay. A series

of important rivers, such as the Albany, Moose, Mis-

sanabie, and Abitibi rivers,^i«...Dntario, and Noddaway
River, in Quebec, flow into Jam^^-Ba^^^The greater

part of the western plains is drained by the

wan, beginning with mountain torrents fed by glaciers,

flowing more gently through the flat land of the prairie,

and having its mouth in Lake Winnipeg. The south-

liii^T wmft^imm::r-wskJkmf^'
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Wh" r'f'
'^^^^^^•"«d ^y the Red River and itsoranch, the Assmiboine, emptvinir inf« th^ *u >< 7

of Lake Winni-
^^^P^mg into the southern end

peg. TheNel-
son River flows

from Lake
Winnipeg and
carries the com-
bined waters
of the Sas-
katchewan and
Red rivers to

Hudson Bay.

Before rail- _^^^
ways were Fm. 32.— a scene on the Churchill Kivep.

fnt'L""''""'"
^'*'" '"PP""^ hundreds of miles ofniand nav>gat,on for the boats of the fur-trader. aS^fo'stern^heel steamers, thus aiding in the o^S:;^lZ

Farther north the Churchill anrl t^i
though the forest .ands andtr^^ ^ZZ'Z

forest into the
western aide of

Hudson Bay.

The Macken-
zie River sys-

tem.—This,
excepting the
Mississippi, is

the greatest
river system
in North Amer-
ica, and it sends
its powerful
flood of waters

Rivcr. *^ •
"*"**'* mouth of th. Great Bear

^•?r.«-"'';^ir^ '-FTf
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into the Arctic Ocean. It includes the Athabaska, Peace
and Slave rivers, and drains vast areas of the Rocky
Mountains, and of the northern plains. Measured from
the head of the Peace River, its length is more than 2200
miles, and it bears to the ocean the waters of three great

lakes, Athabaska, Great Slave, and Great Bear. The
steamers of the Hudson's Bay Company ply for 1800
miles on the Mackenzie River and its tributaries.

Other large rivers flowing north are the Great Fish,

or Back River, and the Coppermine, emptying into Arctic

waters, and
the Koksoak
River, drain-

ing northern

Labrador into

Ungava Bay.

Drainage of

British Co-
lumbia. — The
southern part

of British Co-

lumbia has two

great rivers,

each rising in

the deep valley

which runs for 800 miles north-west and south-east be-

tween the Rocky Mountains and the Gold Ranges. The
Columbia begins by flowing north-west, fed by many
glacial streams, suddenly turns- south, inclosing the Sel-

kirk Mountains, rests for a time in the narrow and deep
Arrow lakes, and Lusn enters the Uiii&ed States, reaching

the Pacific near Portlalid.

The Fraser River commences in the same way as the

Columbia, flowing north-west in the long valley west of

the Rocky Mountains, turns south also to a point near

Fro. 34.— The Fraso- River at Lytton, British Columbia.
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i^v'atrut""mT'*'^' '"? """ «-' '" «"« water

Coast "RaJ'i::; LrrioTp, ^u TSi'"??'' k'""and thua have allowed the Ca^ian Pa fie S^""
''

passage to the sea.
"aUway a

the'^r/i:i':i?f;" rt*""
"^ -'--«. •>«'

end, below Yak „ „„1 ^o'!""
"""P' »' '*» '»»«•

AlaskftoLJlsea r7' ""' ',"'" ""^^ "'""«'>

and the Yukon TerritoL3 •

."""""'o™ » Alaska

steamers ^71800^^5' t '^ T*"*^ ""^ '"'^y '««e
by ice for ir?ha™ 1.1'Tr

""' '"'! ""' " " "'"^
Behring Sea a ^reat deuf

""' ^''"- " ^" "uilt into
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CHAPTER IV

WSATHBBINO. SOILS, AND UNDBBOBOUNO WAtBBS

In our study of streams we have seen that flowing water
does not act alone in breaking up tlie rocks and changing
the face of the earth. The rocks are attacked in various
ways, and reduced to small fragments or to clay.

If the student will search in a boulder heap, he will

probably find some piece of sandstone so soft that
it will crumble in the hand. Here the cement is

losing its hold, and the sand is going back to its old
condition. Let us weigh a piece of dry sandstone;
then soak it a day io water and weigh it again. We
shall find that water has been absorbed, sometimes as
much as one-eighth of the weight of the stone. This
means that there is free space among the sand-grains,
which water or air may enter. Suppose the stone
freezes after absorbing the water. Expansion will take
place and the sand-grains will tend to be thrust apart,
and after many such wettings and freezings, the stone will

crumble. Hence a very porous sandstone is not a good
building stone for outside work. A little search will dis-

cover sandstones, in buildings or other structures, which
show scaling. This is one of the ways in which the stone
may be destroyed, but the fact most important to remem-
ber is that such rock is built out of small separate grains
and may return to its former condition.

In shale, the particles are more finely pulverized than
in sandstone, and under the rain it quickly turns into mud.
Limestone will dissolve in water more readily than most
rocks, and so be carried off, leaving any insoluble parti-
cles, as sand or clay.

68
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Jtf LT:r:U^^^^^^^ "^' T ''^'^'^ "-^ «-- eon-

tear therirln^fa;^^^^^^^^^^^^
'»^1^ -i"

down. The feldspar T ^ '"''^ ^^ ^'*»''

cays slowly under the
weather, and much of it in
time becomes dmooth clay,

80 that the decomposed
granite or gneiss may be
excavate<l with a spade in
regions where glaciers have
not scoured the surface
down to the fresh rock. -

It is to such breaking
down of the rocks that the
diversity of the earth's
surface, the forms of moun-
tains, and the existence of
Its mantles of soil are
largely due.

To a short study of
these processes of destruc-
tion we now turn. Rocks
are broken and worn by
nyer action; other chapters
will show how they yield

'- co^pieuou. though p..hap1 IZ IXot^^
""

Surface Wasting

- -of.emng, and a change to dull brown or recfdish

«Pid along joinUi and «t the divi-«on« between layers.

Sf.
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colour, in place of the former metallic lustre. Most rocks
contain iron in some form, the rustinj^ of which causes
the rocks- to show stain, and by and by to decay. This
is one important caue of weathering, a term used to
cover the softening and breaking up of rocks which in
a number of ways goes on quietly at the surface of the
earth. The surface of a stone block or boulder is often
thus changeil, while the inner parts, if opened to view by
the hammer, show the true colour and hardness of tha
rock. A bed of clay or sand is usually weathered to dull

hues above, but
remains of a blu-

ish colour below.

This change is duo
to the oxygen of

the air, which pen-

etrates all
I

irts

not filled by water.

Marble tomb-
stones lose their

polish after a few

years. Rain and
air, holding small

amounts of carbon

dioxide and other

gases, dissolve a

little of the surface

and so remove
the lustre. Cleo-

patra's Needle,
now standing in Central Park. New York, was preserved
for many centuiies in Egypt, because the air there is so
dry and pure. But some protective wash had at once
to be applied to the surface when exposed to the damper
air of the Atlantic coast, espprially where mingled with
the gases that flow from the chimneys of a great city.

Fio. 36. — A pebbly rock carved by rmia.

rwrw.'^L^i^immmi^m
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Rain wash. — Notice a hank nf n«n»k • * ,
heavy showpr TK. i , .

*'"'^^" J""^ after a

c.5. fr=••--•'"'*'
are d.rkwi.h the ;^„ „,•„ '1 , .T'*

,
'" "" """"-''•

pick up. PermanentZaLtV ,1 "
'""" "''" '"

of l:.nJ, but rain 8„ak,
!"

? ,, ' "'""™" «'"P»
everywhere, a„T

""'"'"" ""' ""'"' »"'' "»"

gives the first

start to loosened

particles. Th»i
rain rills be^M i

the great task of

carrying which
the creeks and
rivers continue.

»Solution. — If a
gallon of water
from any stream
or well were evap-
orated, a small
amount of soli!

matter would be
^ound. In a tea-

kettle much water
is evaporated,
and still more in

a steam-boiler,
and the inner sur-
face of each re-

ceives a hard coat-

b^walf ""I'^hrthe"''"",'''""'^^''
f™"- ""' -ka

change, the pohlU^t.
, ,:i" 'Ilf

''1 '"^ """"' ^
^'«" «>n,e water U-,..,^, an^oTn' r^^:,;/:::*

"°-'..=.xrKr,src!"5Jf.;i-^^'r
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noting the effects of solution upon the rocks of the earth's
crusta

nl""! '"V^!?*''
°' temperature. -The wasting of

Cleopatra s Needle was due not only to the oxygen and
other gases of the air, and to solution, but to the freezing
and thawing of its moistened surface. Even in summer
the heating and swelling under the hot sun of noon, andthe cooling and shrinking of night, will make some ^ocks
crack and flake The student should examine stone build-

l^Vi. *u^
^ '"'" ^° ^"^ ''^'^' «"d signs of decayof which there was no indication when the buildings were

fn! f1 • ^'^'"S«*°"« '•««°''ds in his notes such crack-
ing of the rocks of Central Africa, where the noon tem-
perature was 137° F.

.Z^T -^" ^••^^/hich have strong tap-roots stir the
earth to a considerable depth, and even grasses often send

^Z r Z '"^^^ ^^° ^^^ •'^'^ ^he ground. When
plants die their roots decay, and the process of decompo-
sition produces new substances, some of which strongly
affect the rocks. As trees and herbs grow everywhere,
thrusting the earth apart by their roots, and mixing with
It in their decay, we can see that the influence of plants is
almost universal.

A gorge should be visited and a study should be made
of the roots of the trees on its steep slopes and crests.The roots thrust themselves far into the joints and planes
of bedding and rend the rocks apart with great power. At
the same time mosses mantle many rock surfaces, keeping
them moist, and thus helping water to do its work of
destruction.

Animals. -The gopher and the prairie dog aro
widely found on the western prairies. They dig deeo
burrows, and cast up at the mouth of each one a
niound of earth. Thus a large work is done by
them m stirring the earth at its surface and a littlo

»f-:i::^-^; 7J
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by ground-mdi Vt '^""" "' '""»"» »«de

Fio. 38. -Ant-hill. ArUnw. Valley Co^T^I^!^^^«>
.
M)io. Height, about one foot.-»-.-. -wuv uue loot.

for floating wood to their nonds Tl,. in , ,

ants are composed of .1 1 • .
*"""'''" '»>'" by

undergrou„7a„d are „ .
"^™"? ''""«'" '""" »""»«>»

»a.e!dot^;i:;::rhiC;' ^ """»""= - '"

a il'lt;foTwhLh1,f'' ^™*°°'' '" "'» P-blisher

published, and his teeo' 7 '"
T'''' "™'- " ™

large a w^rlc thetmlTeir"'' ''T""' " "'°'™ "ow
the soil and miniriZT, k .

™ ''"^ '" Pulverising

And we must n^3 '^2 "'^
u"""""

^""^ "
modifier of the ea«hWac'e"T ^""""

r**"-"'many ways but th. „
^"^""e- He causes changes in

foresl an'd'by tu'r^^toT'*''"'.'' "^ """"* '"e

Thus rains, fros s wWs an. T""
'^"' ""* P'""*''-

given a chance to 'wTk and tht"d*^ ""'r'' »" ""
*' '"'' "«i decay and transfer of
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f

the materials of the earth's surface are much has-
tened. ^

Creep. — When the farmer runs a side-hill plough along
a steep slope he turns the soil towards the bottom of the
hill, and in so doing he assists in a work on which nature~~

is ever engaged.

As the friction

between particles

is lessened by
the entrance of

water, and as the

soil is slightly

moved by cool-

ing and warming,

freezing and
thawing, its

weight pulls
steadily in one
direction, and
this causes a real

but impercepti

bly slow down-

Fio. 3D.— Shale broken by down-tuil creep.

hill movement which we call creep. On steep mountain
sides this of course progresses less slowly than on ordi-
nary sloping fields.

Rock falls. - Where rivers, or the sea, are undermin-
ing a chff, or where a cliflF has in any way been formed,
masses of the upper rocks come to be insecurely sup-
ported. Frosts and roots use their thrusting power, joints
are opened, and blocks tumble to the bottom. Thus
gravitation aids in the destruction of the lands.

Avalanches. — Masses of snow, losing their poise on high
mountain slopes, go down with fearful speed and destruc-
tive power. They cut great lanes through the forests,
and sweep rocks and earth in their course. The Swiaa

•.^'^WE^r
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Thickness of land wast« wu
'^'""^es.

tractor estimates the cnT.r ^
^ '"'^^^«'" °^ ^on~

canals, he
''^ '""'^'"^ ''^"^^^^ ^"ttings or

takes into ac-

count the
thickness of
the earthy
mantle that

covers the
rock. The ex-

cavation may
be partly in

waste and
partly in rock,

according to
its depth and
the thickness
of the waste
cover. The
latter varies

But often on the uK/ancTirV "^ '**' ""P-
wck comes to theST ?h

«>»et™e8 m vallq,, th^

from slight to great de^' J^/ '!•« e«rthy cover varie.

«.lid ro'k2 Hound '
** "*« ''"P *''°'«'' he

the agency of roote thT?.Ur'T *"'' *''»"''^' »"d

^.^ « ««P by a great glacier, and bear, iittto
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trols the soil, as in many parts of the United States and
Europe.

Transported waste. — The soils of many of the valleys
of British Columbia have come down from the mountains
by the wash of rivers. The soils of deltas, such as that
of the Mississippi, may have come from great distances
from the Rocky Mountains, the Great Plains, and the
Appalachian region, transferred by the river and its
tributaries. The earthy mantle of southern Ontario is
largely composed of rock-flour and stones brought from
northern Ontario or even from Labrador by the great
glacier that moved south and south-west from those
regions. We thus speak of transported loaste, or dr^% a
word especially applied to material moved by ^utciers.

'

Land Forms Due to Surface Wasting
Mountains. — The mpuntjains olthe Eastern Townships

of Quebec, and of northern Ontario do not stanjUorth
as mountains be-

cause they have
been lifted above
the surrounding

country, but ^
cause the

rouMTn^Jftuda
have wasted ajMy^
and their mate-
rials have been
carried to the
sea. The country
has grown rough'
in time, as a
smoothed surface

of a coarse-grained wood does, after years of exposure
to the weather. It is, however, true that q^any mojui-

Fio. 41.— The Crow's Nest Mountain, Crow's Nest
Pass.
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Fw. 42.— Rork Mgr» ^limestone ai.U a«n,j.,„„., ^
-->«); «-d Canyon oV'thT^KX^^TritT ''^""'^
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been much higher than the Great Plains, though bothhave suffered uplift.
*

f^in"*"^ ^f*
*'

u-^ 7"*' •'*'^- -Almost eveor moun-

shLT ft"^
,^'" '^^^ "* ^2te. or sometimes long

shelves of harder rock, which resist the destrovine f..^

Fio. 43.- Th« Ten P-k., nmt Laggan. Albi^u.

we have been studying, while between the ledges aresmooth slopes of soil or coarser rocky waste. In timethe ledges wiU crumble away and the slopes will take full
possession. These changes are seen to good advantage

lnn?.r ^.TiV^^ ^" ^'^*' ^^^'•^ '^' '^'^' «re hori-
zontal, wih harder and softer layers, and there is so
httle vegetation that the forms of the hillsides are fully
exposed to view. Sometimes the upper surface of a hori-
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zontal hard becl is bare over a considerable area, while

beiow. Such a shelf or table is called a mesa If th«broade„.„, of valleys divides a .esa so thwart of istands as a separate hill, the hill is called in the IrZwestern region, a butte or m^-hutte
^

Sharp peaks and rounded ^xxm^T- Any good pictureof the mountains of eastern America will show towrounded and subdued the mountain tops are W tl
Kockies, the Alps, and the Pyrenees bristle with sharo

Sallea of T.
"''' .'"^" ™'«'"«'- These a4

Soils

What goll is. -The student should observe anv p,.«-

plants but of all cultivated plants. Its oririn is the™!

tVZT?' ""' "° ""•"' »»'-" coSe ae o'^'Jso mFK.rtant o our race as its preservation.

The studen should distinguish clearlv, »nd u* ft onh^fthat outer layer of earth which is specially fiTtel, °^t^

m-.W ^
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port We. Like the waate that lies below it, the soU is
denved from the solid rocks, but it alone is enriched by
the addition of vegetable matter. The chief foods of
growing plants are water and certain substances con-
tained in air, but they need also something contained in
rock waste, and the decaying vegetable matter in the soil
helps to prepare the waste for their use.
Kinds of sou. - All farmers roughly classify their soils.

^
yys<|'i they call heavy, and are careful not to work

It when it is too wet. Otherwise it bakes and is unpro-
ductive. Ajandy soil they call light. It requires abun-
dant moistTre, else the water leaches of! and the roots
cannot nourish the plant. The best soils are mixtures of
clayey and sandy waste, and are called logms, wlii'ch alsS
are said to be light or heavy according to their character.
As soils are of many kinds, it is fortunate that the needs
of plants are also varied, so that some can thrive where
others would perish. Swamp soils are often maH^ i^yp"-
aWebj.ir^najrg^and„are of great value, ei ficiftllyior mar-
ket gardening. Lime, potash, and DhosphatP« ^r. .m^^,,

t6a.g^Lglggents that Plants usemo«t. RltHTT^T^
make but a small portioilTthT^ntire soil. Hence they
may become exhausted, and the prudent farmer rotaUs
his crops and adds fertilizers, to keep up a due supply
of these materials.

The use of soil depends on cUmate. — Wheat thrives in
the western provinces of Canada, corn in Illinois, and
cotton m Mississippi: The soils are not indeed the same,
but the principal diflFerence is in the climate, whicL makes
soils useful for certain crops. In the western part of the
Great Plains, and in the valleys farther west, there is
sometimes so little rain that our food plants do not
thnye, but wherever the needca water can be supplied
by irrigation good crops may be raised. There is no
reason to doubt that the soils of northern Siberia are as
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SM, of C.n.j, The character of »il, depend, onthe foroes which have made them. A, we haT^T

Whitby and Cobourg they are sandy. North of T™«„.„and in many other place, they a« clavw ThIJ .^
«on. will be better under,t«,d'Xr KudX^t"South of the ice limit, a, i„ Virginia and Wu^kHSM u, made of the local rock., and i. clay^dj'^
T Much of^rt ri""'

"''"''"'*' «' ">« »»th^!

State. i.„f.n T '•'•* """ «*'"" »' tho Unitedatate. i. of alluvial or river-borne material Aroundthe border, of the Great Uke. are tract, if leveM^mantled over with lake mud., deporited when thlwate™.^ at a higher level. Thu. Xeiy «,il ZTu^
wWoMheTnH'\"'

"""" *"^ """"^ "^ '"'' '">'»«« SWhich the land, have come to their prerent condiUon.

UNDEaosoDND Chanob w thk Eabth's Crdw

«tent of 29 per cent of their volume. If a borinir he

Tr^:C IL'^'^'^T
•« ">""•» »«'- «-^ZtUare reached. There is often an abundant .uddIv within

JZJrfu ""* ™''''™- '5"'"'"«"<' « ony a fine r«d» fiUed with water that it. grain, move with littte fnV

water. No granite i. «, hard and compact that it do«
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not hold among its mineral particles a small percentaire
of water. ^

This water is nearly stationary in hard rocks which
are not crossed by cracks. But where there are fissures.
It circulates with more or less freedom. Through beds
of sand and particularly in layers of gravel, water will
flow readily though mu^h more slowly than in a surface
stream. The fact that water is present and moves in
rocks leads to important changes.
Hardening of rock.. - Ground-water, coming in con-

tact with the minerals that make up the rocks, is able to
take more or less of the substances into solution. Thus
It may take up calcium carbonate, iron, and many other
minerals; continuing its course through the rocks, it may
afterwards deposit part of this dissolved matter among
the particles and bind them more firmly together, as by
L cement. In a large gravel-pit one may usually see prc^
jecting layers of gravel, whose pebbles and sand-grains

have been thus bound
together by an under-
ground deposit of cal-

cium carbonate.

Mineral veins. —
Water laden with dis-

solved minerals often
flows through a fis-

sure, and deposits part
of its burden on the

ii) fiiwi „ ;*k • , ,

^*"^' ""**^ *^e fissure
IS filled with mineral substances different from the adjoin-
ing rocks On breaking the rock, this mn, as it is called,
appears like a narrow or wide ribbon, whose colour de^pends on the mmoral deposited. Many veins are of whitequartz and sometimes the quartz contains gold in particlesoften too small to be seen by the unaided eye. Much ^

Fio. 44.— A gold Tdn in northern Ontario

i I
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the goM of Nova Scotia and Iiriti«h Columbia occurs inveins of quartz or some other mineral, ami. indeed, veins

rthich'irtuci'""
'^^'^'^ '-- ^^« -^-

were scattered, and brought
together by underground
waters.

Caverns. — Tho Mam-
moth Cave in Kentucky
consists of a complicated
network of passages, hav-
ing a total length of tv, j

hundred miles or more. It
is entirely dug out of lime-
stones. Water, which dis-

solves limestone more read-
ily than most other rocks,
filters along the joints and
crevices, and gnaws inces-

santly until great openings
result. The calcium car-

bonate is carried oflF by
underground drainage to
some point where the water
joins a surface stream, and
thence it goes out into the
sea. Beds of gypsum and
rock salt are dissolved even
more rapidly. Many small
lakes in Kentucky occupy such sink holes. A stream may
flow for a considerable distance in a tunnel thus madeAS the tunnel grows broader, its roof at length falls inmakmg an open ravine. If a small section of thn .,.«fremams m place, we have a bridge. Such is the origin

^"V,
*^" *" S**'««*»t««. Luray Cavorn.

VifBinia. Photograph by C. H.
James Copyri«hte<J.
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oome of this 1, <Ji.|«witc<l at the point where the w.Jrcomen out, and a mam Jit. „„ !
'

i

"*'
Where th. ,h.Vl i! ,

" """'" «"'»'" ''""""vai-'kwnere the drip u along a crack, the ma™ will lie l,l«d^-haped .natead of ncedle^h.ped. A, it grow" ownwa^^

to«W. The dnpp,„g water atrike, the H,K>r of the cavernand there dep„«t, n,ore of ita „,i„eral bur.len. whU thu"

euri^uZm^ifi 'f*
""*"*•• - """'' «"•«. and othercuriously modified animals are foun.l in caverns Suchchange, have come about by successive genemtio,« ofthese creatures living in the cavern, where tfe eye °„Tex

histonc men and animals, whose bones are now f„u^there, and the remains of ancient animals have bTn Zdin Amencan caverns also.

„,.?»'*'• .7**''? ""'^ >" '"«''«' in'o the earthvmantle or the under rocka, and issues at the surfac^Tt .

from a depth to which the warmth of summer doM notpenetrate, spring water is usually cool, amHu teTpera

fl,™ T^.u * "" °' » "'"• " ^'"ted to the area

iTi I .1""
""*

'' «"'«"«J- An underground ^r
At Bellefonte, Pa., at several points in Florida, and atthe source of the River Jordan, are such springs.

^ >^..

mAi-'immamm
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*k'^u'*'u
•*"*"*• ~"^**^" '^*^ '^«^'^' «" their way

through the roclcg, have taken a lar^e amount of mineral
in solution, this name is ^iven to them, particularly if
the waters have medicinal value, as by the presence of
iron hthium, sulphur, or other substance... Carlsbad and
Vichy are well-known springs in Europe, and Saratoga
« the most famous of the mineral spring localities of the
united states.

The Caledonia and
Preston springs
are example in

Ontario.

Hot springs. —
Those of Banff
in the Rocky
Mountains, and
Harrison, near
Agassiz, in British

Columbia, are the

best examples in

Canada. In such

springs the waters

have come up
through heated rocks; and owe their temperature, either
directly or indirectly, to the heat of the earth's ihterior.They are apt to be charged with minerals, because hot
water dissolves the rocks more readily than cold waterHence also the waters, losing their heat as they come
forth, deposit minerals about the springs. Such abun-
dant deposits form the well-known terraces about some
of the spnngs of the Yellowstone region.

Geysers -These are periodically eruptive springs

z'elnd" a', ""f'T"f
'^'^^'' •" Iceland' and in^New

Zealand. At intervals of a few minutes, or a few hom
they spout a jet of water into the air, which plays like

Fui. 4^-CI«op«tr. Sprin*. and T«rr«». Yeltow-
•tone National Pjrk. Wyoming. uXa.

mmm*/^m^mm.%if- jl^'Ipw l^A
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fto. 47. -Old Flthfui G.y„r. Y.Uow^n. N.,h>n.l Park, Wyoming. UAA.

Hi
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a fountain for a few moments and subsides. The waters bo,l,ng hot, and is mingled with steam The eLTfr^n ., found in the fact that the boiling of watr mlI"rertramed by pressure. Deep i„ the gevserThmT,K

iCe^^ifr"""^ """*' ""' 'orTtTL'-dr
cnange to steam, on account of the Dressurp nn if ^t *u
water above. At last the heat so TZS

"a^ to^^!come he pressure, a «reat volume of steam irsudZlv

warr^excJoffh""'"'^'
°^ '''''' '' "^"'^"y filJe<i with

lhi.o7Jl
"PP^rmost part. This ground-water

pieni8he<l by part of the rain which soaks in When a

w^rrctlfth'''^"
.^'^ ^^^^^ °^ P~"t~water, we call the openmg a well Water stands in it .m

ut ther"tr" '*'"'' ^"' - ^»^'^ '« pumped odl:.^

of TrT^ f ~^^ '"^ "^ "^™«^ ^'•om the province

sown -n FigT^h?" T"'t "^ ^'^^ -"' '^
^-'

wn in I ig. 48. The water soaks into a porous bed of

A *. m«.i.n w,ta. n»«le where th^^iL'LlJw^'tii: ;.'*^'^*'
' *'

rock such as a sandstone. It is kent in k.o i

roclis the .r»,r~ n o
^"""^ P'"™ ">e cover

a t'nsitU e "eigh U "1"" '°'"''""^' »'"'>" '»

,i-„..r
"c'Kni;. it is the same princiole of hvdrauUc pressure that is use.1 in making a tounUin. tmI
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Vf_HI 1

^Hl^1H «

'-1

i

-

F

HS? ^
* ^l

" .•

tunately found in many regions.

kinds, nvers, and lakes, large and small. Urge citiesobtain their supplies from rivers and lakes, Tat^,^

to health and life. As the rain soaks down to ioh, tb^

settled neighbourhood, but even the sewage of a singlehouse may reach a well sunk in the yarT Kver^Tneshould learn enough about the movements of g^unXwater to arouse caution in the use of wells, and everoneshouU understand that water which is perfect77rar

beTiL .? .r"'
'" "" ""'" ""^y « 'he same timt

eas^ I^ ' """ rZ"' **'"'"''' ''^-' «°'' "">- dis-eases. River supply ,s dangerous if the up-stream region

taken of the inflowing streams. Deep wells, such as theartesian, are likely to be safe. Increasing attentbn i'given as it should be, to this important subject, by cHiiand towns and by governments.
^

Landslips

«ee reports of blockades on railway lines because massesof earth have slid upon the track. The und*^o^wMers have le«,ened the coherence of the earth, a^ thesteep slopes can no longer !«, maintaine.1. Loose waste« seen ,n ta^us slopes or heaps of sand, will rarely h^™a surfac* inclination of so much as 3S« with a level pbinW th s ,s excecled in artificial slo^ of earth, slips aresure to take place.
h" «»«
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HUMd. .Up.. Small ^ip, „,ay „fte„ ^e found hvthe ot«e,v„, ,^, „„ ,,^ ^,_ y J«
fo^^ by

and heav,„g „ ,h„ „„„,;„ ,„||„„„| ^^ ehluJCal*

weep Slope. I„ the early days n »lide on the border, ofthe f^nesee Valley in western New Y,»-k ^n.rZ,T
^venteen acre., of land, and the hu:;;oX ^r ^'ea^by he lodpng of ,he „,„t„ial i» «ill to be seen aTonA^valley bottom. Such .,li,le., are al,„ of frequen occurrence along the bank., of the Ottawa River
Se..hore slips. - In a similar way the wave, of th.jnndereu, the shore l„„d». formin.diffs A^l^of twelve acres in extent once occurre,! in Thf

on the .south shore of England.
^" "'""'"

Landslips in mountain reeiona H«r« *i

Wt. ar« part. „f lan.".lU "^ '^'* '^^ •"*-'*»^ '"'»' '»»- w,„k1«i Mil .t ?K

active, and ovorything favours the Hliding of va«t massif ofen.1h and rock. i„ ,,s,>« ,„, ,,,,, ...,,,,^ ^,^^^ ;,-^^;^'
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of the south slope of the Rossberg in Switaerland slid sud-
denly into the valley, overwhelming the village of Goldau
and causing the death of several hundreds of the inhabit-
ants. Some years ago a portion of the mountain ov»-
looking Frank, in Alberta, fell, causing great destruction
of property and loss of life. Enormous masses of rock
strewed the plains for miles around. The railway track
runs over the fallen rocks.

#fl



CHAPTER V

WIND WOBK

th.t modify the cru« „f the earth and change the fZZof the land; hence the phyriographio effects of winiT™thoae that now claim our attention. In the chanted onthe atmosphere we shall consider the origin a^dS o^

« wave-maKers. The chapter on ife will showhow wmds affect the gmuping of many living th n.^How d«t i. c.„1«l._When very minute paScle.of earth are mmgled with water, we call them mJ wS
^^nZo7 ""'

T'u"' """• The wind, which is on^?«r in motion picks them up just as moving water does

aiowly down. The wind does not blow hard in the wood,nor under thick bushes, nor even inside the leafy m^o^
. meadow. It can pick up dust only from b<^T«e^«.ch as roads, f«shly ploughe., fields,Ld barrsTd^jTr^'And when dust settles from the air, part of it g!IC

SJ of f^H u I'

t

"""" »' """t. i>«rt" water is a car-

t^l J^"- ? ^"^ "O-ething from the ground where

^.S""**."
''"'• ""'' «""" ^n-ething to it whereHclothed with vegetation.

"

th.^"* '^, " ';""*• ~ ^""'* K'"-" »" «• nuoh heavierthan particles of dust that they cannot float in th '^rWhen a strong wind drive, them, they g„ i„||i„: ."dbounding along, and are rarelyrM more tin a few f^
81
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m

. V<<»N -kHr-y^.S .i C.y^VJv* , , - -.v '

Drifting sand often gathers in wave-like heaps or hills

called duneg, and these hills are not stationary but travel
in a curious way. As the wind blows across one of them
^ its current is turned

npwards so as to shoot

over the crest, leaving

a quiet spot, or eddy,

F.o.«0.-P«.«U,of.du„..,n>mb.cktof™„. ^^''^ (^''^' ^0) While
•bowing iuretetioa to the wind. The flow- " 18 nsing, sand grains
lines of the air »re drawn above, with the aro ^••a»mn» „l^»> -au
eddy in front of the dune.

are dragging along With

it, but a little beyond
the crest they fall into the eddy and come to rest on the
lee slope. Thus the wind always robs one side of the
dune and gives to the

other, and the position m . a i
of the dune is changed

(Fig. 51). As the dune
progresses, a trt>e or

even a house may be

buried gradual 1 , and
afterwards reap , ur on
the opposite sitit-.

Places where sand drifts.— Forests, thickets, and mead-
ows protect sam la well as dust. So dunes flourish

only on barren Ian Deserts are their chief haunts, but
they find starting- un+s along coasts, where waves have
washetl up beach sands; along rivers, where sandy bars are
dried in summer; and in a few places where the mantle of
waste is so pure a sand that plants get but feeble hold on
the land.

Flying Dust and Drifting Sands in Dry Regions

The western United States. — The plateau regions west
of Missouri anil Iowa are neariy everywhere subject to
great dust storms. The climate is dry, the covering of

Fio. 51. —Diagram of the progreaa of a dune,
from a to 6. The arrow Hie* with the wind«
A live tree atanding before the dune when it

ia at a will be buried by the advance to b.

Another tree, previoualy killed and atill

covere<l by the dune, will be brought to
light when it haa reached 6.
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vi^ationjcanty. and winds sweep freely for hundreds of

ng storms. Thirty^.ght such storms were reported dur-ing the years 1894 and 1 895, and these take^oTcountof the drifting by every considerable breeze

dry, and the
winds sweep
the sand over
wide areas. On
the east the
Nile Valley re-

ceives its con-

tribution by
the winds, so

that the sands
of the desert

mingle with
the sediment
of the Nile
floods.

Asia. — With little interruption the sandv and haU
desert tract extends from northern Africa f^acr.^ AstOrienta^ explorers and travellers offer many vivWTcoun^of the desert storms. One of th^, lasting a wholeCwas encountered by Dean Stanley on theLders of'tTe

d^rt lik. , ? r^ ^"'^'^^ ^''^"^ *he surface of the

in^sirw HT TV *'^ "^''^^^ ''' «"-»• thoughinvisibly, Hith a tempest of sand driving in your face like

hilbck ia built. %
«noug tM gr,^ „j ^
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aieet." Then follows an account of the difficulties of the
caravan, the Bedouins covering their heads with their
thawls, and the camels patiently facing the blast.

In central China vast areas are covered, sometimes to
depths of hundreds, or even thousands of feet, by a yellow-
ish earth which is believed to have been swept to its place
mainly by winds. It is called loess, and is remarkably
fine and uniform in character. Streams and even vehicles
cut deep gorges into it, and it is so diy that in the bluffs,
houses or dugouts are excavated in which many Chinese
farmers live.

Driftino Sand on the Shores of Lakes and the Sea
The Great Lakes. — Approaching Chicago by one of the

railways from the east along the shore of Lake Michigan,
one sees sands in a b^lt of hills scantily clad with trees.
Along the eastern shore of the lake are many dunes, some
having a height of two hundred feet; and belts of great
dunes are found on the borders of Lake Superior.

Western Europe. — On the coast of Gascony the belt
of sand-hills is so continuous that at only two points in a
distance of a hundred miles can the streams find their way
out into the sea. The dunes on the coast of Holland cover
a belt of land sometimes five miles wide. The hills are
usually fifty to sixty feet hjifh, but sometimes rise to more
than two hundred feet. Dunes have been formed on the
shores of Norfolk and Cornwall, England, and on some
shor^ of Scotland and Ireland.

Dunef of the Mediterranean. — Many travellers have
described the belt of sand-hills along the borders of the
ancient Philistia. Ancient cities have been covered, and
fidds and orchards are often invaded at the present time.
The strip of coastal land affected is from one to four miles
wide. " It is a pitiful sight." aays Geikie, " to notice olive
Wid fig trees half-buried, their owners striving hard, season
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mliT'^^^"^'''''^
^''''y '^"^ ^^"'^ '">'" their trunk.

^1^7y:te^"rT 'r '

''""•'^ •" P'^" which woulddose over them .f the efforts to save them werr^ inter-mitted even for a short time."

n, ^tZ,
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8and to a height
over which the
aands will not
blow. This is ac-

complish, d by ar-

tificial barricades,

rising in height
from time to time,
for a period of
years. The prin-

ciple is similar to
that used in mak-
ing fences to stop
the drifting snows
at a certain line.

Another method is

to plant grass or
trees on the dunes.

Common oleanders
are usetl for this

purpose in Ber-
muda. Grasses have thus been used to defend the coastsof Massachusetts, France, Holland, and Denmark Wh^m, p..caut.on is taken, a dune has been known to m7g^ate

German T""['
'''' '" ""^ y'^'' ^o the coa!t of

year?bT;a\d '"'"'.'"' '"^" ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ty

of the dun" "'' ' """^'^^ '^ '''' "'^^^^-^

Fio. «3..-Ptootint grae. to «op the driftinc of
and.
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Tht Mad Matt. — Sand driven by powerful currents
of air is used in the arts for many purposes. Patterns ar«
cut on glass, and heavy plat ^lass is readily pierced by
such means. The blast is used for bringing out the grain

*

of wood, for giving a granular surface to iron and sUel,
for carving inscriptions on stone, for lithographic drawing,
for cleansing the inner face of tanks from foreign depouts,'
and for refacing grindstones and emery-wheels.
Sand blown by natural windw does similar work, and

this natural sand blast suggested its use by man. Wher-
ever the wind habitually drives sand upon boulders or
ledges, wearing wiiyesult. But it is only in dry regions
that such work is important, and many examples of it

have* been found in the western United States and the
Sahara Desert. The student should not, however, sup-
pose that this work is to be compared in importance with
that of weathering, or streams or glaciers.
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OLAOnU AND THnB WORK

Mountain Glacieiw
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its eastern end. Other snows gather on the north slopes
of the ndge already described. These form several
smaller glaciers which join the Corner Glacier on the
south and swell it. size. These, beginning at the east,

Little Matterhorn, and Theodul glaciers. From the iceand snows rise craggy ridges and peaks, which all to-
gether form one of the most splendid views to be found
in any land.

FiQ. 55.-The Blue Glacier. Mount Robwn.

As the glacier crowds the mountain side, it pluckaaway sod and rock. Other waste rolls down the steep
slope and lodges on the edge of the stream of ice. Such
a hne of waste on the side of the glacier is a lateral
moraine When two glaciers unite, the left lateral mo-
raine of the one and the right lateral moraine of the
other jom together,

^ and a ridge or tract of waste
stretches far down the trunk glacier; this is caUed ~

med^ moraine Where the glacier is finally overcome
by the melting of its ice at the lower end. in the warmer
vaUey region, more waste is found. The stones carried

«tm^img^^^^im^'
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Fig. 66. —The main glacier, Mount Robson.

on the surface as medial moraines, and the stones and
finer waste carried along in the bottom of the glacier,
are lodged in confused heaps where the glacier ends, and

make up the

terminal mo-

raine.

Streams
which come
to an abrupt

end may be

fceen flowing

over the gla-

cier. They
are formed by

the surface-
melting of the ice. and plunge into wells which penetrate
the glacier to great depths, or into equally deep cracks,
or crevasses, which may cross the glacier for considerable
distances. Where the ice passes over a step or sharp
descent of its rocky floor, it is strained, and many crevasses
are formed.

Cracking and

melting com-

bined will

often make a

glaciersurface

so rough that

it cannot be

traversed.
Many surface

pools are also

formed. It
Fio. 57. — A moraintf, Muaut Itouson.

will be readily understood that the deep fissures, wells,
pools, and surface streams vary much from time to time.

Melting goes on also within and at the bottom of the
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ice. All these waters gather into a subglacial stream,
which is often a considerable river, ami flows into the

.
open air at the lower end of the glacier. This stream
under the glacier wears the rocks like any other stream.
It also receives much rock-flour made by the heavy
grinding of the ice, and has a milky-white appearance,
which it retains for many miles in the open valley. The
Swiss call such water glacier milk. When firm rocks
are ground up, the

powder is usually

white, but the pow-
der from weathering

is yellowed by iron

oxide.

The lower end of

the glacier, some-

times for a term of

years, pushes farther

and farther down
the valley; and it

has thus destroyed

cottages which were

built too near its

foot. The cause of

such fluctuations is

not well understood,

but we can see that

any change of cHmate which brought more snow, or less

heat for melting, would make the glacier deeper, and
cause the ice to push into the valley with more vigour.
Other Alpine glaciers. — Switzerland alone, not includ-

ing the Austrian Alps, has several hundred glaciers. Of
these, 1.38 are more than 5 miles long. The Aletsch,
15 miles long, is the greatest. The Lower Aar, 10 miles
long, was made famous by the studies of Louis Agassiz,

Fio. 58. — A crevaaae.
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the Swiss scientist, who was also the first to recognize
the traces of ancient glaciers in North America. The
Rhone Glacier, the source of the Rhone River, has a won-
derful fall, or cascade, 1600 feet high. At the brink the
ice IS rent by innumerable crevasses, but at the foot it is
welded aga.a into a compact, smooth body.
Mountain glaciers of other lands. - In Europe these

are found in the Pyrenees and Caucasus, and in Norway
In the last country they often descend from the uplands
and enter the sea at the head of the sunken valleys, or
fiords, which abound on that coast. In Switzerland no
glacier reaches a point less than 3000 feet above sea-
level. In Norway, as in Spitzbergen, Greenland, and
other northern lands, the lowlands are not warm enough
to prevent the descent of the ice-streams to the sea In
the Himalayas much longer and larger glaciers occur than
are found in Europe, though less is known and written
about them. Many glaciers occupy the high valleys and
slopes of the Andes in South America and of the mountains
of New Zealand. In Patagonia thvy descend to the sea
Mountain glaciers of Canada. - The Rockv Mountains,

SelkirKs, and Coast Range of western Canada contain
thousands of small and large glaciers, but very few of
them have been studied carefully. The best known is
the Asulkan glacier in the Selkirks, about a mile from
Glacier station on the Canadian Pacific Railway The
snow-field which feeds this glacier sends down several
tongues of ice in other directions. The largest ice-field
south of Alaska is the Columbia field occupying a group
of high mountains at the head waters of the Saskatche-
wan and Athabaska rivers. It covers 200 square miles
and sends a number of fine glaciers into the valleys.

Alaskan glaciers. —Going northwards to Alaska, we
find the ice-streams stiil larger, and, Hke those of Nor-
way and Patagonia, they often flow down to the sea.

• ;^^^«'^'
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One of the greater of these ice-streams is the Muir
Olaoier. It lies near the head of (JIacier Bay, from
whose waters its clifTs of gleaming white rise to a
height of 200 feet. Its thickness is 900 feet, so that
much lies below the water surface. From the cliffs,
masses crack

off at intervals

and float down
the waters of

the bay as
small icebergs.

On both sides

are mountains

several thou-

sand feet in

height, and
one rocky
mass protrudes

through the surface of the ice-stream to a height of 1500
feet. At least nine ice-streams, flowing from interior
valleys, come together in a broader valley or basin to
form the trunk glacier. This glacier was first visited, in
1794, by Vancouver, who found it much larger than it is

FiQ. 59. —The Muir Glacier. Alaska, in 1899,

Fio. 60. -Section of end of Muir Glacier and part of Glacier Bay. ahowing
icebergs. Scale, 1 inch = 3,500 feet.

now. It was joined with glaciers from other sides of the
bay, and for 40 miles the sea was displaced by a solid
mass of ice.

On the southern slopes, and in the deep valleys of the
range culminating in Mount St. Eiias, are several large

«^. rjr*^- '> >
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glaciers. These unite on the narrow plain that separates
the mountains from the sea, and form a Rli.cier 30 miles
wide and extending 70 miles along the base of the range.
At some points the sea is reached, and at others a narrow
strip of land lies between the glacier and the shore.
Thus we have mountain glaciers at the sources, but a
Piedmont (foot of the mountain) glacier below. This
lower ice-field is called the Malaspina Glacier. Its inner
part, towards the mountains, is clear, but the outer bor-
der, for a width of several miles, is covered with rocks
and earth brought in the ice and exposed as the ice
melts. On parts of the overlying earth thick forests are
growing.

Continental Glaciers

These are more often called ice-sheets, because they
spread widely over the land, concealing its hills and
valleys. The ice-sheets that now exist are instructive,
because they prove the possibility of such gatherings of
ice in former times, and because they throw light on the
behaviour and appearance of the ancient continental
glaciers.

Greenland ice-sheet. —The larger part of this great
northern land is covered with a sheet of moving ice.
The ice-fields are about 1300 miles long from north to
south, and from 300 to 600 miles wide. Much of the
border of the island is free from ice, especially towards
the south, and along this narrow rim of land are the
humble villages of the people, who live by fishing and
the hunting Df seals and walruses. In the interior the
surface of the ice-cap, as it is often called, is several
thousand feet above sea-level, and is an even plain.
Thence it slopes gently down towards the edge of the
land, where it pours out through valleys and stretches
of lower ground to the sea-border. Some of the ice-

^^:i
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streamn which thus drain off the tireat central mass are
very broad; the Humboldt Clacier enters the sea with
a width of al)out 50 miles. We thus see that whatever
may be the shape (if the land in the interior of (Jreen-
land. all is shrouded from view by this peipetual mantle
of frozen water. Xansen crossed the ice of (ireenland,
from sea to sea, in ISHS. In recent vears. Peary has
extensively traversed the ice-fields of northern Greenland,
and uetermined the limits of the island towards the pole

Fio. 61.—An iceberg near the Labrador coa»t.

There is also an ice-sheet, though much smaller than
that of Greenland, in Baffinland, the great island north
of Hudson Strait.

Icebergs. — When a Greenland glacier, several hundred
feet thick, enters water deep enough to buoy it up
great masses separate from the frontal part and float
away. These are carried southwards by ocean currents
often rs far as the temperate latitudes, where their fleets
put m jeopardy the summer navigation of the North
Atlantic. The danger comes at the summer season, be-
cause until the late spring the northern waters are loci<ed

'ft'^..^*!^.?.
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in ice which has forme.1 over th.^ir surfaces during the
winter, and the fragments of the glacier can get no re-
lease. The thinner ice formed by the freezing of sea-
water, and afterwards drifting with wind and current, is
cMeil floe-tce. Even this travels far down into the open
sea. The Polaris party of about twenty persons, who
found themnelves adrift on a floe in October, 1872, were
picked up in April, 1873, having drifted for a distance of
^000 miles.

Antarctic ice-fields. - A sheet of ice much larger than
that of Green-

land is believed

to occupy the

lands sur-
rounding the

South Pole.
The interior
has never but
once been ex-

plored to any
great distance,

though expedi-

tions sent out

from England,

Scotland, Swe-

Fio. 62. —Face of the Great Glacier, Glacier. B.C.

, ,„
,

ouuimnu, Swe-
den, and Germany have recently returned from its wastes
cf snow, adding to our knowledge of its mountains and
glaciers. On January 9. 1909, however. Captain Shackle-
ton, a British explorer, reached a point 111 statute
miles from the South Pole, having crossed vast stretches
of the southern ice and having discovered important
mountain ranges. The interior is still the largest unex-
plored area yet remaining on the earth's surface. Along
much of its shore precipitous ice cliffs rise from 100 to
200 feet out of comparatively deep water.
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Conditions necessary for the formation of glaciers. —
Tho K<,oky Mountains are higher and colder than the
SelkirlcH, but their Kluciers are fewer and .smaller. The
difference is due to the abumhint moi.sture and heavy
snows of the Pacific belt and the greater dn'ness of the
mountains far from .1 e sea. There is a simihir contra.st
between the Yakon ferritoiy and the Ahiskan coast
There are no glaciers upon the mainland of north-eastern
North America, while Greenland is nearly covered with
ice. Greenland

is no colder,

but has more
abundant
snows. The
Alps lift their

great ridges
and peaks into

high altitudes,

and thus stop

and cool the

cloud moi.sture

from the hot

Mediterranean

until it falls as

snow. Acold climate and abundant snowfall are thus
essentiario ttre-maktng of glaciers. " "

The glacier's work. - We have seen that a glacier tearsaway rocky material and carries it to con.siderable dis-
tances. We shall offer no explanation of the motion of a
substance so brittle as ice. This is a difficult question,
and for discussions of it the student is referred to text-
books of geoiojr>'. Jiut no one doubts that glaciers move,
dig into the crust of the earth, and carry stones ami finer
waste a distance of a few or even of hundreds of miles Amoving, heavy body like a glacier grinds powerfully upon

Fio. 03. -Cave in Voho Glutier, near Field. B.C.
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itH rocky floor, until ilw l)a8o hpcomoM .shod with stones.

Those Ht )nPH held liy the jihicier are like tooLs, and t'icy

both tear U|) houlders of the hed-rork and ^rind rocky flour

from it« Hurface.s. In mountain valley.s the .slopes riso

steeply above the Klaciers, and much material fall.s on the
surface. The rock.s carried on and in the glacier or pu.shed

at its ba.se, lodge where the final njelting takes place,

forming moraines. The .subglacial stream carries out
large quantities of the finer waste. We shall later see

how glaciers mould the land surface into various forms.

Summary. — .V

glacier is a ma.ss

of moving ice, in a

valley or widely

.spreading over the

land . It can be

formed only in re-

gions of consider-

able cold and large

snowfall. j\t the

present time gla-

ciers iin low lati-

tudes are found

only at consider-

able height.s, while

those of the polar
regions often lescend to the sea. They accomplish
many changes upon the earth's surfacd-by weartngptlle
rocks, by stirring and changing the soils, and by deposit-

ing their loads in hills and sheets of land waste. Some of

these changes we shall now study more fully.
'*' —'-'" '~~

Evidence of a continual glacier in Canada and the
United States. — The land waste and the land surfaces of

Canada and ihe northern United States often resemble
those found in a region of present glaciers. This is so

Fta. 64. — A boulder on th« plain.
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widely true a. to show th.it nvvia Klaciers ..nre rovcre,! the
face of the country.

Thedrift -- If we examine a fieM in most parts of Cm-
ada we shall fin.l the .stones, tlu- .soils, an.| the subsoils
offenconsi.stinu of n.aterial .lifTerent from the un.lerlvinij
l.c<l-ro(.k. l>el,l.les an,l 'ohMestones. s.nallhoul.lers'an.l
Kreat «,ne.s, even to hutulreds of ton.s in weight, are .seat-
tere.l over the surface or l.u.ied in the finer waste. Iie,l-
rock like the.se loo.se stones may be found 10 20 50 or
even some hundreds of n.iles away. In a given phlce/all
the boulders have come in about the same direction
from the parent

letlges. In Quebec
the stones have
travelled south-east

or south. In On-
tario the direction

is south or south-

west. These are

erratic or strave<l

bmildnrH once
moved by a glacier,

as the Mala.spina

CJIacier is now
carrying stones
from Mount St. Elias to the sea border. Many of the
stones, however, are like the rocks below, and these have
been earned only a short distance.

It was formerly thought that these stones were brought
over the lands by a great flood. But no e.xplanation could
be given of the origin of such a flood, and the fact was
quite overlooked that the boulders commonlv lie in finer
clayey w-aste, in which coarse and fine are m'ixed without
order If the mass had been deposited by water, it w(,uld
have been sorted into coari

Fia. 65. — iJoulder pavement in till. Parkdale.

ancT Brier layers, as is alwuy;
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the case with such deposits. Such a formation of clay and
stones packed in without sorting or OTder,^no\vn_^ till or
hnuUUr clay, is one of the best proofs that the region

nere it is foundTias T)een covered by a glacier. The ice

moves slowly and heavily over the country, ploughs and
grinds the bed-rocks, and mixes rock waste of various sizes

and from various sources.

There is another element in the drift. A glacier is

always melting; and the water that pours from top to

Fig. 6e. — An ice-grooved surface.

bottom of the ice, or that flows under the ice and out
from its front, carries clay, sand, and pebbles, that are

'

laid down in beds or strata. Thus we have the stratified,

or, as it is often called, the washed drift.

Glacial scratches. — Many of the boulders and pebbles
of the till are found to be glaciated, or marked with parallel

scratches. Often they look as if engraved with a sharp
needle. Sometimes the scratches are deep and rough. A
marked polish is seen on some stones. If we dig through
the subsoil to the bed-rock, we shall often find the latter
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scratched in the same way, or even deeply grooved an,l

Surface Forms oue to Glacir-rs

HiM nT w^^*
Drummondville, at Sudbury^, at Bird's

ney are high and have steep sides. If we dig into

Fio. 67. — KamM,

them we find irregular layers, generally of sand, gravelor of coarse stones. Excavations for building and2
su.h h.lls, because they are always perfectly drained
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Such hills are called kames, a Scottish term (Fig. 67).

Similar hills are now being formed at the wasting edge

of the Muir Glacier.

Eskers. — Long, narrow ridges of sand and gravel are

sometimes found. Often they are winding, and the same
ridge may be 20 feet high in one place and 50 feet or more

in another. They have steep sides, and are often bor-

dered by swampy grounds. Roads are sometimes carried

along their crests. Such ridges are found near Trenton,

Fig. 68.—An eaker.

near the western end of Lake Erie, and near Neepawa in

Manitoba. They are called eskers, an Irish term, and are

believed to have been made by streams flowing in tunnels

under the ice (Fig. 68).

Drumlins. — Near Port Hope, along the Trent River,

and west of Lake Winnipeg are many hills, made, not of

sand or gravel, but of boulder clay; in shape either round,

oval, or elongated, and everywhere smooth and outlined

by simple curves. They are called drumlins, also an Irish

term (Fig. 69) ; Large numbers of such hills are found in
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Ireland. They occur only in lands that have
hed by glaciers, and are
believed to have been
formed under the ice.

Rounded and fluted rock
hills. — If a region is

marked by deep valleys

and high hills, and a great
glacier comes over it. the
overriding and grinding of
the ice will subdue the
hilltops and hillsi les, scour
away frail ridges and sharp
summits, ^nd leave it a
region of oval crests. Such
hills are shaped likedrum-
Hns, but are often much
higher and steeper, and,
unlike the drumlins. con-
sist of bed-rock, except the
surface coating of boulder
clay. They often show a
somewhat fluted surface,

the fluting being parallel

with the longer axis of the
elevation. The north-east-
ern summits of rocky hills

in the Muskoka and Thou-
sand Island regions are
examples of glacial round-
ing and smoothing.

A similar change is

wrought in valleys which
have such position that
the moving ice folluws

been

103

modi-
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tliem lengthwise. Projecting angles are pared away from

their walls, and in time they become smooth-sided

troughs with broadly curved bottoms. The walls of Lake

Temiscaming and

some channels of

the St. Lawrence

in the Thousand

Islands were
smoothed and
straightened in

this way.

U-troughs.—
Mountain glaciers

also n^uld their

valleys, giving them broad floors curving upwards at the

^'Aes so that the cross profile resembles a wide U. The
'J~ 'ough is as characteristic of ice work as the V-gorge is

of water work.

Fio. 70. — Ice-rounded bills north of I«ke Huron.
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Fio. 71 . — Gibb« Canyon, a U'trough of the Sierra Nevada. Compare with Fig. 72.
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t'lo. 72.— Croas-profileof GibbsCanvon rPiir 71 \ -u .
i» the channel worn out by the g^ac ^r After ."hr"f
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Giant kettles. - We have seen how the plunging andswirhng water of a river drills holes in the rock Pot-hoes are also drilled by the streams which drop through
wells from the top to the
bottom of a glacier. Falling
hundreds of feet, the streams
acquire great force and are
able to excavate pits of astonish-
ing size. At Half Moon Bay
near Gananoque, at Rockwood,
and near Gravenhurst there
are pot-holes of all sizes from
a foot or two in width to more
than 20 feet.

Lake basins. —The innumer-
able lakes of northern Ontario
and other parts of Canada are
almost without exception due
to glacial action in some form.
Glaciers are so heavy and move f.o. 73. - Pot-hoie. drilled in

with such power, that they will ^ji^"'
s

""'''"'^ "" ancient fia-
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scoop out basins in the solid rock. The lake shown in

Fig. 74 lies in a bowl thus hollowed out by glaciers, as also

Fia. 74. — Lake basin hollowed from the rock by a glacier: Sierra Nevada.

do some of the Alpine lakes, and many lakes in the high-
lands of Canada. Even the Great Lakes of the St. Law-
rence system are believed to owe part of their depth to

excavation by the great ice-sheet.

W M.



CHAPTER VII

PLAINS

All continents are composed in part of low and com-
paratively level ground, and in part of hills and moun-
tains. No sharp lines of separation can be drawn, but
this will be best understood as we study special cases.

Marine and Coastal Plains

The plain of eastern Ontario and Quebec. — There is a
low flat country between the Ottawa and the St. Law-
rence and continuing through Quebec to tide water, with

Fio. 75. —The Iroquuis plain at Port Credit, Ontario.

a gentle slope rivcrwards and seawards. Similar plains
are found in places along the coasts of New Brunswick

107
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and Nova Scotia, and near Vancouver on the Pacific Coast.
If we dig below the surface, we find beds of sand, gravel,
and clay, not yet bound into firm rock. In these un-
cemented rocks are shells and other animal remains, which
closely resemble those gathering on the bottom of the sea
at the present time. Except that it is exposed to the air,

has some coating of soil and plants, and has been slightly
roughened by streams, jt is likeji sea-bottom, andjience-
^® ?o55iHdeihat^otjong ago in the HStoiy of the earth it

was a-aea-bottom. New land of thislmdlee call a marine
jpiain, and where along the edge of the sea, a coaaUil plain.

__?i^i5*?-5*S55JL(§i!L.— 'The largest plamTn the world
forms the north and west portion of Siberia. It is difficult

to appreciate the size of Siberia as a whole. It may be
said that if Canada were spread out upon it, enough
land would be left to hold all Europe, save Russia,
with a space larger than the German Empire yet to spare.
North-western Siberia, to a width of 1000 miles or more,
is a smooth plain sloping imperceptibly northwards to the
borders of the Arctic Ocean. As the rivers flow north-
wards, their lower courses are often bound in ice while
their upper parts are open, and this leads lo ice-jams and
great flooding of the plains. The divides between the
si earns are ill-defined and variable. Shallow lakes and
quaking marshes are of large extent. The water from the
marshes between the Obi and Yenisei flows sometimes to
one river and sometimes to the other, according to the
direction of the wind. From about the sixty-ninth par-
allel northwards the plain is a tundra, or frozen prairie.

The cold of winter lasts longer there than the warmth of
summer, and controls the condition of the ground. To a
great and unknown depth the subsoil is forever frozen;
but in the brief summer the snows melt away and a few
inches or a few feet of the soils are unlocked by the sun.
Grass, mosses, swamp plants, and stunted berry bushes
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grow r.p,dly, .„d thia ,o«nty vegetation, with fi,h from

tioaTt"hirr?
"' """'"^ '""' "-™''"' P-Mation of th 8 cheerless region. A few reindeer .onstUutonches, and these, for two-thirds of the year, live by P«w,ngthe snow cover from the mosses of the plain

*

The tundra of Siberia has half the area of Canada Itgradually passes into a vast forest .one lying betw«n the8.xt,e h and sixty-ninth parallels. Much of the tTZMsalready exhausted, but the hunting of fur-bearing animals.an important indusfy. The forest belt is temperat" inclimate as ,s a narmw but important zone of gC «,cultural land lying to the south of it. The latt^isX"
rich ,n mmerals. In western Siberia the pla.ns cris» .^the .ones now described, and embrace the hot, d.^ reliolabout the Aral and Caspian seas.

*

This vast plain is marine, and young. Not long ago asgeologists count time, it was sea-bottom, and byTnt"elevation of north-western Asia it has become land Issurface parts indeed have been somewha m«iifii^

waste. The peaty accumulations of swamps have gath-e«Kl upon It and in the dry regions of the south the 2,have worked over the surface materials. But belor the

la 'h t "' 'T ''''"^'" ">' ''«'' «"* marine and heland has never been far above the sea-level. A similarplain IS found near the mouth of the Mackenzie Rive"

Lake Plains

B^^'^i^'''^-^-^^' ^"^ ^•^^'' f°'''"« the bound-ary of Minnesota and North Dakota, and flows thencethrough Manitoba to Lake Winnipeg. The stZ .^ a !
ders in strong curves and has scarcely sunk its channel hi
travel for miles without rising or descending throu-h a vert^cal interval of 20 feet. Thus the valley? so calSl La
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Fro. 7d.— A plain in the Red River Valley.

smooth plain , sloping faintly towards the river. The soiLs

are everywhere fine and rich, and bed-rock is rarely to be

found. The
fields are

readily tilled

and produce

enormous
quantities of

wheat, for

which the

region is

famed. In

the closing

stages of the

glacial pe-

riod, a vast

body of

water, called Lake Agassiz, occupied this valley. When
this lake was drained off by the removal of the glacier,

its bottom became the lake plain we have describe^"'

The Great Lake plains. — The traveller by the Grand

Trunk Railroad from Trenton to Hamilton and St. Cath-

arines crosses flat ground bounded to the north by hills,

as far as Hamilton, after which the hills are to the south.

This flat level is the bottom of Lake Iroquois, the older

Lake Ontario, when its outflow was through the Mohawk
Valley. Whatever may have been the inequalities of

the earlier surfaces, they are subdued and hidden by the

covering of lake muds gained at the close of the glacial

period. If we could drain Lake Ontario, its present bot-

tom would form a similar but much larger plain.

Other lake plains. — We have now studied two illus-

trations of level lands of this kind — one in the East and

one in the West. Though surface drainage has un-

covered these plains, there are still large lakes remaining.
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Very «imilnr plains are foun.I south of Ceorgian Bay a,.,|between , ke.s Krio an., Huron. VVher.ver a ..7n.^or
SiQadow Ks found r.mme.l about with hi^hor land, a Iak7h^ probably existed, and has disappeared by the filUn« ofthe hasm w. I -nud or the draining, of its waters. Suchsmall hike phi.ns are numerous in all the region of theancient ice-sheet, and they are often found Ui the hichmountain valleys of the West.

^

River Plains

«Jn" ^""!'f ^'f
'"' ""^ "''"'' "'"^ ^'^^••- ''el^'^^' ^^reat and

mall, „,ust be classed here. We readily see that there
IS no sh.irp distinction between great river deltas and theadjacent coastal marin. plains, as where the Mississippi
delta merges into the ther lowlands of the Gulf regionThe rivers of Siben., flooding wide districts themarine plain which they cross, illustrate this coor. .tion

V lirorra^f' •"^^"Pr.^-'-^ surfaces; thJ central
vallev of rahforma and the plain through which theMackenzie River flows towards the Arctic Ocean Ireother examples.

Worn-down Plains
We have already given an account of the gradualwearing down of a river basin K ih^ .

gradual

i2ii!g^«, and the weathering of the lan.»» u^Uy^^
1 such'-wasting were_^niinuecLlong enough a perfe.;.
^^in^SUldJ^produced. But asihTllfpesg
fhat th Tk'^K^'

^^"^^^«'°"' -^ '^ - -t knownthat th^.5vork.ha»4ver
b.efift .carried to coinnletim». Ju!

cause the worn-down plains are""irS^STZy a^

J^^ A portion of the valley of thTHXTR^T--
and the hilly plain of the Arch^an region in northernCanada are good examples.

nonnern
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Plains or North America

The principles which have been explained by reference

to a number of tjcatteretl regions may now be |)rofitabIy

applieil to a short study of the lowlandb of our own con-

tinent. I^t us remember that North America is bordered

on the west and cast by great belts of mountain and

plateau, between these, from the Arctic Ocean to the

Gulf of Mexico, runs a broad belt of lowland, rising

moderately on the borders of Canada and the United

States, and sloping gently up to the highlands east and

west.

Coastal plains of the United States. — Along the whole

Atlantic coast of t^e United States, a marine plain

stretches between the Appalachian Mountains and the

sea. It is continued beyond (leorgia, forming the south-

ern part of all the Gulf States, and pasw- ^ through the

Gulf lowlands of Texas and down the eastern side of

Mexico, to the flat, hot plain between Vera Cruz and the

mountaiuji,' Large parts of this plain north of the Gulf

of Mexico are directly shaped by the Mississippi River,

and covered by its flood-plain and tlelta deposits.

Prairie plains. — Much of the Mississippi basin is a

worn-down plain, more or less covered with loose materials

of various origin, some deposited by glaciers, some in

lakes, and some by rivers. The plains are well enough

watered to bear luxuriant native grasses and cultivated

crops. They are trenched in a shallow way by many

streams, and along these most of the native timber is

found. The intervening lands may be rolling, but are

never high, and are without forests. This is not because

the soil will not produce them, for it is deep and fertile.

The absence of forest has been ascribed to various causes,

among others, to the fires kindled by Indians to maintain

open pasturage for the herds of buffaloes. Temperate
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c .mate, r.ch «.,b, ah«cnco of forrn. , which muHt ho laho-

.uch are nc.ne of the condition, which n.ade the^ tlemenT
Tm TMMO MAIMlC-tTIMI « ttVIl, [TM iteoNo iTcwi M trvit.

of the prairie section ho rapid, ami itn growth in wealth andpopulation ., Hurpri«ing. The prair.en often l^irt
tttlffotr^^

'^--ihed. and extend nortt:::

region of

the northern

parts of Man-
itoba, Saskat-

chewan, and
Alberta.

In western

Canada, the

prairie region

has a trian-

gular shape,

the edge of

the forest-

covered coun-

tiy running

7m f cml / ^ ^^ ^'^®'" vallev. risinir from700 U, 800 feet above the «a. Beyond' this oomeT"

FiQ. 78 A plain on the Third Pride Lerel. nmr C.lg«y.
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I

range of hills running from the Pembina Mountain on the

south, through the Brandon hills and the Riding and Duck

mountains, to the Porcupine and Pasquia hills on the north

side of Manitoba. These hills, which are often morainic,

mark the beginning of the second steppe, which has an

average elevation of 160() feet. The third and largest

steppe includes most of Alberta, with an elevation of 21MK)

feet on the east, rising to 4000 as the foothills of the Rocky

Mountains are approached.

While these prairie steppes are well marked towards the

south, the whole plain slopes downwards towards the

north-east, so that in the latitude of Edmonton they

can no longer be distinguishe.l.

It will be noted that these vast surfaces are not all

smooth plain, though large districts are nearly so. Some

Fia. 79. - An Eskimo camp on the Barren Lanila, near the Arctic Circle.

parts are very rough, and there are broad, hilly tracts

rising 1000 feet or more above the general level. These

are locally called mountains, though not deserving the
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title when compared with the Rockies. In a(hlition to
the mequahties of the hills, the plains are often deeply
furrowed, especially towards the west, by the valleys of
nvers the Saskatchewan and its tributaries, draining
into Lake Winnipeg. There are also basins without
outlets m Saskatchewan such as the Quill and Old Wives
lakes, more or less salt or alkaline.

On the east of the prairies are the hills and ancient
worn-down mountains of the Lake-of-the-Woods and Hud-
son Bay region. On the west rise the great moui tains of
the Cordilleran system. Wheat has been grown as high as
latitude 58°, or opposite the middle portion of Hudson
13ay. In the Arctic parts of the continent, the plains
resemble those of Siberia, though less extensive and more
broken by waters. These are commonly known as the
Barren LandsMt in the short spring and summer season
they are covered with myriads of flowers, and insect life
abounds. The far north and parts of the lower Yukon
valley form a tundra.

Summary. - In this chapter certain important plain
lands m different continents have been chosen in order to
bring out the principles which explain them, and which
will give us the key to other plains, like the vast, smooth
lowlands of South America or Australia. The way in
which a p'ain was made is one of the most instructive
things that we can learn about it. We have seen that,
with respect to origin, plains are of several classes: (1) ma-
rine plains narrow or wide, which are sea-bottoms made
bare by uplift; (2) lake bottoms, uncovered bv the drain-
ing away or doling away of the water; (3) river' lands, built
of waste brought and spread by rivers; (4) worn-down
plains, wrought out by the slow wasting of higher landsWe have also seen that a vast tract of plains, as in North
America, can only be understood by using all of these
pnnciples. Still further, it has appeared that plains hav-
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ing the same origin have different names (as tundra and

prairie) because they have different climates. One region

is temperate, another is frigid, and a third is hot; one is

moist and another is dry, hence they differ in kind and

abundance of plants and animal life. So, too, man him-

self is restricted, favoured, and variously modified.

II i

i^jik'^
iT^^Sd
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CHAPTER VIII

MOUNTAINS AND PLATEAUS

. Mountains are not an easy theme for elementaiy study
they are so great and so strange to many who have spent
their hves on lowland plains. They are so varied, aL,
that no single definition can be a good one. We take up
first the mountains of our own country^, with the high
plains, or plateaus, that are joined to them. Our pur-
pose in this IS to find the great principles concerning all
mountains We wish to be able to ans^. r such ques-
tions as these: What is a mountain's form? How are
mountains made ? How are they related to the lower and
smoother l..nd? What is their histoiy, and how do th^
pass from youth to age, or from high, sharp ridges and
0^:':::^/"''"^'""^ ^^^^^ ^heyaffect^theHfe

nJ^K^Ti^n^''"?*^"'
*° ^^^''**- -^« *^« traveller ap-

proaches the Bow Pass from the east, he sees rising beforehim a lofty mountain front, stretching far away to north-
west and south-east. This is the eastern face of the Rocky

at heights of 4000 or 4500 feet above the .vel of the1.rhe highest peaks in sight reach about 12,000 feet. Snow
18 aiways seen, even in summer, on the upper slopes and

dltan. ? T^"" " *\' ""*''' '"^^"' ^"^ ««™« «f the more
distant higher peaks bear snow-fields and small glaciers.Part way up the Rocky Mountain slopes timber grows.The upper hmit, at about 7500 feet, is called the H. ^er
line. It IS not a sharp boundaiy, but a belt alonir

117
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the slope, in which the trees become scattering and

disappear. This may be taken as a definition of timber

line for all mountains. Above this line for several thou-

sand feet, to the top, unless when covered with snow, are

crags and ledges of

rock, mostly lime-

stone and slate, and

great slopes of angu-

lar, sharp-edged boul-

ders riven from the

mass of the mountain

by frosts. The aver-

age slope is not very

great, though there

are cliffs too steep for

trees to grow upon

them.

The rains and

melted snow from the

well-watered moun-

tains drain down

to the dry plains

through narrow val-

leys or deep canyons which they have worn out of the

mountain's mass. Stretching out from the foot of the

range on the east are sheets of sand and gravel. These are

deposits made by the rivers and torrents of the past, cut

into bf the modern rivers, forming terraces. Through

these deposits rise in many places the Foot Hills, which

in eastern Canada would be called mountains.

Structure of the Rocky Mountains. —If we follow the Bow

River into the Bow Pass, we find that the river has sawn

its way through the uplifted rocks, showing their arrange-

ment. On each side of the pass there sve steep cliffs of

stratified limestone and shale, lying j;eneral nearly flat.

Fio. 80. —The Illecillewaet Valley and Moun-

tains, near Glacier, B.C. Note the timber

Una.
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but sometimes broken or bent. Under the limestone in
some places one can see shale. Advancing along the

Fio. 81. — A section of the Bow Pasa.

pass the rocks are tilted, crushed and pushed over
each other by great thrusts which came from the west
Beyond Banff the stratified rocks have been built into
great folds or arches, such a series of folds as is made
by the wnnkling of a coat-sleeve. At Castle Mountain
the beds have

been bent into

a gentledown-
ward fold.

Foldings of a

similar kind

reach from
this to the

steep slope to-

wards the Co-

lumbia valley,

here 2500
feet above the

sea, and splen-

did moun-
tains, such as Mt. Stephen, rise, like cathedral spires,
7000 feet above the Kicking Horse River, which flows
to the Columbia.

The main range of the Rocky Mountains has much the
same character south-east into Montana and north-w-st
to the Athabaska Pass. There are along the northeast
side parallel ridges with steep cliffs toivards the plains

Fig. 82. —Castle Mountain, near Banfif, Alberta.
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Fio. 83. — Mount Stephen, near Field, B.C.

and gentler slopes towards British Columbia. Near the

middle of i.he range and to the west there are gentle folds

carved by the

rivers into

varied forms.

The Selkirk

Mountains. —
Inclosed by
the great bend

of the Colum-

bia are the

Selkirk Moun-

tains, which

are far older

than the
Rockies, and

different in

structure. Along each side of a central axis of ancient

granite and gneiss there are old slaty rocks. These moun-

tains are seldom

more than 10,000

feet high, but have

much larger snow

fields and glaciers

than the Rockies,

since they are

nearer the moist

winds of the Pa-

cific. TheSelkirks

are generally
looked on as part

of the Gold
Ranges, which lie

parallel to them to the west and extend far to the north.

Gold has been mined in many places among these moun-

%

B.'r ,;'.,r-j,r,- -"'/r'f^s
/.•';; ^.'.- ^

Fig. 84. —The Three Sisters, near Canmore, Alberta.

^. .isaa^ -M ^~^ : mi vc^<ah'::'ULiaraBBC~.'<-«'<' .il. ^*..
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tains. Towards the south is the Kootenay region with
the great go d and silver mines of Rossland and the
blocan Lead and copper are produced there also

All these mountains have been squeezed, folded, often

2 uVZ ?"^*'^' ^"' '•'"^^'"^ ^"J "PJ'fting tell
only half the story. The lifting took place long ago and
a vast amount of rock has been worn away. Not only
have the mountain ridges been reduced in height, but

!nl Tfr r*^?^
'"'° ""^ '^^^^'' Their gorges and

spurs, chffs and peaks, all the details that give character

gLtr""
'''"''^' ^'^ ^^^ """'^ ""^ '*^''™' '*'*"^'"' ^^^

. K.^*. ^'*f'
^^****"- - ^"'* «f *^« Gold Ranges is a

table-land ormed of worn-down mountain structures, re-cently ele-

vated again,

so that the

rivers are cut-

ting canyons.

This table-

land is much
drier than the

plains along

the Pacific

Coast, since

a range of

mountains
cuts it off

from the
moisture of the ocean; but it is not so dry as to be
desert, hke some parts of the much greater plateau region
of the western United States. The plateau is 500 miles
long and 100 wide, with an elevation of more than 4000
feet near the international boundary, and ending with
less than 3000 towards the north-west. A similar but

Fio. 85. — Lake Louise, near Laggan, Alberta.

iStEit' liJ* — . -2^fm V- >£ VCtJr'^2:^aiX-.^-3 MC.
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lower plateau runs from the nrtrth end of British Colum))ia

northwards to the Yukon Hanin, gradually

m sinking towards the Arctic Sea.

I The Coast Range. — For 9()0 miles along

the Pacific, the Coast Range of mountains

-3 rises l)oldly alcove the sea, cut by deep and

„ narrow inlets or fiords. Though not veiy

3 lofty in British Columbia these mountains

S bear many small glaciers, especially tov^ards

1 the north. When they pass into Alaska

i and the Yukon Territory they rise to greater

Z heights, culminating in the loftiest peaks

M of North America, Mounts St. Elias, Logan,

I
and McKinley, which rise from 17,000 to

-. 20,000 feet above the sea.

> General view of the western mountains. —
8 This great system of mountains is made
> up of the Rockies, or Laramie range, the

^ Gold Ranges, the Coast Range, and the

3 partially submerged range of Vancouver
s and Queen Charlotte Islands. The belt,

g including the Interior Plateau, has a width

g
of about 400 miles for the whole length

5 of British Columbia. To the north the

< mountains spread out, the eastern range

^ going on between the Yukon and Mac-

» kenzie rivers towards the Arctic Ocean,

§ the others bending west into Alaska.

g
Southwards, too, the mountain region

5 broadens in the western United States, in-

< closing great plateaus and basins, and pass-

'. Ing through Mexico. The ranges run out
*• or change into other forms with different

^ names as we go to the far north or south,

but all have a general north and south or
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Fio. 87. —The mountains of tiritish Columbia.
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north-west and south-east direction. As a whole they

are the Cordillera of North Ameriba. All western America

is a region of mountainous foldings and uplifts of thfr.

eart^ crust^ ' ^ ^

""""^

Mott)tttms of eatteni North America. — The main sys-

tem of mountains in the East is the Appalachians, which
extend from near the Gulf of Mexico to eastern Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces. They are not all alike and they

were not all made at one time. In general they are

folded mountains like the western part of the Canadian
Rockies, but the direction of the wrinkles is north-east

and south-west. The wrinkling took place very long ago,

and there has since been an enormous wasting of the rocks.

Some rocks have ^wasted more than others, and the

ridges which are left are not the original wrinkles, but
the projecting edges of such rock beds as were best able

to resist wasting influences.

The Laurentides. — The mountains of eastern Quebec,

along the north shore of the St. Lawrence, are old and
subdued. The highest of them hardly reach 4000 feet

above the sea, and their rounded summits show only hard,

crystalline rocks, such as granite and gneiss.

The highest mountains in eastern America are prob-

ably the Torngats in north-eastern Labrador, which rise

to 6500 feet, or, according to some authorities, 8000 feet

or more. They are of the same age as the Laurentides,

and may be looked on as their northward extension, but

very little is known of them.

Young, mature, and old mountains. — This is the his-

tory of mountains :,^First, ridges are uplifted; they may
be wrinkles, or they may be blocks, broken loose and

pushed upwards. . In youth they are small, in maturity

large, but the change is always slow. As they grow,

>5torm, frost, and r+ream attack them; gorges furrow

ihem from summit base; spurs, uharp crests, and
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peaks are carved out. Uplift strives to make the sum-
mits higher, wasting to make them lower. The moun-
tains are_now mature . When uplift ceases, wasting
contmues alone. Slowly through the ages the tops are
lowered, and the rujged angles of vigorous middle life
are replaced by tlie smooth curves of old age. The~dd'
summit lines are now lost, and new summit lines fol-
low the harder rocks. Still more slowly these too fade
away, and all that remains is a worn-<lown plain, with
low, scattereu hills -the second childhood of moun-
tams. 1

—

—

Mountains of other lands. - We may describe the*
geography of mountains by comparing a few other ex-amp es with those of North America. The highlands of
Scotland are hke the Laurentides in being very old moun-
tains, much subduetl and of small height. Similar are
the mountains of the English Lake District in the north

on^''.' "^^""^ ""^'^^ summits are little more than
3000 feet above sea-level. The mountains of the Scan-
dinavian peninsula are also old and worn, though higher
than those of Great Britain.

In the south of Europe, however, we find mature moun-
tains, high and very rugged. In the Pyrenees and the Alps
the mountains have been squeezed, folde<l and broken, and
forced upwards, so that they rise from tweh e to nearly six-
teen thousand feet above the sea. As they were not over-
ridden by the ice of the glacial period, their peaks are
unworn; and the gnawing of the modern glaciers, which
flourish m alcoves under their summits, keeps their crests
blade-hke. Below the glaciers, torrents are powerful an.
busy, and in all the uplifted country are gorges and deep
val eys. Sharp peaks, lofty and often vertical cliffy, and
valleys strewn with the waste of the heights are th-*
features of the land. Conspicuous in th^ scen-^ry of
the Alps are its separated peaks, springing from spurs

/

&^
.a;

/
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between Rorgcn and Mtanding free from the main crmt-

line. Thci^e arc often named nccdle.>4 or horntt, as in the

Mattcrhorn, whiih means " Htag-horn " (see Frontispiece).

A line of peaks marks a ridge, a strand of ridges makes a

chain, and several chains, as in western America, make up

a mountain system. On the north of the eastern Alps is

the Bavarian plateau, with a smooth surface about 2000

feet above the sea. Munich stands on this plat' near

the northern foot of the mountains, and the Danube flows

eastwards over it. It is relatetl to the Alps as the Great

Plair s are to the Rocky Mountains.

In Asia, the highest mountains in the world, the Hima-

laya, are in middle life, like the Alps. Far up among

their heights tue rocks contain shells which originally

grew in the sea. Along a belt running far east and west,

the earth' crust was crumpled and broken and the moun-

tains reared. Glaciers, deep valleys, and strong streams

are common here as in the Alps. In both regions im-

mense landslips occur, as ill-supported sides of the moun-

tain fall off into the valleys. In both, also, snow comes

down in the form of avalanches, overwhelming forests and

destroying human life.

To the north is the plateau of central Asia. Its highest

parts in Tibet are about 14,000 feet above the sea, or as

high as our western mountain peaks. Hence the region

is sometimes called the " Roof of the World." As our

western plateau is broken by mountains, so is the plateau

of central Asia, but its mountains and plains are on a

grander scale. Gradually, on the north, plateau and

mountains descend to the level of the Siberian plains. A
vast continental rise of land, of which the rugged parts

are mountains and the smoother, intervening parts are

waste-floored plains — such is the character of the high-

lands of Asia, as of those of western America.

The Andes also are high and rugged mountains, and by

W^'^
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that fact, we are told that they arf> in the vigour of youth,
or middle life. South Ainerictt hu^ Icjw of plateau and'
more of low plain than t!.o other ureat continentM.
E«ithquakei in mountain-making. ~ Moro will be said

about earthquakes in the chapter on volcanoes. Any
shock Riven to the firm rocks of the earth's crust causes
vibration, and prcxluces a shaking of objects at the
earth's surface. In straininR the crust enough to bend
thick beds of rock, many sudden l)reakM and slips take
place, which send shocks for lonjc distances through the
rocks. Many earthquakes are due to this cauae.

Mineral products of mountain regions. — Coal is found
near lianff and in the Crow's Nest I»ass in the Rocky Moun-
tains, but in many other places it is found also where the
rocks are undisturbed. Coai is not therefore a result of
mountain-building, though soft coal may be changed to
anthracite by the crushing that goes with the rearing of
mountains.

But many of the metals are found chiefly in mountain
lands. It is there that they have been dissolved out of
the rocks, often by heated waters, and deposited in
mineral veins. Hence it is that in the Kootenay region
of British Columbia there are valuable deposits of gold,
silver, copper, and lead ores. The metallic wealth of
the West is all in the mountain lands. In connection
with the folding and crushing, the various ores have
been formed by the slow deposition of dissolved matter
in the crevices of the rocks. The iron and copper of
Lake Superior are found in a region of ancient mountains
now worn away.

When goL oearing veins waste away, along with the
general wasting of a mountain side, the gold is washed
down-stream, and comes to rest along with gravel ami
sand wherever the progress of the waste is checked.
Such gold-bearing gravels are known as placer beds, and

ivm^^'''?^r^? »i-r,j ^<w'-M"«fi»'in«r,--«
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the washing of the gravels to separate the gold is known
as placer mining.

Not all mountains contain mineral wealth. No gold
or silver is mined in the Laurentides. The low moun-
tains of Saxony have long been a mining centre, while

the lofty Alps

are poor in

valuable min-

erals.

Climate of

mountains. —
In ascending

lofty moun-
tains, one
finds the same
changes of cli-

mate in a few

hours or days

that would be
met in a journey from tropical or temperate to arctic

latitudes. This will be well understood by reviewing
the belts of temperature and vegetation in the Alps.
On the plains of northern Italy the olive flourishes,

and in the deep valleys and along the lower slopes
the vine abounds. As we ascend, we find first the
broad-leaved forest trees to heights of 5000 to 5500
feet on the south slope, and 4000 feet on the north
slopes. This brings out the fact that climate may differ

much on two sides of a mountain range. The direct

rays of the sun and the winds from the warm Medi-
terranean affect the south front of the Alps. Above the
deciduous trees come the cone-bearing or evergreen
forests. The coniferous trees are important in prevent-
ing floods and checking avalanches, as well as - lording

supplies of timber and firewood for the thrifty peas^' t.

Fio. 88.— Placer mining in British Columbia.

i
4.' .^ .A. X<- f^_
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Above the trees are the upper pastures, brilliant withflowers of everj^ hue, to which the flocks ami herds aredriven only m the summer. Still alu.ve is the zone ofrock and perpetual snows. Snows may wrap the highestsummits, as 'I un i.l.nc: while often the Lpper mout

nrrr- '"' '^ ''"^^"'^ "^ ^^^^ ^'-^ ^^e snows

of thp Al "'f
''"'' '"'^'""- ^'^'•"'" '^'^-^^ ^« «"'"n"t

nJn ^'; :^r
"''" '' *'"^''''"' ""^-'^^Jf i^ f"'-e«t and

pasture, and the remaining fourth is utterly barren

w. f
h'„. '' 1 ""'u''"

^'^^'' '' ^'-^'"-temperate. andue thus range from this to polar climate as we ascend
If we rise however, from the foot to the summit of the
equatorial Ancles, we there range from a tropical to apolar c.mate. In the far north and south there is lesscon rast because ice and snow there prevail down to the
level of the sea, as upon the slopes of Mount St. Elias
In Canada the Rocky Mountains present the same con"
ditions as the Alps and are belted by zones of climate
-cooler and moister above, and warmer an I drier
below.

In our eastern mountains the range of temperature is
small, because the mountains are low. Still the summits
are always cold at night, the mean temperature for theday IS never high, and the winters are long and marked
by hea^ snows. In the United States the southern
Appalachians carry a wedge of cooler climate far down
between the hot Carolina coasts on the east and the
half-tropical country along the lower Mississippi

Life of moantain lands. -Some facts belonging to
this subject have already been given. Thus we have seenhow rapid is the change to colder climate and the corre-
sponding plants as we rise towards the tops of high moun-
tains; tillage of the soil is confined to the valleys and
lower slopes, while grazing and timber industries run- to
the middle slopes or to the summits, according as the
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mountains are in higher or lower latitudes, or are them-

selves of great or small altitude.

In the mountainous parts of Switzerland the peasants

till the narrow valley bottoms, reclaim the rough surfaces

of the torrent fans, and raise patches of grain and hay on

the talus and other waste slopes. The dairy is a chief

means of support, and men, women, and children join in

all the industries of the field, while wood-carving and
other small manufacturing occupy the winter months.

Houses are built of wood, with wide-spreading cornices,

the thatch sometimes weighted down with large stones.

The splendid scenery of the Alps, close to many populous

lands, has made Switzerland the " playground of Eu-

rope," and the entertainment of tourists may be called

the chief industry of the mountain people.

In our Western mountains the conditions of human life

are entirely different. The chief attraction in these moun-
tains is the mining of the precious metals and the cutting

of the timber. Instead of huinble peasants, native to the

soil for centuries, we find the most hardy and energetic

types of American life in the absorbing search for mineral

and forest wealth. Mining and lumber camps, which are

in truth cities, spring into being, and as swiftly decay

when the mines cease to be productive and the forests

are denuded. The roadways have 1 een built not often

for the tourist, but almost without exception for the ship-

ping of minerals and timber and the introduction of sup-

plies. The keen, vigorous, and often rough life of our

Western mountains is in strong contrast to the quiet and

simplicity of Alpine regions. The causes are partly geo-

graphic and partly historical.*

Ancient and worn mountains make up. much of the

rugged surface of Wales. No precious metals occur, but

' Some of the valleys in our Western mountains are exceedingly fer-

tile, and here grains and fruits are extensively grown.
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the slate, found only in mountainous countries, furnishesm Its .uarrying and shipping, an important industnr'
while in the south are deposits of coal, leading to mining
and manufacture. Similar are the low mountains of the
Enghsh Lake District. Here, however, there are no im-
portant minerals, but lakes, mountains, and beautiful
valleys, made memorable as the homes of Wordsworth
and other men of letters, the whole region being chiefly
a summer refuge for toilers from the cities.

The Scottish Highlands, with their thin, cold soils and
'

stretches of bare rock, their rough stone cabins and un-
changing poverty, under the leaden skies of the north
show us still another type of the life of mountain lands'
No great cities, diligent but small tillage of the soil
isolation and primitive ways -such is the life of moun-
tains, save where the rocks yield coveted treasure There
modern life pours in like a tide, and the virtues and vices
ot the latest civilization are seen to the full.

Barriers and passes. - Because most mountains are in
the form of long belts of folding and uplift, they serve
to separate the lands on their opposite sides. Thus the
Rocky Mountains, in Canada, form a strong and almost
continuous wall between the Great Plains and the Pacific
slope. It IS partially cut by the valleys of the Bow River
towards the east and the Kicking Horse River towards
the west, where the Canadian Pacific RpJlway has found
a passage at 5300 feet. Before reaching the final west-
ward slope towards the Pacific, a descent is made to the
Columbia, at 2500 feet, and the Selkirks are crossed by
Rogere Pass, 4300 feet above the sea. There are, how-
ever lower passes through the Rockies, to the south at
the Crow's Nest (4427), and to the north at the Yellow
Head and Peace River passes. It is through the YellowHead Pass that the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway purposes

"

to reach the Pacific. The passes through the Rocky Moun-
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tains in the United States to the south of the houndarj-
are much higher than those just mentioned, reaching 7(M)t)

feet or more.

The Andes show marked contrasts on east and west.
The Pacific slope is relatively dry, while the Atlantic
moisture spreads far over the Amazon plains and en-

Fio. 90. — Pass between the Moose and Smoky rivers.

riches the head-waters of this master river on the east
slopes of the mountains.

In the Old World the Pyrenees are an effective wall
between France and Spain. But two railways join the
countries; one of these follows the shore of the Bay of
Biscay, and the other is close to the Mediterranean.
Carriage roads cross the range at but two points. The
Alps are higher and more rugged than the Pyrenees, and
throughout historic ime have stood as a barrier be-
tween the Mediterranean and central Europe. On the
south is the subtropical and sunny Italy. On the north
are the cool temperatures and sombre skies of Germany.
But the passes, as compared with the Pyrenees, are low
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and numerous, and have been trodden by travellere, mei^
chants, and invading armies since Roman days. Trails,
beautiful carriage roads, and railways have in turn a»^
Bumed the chief importance.

In Asia, the mild, fertile, and crowded districts of India
are shut oflf from the high, cold, wild, and sparsely peopled
lands of Tibet by the Himalaya Mountains, while the
several mountain ranges of central Asia lie between the
Russians on the north, and the British, intrenched in
India, on the south.



CHAPTER IX

VOLOANOB8 AND BABTHQUAKB8

We sliall begin our study by looking at several well-

known volcanic regions, the one about the Bay of Naples,

the Hawaiian Islands, and Mount Shasta. We shall then

compare these volcanoes, and see what great principles we
can find to help us understand this part of the earth's

machinery, which is so strange to most dwellers in Canada.

The first examples are chosen outside North America, be-

cause hgrfi the volnann^a havfi nfiarlv ceased tq hP nrtivp

But it is well to mention at the outset that nowhere have
the %PH nf f.hp t^nrt.h ^^^ ir^orft ftffftnt nn t.hp, RiirfanP, in

past ages, than in tjome parts of our own lamj .

Figurative terms. —"TEeVord " fire " in the last sen-

tence, and in other passages of this chapter, is not used
in its ordinar> sense, but somewhat figuratively. When
fire burns, two substances combine— for example, coal

and oxygen — and heat and light are caused. The sub-

stances are said to be consumed. In the volcano nothing
is consumed; the lava as it comes from below is already

in a hot and glowing condition. Before the real facts were
known, people believed the heat was caused by burning,

and the words expressing this belief are still sometimes
used in speaking of volcanoes. Among these misleading

terms are flame, ash, cinders, and igneous (fiery) rocks.

Vesuvius. — If one were to visit the west coast of Italy

and ascend Mount Vesuvius, he would find an observa-

tory part way up the slope, where for many years Italian

scientists have watched the behaviour oF the volcano.

This small mountain, about 4000 feet high, rising from
135
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the shore of the Bay of Naples, is a typical volcano-the better because it has been studied so long and itspnnc^pal changes for nearly 2000 years have'Cn Z
XNuovo, or new mountain, a hill 440 feet high ca/ by volcanic .etion during a few days in Septemi;er 1538AH about ,t are volcanic hills of earlier origin, and two

iH'

Fro. 92. -Map of Mount Vesuviu. and vicinity.

islands bordering the bay are also volcanic. Thus weJearn that Vesuvius is not alone, but is surrounded by a
aistricfc under which the volcanic heat has been moreor less active.

^
The whole_region_js .subject to earth-

quakes^jdue itr is believ^d^to the pent"Vfoi^^^rSbw •

and when the volcano gives ^^^^ to the colifil^^dT^ihe
earthquakes subside.

Sunk into the top of the mountain itself is a bowl-

\u -':-.'-.,--'v>--^ojriM^
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I

I

swaped depresaion, the crater. In it is molten rock, and

Whl .K
"*

f."'j/°'^»^
«t««n» and other hot vapours.When the wind i« blowing in the right (.irection, the edge

of the crater may be reached and a look had into its fiery
depths. When a powerful eruption begins, immense clouds
of steam rise and spread above the to. of the mountain,
taking a form that has often been likened to a pine-treo.
It is not smoke, but vapour, that pours out; and the glow
often seen, especially at night, is not flame, but the re-
flection from the vapour clouds of the light that flashesup from the meltetl rocks, either in the crater or over-
flowing in streams that roll down the sides of the
mountain.

These streams som'etimes flow so fast as to overtake aman running swiftly. At other times they creep. The
differences depend ,>n the slope and on the consistency of
the lava. Some la, us are thick and viscous, like molasses:
others are thin and watery. If the stream is shallow, it
cools quickly and comes to rest. After lava has flowed
for some distance the surface cools and is brittle, while
-he lower parts are soft and hot. As these lower parts
push on they break up the surface into a rough, clinkery
mass,which appears like a creeping heap of slaggy boulders.
After the lapse of a human lifetime a lava stream may
still send steam forth from its crevices, while the sur-
face has long been cold, hard rock. Lavas are often
frothy, with hot vapour in the form of bubbles, and after
cooling to rock are full of rounded pores or cells. Certain
lava-rocks are so porous and filmy that they will float on
the sea. The pumice-stone used in the arts is a volcanic
rock.

As the lava streams of Vesuvius have poured down its
sides they have added successive coats to its slopes, thus
increasing the size of the mountain. But not all the
growth of the cone is thus explained. Some eruptions
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take place by means of powerful exploaions. whose neat
18 somewhere l^elow the outside opening. In this case
the mterior rock comes out, not as lava, but in the form
of hne dust, or coarser pieces of rock, which fill the air
and fall or slowly sink to rest on the sides of the moun-
tain or on neighbouring plains and seas. Built up in these
two ways, the mountain mass is a mixture of lava torrents
and " ash " beds.

The student will observe that the height of Vesuvius
was given as about 4(X)() feet. It is not always the same,
and has varied several hundre.l feet during the Christian
era. In early Roman times the volcano had always been
quiet, though previous to 79 a.d. the neighbourhood was
shaken by earthquakes. In this year there was a great
eruption. There was no lava, but immense quantities
of ash were thrown out and rained on the neighbouring
land and sea. Two cities, Herculaneum at the west foot
and Pompeii at the south base of the mountain, were
buried and lost for many centuries. Had they been
deluged with lava, they could not now be uncovered
and seen ,n such pei fection - walls, pavements worn by
wheels of carnages, rooms, wall-paintings, utensils, and
all the signs of the luxury of the inhabitants. As the
centuries have passed, other outbursts have sent forth
streams of lava as well as clouds of dust and ash. Some-
times the top of the cone has been cut off several hundred
leet by a great explosion, only to be slowly built up again
by the contributions of more quiet eruptions
Another eruption of Vesuvius took place in 1906 Four

towns and a number of villages were destroyed and morethan 2000 people killed. The stream of lava reachZs
far as Pompeii, and ashes fell in such ^.uantities in Naples
as to break down the roofs of large buildings with their
weight. The top of the mountain was blown off, the
neigbt of the crater being reduced by 700 feet.
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ti

Other M,dit*rr«iie.n volc.now. -- With what we have^a K,ut Vesuvius, it will n,.w l. unoful U aZ^cZlsome factH almut ..ther voloanocH in the nu.l.lle Me<l ter'ranean reg.on South of Naples, near the Strait ofMesMna. are the Mpari Isramln. They are co„H,o«ed o

i:^ nr,::; I'

''' t"'
^"'^^^^^-''^

'" ^'"« «- rlboh^.H Ixjst known, because [t k alwajs aotivr-TIlce-&H^ U ^netiT^ anc^^ethj^
miBMJimkMtiLmAtmmil broken inatfiriaL It^^

F.«. 93. - Moun, SUve„ri «„.i a lower < inder cone. „„ .he «de of Mount Etna «they appeared August 19. 1892,
'

^£§tiiaU«l««u^ steam, illuminated atnight-wUi^-mrfftir-
ing regularity by the fires of the crater, has caused Utabe known as the " Lighthouse of the Mediterranean^^

btill southwards, close by the eastern shore of SlEilv
rises another volcano, in comparison to which Vesuvius
_lfJjl^,&jaQMncl. Etna is more than 10,000 feet in h.skhL^has » circui^fTeF^E^T^nDmn^g.-^^
vast cone is built chiefly of lavas and loose materials com-
ing to rest about a central pipe or throat leading up from
the depths, but there have also beon many small eruptionson the flanks. From time to time cracks open on the
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J!!^Ll!l«fir«atjlQiie. allow.ng the enca^yo of lava an.

I

cmen and causing «n.all r„ne8 to Ik- l,uilt. IJko oth.-r
great mountains, it has a rugged surface, and ri.s,.« through
8evi.ral z<,ne« of climate, being aIm<,Mt tropical at it« hal>
temperate and foreste.1 on itn mi.Idle Hlopen. an.l arcticand snowy to\vard« its summit. '

Hni" I"!*!'"^''?
'*''

T^^ "^'"''''•'y '^^^'^ '^ ""*"'»»'' i""«tra-
tion of the volcanu. habit of that region. At a ,K.int where
the water wa.s 6(K) feet <loep. vol.ani<. nuUcrials were
ca«t up until they .stood 2(K) fcK-t-HBrn^rttTr^rntrn^ Thtenew island, however, was Soon cuTirwnyTiy-lT>e"55rwaves"
leaving a shoal where the tran.siont land had Inn-n

nn^r*"?*
^°*^"°"- ~ The Hawaiian I.sland.sform a

north-west by south-east chain, alM,ut 4(K) miles h,ng All

Fio. 94, -KiUuea. the great crater of the Ulan.l of Hawau.

are volcanic piles built up from the floor of the deep .seas
i he only active volcanoes, however, are on Hawaii the
south-eastern meml^er of the series. This i.s a large island
about 80 miles across and having the form of a rude tri-
angle. The two highest volcanoes are Mauna Loa andMauna Kea, rising nearly 14,000 feet above the .sea
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The total height above the sea-bottom is about 30,000
feet or in the neighbourhoc- I of 6 miles. If the sea could
be drained away, this whole island would be a broad-
topped mountain, as high as the loftiest summits of theHima ayas. Successive outpourings of lava have reared
the islands from the floor of the sea. The work even of
iiitna IS insignificant as compared with this -

The slopes of the Hawaiian cones are very gentle.
This IS due to the fact that the rocky matter sent forth

Fio. 96.— A congealed lava cascade
; Hawaii.

18 al m the form of lava, and the luva is in a veiy liquid
condition. Hence when it flows out, it spreads widely.
Thicker lavas and falling fragments build steeper cones.
There IS a great difference between the craters of Vesuvius
and Hawaii. The one is a narrow, steep-sided bowl, the
others are broad, sunken basins several miles across The
walls of the Hawaiian craters are cliffs several hundred
leet high, but at some points descent may be made Dur-
ing the time of quiet between eruptions, the traveller finds
a floor of cooled lava covering over most of the crater
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basin. But at some points there are small ponds or
akes of molten lava, which bubbles and sputters with
the escape of hot vapour.
The eruptions are vaster but more quiet than those

of many small volcanoes. For a number of years the lavamay rise, and spread in the crater, so that the basin can
.

no longer be entered. But it has not been known to flow
over the rim. Before this is reached it pushes through
deep-seated cracks and issues on the sides of the moun-
tam, often several miles away from the crater, and flows
down the slope as a great hot river. Being very liquid
at the start, it flows long distances, sometimes as far as
50 mdes Sometimes it has reached the sea-shore, and
there, ike a waterfall, has poured over the sea-cliffs
upon the beach below.

Much of the surface of the islands is mantled with soil
and forest. But where the outflows have been recent, as
over a large part of Hawaii, the lava surfaces are rugged
and utterly barren. These rugged surfaces weather
rapidly in such a moist climate, and in a few years are
covered with vegetation. In the forested regions streams
are abundant, and some of them have worn out deep
gorges which add variety to the surface. Thus volcanic
action, weathering, and stream erosion combine to give
the land its form and expression, and the climate, moist
and tropical, clothes much of the surface with ferns,
breadfruit-trees, screw-pines, and cocoanut palms.

Krakatoa. —Like the Hawaiian group, many islands
of the Pacific Ocean are volcanic. They are the " high "
islands, in distinction from those that are low, or of coral
origin. Krakatoa is an island volcano, lying in the strait
that separates Sumatra and Java. It was not known as
a great volcano until August. 1883, when for two days a
succession of explosions blew away about half of the
island mountain, brought the neigiibouring seas and lands
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to total darkness, impeded the sailing of ships by the
pumice that fell on the sea, and gave forth reports which
were heard in Bangkok, in the Philippine Islands, in
Australia, and more than 2000 miles to westward in the
Indian Ocean. Dust fell on ships 1600 miles away, and
18 believed to have been carried in the upper air around
the world.

Mount Shasta. — This volcano is no longer active, but
18 none the less useful for comparison with those already

Fio.97.-MouatSh.rt.. Thi.picture.how.only the older aummit. the jfeunger
being hidden behind it.

Studied. It is in northern California and rises to an alti-
tude of 11,000 feet above the neighbouring lowlands. Its
slopes are steep above, and become gradually gentler be-
low, until they merge with the plain. The upper part of
the mountain is double, its two summits marking two
pnncipal points of eruption. The higher is also the older-
it had been completed and had begun to waste away
before the building of the other.

.'-<3r;j
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rock, and some of coo lava thuTl
''

L"'"
''™

Vesuvius, the volcano J:::JLletS '^'J^times sent streams of molten rock wellin^Trth f T

«nd forth signs oftl^ enc ""^rthr^*;''
'"

other volcanoes of the western United States Tf u,.go northwards from Mount ^haot„ i ! " ^®

Range of Oregon Zl W u-
^* *'°°« *^® ^^^^^de

volcanic peaces of llT^^ "' '"' magnificent

o^ ri^io':hJ T"^' "' ^°""'' '°~ tH w" ^

4r.^".^,iroX:L^7Sr:z^^^^^^^
crater at the top. Mount Hood, Mount JeSn^Morn
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St. Helens, and Mount Baker are among the other vol-

canoes of the region. All of these lofty peaks arc white

above and forested below. " Could an observer obtain a

bird's-eye view of the Cascade Mountains, they would

ppp^HHHIIHI j^-'"

^^^l^^^lm^^^H ^^^^B^^^i' '^9m'

jI^Bu^^^^

Hi^tjM
^^<fP*i^;- ::

. , ..
--y^^^

1
.-:^ati* .^..JZ" '^** SI1

HHIHImpf^^iISMk~'V^ ;•*;

Fia. 98.—Mount Baker. A beautiful view of this mountain ia obtained from
Victoria, B.C.

appear as a belt of emerald studded at irregular intervals

with immense briUiants " (Russell).

Volcanoes in Canada. — Canada contains no active and

very few well-preserved extinct volcanoes. A recent ex-

plorer has described a volcanic cone 1000 feet high with

a crater 450 feet deep near the Yukon River. From a

break in the wall of the crater the last lava flow streamed

towards the east. There is also a thin sheet of white

volcanic ash to be seen just beneath the soil for many
miles along the upper Yukon River, showing compara-

tively recent volcanic activity in that part of Canada.

§^.mk>^.^m
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Regions of active volcanoes. - Volcanoes are confined
to no part of the world, but form one of the common
features of the earth's surface. The Atlantic Ocean con-
tarns many volcanic islands. Iceland is one of the most
northerly and important. Its lava streams are of great
size while the ash from one of its volcanoes has fallenon ships in the northern seas, has descended on Scandi-
navia, and has even injured crops in the north of Scotland
Farther south, the Azores, Canary, Cape Verde, St. Helena'and other islands are volcanic.

'

In the West Indies is a line or narrow belt of volcanoes
biX) miles long. They make the higher islands of the
Lesser Antilles, including, among others, St. Kitts, Guade-
loupe, Martinique, and St. Vincent. Because they are
arranged m a line, it is thought that they are related toone another in origin, and make up a system. Their
eruptions, though not frequent, have been energetic and
destructive. Here, as about Vesuvius, the long periods
of rest have given a false sense of security, and tempted
to extensive settlement on the rich volcanic soils, to be
followed by fearful disaster when activity was resumed.
There were outbreaks on St. Vincen n 1718 and 1812on Guadeloupe in 1797, and on Martinique in 1851 The
outbreak of 1812 was an explosion almost rivalling that
of Krakatoa. A crater called Saufri^re was either created
or greatly enlarged, the fertile lands of the island were

10,000 mhabitants, suffered the fate of Pompeii
In May, 1902, the attention and sympathy of the world

were again drawn to these unhappy islands. The Sou-
fri^re, after a rest of ninety years, and the Pel^e volcanoon Martinique, which had slumbered for fifty-one years
again wakened to activity. Explosions scattered stonesand ashes widely over the land... Streams of hot mud
flowed from the craters to the sea. A new crater opened

mm^^'^^m^^
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on the slope of Mount Pel^e. A sudden blast of hot gas
and cinders from this destroyed the city of St. Pierre.

More than
30.000 in-

habitants of

the islands
lost their
lives, and
great areas
were laid
waste.

We have
already told

of a few great

cones of the

Pacific coast

region. Fol-

lowing the
mountain belt

through Mex-
ico and Cen-

tral America

and far along

the Andes,
great vol-
canoes are

abundant and active. Northwards, a few volcanoes occur
on the islands of southern Alaska, and a great volcanic
belt, beginning on the south coast of western Alaska,
may be followed almost around the Pacific Ocean. The
Aleutian Islands, Kamschatka, the Kurile Islands, Japan,
the Philippine Islands, and those of more southern seas,

with the mountains of western America, almost girt this
vast ocean with fire, while many a chimney, as we have
seen,, rises from its waters, and many submarine volcanoes

Fio. ».— Mount Pel^e and the city of St. Pierre after the
eruption. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood,
New York.

'-^mmsiri^m^i^mti %pm
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Fio. 100. —A volcanic crater, holding a lake. CobU
Rica.

have not been able to pile their outpourings to the surface
of the sea. Krakatoa belongs to a field of great volcanic
activity, including

Java, Sumatra,
and almost nil

parts of the East

Indies.

History of a vol-

canic cone. — This

Is a story of growth
and decay. Vesu-

vius, Etna, and
the Hawaiian
cones are still

growing. The
time was when their piles of volcanic matter were small
like Monte Nuovo. Through progressive stages they have
grown to be what they are. In time they will cease to
send forth ash and lava, and destruction will begin. We
see the first stages of it in Mount"^Kasla:—Here the

form is still well preserved

and the mountain has lost

little from its top and sides;

but there has beeiLaomajKaat-

In older volcanoes, destruc-

tion has gone much farther,

and the loose, materials of the
'Cone may all have beerLwashed

::aH:ay. But the lava that oc-
Fia. 101. — Ideal sections of a wast- CUpied the old throat, far be-

ing volcanic cone at three stagts , ,, . . -; ,

Of iu history. low the cratftr, -la harder than
the surrounding rock, and in

the great wasting, has survived and .stands above the
surface. It has been well likened to the cork in a
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bottle, and geologists call it a volcanic neck or ^jdug^Many of them stand out on the surface of the plateau in
parts of New Mexico. The central part of Montreal
Mountain is believed to be a very ancient volcanic neck.

Sheets of lava. — While no lavas are so fluid as water,
they show great differences in this respect. Some are
very stiflF and can scarcely flow at all; others are thin and

flow easily.

When a lava

stream starts

from a crater,

it also begins

to cool and it

stops flowing

when it gets

so cool as to

be stiff. _Lf
t -ho am ount -

out is small, it

stops n iijg^ly,.

ine DiliniF

Fio. 102 -Obtidian cUff. Yellowstone Park. Wyoming.
U.&.A.

; abowinc *»»• aplitting of lava into columns.

caaic_ mountains^^ut sometimes a very lafgTquantity
of very thin lava escapes all at once, and then it runs
farther and spreads more ^^ldely. If it runs into a val-
ley or over a plain it makes a lava lake. When it hard-
ens it makes a broad, flat sheet of lava-rock. In the
basin of the Columbia River there have been many such
eruptions, with the result that broad plains are composed
wholly of volcanic rocks, piled up in sheets. The Snake
River, crossing such a plain, has made a long, deep can-
yon in the walls of which the sheets or beds of lava-rock

kiLd.:. JSS^
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are arranged like the betls of sandstone and limestone
in the canyons of the Colorado, liefore the eruptions
began, the region had for long periods Ijeen a district of
mountains and valleys. Hence the outpourings flooded
the valleys and low grounds, while the higher mountains
still rise as islands from the plateau, or send out ridges or
spurs from its border. Thus the boundary of the lava
sheets runs in and out, like the shore-line of a lake in a
rough country.

There have been volcanic eruptions in all the past ages
of the earth. SojB£jjrtti£ae..api:ead-muler the ocean and
were Cgyerftd by spdimeiita, and ^ - tlieieTar?Jayjtroclcs
buried among the stratified rocks. Lavas have also in-
truded themselves In troad sheets between strata, and
there hardened to rock. Afterwards, when great series of
strata have been lifted into the air and gradually wasted
away, the
sheets of lava-

rock have been

exposed to
view; and, be-

ing very dur-

able, they
often stand
forth in the

landscape
as hills and

ridges. __Ihe

hills of th ft

Fort _ A^'th iir

XegiQiL.are due to such lava sheets. The cliffs at the
edges of the sheets have a peculiar character because of
a tendency of lava-rock to break up into columns. It
shrinks and cracks in cooling, and the cracks run far into
it, dividing it into long blocks with five or six sides.

Fio. 103. —Thunder Cape, near Port Arthur. Ont.
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Pio 104. — Bird'»^e view of Crmter Uke,
Oncon. ,

Extensive sheets of lava are found In Colorado, Utah

theTukon 7 '^'"^'^"' "^'^^^ ^««^^'- States:'andt

n wltrn S^otTT
^'""" ''' "^^"^ '^"^ ^"'^^ "vers.

belong the columnar rocks of Mull, Staffa, and other
islands, which consist

largely of remnant
lava-beds. Into the
southern cliffs of
Staffa the sea has
worn Fingal's Cave
by removing the
vertical columns of
lava. The Giant's

.hereof Inland, consist, of similar vZLr^;" 1'
of the largest outpourings in the world forms the plateauknownas the Dekkan in India. The lavas there a«SQBietnneseoee feet thick. ??_r?!l«-»«

w.;:r^o^:;i^?^ ""^ "^ '""«'' - " -» «-
sometimes blockades
a valley ; behind mioh
a dam a Ulra »r\^

form and remain yn,
HI the basin i« f»nT7
sediment, or the
"•^•'^yi >ir§aia^aaws
through the Jjatxifii:.

And when a volcano _ .

beconi^ extinct, its crater may serve as a water-basin.
Crater Lake, in southern Oregon, lies in the heart of anold volcano the higher and central parts of which have

KralTl '"^'^"^ °' ^" ^^P^««^- - - the cai ofKrakatoa, there was a withdrawal of the lava beneath so

Fio. IM- "Mount Ma«m«.» «, ide.j r«.to».
tion of the Crater Lake volcano. See Fig. loST
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that all the upper part of the cone, with its gorges and
glaciers, fell in and disappeared, leaving a nearly circular
p»t 4000 feet deep and 6 miles wide. The water of the
lake 18 2000 feet deep. Above it rises an island, which is
a small volcanic cone, made after the disappearance of
the greater cone.

Volcanic soil.. -Uyas and ash are often so poroui
*»»!Lfl'iey_are easily entered by air and water, and weather"
rapidly into soils. Thus, after a few generations, the lava

_fields al>out Vesuvius, uniTZih^r^^^^n^^ain genlaTcn-
mates,becomeden8eIypopulated,alSa"inrniHi^rfro^^^
tions seems forgotten. Parts of the Dekkan are impor-
tant in wheat and cotton growing, and the black and fertile
soil 18 due to the decay of the lavas. In the same way
lavas furnish the soils for extensive wheat-fields in Oregon
and Washington. TJuaJa^chaps the most important
way in which volcanoes affect mankind, unless we ex-
cept the catastrophes which have wrought destruction

_ofJifo^ The volcano does not compare with weathering
or with streams; and it probably has not influenced the
more progressive races so extensively as has the gla-
cial invasion. Certainly glaciers, much more than vol-
canoes, have moulded the conditions of life in North
America.

Causes of volcanic explosions. -The general causes of
volcanoes are not well known, but the reason that lavas

..f'^eUnaes^Aj^lQde is better understood. TherelTwaler
in all lavas, the quantity being large in some and smUTiE
others. Deep down in the earth's crust the pressure is so
great that the water, though intensely hot, cannot change
to vapour; but as the lavas rise they experience less and less
pressure, until at last the water within them suddenly be-
comes steam and is instantaneously expanded. If there is
little water, the lava quietly bubbles; if th.^re la much, it U
torn to fragments, and the fragments are hurled into the

m
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air. The principle of the explosive volcano is the ttAmn u
that of the geyser.

Summary of principles. — The descriptions of particular
•volcanoes and districts have illustrated various general
facts, and some of these have been pointed out. We now
bring together the more important:

(1) Many volcanoes build around their vents a cone;
it may be of mountainous height, and the term moun-
tain, in a general sense, is commonly used. It is not at
all due to uplift of the earth's crust, but to the bn'nging
up of materials from below which are heaped up about an
opening. In this respect, as well as in form, the volcano
finds its miniature representative in the ant-hill.

(2) Some cones are large both in height and base, like
the Hawaiian, while others are small, like Vesuvius, Strom-
boli, or the diminutive Monte Nuovo. They also differ in
form; some are very flat and others as steep as a talus of
coarse waste, the difference being due to the character of
the materials forming the pile.

(3) The materials sent forth are various. First, we
have the lavas, and these differ much. Some are dark and
very heavy, as basalt, and others are pale in colour and
Ughter in weight. Second, we find the ash, with larger
angular pieces of rock, as in some eruptions of Vesuvius
and Shasta, or the great eruption of Krakatoa. Of impor-
tance also are the vapours, particularly the steam, which
often condenses and causes heavy rains, or mixing with the
ash gives rise to eruptions of mud, which flow from the
volcano and harden into rock. Any volcanic ash which
thus becomes bound into firm rock is called volcanic
tuff.

(4) Volcanoes differ much in the manner of eruption.
Stromboli is constant; Vesuvius and the Hawaiian vol-
canoes are intermittent or spasmodic. Some are quiet;
others are violent and explosive. Some vents emit many
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small erMptions and l,uil«l up rncuntuinH; ..then. diHcharge
great voIumcM of their lava and construct r

(5) Craters are formed in varioun wayM. i raRmenta
thrown out by explosive eruptions fall to the >?round all
about the ofwning, and thus build up a circular rim.
Sometimes a great explosion blows off the upr>er part of
a conical mountain, leaving a hollow in its place. And
sometimes the interior of the mountain is melted out, let-
tmg the top fall in.

(6) V volcano, like a mountain range, is caused by
forces i ilonging to the mysterious interior of the earth
As soon as made it is attacketl by the destructive forces
of mr and water, which gradually wear it away. Growth
and decay make up the history of its life.

Earthquakes

In volcanic regions. - The earthquake and the volcano
often go together. Thus, earthquakes are common about
Naples and Mount Vesuvius. liefore the great eruption
of 79 A.D., shakings of the earth had occurred for several
years. When the energy that had been sealed below the
surface broke forth, the shaking ceased.
Earthquakes occur also quite independently of vol-

canoes, and all of the most destructive earthquakes have
been of the non-volcanic class. In a great earthquake
the ground shakes so violently that trees are broken or
overturned; men and animals are thrown down; many
fissures are opened in the ground; new springs are made
and some old springs cease to flow; in the mountains are
rock-falls and landslips; in the cities houses are wrecked
and many of the inhabitants perish. In one place the
ground may be permanently lifted, and in another de-
pressed so as to cause a lake. On the ' ore the inrushing
of great waves may destroy many lives and houses, and
ships have thus been carried landwards and left hij?h and

.#'^c, •,'
t .- r -ri',-*^.^,,*/,.

\ ' Q i.ife^^,^';i'*;•?:?^^, :^£ki ^ynr
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dry. Such are the features close to the earthquake centre.
Farther away there is less violence, but the tremor is
felt for hundreds of miles in all directions, gradually lessen-
ing in force as the distance is greater. It travels outwards
from the central tract just as waves circle outwards when
a stone is dropped in the still water of a pond. The earth-
quake wave does not stop at the limit of the area in which
it is felt, but continues as an unfelt swaying completely

Fio. 108. — The earthquake at Mensina, igos.

Courier."
Ckiurteay of "The Canadian

around the earth. In remoter regions, it is detected by
means of instruments of wonderful delicacy called seismo-
graphs, and from the records of these instruments men
have learned that the greater number of strong earth-
quakes have their centres under the ocean.
Some countries, like Japan and Calabria, are notable

for the frequency with which they are shaken; others have
sufTered fiom single shocks of great power. Among the
most destructive convulsions were the Lisbon earthquake
of 1755, the Japanese earthquake of 1891, the Indian
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earthquake of 1897, and the Calabrian earthquake of
1908. During this latter earthquake, the large city of
Messina, in Sicily, with many-smaller towns on the main-
land, was destroye(l. with the loss of more than one hun-
dred thousand

lives, arousing

the horror and

pity of the
world.

The San
Francisco
earthqurke.—
No serious
earthquake
has vis'ted
Canada i. re-

cent times,
though sev-

eral destruc-

tive shocks
have occurred

in parts of the

United States,

such as the
Charleston
earthquake of

1886, and the

Alaska earthquake of 1899. The latest and most care-
fully studied took place in California early in the morning
of April 18, 1906.

The earthquake and the fires which broke out soon after
destroyed most of the city of San Francisco, fortunately
with much less loss of life than in some other recent earth-
quakes. The destructive shock lasted one minute and
five seconds, during which most of the large buildings in

Fio. 107. — The San Francisco f aitht|imkp. Copyright
by Underwood A Underwood, New York.
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the city were thrown down or greatly shattered. Thebreaking of the water-pipes prevented the putting out ofthe fires which immediately started. It is probable that

qulkTite^lT^^'^"
"^^ """"'^ destructive than the earth-

hi* J.^.''^"/°""d that tW« earthquake was caused bythe shifting of blocks of the earth's crust along a line of
dislocation or favlting, which has been trace<l for morethan three hundred miles. The worst destruction took
place within ten or twenty miles on each side of this line.
After the first great shock, there were a number of minor
ones which did little damage beyond throwing down
already tottering walls. It is believed that former earth-
quakes in the region ^ave come from adjustments along
the same fault plane. The greatest damage was done onow made ground, and the least on the solid rock inthe higher parts of the city.

as^lt Z ••'*^'»"*^' ^- It i« "«t so easy to answer
as to ask this question. As it is quite clear that the
rocks receive an impulse which spreads out in every direc-
tion, the real question is, What is the force that gives the

Z^^'
;^hen an earthc^uake ac,,mpani... a vnlmnic

^xplosion, tne same force evidently causes both-- th«-

mam^-irnr^^i .tcaiu . In other cases it is thou^rht

7^!!J!iJJgiii^^ and those^ whrcFp^-mas through the crust are able to bend or strain the rocks,-and the straining gradually increases for a lonij timZ
"°tM at last there is a sudd'^" breaj^ing. whirlrWea the4^5s5pWiiirThe fracture may be far below thesun^eo? the ground, so that it can be known only by
ite effects, or it may reach the surface, aa in the eaae of
the Califorma earthquake, making a visible crack



CHAPTER X

THS ATMOSPHBRB

We now pass from the forms of the land to the study of
the atmosphere, which covers land and sea and has much to
do with both. The word means " vapour ball," and is thus
a good name for the envelope of the globe. It lies outside
the watery sheet which so nearly covers the planet, and the
water in turn mantles the rocky crust. Thus the inner
parts of the earth may be thought of as having three
covers— of rock, water, and air. The atmosphere is a
part of our globe, and not merely an outside blanket.
Composition of air. —Air is the name of that mix-

^^"L'^^^ ^*^*®^ makes up the atmosphere. Before we
give an accoimt-ofthese gases, we may notice certain facts
about the air. As it has neither odour, taste, form, nor
colour, we cannot smell, taste, or see it. We feel it when
^* ^8 jn motion or when we move through it, and w«^^neti«e—
Tc^nly whether'it holds m^^ little heat. Our hearing
depends entirely upon wave motions which spread through
it. It is elastic, and expands and contract8_bY_chang(M o^
temperature, and when pressure iawfthdrAwn /^y ftppljnd

y,9.*°_^*f"®^ *^*^ liqujd, a property whose importance
may prove ioBe very"great. It is essential to combustion
as^ell as fo the slow processerof deciay, and islrequired,
in larger or smaller amounts, by all animals and plants..

.^^1™*^® up chiefly oT'lTie'two gases, oxygen and
nitrogen^ in the proportion of one part of the former to
four of-the latter. The two are not ehemically joined, as
the hydrogen and oxygen of water, but are mechanically
mixed. To stir ashes with soil would roughly illustrate

166

':rf^r^,2^k>^'
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the mingling of the invisible molecules of oxygen and
nitrogen. The oxygen is thejactive dement in burning
in decay, and in living bodies. It mutes with certain sub-
stances and heat is given off. If this process goes on rap-

II?'
""*'** ^®*' appears, we call it burning. In our

bodies this action is constant but slower, and with less
heat. In decay the process is very slow, and the heatinir
IS correspondingly little.

The nitrogen, while large in amount, is the inactive ele-
ment in the air. It does not unite with other substances,
but without it the activity of the oxygen would be destruc-
tive. Ammals cannot breathe pure oxygen. Nitrogen
serves for the air the same purpose as the dilution of a
strong liquid by water.

Carbon dioxide, often called carbonic acid gas, is a com-
bination of carbon and oxygen. It is present in the air in
veiy small amount — about 0.03 of one per cent — but is
of very great importance. Plants take in this gas through
the leaves, break it up, use ti > carbon, and release the
oxygen. Ammals, on the other xand, breathe in oxygen
and give oflF carbon dioxide. It is . he presence of this, and
other harmful vapours from the body, that makes the venti-
lation of sleeping and living rooms important. This gas
18 given off in aU ordinary burning, hence the use of gas
and oil lamps without sufficient supplies of fresh air is
harmful. We thus see that a gas which is a deadly poison
to animals m any but miiute quantities is necessary to
the hfe of plants, and thus indirectly to all animal Ufe.
Certain other gases are in the air in very small amounts,
but we need not concern ourselves with them.
The vapour of water is always present, but the quantityw very variable. It is gathered by evaporation, mainly

from the ocean, and is floated everywhere by the winds; as
rain, it waters the fields and forms the rivers. All the Ufe
of the land depends upoa it, and the forms of the land

IW^
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also, as moulded by solution, river, and glacier. In later
sections we shall study humidity. <lew, frost, clouds, and
ramfaU. All these topics relate to moisture in the air.

Fine dust is everywhere present, especially in the lower
levels of the atmosphere. It is not a part of the air, but
floats withm It. We can sometimes see its particles when
a beam of sunlight enters a poorly lighted room. The haze
following great forest fires, and the pall often hanging over
manufacturing cities, are due to dust. All man's opera-
tions cast more or less dust into the air. The winds blow
fine plant and mineral fragments up from the forests,
roads, and fields, and explosive volcanic eruptions scatter
dust widely. When heavy rains follow a period of drought,
the dust IS washed from the air, and we say that the air is
cleared. When rain-water is gathered in tanks and cis-
terns, some of the dust appears as sediment. Not least
important are the minute living things which are always
found in the air, and may be blown to long distances.
Such are seeds and the pollen of flowers, and especially
the microscopic germs of many diseases.

Weight and height of the atmosphere. — Air, though a
mixture of gases, is a material substance, as is well shown
by forcing it into liquid form. It has weight, therefore,
though much less than a liquid or solid. In the space of a
flubic foot there is more than an ounce of air, and an ordi-
nary school-room contains several hundred pounds. Be-
cause of its weight, air pushes downwards, pressing on the
ground and the ocean. The upper part of the atmosphere
also presses on the lower part. Though the atmosphere is
really not separated into parts, we may think of it as com-
posed of horizontal layers, resting one on another, and
thus compare it to a pile of boards. Just as each board
bears the weight of all the boards above it, so each layer of
air is pressed upon by the weight of all the air above it.

The boards are unyielding, but the elastic air is crowded

ip HiHiili
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together by the pressure — like a dry sponge or a coiled
spring. The greater the pressure, the more the air is

packed together. So low layers of air, sustaining great
weight, are comparatively dense, and high layers, sustain-

ing less weight, are compara-
tively thin or rare. There is

a gradual thinning from the
level of the sea upwards;
about the top of Mount St.

Elias the air is only half as
dense as about its base.

Therefore, on a high moun-
t ^^H^^^^H ^ tain the lungs get less air at

'*' each breath, and one must
breathe quickly to keep
them supplied. A very
little exertion makes one
pant violently.

In the first few miles of

ascenT the bit thins more
rapidly than at greater

Di«r.„ f .K .
heights, and the change

- Uiagram of the atmos- ^ ii l
phere. Varying depth of shade ^^Biiy becomes vcry gradual.

SS^nJr*^ **•""!!' ''• '^' Reasons have beenloUHJTorliicheat peak correaponds to the f r »t " A'it-..

Himalaya, the lower peaks to the 'ceUng sure that Very thin
a«r« Nevada and Rocky Moun- air exists at' the height of

a hundred miles. How
much farther out into spacTtEriHirscanty remnant of
our atmosphere reaches may never be known. By far
the greater part of it, as measured by weight, lies below
the level of the highest mountain tops.

Humidity. — This is a scientific term which is also much
used in common speech in referring to the moisture of the
atmosphere. If there is much moisture we say that the
humidity is great. In warm weather the air is heavy and

Fio. lOB

T^SWfr «S^R
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Ufeless, and we call the day or the night sultry. In addi-
tion to the depressing effect, we perspire freely. Moisture
18 always escaping from the pores of the skin, but in diy
weather It evaporates. Warm and humid air about us is
Uke a filled sponge, refusing to absorb more, hence the
drops gather on the body. If the air is cold and humid, it
brings chill and a cutting sensation upon exposure In
dry hot days the air is like an empty sponge - it absorbs
readily; plants lose their moisture through the leaves and

iTlow'^*^*'^'^

''^°^^^^ "^"^ ''*^*'^'^' ^"'^ "^^ ^^^ *^® humidity

The warmer the air, the more water vapour it can hold
The sun's heat, falling on the sea. on rivers, and on moist
earth, causes evaporation, if the^jr has tJiualakeiiiiLaU
the vapour it can hold at a particular temperature, and the
temperature be lowered, some of the invisible particles
will fly together - that is, condensation will take place -
aiid there will be fog, clouds, dew, rain, or snow. Thus
the atmosphere is always receiving water in some places
and yielding it up in others.

Jl5iL^*emj,erMure of 75> (orjny other degree) hM
,-5y3lZ5P9M?.»t can hold, it is said to be saturated. Its
-^5pour contents exactly equal its capacity for vapour, and
ie5£?J5eieiative humidity is said to Be 100 per centT^Tf
r5e same air were filled to only half its capacity, the "rela-
tive Jumidity^^ould be 50 per cent. If now we gradually
lowetthfe ten^erature, but keep the amoTnt ^walfcthe
^: !:i"°?^ ^* ^^^ to the point of saturation, £d the
relativ^umidity becomes 100 per cent, ^instead of 50 per
cent. RelaUve humidity does not tell us how much water
there is in the air, but it gives the ratio of the Wietttre
present to that which the air at thaLiemperature is abJe

Dew and frost. -As night comes on the sun's heat is
removed, jthediiews^ool, especially near the ground;

-^•i: ''''.^&££^m
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ita ability to hold moisture decreases, and it may become
saturated -that is, the relative Kumidity infiT-BeSSHS
100 per cent. If now the temperature continues to go
down, the vapour will condense and be found on grass and
leaves, and even sometimes on roofs and stones. This fs
''*^- The tftmnprature at which it heirin.., » f^rrr. ;,

known as the dew-point.

^-Not ^U oTtfcte Trops which in the morning sparkle on
bfades of grass and leaves of shrubs and trees have come
from the air. Many of them have travelled up through
roots and stems and have been transpired by the leaves
This goes on by day also, but the water is at once evapo-
rated, because then the air near the ground is warm
Thus plants as well fts animals condense the vapour on
their outside surfaces when the air is overcharged with
water.

"^

When the air is comparatix .ly dry (relative humidity
low), and the drop in temperature is slight, there will be
no dew, the point of saturation not being reached. Dew is,
not apt to be formed on cloudy nights, because the clouds
prevent the rapid cooling of the ground. It will be under-
stood that the dew does not really "J^" but gathers by
direct contact with moist air.

If the surplus moftture from the air or from the ground
conaenses at temperatures below the freezing-point, we
'S^emite frost, or hoar frost, instead of dew. It is most
noticeable in autumn and spring upon roofs, fences, and
fields. Clouds often prevent frost by holding in the heat
which has accumulated during the day, and wc some-
times imitate nature by covering plants on clear nights to
protect them from tiost,

Clouds and fog. — Fog is a cloud in the lower air. If
the dew-point is reached at the earth's surface, moisture
gathers there, Ifjtfewjeet or a few hundi-ed fece of the
lower air cool to the de^oint, fog islormed. The par-'^"

WMim^^mrn'mM
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tides of inviiible vapour unite and become visible, but are
still so small that the air supports them. Thus it is that a
thin layer of mist may spread over a swamp or valley bot-
tom, so that from a hilltop we may look out over a lake
of fog. In thejiajTs of the sun the air grows warmer, and
jrhfin thawlauve tumidity liOIa below 100 ber cent~the

J^nTspfratrB

S^lf^^^re.not different from fogs except that they are

_Jl!^ i9^^« ft""- If we ascend a mountain which is
wrapped in cloud, we find ourselves enveloped in fog
^""ds^arecaused bj^«conie^ r«8ultLnfcfrom the coqjL
»?JSLPi-tbe air. The cooling may be brought about in
vanous ways, but is usually occasioned by an upw^r*

J?^Z!f?!f?^o^»»'• .^^teoclouds nre sometimes dissolved
wh^JMLkjfarmed tgr dawa"iS?a movement. We shaU'
see how the rising and sinking of bodies of air make them
cooler and warmer, when we study the sections on heat and
temperature.

A Uttle watching of clouds will show us that we may
divide them roughly into classes by their form. Ascend-
*°« ®H^^5*? of ??oi8t air cool, condense, and roll up mouo-
*»»oo"8 masses of cloud, having a height of thousands of
feet or sometimes oT several miles. Whether large or

^""r 'j^y-^^J°ga^,y f^.^mlui clouds. -ThetrbasBnire
homonTia, andmarir-ttrrievBf at which the rising air is
cooled to the dew-point so that condensation begins
Great cumulus clouds, growing rapidly in height, are
often seen in summer in connection with thunder-storms.

^"iw!!*"^
^®*^®'^^*^ejicate and plume-like clondB^are

pnilod mrrm They are the highest clouds , usually from
6 to 10 miles above the sea-level, andlhiy are thin , ob-
structing but slightly the passage of thi. «..»>« my, J^y
Widely spread cloud mass from which rain or snow is faUmi
^'^=^^;§:eal^^^
^paea ayers of cloud.
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Rain and mow. — Everything that moves through the
air rouses a resistance called friction. Heavy bodies are
less checked by this friction than light bodies. The minute
water particles forming clouds, like the particles of fine
dust, have so little weight that their falling is exceetlingly
slow, and we say they float in the air. Jf the condenaa-
tion that made them is carried farther.They grow larger,
talT'Taster, gainer stiirmore moisture as they descend
through moi8t_miQ^anJcom^^ as^Lyj^ ,

.

^^ .^'""-^nsation takes^lace in a region who^fe^t^f^jgrfe*
Jture 18 below tKe rreezing-poTnt, the moisture gatRers inlo
"cryatyj oTTce oi various forms, and these fall as snow.
Flakes of sno w are related to drops of rain as hoar frost is

to dew. WhfiU-a cloud in which rain-drops are forming is

at the same time cooled below 32", the drops are frozen
- to ice pellets. Sometimes these pellets, by falling through
freezing rain, or rain and snow, gather more ice and be-
come hailstones, and these are often large enough to reach
the earth without melting.

Rainfall. — This term is applied to all descent of water
to tbfi^artk'Asm-fanp, whethexL^aaamii^anaB^ or 1;iaU. It

relatgiJQJthe qwantity of the dc 'jvnfall. The word precim-
J^tionis also used in this sense. When snow falls in still

weather, it makes an even layer on the ground, and we may
measure its depth in inches or feet. But as snow may be
wet and heavy or drj- and light, such measurement does
not tell how much water the snow represents. Therefore,
for exactness, the snow resting on a definitTspace -—IT"
square foot, for example -is melted, and the rt alting
water is measured. To learn the amount of rain which
falls, a vessel like a bucket, with straight sides, is placed
out of doors, and after each rain the depth of the water
caught in it is measured. The quantity of rainfall at anj
place, or in anv time, i

TE
in inc.

e map of Canada
iK^.

shows by lines the
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amount of rainfall during a year in different parts. Themap should be carefully studietl, not only because of
the information it gives about rain, but because it is an
example of an important mo<le of combining many facts
into a sort of picture easily understood. Such a map isaid to show the geographic distribution of rainfall
A narrow belt along the sea on Vancouver Island and the

northern coast of British Columbia receives more than 100

Fio. 113.—Owgimphlo dktribution of rainfaU in Canada.

inchw of rainfall in a year. The west winds from the warm
Pacific, laden with vapour, are chilled to the dew-point
as thQT begin their journey over the cooler land. Similar
abundant rains occur along the Atlantic coast, the aver-
age in the Maritime Provinces being a little more than 40
inches, while on the south-west coast of Nova Scotia it is
about 55 inches.

On the other hand, in southern Alberta and the Kara-
loops repon of British Columbia the rainfall is not more
than 12 inches a year. The southern region of Alberta
passes into a wider belt towards the east, in Saskatchewan
and Mamtoba, where the rainfall is from 18 to 22 inches a
^ear. The damp air from the ocean loses much of its
moisture m passing the mountains of the coastal belt,

ifvf^ifer^
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rspecially at the north, and ha« little rain to distribute
in the interior. Tlie Uocky Mountaini* receive much more
of this remnant than the plateaus on either side.

In southern California and uorthorn Mexico the arid
region extends to the very coast of the Pacific Ocean, the
explanation Inking found in the comparative warmth of
the land as compared to the ocoan. This lemls to the
principle that mere nearness t. t ,, r^cean does not cause
ii^umlant rain unless the ah fi(v , the c rim grows cooler
in crossing the land. If th< ., .aii is( «. .je/ tm the adja-
cent land, then whatever v\ n-I hL.v^ "

i,n. < an to land
Irevo their capacity for t., mc inc -ij«»<! , .^arming,
and instead of dropping ua, »l ..ik .|> -.u; vu; ]r they find.

The northern prairi irgio! .)f .iif tinted States re-
ceives a medium amount of ai.. it Ici^ *»uough to sup-
port ulmndant vegetation, Lui 'p.^s ,;».n.\ the regions
adjoining the Gulf of M«xiix eiti cj ocean. This
brings oat ^AOttther great principle, that^camfell is less

abundant in the interior of conti - , ts than it is upon
JSeir borders. Such lajnds are farther from the source of
upply. /

IT we go south we shall find very great rainfall in some
parts of Central .America, and in the northern, central, and
eastern parts of South America. Much of the Amazon
country receives over 80 inches. The prevailing winds
from the warmest part of the Atlantic explain this condi-
tion, which is the great exception to the rule of small rain-
fall in the centres of continents. As a rule, rains are
more abundant in the tropical latitudes, but there are
exceptions to this principle, as some parts of South Amer-
ica, west of the Andes, ai-e very dry. In polar latitudes

^j'®-!^*"^*^ (mainly as snow) is less th'anln temperate
and tropical regions, because the.se region? are too cold
for much water to be evaporatpd from the wr««.

The rainfall of Great Britain and Ireland (Fig. 1 14) gives
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US an interesting parallel, on a small scale, with western
North America. The moisture-bearing winds come from
the Atlantic, and the western coasts have 4() inches of
rainfall, with 60 to 80 inches on the highlands, but the
central and eastern plains have only 25 to 30 inches. In a
hot region 25 inches of rain would be a meagre supply for

farm or garden, but in

the cool climate of Eng-
land it is ample. As we
go eastwards over the
plains of Eurofie, we find

the rainfall gradually
less, and much of Russia
is arid — further illus-

trating the principle that
the interior of a con-

tinent is drier than its

borders. In southern
Europe, the Alps receive

abundant moisture,
brought by warm winds
from the evaporating
surface of the Mediter-

ranean.

The rainfall of Asia
shows the usual contrasts

between the sea border and interior, and between tropical
and arctic latitudes. Thus, in India and Burma, the south-
west monsoons from the Indian Ocean bring great rains
and southern Asia is well watered up to the Himalaya
Mountains. Amid their cold heights the moisture which
has been successfully carried over the plains of India is
condensed, and the high plateaus of Tibet and of central
Asia m general are a desert. Southern Siberia receives
moderate rainfall, but the north is dry, even though bor-

Flo. 114. — Rainfall map of the Britiah in-
land!. The country with more than 30
and lew than 40 inchta ia shaded by
oblique linn; that with between 40
•nd 60 inchre. by vertical parallel
Bnee; with between 00 and 80 inehea
by rroMed Knee, with more than 80
inobea, by olid black.

^W^ mmmmimm
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dering the Arctic Sea. for the reason already rtated, that
little evaporation can take place where winter continues
for most of the year.

Eastern Asia has a plentiful supply of rain. Japan
has a rainy season lasting most of the time from April

rminfall Ihe country with mora th«u 5 and Ims than Minehtm r^n^llt^A.ded by hrokw; hori«,„UI lin« ; th.t with h«twe^» ^U^SJ iSbli byoblique Uom; with more than 40 ineliM. by v«tie«l HmT "^

until September. The average fall at Tokio is 58 inches.
This resembles in abundance that of western British
Columbia and the Nova Scotia coast. At the capital of
Korea the rainfall averages 36 inches, but at Hong Kong,
much farther south and directly aflfected by the sea, the
amount is 78 inches. Similarly heavy is the rainfall of
the Philippine Islands and the Dutch East Indies. The
most wonderful rainfall in the worid is found where the
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monsoon winds from the Indian Ocean send down theif
moisture upon the delta region of the Ganges, resuiting
in an average fall of 500 inches a year, and amounting in
one exceptional year to 800 inches, which, if it could
have remained on the surface, would have formed a sea
67 feet deep,

Australia (Fig. 115) has an'enormous interior area with
rainfall of less than 10 inches. In a general way. this in-
creases towards the shore line, though parts of the south
and west coast are dry. The north and east coast areas
have from 30 up to 50 inches or more. We still find our
principle of a dry interior and a wet lx)rder true for the
great lands.

Jbft I ftrgPHt, dry flrp|fl in the world is t.hA s«.haro ^f Nnrth_
Africa. The general movement of air across it is from
the Mediterranean at the north, and this air, passing
from a relatively cool ocean to a veiy warm land, refuses
to give up its water. The same principle controls as in
southern California.

Light and Colour

Light. —Jh^ light_whifih nnmes t,n_ua from tha am
travels in a straight line, and with such wonderful speed
that it jsaehfia-lhe earth in abaut eight minutes. It is
white, and we commonly say it is without colour; but the
absence of colour is really black, and white is the sum of all
colours. A beam of white sunlight is made up of a great
number of variously coloured rays— red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, wolet. The full understanding of the natur^
of light beloftgs to the subject of physics, but we need
to knoW a few of its properties, in order to study the sky
intelligently.

There are three ways in which white light is divided
into the colours which compose it: (I) When it falls on an
object which is neither white nor black, some of the rays
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are absorbed and disappear while others are reflected.
Thus grass reflects i\w green rays and a lemon the yellow
rays. (2) When .sunlight passes from one transparent
substance to another, its ray.s are usually bent or refracted,
and some rays are bent nicro than others. Thus if a nar-
row beam of light is allowed to pass through a glass prism
to a sheet of white paper, the red rays reach the paper in
one place, the yellow in another, the blue in another, and
we have a beautiful series of colour-bands. (3) And
When light is sifted through a thin cloud of very fine par-
ticles it is scattered by diffraction, the several colours being
differently affected and thus separated. Nearly all the
beautiful and infinitely varied colours of nature are pro-
duced in some one of these ways.

Colours of the sky. We have already learned that the
atmosphere carries small particles picked up by the wind.
The finest of these aro so iiunute as to be invisible; they
float so high as to l>e alxjvc all rain and are never washed
out. Their existence is known only by their effect on
sunlight, which they scatter enough to give colour to the
sky. Without the dust a cloudless sky would be black.
With it all the upper part is blur, changing to pale gray
near the sun and near the horizon, while at sunset a.id
sunrise tho blue grades downwards into rich yellow and
rose, orange and red. Little wonder is it that the sky is
thought by savage peoples to be a solid dome of crystal.
When the lower air contains coarser dust, or haae, all

the colours become duller, and grays predominate; but
what may be called uater-dust — the minute particles
of vapour at the edges of clouds - give at sunset the most
intense of all sky colours. The great explosion of Kra-
katoa in \m\ sent an immensp ch)ud of fine dust into the
upper air. which gradually drift^nl and spread, intensifying
the sunset effects wherever it went. Within a year it
had covered the whole globe, and it settled from the air
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80 dowly that some of its effects were stiU visible three
years later.

The rainbow. - This is an arch showing the colour,
given by the prism. It is seen where the sun shines on
drops of falling water. It most often appears after a
thunder^hower has passed, but on a small scale may be
seen m the spray of a waterfall-or even an artificial spray
In each drop of water the sun's rays are bent (refracted)
turned back (i-eflected), and bent again, and the whiui
light IS broken up into its constituent colours. The rain-
bow IS not seen in widely extended rains, because the clouds
then cut off the sunlight.

A halo is a ring of light about the sun or moon, and is
believed to be due to similar action of the light rays upon
very small ice crystals, forming thin clouds in the upper
regions.

*^*^

Temperature of the Atmosphere
Measurement of temperature. - This is done more or

less carefully by almost every one in civilized lands. The
instrument is the thermometer. A small glass tube, of
umform size, has a bulb at one end which is filled with
some liquid, usually mercury, which extends part way up
the tube. If the mercury is warmed, it expands, some
of It passes from the bulb to the tube, and the column of
mercury in the tube grows longer. If the mercury is
cooled, the coluiiin becomes shorter. Thus the position
of the top of the column depends on the degree of warmth
or the temperature, of the mercury. To each ther-'
mumeter a scale of parts is attached. English-speaking
peoples use mainly what is known as the Fahrenheit
scale, on which the temperature at which water freezes
18 marked as 32«, and the temperature at which water
boils as 212«. In many other countries the Centigrade
scale IS used, in which O" marks the freezing-point and
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lOQo the boiling-point of water. As 180 degrees of one
scale covers the same range as 100 degrees of the other,
their degrees have not the same size. One degree of the
Centigrade scale equals 1.8 degree of the Fahrenheit. In
this book the Fahrenheit scale is useii.

To measure the temperature of the air the
thermometer is hung where it will not Ite

affected by heat radiated from other objects,
especially the sun and the human body, and
is allowed to remain a few minutes until the
air has had time to cool or warm the mer-
cury to its own temperature. Then the top
of the mercury column is compared with
the scale, and the mark it stands nearest is

noted. This is called reading the thermome-
ter or observing the temperature.

Source of heat in the atmosphere. — We
may neglect the small amount of heat that
comes from the stars. So also we may
leave out of account any heat from the
earth's interior. The cold crust lets little

heat come through, except locally in vol-
canic eruptions and hot springs. Practically
all atmospheric warmth comes from the sun.
As the earth is only a speck, far from the
sun, and the sun blazes out in all directions,
we receive only an inconceivably small frac^
tion of the sun's total heat. But without it the earth
would be a frozen, dark, and lifeless ball.

Modes of warming and cooUng. - Place a brick on a
hot stove. After it has been there a few minutes, Uft it
for a moment and feel the under surface. It is warm.
It has become warm by receiving heat from the iron of
the stove. You know that it is warm because it com-
mumcates heat to your hand. Sur-^ -ansfers of heat are
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called conduction. Conduction may also take place
within a Iwdy; leave the brick on the stove for an hour,
and the heat will be conducted through it so that the
top as well as the bottom will Ikj hot. Now set the hot
brick away from the stove, and then bring your hand
near it. Without touching it you feel its heat. This is

because the brick is losing heat by radiation; your hand
receives some of its rays and is warmed. In time it will
radiate away all the heat it gained from the stove and be
as cool as the air about it. Try yet another experiment.
Bring your hand near a block of ice. Your hand is

cooled because it radiates heat to the ice. Take the ice
in your hand and the hand soon becomes unpleasantly
cold; the heat is pow passing from it by conduction.
All bodjfiftjume. some heat^ but there are differences in
quantity. Tl^g impftrknl-Piiafiiple is that heat cnn-

il^Uy tonda-to pass, by conduction andj;a(liation^ from
war ler to cooler bodies. We are now ready to under-
stan how tFe sun warms ITie atmosphere.

'

'——

—

How tlie sun warms the atmosphere. — The_8UB!ft.ra^,
falling all day on the ground and the ocean, warm them.
Th^JL lad Aad^ean^because^they are warm, radiate
hssLj> I wards. BoULra^ions^^p^JRrough" tBe'"5rr
and tb air is warmed by them. The amount oT heat
received by the air directly \s small, but the dust and
cloud particles absorb her.t more freely than the gases,
and much that they receive is given to the air about
them. The air is also warmed by contact with the warm
ground.

_At night the outward radiation by ground and ocean,

j!£P^3^-^-.iijSKja^i»oLS^ by tTie sufi*8~raaTation,
and there is a general cooling, the' cliin^'mlempera-
ture from day to night and night To day is im all in the

MfP^""**^ «"* re?>«8t at the ground. 80 the ground at
night usually cools the low-lying air instead of warming it.
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Cloud, intercept r«IUti„„ whether from aU^e or be-low- So when a dense canouv snan. .11 .h i. ,
round hUtle warmerTn the dXandt,^ -f.'-"
-rigHl^-iiSTtTieTower air, «• th whL 1^^^^^'*^'
-wra«l, undergoes little ^haZ < . T """ """

the ground-S^rfKin- --; *^' / '
''"' ''"« ETotects

we feel th« ,1. . u ""^ "" '''^ '' '^''"'™'" thatwe feel the greatest changes in the warmth „f the airIn clear weather come the hottest days „f summer! t7e

latest frosts of spring, and the earliest frosts of autumn

curve through A stands for the earth's surflt llcurve close to it for the upper limit of clou Is ,^d .tupper curve for the outer limit of the atmo "hL s^^pose we are at A. When the sun is l„w in tie skv th^ays that reach us pass through much mo,. aMflt 'tthan when the sun is hirh rR *. a\ ,
'

^'' "' -^-'

is still greater r^to!!^ ^
,

^' ""'' ^^^ 'Hfference

tnthl f i^ *« ^' compared with C to .1) in resnectto the denaer a.r which absorbs most heat. In the wTrming of the ground there is another difference also for I.lantmg beam sp.a<ls its warming effecrr. T'll:;:
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surface than a vertical beam of the flame size (Fig. 118),

and even if it had the same total amount of heat to be-

stow, could give lens to each square foot of surface.

T«mptrature of day and night. — We have just seen

that the sun warms the air most when it is highest in

the sky, antl that is at noon; but the warmest part of

the day is usually several hours later. This Is because

heat is accumulated. The air about us is all the time

receiving heat in various ways and all the time parting

with it. Ho long as it gains more than it losesi the tem-__
perature rises; when
it loses more than it

gains, the temperature

falls. On ordinary

days the tjemperature

begins to rise just after

sunrise,, and risee most

rapidly in the middle

of the forenoon. It

stands highest at about two or thrpe f^'c
jy^^

^-.ftnH than

falls through the remainrfS'^fTKeday and all the night.

Hang a thermometer in some convenient place out of

doors, where it will be in shadow all the time, and then

take a reading every hour. Hule a sheet of paper, as in

Fig. 119, with two sets of lines. Make each vertical line

stand for a particular hour and each horizontal line for a
particular degree of temperature, and mark them with

figures at top and side. Suppose your first reading in

the morning is at six o'clock and you find the tempera-
ture to be 24®. Make a dot on the paper where the line

for 6 A.M. is crossed by the line for 24°. At seven o'clock

you may find the temperature 23°, and at eight o'clock

JK°. Make the dots at the proper places, and connect

ttfaeh dot with the next one 1> a line. At ^he end of the

day you wM have a record of the temperature. In the

Fro. 1 18, -Tb«> iitfliMno« of » ilanlinR beam ii

pr««d ov«r a larger area than ttiat of a
vertical beam.
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figure the record h complete for twenty-four houri.

-^^"-^^'"^-^l^^^^^^ofAjm^^ ^n,l falling luuU.called a curre 0/
. ianmalMre, The upward twingl^

the afternoon shows the warmest part of the day; the
MIDNIGHT A M 1a/^Au

Fio. 119. -A thermometer woord for • eomplete d«y.

downward swing, near morning, shows the coldest part

with 'ts coohng or winds may bring warmer or coolerair from some other place

JZ^'f"!^'"
'"^ ^•*''^'*- ~^* "^ ^hink of the earth

m all fh ^^'"'""f
«• ^'hen day an<l night are equal

or the whole year. In tropical latitudes the midda^

r^ateT: 'r''y'''^--
*^-"«^ the air and have hdr

ZnUnl tot'"' '"T' '" ^'"^^"^^ ^^'^•-^ they comeslanting to the ground and are leas effective; and in ,^.lar
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regions their direction i«* "till less favourable. 80 tropical

lands and seas are ver> warm, polar regions are very cold,

and there is a gradual transi-

tion from tropical warmth to

polar cold. It is true that in

another part of the year the

northern hemisphere, for ex-

ample, is tipped towards the

sun and receives more heat;

but this advantage is exactly

bulunceii l)y a disadvantage

six months later. The tip-

ping causes the yearly procession of the seasons, but does

not affect the average'or, as it is called, mean temperature.

The normal or average curves of temperature for the
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Flo. 121.— Annuml eurv*». ui t ^pentur* for New OtIomm (Ut. 30*). Cincinnati

(Int. .iO*-), and Montreal (lat. 45' 30').

year at three cities are given in Fig. 121. The curve

showing the observations for a single year would not be

smooth, but very irregular, going up and down steeply

for each day and night, and for all the warm and cold

periods. Note the differences due to latitude; also that

•t-zri..j'^M linn II 'iw lU. iiiiiiwii'" »i>Miiumn ' ii iiii 'h lai
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Montreiil sliowM the greatwt rhango from winter to
summer. TIiIh Ih Iwcause it in farthest from the e<|uator,
and away from the tenifMjring waten* of the sea.

Tempcratura affected by winds and currents. — We
have seen that the day aiid night changes of tempera-
ture are not always the same. Nor iKm-h latitude tell us
with certainty the amount of heat which the uir will con-
tain at a given place, tireat wind», either steady or in
transient storms, sweep volumes of warm air into told
regions, or maiwes of cold air into warmer places, and thus
cause great an<l often sudden variations, as when a warm
interval in winter or summer is followed by a sudden
drop of 20*, :il)°, or 40*' in the tenifwrature. Such changes
will be explained in the following cha[)ter. Ocean cur-
rents also, Hke the (iulf Stream, transfer great (juantities
of warm or cold water across thousand.s of miles of lati-

tude, and change thus the amount of heat in the over-
lying air.

Temperature affected by land and water. — Earth and
rock are not penetratetl by the sun's rays.

"
The daily

>J^Mm'"8 anti nightly cooling extend but a few inches into
the ground. Even the accumulated heat of summer does
"not penetrate rnlThy feet HuFw'atef allows the ray8"T6

_??*®'' T';?®'^
to some scores or hundretis of feet in depth,

an(I thfqugH all this space receives heat The sea warms
leas rj^iidJy than the lanjl, but when warmetl retairiaJieat
longer. Hence the temperatures are less extreme and
less exposed to sudden change on water than on land.
The winter voyager on the ocean often encounters but a
moderate degree of cold. Tjius we can umierstand whx
theclimatejs more mild in the autumn in the presence of
Tar

g
e Taltes. Trosts hold off so long as the body of warm

water is giving forth the heat accumulated in the sum-
mer. This is one of the reasons why the lake regions
of south-western Ontario are favourable for the raising
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of fruits. But as the cold becomes intense, the surface
waters are chilled, grow dense, and sink to the bottom,
until at length the waters as a whole have lost much heat,

and the smaller or more shallow lakes are frozen over.

Temperature affected by altitude. — Illustrations of in-

creasing cold and changing plant growth have already
been given in^ur study.,o£ mountains. As a rule the
temperature decreases about l"* for every 300 feet of alti-

tude. Two experiments will help to explain this. Fill a
bicycle tire by means of an ordinary bicycle pump. Then
feel the pump cylinder and the tire. The cylinder is warm,
especially at the end where the air has been compressed,
and the tire is also warm. This means that the air has
been warmed by compression. Wait until the tire has
cooled to the temperature of the surrounding air; then
open the valve and let the air in the tire escape. As it

blows on your hand you feel that it is cold. Ithas been

^?.l5^ ^y expansion, j'he general princiolels that air

and other gases grow warm when they are crowded into
less space, and grow cool when they push apart so as to .

ggcppy more space.

As we shall presently see, the air has many motions.
Some of them are horizontal, others up and down. When
a b<}tlj[.fll.mr goes down, it is subject tojnore_pressu]^~
and the compression warms it~"when air p;nes up, it. ia

partly relieved of pressure, and its expansion cocAs it.

Thus the changes, back and forth, between higher and
lower parts of the atmosphere keep the lowlands warmer
than the uplands and f^ive to the lofties^peaks pfirppt.m».l

frost.

The mapping of temperature. Isotherms . — We shall

see, as we go on, that itLi*important to record the tem-
perature of many places on a map, so that the distribu-

tion of heat over large regions may be seen at a glance.

This is accomplished by having reports of thermometer
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readings at a given time sent in by telegraph from hun-
dreds of observers in different parts of the country.
Ihese temperature figures are written on the map in
their proper places. Lines are now drawn tiirough places
having equal temperatures. Such lines are called iso-
therms meaning " equal heat." This will be best under-
stood by examining the temperature maps of Canada for
January and July, 1904, as shown in Figures 122 and 123
These maps shouM be studied thoroughlv. each isotherm
being carefully followed, as they explain the principle of
all temperature maps.
The student will now be ready to study three maps

showing mean temperatures for the world. Figure 114
shows the isotherms for January. This means that all
possible observations on 'and and sea have been taken
into account, averaged for each localitv, and the Imes
drawn through points of equal mean temperature. Figure
125 shows the same for July, and Fig. 126 for the entire
year. It will not be possible to point ou^ all that may
be learned from a study of these charts, but some of the
more important facts are as follows:—

(1) The isotherms run in general east and west direc-
tions around the globe, like parallels of latitude, but in
curved instead of straight lines.

(2) Sometimes the curves are strong, showing that
differencos of land and water change the amount of heat
that would otherwise be present. Thus the January iso-
therms run far north in the Atlanfic.

"'^"'

(3) The isotherms are more regular in the southern
hemisphere, because there the almost continuous water
gives ajnpre even temperature.

(4) In passing from north to south, in any longitude
the temperatures met are first higher and higher, and
then lower and lower; at some point a highest tempera-
ture 13 passed. The line connecting all such points is
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called the heat equator. It is a curved line and does not
closely follow the geographic equator.

(5) In January all the isotherms in both hemispheres,
and the heat equator also, are farther south than in July
The hnes sway to and fro with the sun.
One thing which the maps do not .show is the variation

of temperature according to height. Whenever the record
gave the readings on a mountain or plateau, a certain
amount was added, so as to obtain the corresponding
temperature at the level of the sea, and the sea-level
temperature was used in making the map.

^

.J^^
Mercator projection. -Each of our maps of iso-

therms shows nearly the whole of the earth's surface but
18 square-cornered instead of being round. The skin of
an orange, or any large piece of it, cannot be made to
lie out fiat without stretching some parts. For the same
reason a map of the round earth cannot be drawn on
flat paper without giving some parts the wrong size or
wrong shape. In trying to make this unavoidable error
as small as possible, geographers have contrived several
different ways of drawing maps, each one being best for
some particular use. The arrangements are called pro-
jections, and have separate names. The map in Fig 124
IS drawn on the Mercator projection. Imagine the surface
of the earth to be divided along a meridian and thus
unrolled into a sheet, with the equator in the middle
and the polar parts at the edges. All except a belt
near the equator must of course be stretched, the amount
of stretching being greater at a distance from the equator
than near it. Thus, in Fig. 126 the parallel of 80- is as
i^.^!?e eguator, although on a globe it is less than
2B^PP as long; and Greenland seems larger than Au-
stralia, though really much smaller. This projection is^
useful when we wish to bring all sides of the earth, except
the poles, into one view.
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CHAPTER XI

WINDS, STORMS. AND CLIMATE

This chapter will deal especially with the movements
of the atmosphere We have seen how the air is madeup, and have studied some of its relations to moisture,
light and heat, but before we can understand its move-

Tressurr
"""'' ''"'" '' '" '""'^''* ""'^ ~ ^ ''^''^' '^«

Hn^r"*?
*"' *?• atmosphere. -The atmosphere presses

at h,r tk'"^
''' P'*"'^"^' '^ ^''^''^ '' '«^ ^«vek than

at high. This pressure depends on the weight of the airand vanes somewhat in amount at any place as the tem-
perature or moisture of the air is changed. The ordinarv
or mean pressure i^ called the normal pressure Thenormal pressure at the level of the sea is about 15 poundson each square inch of surface.
We can tell in a rough way how warm or cold it is bvour sensauons, but we know nothing thus of the amount

of pressure which the air exerts in its different conditions,
except, as has been said, at great heights. We measure
the P^ssure by means of instruments called barometers.One kind of barometer is made with mercuiy and a glasstube The glass tube, which must be nearly a yard long and
closed at one end (B in Fig. 127), is filled with mercuiyand then inverted with the open end in a basin of mercuiy'
care being taken to admit no air in the tube. The mer-cuiy does not all rua down into the basin, but 5^1^: part

(nnR^""'':'"''!' ^ '^^ *"^^' ^''^ '^ empty space

L h K ^^""V' J^" ^iSlcacherepresses on the mercury
l^i^^J"' b"* there is nothing toiiiir~inh^ercurT

190
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in the tube. The mercury stands just high enough in
the tube for its weight to balance the pressure of the air
on the outside merr-ury. If the air pressure increases or
diminishes, the column of mercury
grows longer or shorter, andjts^leogth
therefore measures the pressure. At
sea-level the normal height of the
mercury column in the barometer is

30 inches. For brevity we commonly
say that the pressure of the air at
sea-level is 30 inches.

If we carry the instrument up a
mountainside, the top of the column
will settle about one inch for each 900
feet of ascent. Hence it is that the
barometer may be used for ascertain-
ing altitude, when carried in a short
time from one point to a higher posi-
tion. As the mercurial barometer is

heavy and inconvenient to carry, an-
other instrument, called the anf-rmA
barometer, ia-jnoraoiten used fer this
purpose.

Maps showing atmospheric pressures.
Isobars. — As in the case of tempera-
ture, so with pressure, it is important
to know the condition not only at one
point but at many. It is convenient
to record the figures for pressure at
the respective points on a map. We
shall best understand by taking a real case, and will choose
January 7, 1886, at 7 a.m. The atmospheric pressures for
all stations then reporting in North America were first putdown on a map. Then lines were drawn through all points
having the same pressure. In the case of pressure, one-

Fio. 127. — The barome-
ter tube and mer-
cury. In the com-
plete instrument a
•cale of inches stands
beside the tube, th«
sero of the scale
being at the level of
the mercury surface
outside the tube.
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tenth of an inch I8 an important variaMon. and the man
wa« arranged to show differenoe. of thi.s amount. These
lines, calle«l isobars, arc shcnvn in Tig. 128 [et the
student obsene that thrro is a holt of norn.al pressure,
marked by the isobar <,t liO inches, running from \ow

9o''o o^J'w^*"'"'"'''
^^ '''^ Carolinas. Other isobars, for

^y.J. ^'J.S, etc., af)pear to the eastward or to the north-
east untd in X(,va Scotia we find 2}).2, and the region is
marked as having low pressure.
To the west of the is(,bur <,f 30 inches, we see that the

ines swing around to the west and run across the con-
tinent, with higher and higher pressures in the north-west
until the last isobar curves around the south side ^f an
area marked high, in Montana. Alberta, an.i Saskatche-
wan. The pressure there is :U).H inches. Curving across
the southern fnited States is another i.sobar for 30
inches, and south of tho* the pressure diminishes until
in southern Texas and .exico, we find another area
marked low, but still 0.6 of an inch higher than the low
area of ^ova Scotia.

Thus we find, on the morning of January 7, 1886, one
area of high pressure and two of low pressure In the
intermediate regions the pressure is also intermediate.
Ihe most important contrast is between the north-east
and the north-west, ranging from 29.? up to 30.8 inches
A

1 these pressures are supposed to be measured at sea-
level. In the interior of the continent the barometers
used are actually several thousand t^et above sea-level
at an allowance has been made in each case for the loss

of pressure due to height, and the pressure marked on
the map is that which would have been found if the
barometer had been carried down a deep well to the level
of the sea and there read.

The condition of the air continually changes, and themap we have just studied represents the temperature.^
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and pressures only for a single part of one day. This will

be plain if we now look at a map for twenty-four hours
later, 7 a.m., January 8, 1886 (Fig. 128). The student
must remember that continuous lines represent the belts

of equal pressure, and for the present should neglect the
other symbols of the map. The high-pressure area has
moved eastwards and is in Saskatchewan, and the figure

is 30.9 instead of 30.8. Pressure is still low in Nova
Scotia but has slightly increased, being 29.7 instead of

29.6. The greatest change is seen in the south, where a
well-developed centre of low pressure appears on the Gulf
coast, the lowest isobar marking 29.5.

Again, let us study the pressures one day later, January
9 (Fig. 130). The high-pressure area has slowly moved
eastwards and is in central North Dakota and Manitoba.
A subordinate centre of high, but not very high, pressure

(30.3) has developed in Utah, Nevada, and Idaho. The
great Gulf centre of low pressure has moved far up to
the north-east, being central in New Jersey, with a pre*s-

sure of only 28.7. Varying pressure in any one place ,

and a movinp; to anfJlro of cftntrfta und hplt.a nf high asd
5L£i;£!2Hi.rrJ.^esejare th^^^

lEis^oint.

Winds. — Let us turn again to our series of maps,
taking first Fig. 128. The arrows show the direction
towards which the wind blows, as reported by different

observers on the morning of January 7. In the east they
point towards the centre of low pressure. In the west
they are more scattering because reports are fewer, but
they are pointing aioay from the centres of high pressure.
This is a _general^jaw, that winds blow frpm rt^gjops ^f

Jieater^ressum tji^those of less. If a fire is built in a
stove which stands in a large cold room, the region around
and above the stove is warmed, and its air becomes less

dense; it therefore is a region of low pressure, and the
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colder, heavier air from the sides crowds in and displaces
the warm air, which is thus forced upwards. The draft
towards the stove, whether strong enough to be felt or not
illustratesJhejori^inof^ winds. They are sidewise move^
ments by which the heavier' air from centres or regions

^ of high pressure is rushing towards the regions of low
f.i^^' pressure. There are alwavs

winds blowing somewhere,
and winds blow at frequent
intervals everywhere, be-

cause something is always
taking place to cause un-
equal pressure. Heat
comes into and goes out
from the air, through the
succession of day and night,

by the changes of seasons,

and in regions of varying
height and varying moisture.
The atmosphere

jsa sea of

.g5£:_Jlow_jt._j:esti__n5^in

gentle motion, and now
tumiJiTfuous liKe the ocean
in ft .^to^m

5ne further statement should be made about this
general principle of wind formation. If the centres of

^!^-*"^ ^w pressure are comparativel^d^ose together,
the rush from one to the other is powerful and the wind
A^^JA-Yeloclty^ In such case the isobars lieTiose' to-
gether. The technical way of putting it is that the presr

iH^?._^!^Plo'' gradient is steep. The_Yfilo.Qitj^^£iijuk.iar

.

stated in miles _an_ hour. Under 10 miles we may call a.
wind a breeze. A_str2ngjudiul has a.i'ate of, -20-ta 30

jniles, 40 to 50 miles^marks a gale,^mLa.JiurricanfiJifls
stnibigher speed. The direction of the wind is deter-

Fio. 131. — The •nemomcter. Inaide
the upright is a spindle to which
the cross-bars are fastened. The
wind pushes harder against the
hollows of the cups than against
the outsides, and thus turns the
spindle. The stronger the wind,
the faster the spindle whirls. A
counting machine below is worked
by the spindle and malces a record.
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mined, if accuracy is desired, by a wind vane, and the
velocity is measured by an instrument known as an
anemometer (Fig. 131).

Prevailing westerly winds. — In the middle latitudes
of both northern and southern hemispheres, the winds
more often come from the west than from any other direc-
tion. This is true to some extent even farther north and
south. These winds are often briefly mentioned as the

jpreoailim} westerlies. We do not now ask why more
winds should come from the west, but observe that we
have here one of the great parts of the atmospheric cir-

culation of the planet. These winds blow more steadily
in the southern hemisphere than in ours, because there is

less interruption by lands. Sailing vessels readily go by
the way of Cape of Good Hope, cross the South Pacific,
and return by Cape Horn, while it is difficult, especially
near Cape Horn, to make the voyage in the opposite
direction.

Stonns of the westerly winds, or cyclones. — These
winds, especially in the northern middle zone, do not blow
forever to the east without interruption. They break into
vast whirls or spirals, something like a small whirlwind,
excepting that the winds are not always swift, and the whirl
may be several hundred or one thousand miles across. Fig-
ure 132 shows such a whirl in eastern North America. The
winds are blowing towards the centre, not directly, but in
a spiral way, and swinging around from right to left. As
we may know from the inflow of the winds, this is a low-
pressure area. It is partly a region of rain, as indicated by
the shading. Low pressure, relatively high temperature,
rain, and shifting winds characterize the region. It is a
cyclone or cyclonic storm. This is the proper use of the
word cyclone, and we should not apply it to the tornado.
Now this cyclonic whirl is not stationary, but moving,

usually in an eastward or north-eastward direction. It
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will be followed by a centre or area of high pressure, also
steadily moving eastwards. In this case the winds flow
spirally, but out from the centre. Such a whirl is called
Bn anticyclone. It is associated with low temperature
and clear skies. As the cyclone with its variable and
warmer winds passes, the skies clear, the winds come from

^Vut^ ^Path Thrin
'"""'"''^

l*^ •'•""r
°' '=^'='°"''= "»«™« *«"«« the United

%^^'. t \u '"?' """"^ '*°''™'' *•>*«» «ny other to the main track A
s:r?oi.ri'th r'-''"*

'""^ ^' "^ •"' '"*«-'- -"«*• cSiai:

the north-west, the anticyclonic whirl takes possession,
and we say that a cold wave has come. We may again
refer to Fig. 130. Observe the centre of .o^^' pressure on
the Atlantic coast, the inflowing winds, the temperature
of about 20O, and the great ^rea of rain and snow stretch-
ing westwards beyond the Mississippi. The chief high-
pressure area is on the United States border, the sky is
clear, the winds flow out, and the temperature is veiy low
Thus the low and high areas follow each other across our
continent. We may now understand why the tempera-
ture sometimes falls suddenly, 30° or 40° or even 50° It
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happens in the rear of a cyclonic storm. We shall have
occasion to review these important facts in the section
on weather prediction.

Trade-winds. —These are the most important move-
ments of the atmosphere tiT'the tropical and equatorial
regions. They prevail in general to 28° north and south
latitude. Thov blow obliquely towards, tlie equator iroin

J^ii^jih.reMtj«li.8oyih-_east. Thus there is a broad belt
oTnorth-east trades in the northern hemisphere, and a
similar belt of south-east trades south of the equator.
Their velocity is 10 to 30 miles an hour. They have re-
ceived their name from the steadiness with which they
flow. The trade-wind belt is usually clear, notwithstand-
ing the winds blow over warm seas. The reason is that the
air is moving from cooler to warmer regions and thus can
hold more vapour without forming clouds. Between the
northern and southern trades is a belt of calms. Here
the moist, warm air of the trades rises to greater heights,
is chilled, and sends down, almost daily, abundant rains.
This region is called the doldrums. The Atlantic trades
give up great quantities of moisture in equatorial South
America, and up the eastern slope of the Andes. The west
side of the range, however, as in Peru, is dry. Thus we
se^ here the reverse of the conditions caused by the pre-
vailing westerlies and he mountains of our Pacific coast.

Ojitside of the trade-wind belts in both hemispheres is

a belt of calms and light winds, in which, however, the cur-
rents of air are descending. These regions are galled the
hmS-Miij^es. Thus we have a great series of parallel
wind belts. It is important to observe that the entire
system of tropical and equatorial belts shifts somewhat
northwards and southwards with the sun in the annual
change of seasons.

Monsoons. — We shall define these winds by a descrip-
tion of the best illustration of them. They blow over

,i.--i^aa.i3^'.».-;,^.~
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^'°'
'^rth^l".K'

"' *^• '"""'u SS""' '" •'""""'y ""<i February. The winu-north of the equator are the North-eaat Monsoon, or Dry Monaoon.

FiQ. 136. -Wind, of the Indian Ocean in July and August. The wind, north of
the equator are the South-weat MonMon. or Wet MonMon.
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southern Asia and the Indian Ocean. In the summer all
the hnds of India and central Asia become much heated.
The expansion of the air maites its weight and pressure less
than over the Indian Ocean. High pressure over the ocean
and low pressure over the land cause winds towards the^
land, and they blow strongly and steadily all through the
summer months (Fig. 136). The south-east trades swPng
around near the equator and blow from, the south-west
over southern Asia. To these winds are due the excessive
rains and wet season of southern India. In the northern
winter, on the other hand, the heat equator shifts south-
wards, the Asiatic lands are chilled, the air is cold and
heavy, and the pressure is greater than above the ocean.
Hence there is a rush from the land to the sea. The north-
east trades now swing across the equator into the southern
hemisphere (Fig. 135), and India has its dry season. These
great periodical or seasonal winds are the monsoons. The
arrangement of land and sea favours their development
in tliifl region.

Land and se^ breezes. — These are not to be confused
with monsoons, though they are like them in flowing
now from the land and now from the water. They are
light winds which spring up b> day and night. As the
land heats and cools more quickly than the sea, it often
becomes warmer than the adjacent water during the day
and cooler at night, and it communicates its temperature
to the lower part of the air. So by day the air above the
sea is the heavier and flows towards the land, and at night
the cool air above the land flows towards the sea. Thfe
same changes may take place on the borders of lak^.
These are daily changing breezes, therefore, while n/on-
soons are steady winds changing with the seasons.
Day breezes and night calms.— The student has often

noticed that considerable breezes may rise during a warm
summer day, but that they usually subside towards even-
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ing, leaving the air calm. _During the day the air near the
Jiwjnd^ojmesmuc^^ heated than the upper air jm=.
ingto Its receiving much heat by radiation from theeai^
HBiIcelTie heavier alF 5B5ve sinTis tliroiTgh the lighter air
belirvrffmljromis it away hej;eand there, causing sidewise
movements orbreezes. These mt^'dments ccaae when the
sun 's warmth is withdrawn.

~Thunder-8torms. - We have as yet studied but one kind
of disturbance to which we give the name of storm —
namely, the cyclone or broad spiral whirl, developing in
connection with the westerly winds in middle latitudes
We now take up special 4cinds of storms, which are alike
in that most of them are somewhat local and all are more or
less sudden and violent. We take first.the thunder-storm.
The student is familiar with the commr i character of

such a storm. It usually occurs in warr latitudes or in
the warm season of the temperate regib..s. It often fol-
lows a period of intense heat and. usually occurs in the
afternoon. It is heralded by the approach of large cumu-
lus clouds from the west. A sharp breeze springs up, the
sky is overspread, and rain pours down. After a short
time, usually not above a half-hour, the rain ceases, the
clouds move to the eastward, the sun shines, and a rain-
bow appears. The rapidly forming cumulus cloud marks
a swift up-draft of heated air which expands because it
rises, cools becauso it expands, and discharges rain be-
cause it cools. The hghtning is due to the electricity
generated in the clouds in their sudden formation. It is
an electric spark, like other electric sparks except for its
intensity and power. The thunder is caused by sharp
vibrations set up in the atmosphere by the passage of elec-
tricity. It comes to us later because sound travels more
slowly than light; it continues to roll because the sound
from remote parts of the flash requires more time to
reach us.
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In the temperate latitudes the thunder-atorm is usually
asHociated with the cyclonic storm, and is most often
reported as occurring some hundre<l8 of miles south, south-
east, or south-west of the cyclonic centre, or area of low
pressure. Many thunder-storms occur near the equator,
in the belt of calmn. where the warm air in chilled by rising.
These take a westerly direction. Thus tropical thunder-

storms follow the

trade-winds, and
middle-latitude thun-

der-storms follow the

eastward moving cy-

clones of the westerly

winds.

Tornadoes. —These
are violent,, whlrlmg

—

disturbances acisiag,

like thunder-storms, _
in connection Avitk cy-

clones. A_dark funnel-

shaped cloud extends
down to the earth
with a swift, whirling

motion, at the same time rushing swiftly over the land.
The wind hu "^uchjorce as t^jlestroy houses, uproot
trees, and hurl men and animals f^conslHS^leUTs-
tances through the air, but the path of destruction is
narrow - only a few hundred yards wide. Such storms
are often reported as cyclones, but this term should be
reserved for the larger, less violent storms already de-
scribed. Ajflramto^atjea is called a watersvout.

Tropical hurricanes. - These are also called tropical
cyclones, because, like the cyclones already described, they
are whirling storms. The whirls are not so extensive as
those of higher latitudes, but they may still have a diam-

Fio. 137. --A watrrtpout ; Vln«yarn Sound
Aucuat 19, 1898. From a photugmph
copyrighted by Baldwin CooUdge.

r
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eter of 300 miles or more, and the .spirally blowing wimisare much more violent, reaching velocitieH of 60 to 7(
rn.le« an hour. They «tart in the e.,uatorial belt of calm«ami travel we«twanlH. Thone of the Atlantic often nwing
aroun.l an, pasH north^vani. over the Went In.iie. and (Julf
region an.l then l>ear to the no.th^a.st. off the eastern

the land. Jle.ng alwayn on the Hoa and of excee.ling vio-
tence. hey are n.ont dangerous to shi,,M. The spiral move-ment doe« not extend to the centre. There an area of calm
8 found 10^, 20 mile., across, which in calle<l the e.. of

-^ ^m th.8 central area, the cloud.s are dense, often caus-ing darkness, and heavy rains fall. The progress of such

JTZ^T''""
'"""'"' ^'"^''' ""'' '" «"-^« «^««« " nuniber

OrirntlV''T' " '"^ '""^ '•'*^" ^^l^^turmaia
~™* i '

"'^ '^""''" ""' typhoons, bestruction is very
great w^en one of them nuno. over an inhabited island
or drives great .sea waves upon the shores of a continent.'

Origin of terrestrial winds. - The trade-winds and the

f^TAU^
^esterhes. or broad currents from west to east

•
m middle aftudes, Ix^long to a great system of atmospheric
movements, called terrestrial, l,ecause they pertain o the
ea^th^as a ^ole J^under-stprms, tornadoes, ^ad-.^^;c^es are local d.stur"HHnces which temporarUy inl^r^upT
^""»^Q''"^'ty of the greater movements

Tw^facisTreTumramentaTto the explanation of terres-
trial winds. First, the regions about the equatmL.aremuch vvarr^_er tharLtji^^
•s light and the pressure low. and the colder air from thenorth and .south pushes in and crowds it up. Great vol-umes of warm air rise in the doldrum belt, spread outabove, and flow towards the poles. Th^Jhtrei^^^eaL.

t^^vard. the equator below, in TrQ-^ical Tegidns these
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lower currents sweep the surface of the earth, constituting
tHrfrade-winds, but in middle latitudes they flow higher,
-feaviijg spacrbeneath them for still other currents, which
follow the surface and tend polewards. The currents are
shown in Fig. 138, where the outer band represents a

section of the at-

mosphere.

The second great

fact is the deflection

or turning of air-cur-

rents by the earth's

rotation. The ro-

tation affects the

direction of every

body moving a'.ong

or above the surface.

In the northern
hemisphere it makes
moving bodies tend

to curve towards the

right, whatever the

direction of their
motion, and in the southern hemisphere towards the left.

So the trade-winds north of the equator, being turned to
the right of their southward course, flow towards the south-
west; and the trade-winds south of the equator being
turned to the left of their northward course, flow towards
the north-west. In middle latitudes of the northern hemi-
sphere the lowest or surface winds are turned to the right

from their northward course and flow nearly east, and the
corresponding winds of the southern hemisphere, being
turned to the left from a southward course, also flow
nearly east.

The prevailing winds at the surface of the earth are
shown in the inner part of Fig. 138. All winds are named

Fig. 138.—The prevailing winds of the globe;
with a lection of the atmosphere showing its

system of permanent currents.

Bm :^:^ym fej^^:d4^^^4a>
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after the direction /rom which they flow. So the trade-
w.nd,Jjtoaag^towarda the aouth-west aTTS^

i'.'i^'M.tow^OE
north-east_tradea, and^he wnras-DTOwnnf
earn m middle latitudeFareaigTweaai^

We^thek and Cumate

Dhl"*''TL7,!'''7°'^"''"^"'""'^*''*« "fhe atmos-phere. The atmosphere may be warm or cold, wet or <lry8t.l or movmg, cloudy or clear, and we therefore sw^kof the weather aa hot, or amt,y, or cold, or crudTora^rmy, aa the caae may be. If the condition ia atable fodaya or weeka, we a.oeak of aettlcl weather, or if It iachangeable, we characterise the weather acco;dingtyWe not only speak of the weather and deaeribe it fullym language, but we record it upon maps. Temperatu^
.a a weather element, and we record thia by mea^H^laotherma Barometric preaaure ia another weather eltment, and we express thia by iaobars. In like manned

teTZLrr"'
'"^ •""''''°" "' ™"^- Shaded areatell where there is ram or anew, at the time for which

l.Th^rftngs°'''^''^---''^'-^'>own,butth:^

11'" rn! ";;?./"-''«"-':- «»-» «.ir.y.th«. yea„ the Canadfan We-Tt h^a mTnUX ,
^

weather serv.ee. It ia in charge of the MeteoroO \ ,

......V. ^„,^. „ ,s ,„ „^ j^f j^ Meteoroloeical/Semce, a part of the Department of .Marine and KaheS ,---»
Each morning at the same hour (eight o'clock in the S\ Z'*

r. Iand five o'clock on the Pacific coaat) obse-^en, re o d tlV ^ "^
various wea her elementa at their atationa an<l aend the / i^

U.e facta and record them on weather maps. From the^UhU-maps experienced forecasters determine as nearly "a nor/
''^^

a.b^ what the weather will be, and the forecasta'^a"3 Cl

mLT: """"^- '''" 'o^^""''' a,e widely pub )'hahed m newapapera, and apecial warnings arc aent to aea-
L'

f
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|!

ports, in order that shipmasters, knowing the coming of

dangerous storms, may delay in putting to sea. The
coastwise vessels of every kind greatly profit by the
weather service. The coming of a tropical hurricane from
the West Indies may be made known in the Maritime
Provinces in time for protection of shipping and coastwise
property. Stations are maintained along the Fraser and
Thompson rivers, from which the data as to rainfall,

melting of snow, and other changes are reported, and on
these are based forecasts of damaging floods, so that prop-
erty on low grounds may be removed and life be less

endangered.

The principal predictions of the weather ser.ice are
possible because of what is known of the direction and
progress of the great cyclones or low areas, and of the be-
haviour of winds, of clouds, and rainfall in all parts of them.
No two cyclones, indeed, are just alike, and some depart
widely in rate or direction from the usual rate or course,

so that mistakes may be made; but the service as a whole
has demonstrated its value to the people of the country,
and is sure to come to greater completeness and accuracy
in the future.

Many supposed signs of the weather have no foundation
in fact. Such are the aspects of the moon, and all sajdngs
about the relations of certain days of the month or season
to the weather that will follow. On the other hand, old
observers of the weather know many true signs of wind,
cloud, and sky, which give them shrewdness in prediction
even when they are not able to explain or assign a cause.
By long habit they recognize the usual order. But such
foretelling could serve only for one locality, and could in
no way take the place of the wide view pr vided by the
Weather Bureau.

Climate. — The climate of a region is the sum of its

weather. It includes the weather of the succession of

W':^=«;] SP
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seasons for a succession of years A v«o,.'o *•. , .

lows the ^„e.a, eou«= „raCtX peTat^
"

"

Ontano there is occasionally an "ooen" wi„t»/
^oeptionally hot summer, or abno^maly C^'ZZ
chmate^ L ke the weather, climate is described accordingto .ts jnost important or striking features. Thus it mavbe dry, wet, cold, temperate or hot, uniform or sul^ject to great extremes. Or we mnv \<,^l°iT; ^ .

^lations to man, as healthful oTt^coX a^'br^cin,'or enervatmg, as agreeable or unpleasant
*

ournr,rvr!:m-a„Td:g';:ror^^^^^^^^^^^
ar from coast to interior,Ld^suvarirro"^d and upland, that a variety of climate!"ttl^X

or the north of Canada is w thin the Arrfio riJi^ u
Arctic condition.,, as in northern Labrado'^C is^!therms do not correspoml to the parallels of latitud! Tlnm diagonally in the north-west of CanTda X p' T
coast has a much milder climate i, a2en latl^dfththe Atlantic coast The Inftv b i, ..

""'t™e than

has a colder chmale than t e Lltoun^Ttre^f
°

*^: --\ The flanks of the mounS a ^nTZwith fresh snow, while flowers are blooming and chert™npemng near the Pacific.
cnerries

A most important fact of climate in North America is th,prevalence of the great cyclonic and anti<yclon1 sC
tTons Thuf 'T '^'"^'' "'"'^^ »"'• ^>""">er7ond:tions. Thus m the summer the areas of In» o„^ i,- u

west to the north-east, giving an alternation of warm wavesand cooler spells. In winter these alternations areSstronger, givmg u., violent winter storms followed by ^l"
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waves, with clear skies and zero temperatures. Only
along the Pacific coast are the contrasts subdued by the

presence of the ocean.

Almost as often as by heat and cold, we describe the

climates of our country according to the amount of

rainfall. Throughout the north, the winter precipita-

tion is mainly in the form of snow. This being a'

poor conductor, keeps the ground from freezing as deeply

as it otherwise would, serving as a blanket to retain

the heat already received. On the other hand, the sun's

heat is lost by reflection from its surface, and the winter

cold is thus increased. All the eastern region is well

watered. Over the prairies the rainfall diminishes, but

is abundant for plants until we reach southern Alberta,

. where irrigation is desirable in some seasons.

Climates of other lands. — Space will not permit of any
complete account of the climates of the world. In de-

scribing the distribution of rainfall and the winds and
storms of the globe, much information has been given con-

cerning cUmate. It is more important that the student

should grasp the principles which control climate, than

that he should here find a systematic account of climates.

A restatement of some of these principles follows.

,
Diffprpncp in lat'tudo, and tho rcaulting diffei euuBB Jii

the animmtjofjheaoijseijiiod from tho aun, givu us Ihd basis

foF climate. The inclination/of the earth's_axia,-«au«ag

the succession-^ seasons *nd-ftft-alteriiation^fjea^^Jn

the two hemispheres, is the jaext great principle.. 'Hie

-tfatrlbution of land and water introduces other great

cKanges into the climates which latitude would give.

This is Strikingly seen in the North Atlantic, with its cuf-~

rents carrying warm water against the shores ot theJliilf

^oHHteSEcOrd riftiiig'ttlenceirpon the shores of Europe, giv-

ing mild cUmates in Great Britain and Germany, which

have the latitude of Labrador. As a further principle, the

J^ 5>S
i
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^jatm^eric circulation of the globe gives us the trade-
win^-^lmrates-trfHhe-tropicsrwitlT their occasional hurrY-
canes, and the monsoons oT the East, with strong periodic
winds and rams. We refer again to the all-impnrtantTa'^
_oLtempfirate4at*tudes, the prevailing westerlies, with their
cyclones, anticyclones, occasionanpr'nadoes, aidfrequent
Rummer thunder-storraa.

" We^ obse'rve again the fact of
continental- or dry inieiiorjdl.mates, with wet sea-bor-

_aers, as shown in nearly all continents, and seen in a"^n-
spicuous way if we compare the Great Plains with the
Pacific coast, the Central Plateau of Asia with India, or
Central Australia with the most of its shore regions Fi-
nally we observe the effect of altitude on climate when we
see tb« cool summits of the Adirondacks rising from the
warm... lands about Lake Ontario, observe the Rocky
Mountain snow^fields from the wheat-fields of Alberta or
sec the wintry Alps towering above the warm lowlands of



CHAPTER XII

THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM

The compass. — Consider for a moment how we find
our way from place to place. Often we follow a road or
path. To cross a field we select some object beyond, and
walk towards it. The traveller on a prairie, or in a forest,
may notice which way his shadow falls, and guide himself
by that. But if clouds hide the sun, that aid fails him, and
he takes the compass. The compass needle points towards
the north; and if he knows which way north lies he can
easily lay out a course towards the east or west, or in what-

ever direction he
desires. Such a

guide is peculiarly

useful on the sea,

_ where neither path-
Fio 139. —A magnetic needle, with a cross-Bection wav nor distant

to .how the mode of hanging. P, pivot; ,4. cap f
aiSiani

of agate with hollow beneath to re«t on the object Can be Seen,
pivot; W, adjjifltable weight to counteract the tu u i

dipping tendency. IbOUgh SUn and
stars are hidden for

many days, the mariner pushes boldly forwards, steering
always as the compass directs, and knowing it will not
send him astray.

The compass is a rod or needle of magnetized steel, \

balanced on a pivot so as to be free to swing to ^e right
or left. Like other magnets, it has twf" poles, named
north and south. In the instrument made for the mariner
several such needles are placed side by side, and all are
fastened to the under side of a circular card, whict may
be either balanced on a pivot or floated on a liquid. On

214
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top of the card is a printed rosette or star with 32 rays,
each indicating a direction, or "point of the compass."

Magnetic decUnation.—While Columbus was sailing west^
wards in search of the Indies, and before he had found the
New World, he made another discovery and one equally
unexpected. He found that the needle, instead of pointing
steadfastly towards the north star, swung to one side, and
the farther he went the greater its error. This was by no
means a welcome discovery, for it weakened confidence in
a faithful friend, and seemed an evil omen to his super-
stitious sailors. But it

led to a better knowledge
of the magnetic needle,

and this has been of great

value to mankind. The
difference between the

pointing of the compass
and the direction, of true

north, or the magnetic

declination, has now been
measured at many places

and at many times, and
maps have been made to

show its distribution. In
Fig, 141 the lines show
by their directions the positions taken by the needle at
different places. Thus, at Toronto the ct-npass points
west of north. Its direction is still more to the west in
Labrador und Greenland. But at Winnipeg, it points a
little east of north, while the declination to the east is

large in British Columbia. The lines of this system are
known as magnetic meridians. If we should start with
a conapass in hand and travel steadily in the direction
in which it pointed we should follow a magnetic merid-
ian, and should eventually be brought to a place inside

Fio. 140. —The compaas card. Reciting
the names of the 32 points is called by
•ailora " boxing the compaas."

^'^^:'^>'k-;.**iJ^
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the Arctic Circle where all these meridians meet. This
place is the north magnetic pole of the earth, and is within
Canadian Territory, nearly 20° distant from the geographic
pole. There is a similar point, the south magnetic pok,
within the Antarctic Circle. The line of declination cuts

the eastern
end of Lake
Superior.
Near Sudbury
the declina-

tion is 6° to

the west ; in

the Rockies
north of Bow
Pass it is 25°

to the east.

The decli-

nation varies

not only from

place to place,

but from time

to time. For-

tunately the

change with

time is slow,

so that a good

magnetic map
is serviceable

for many
years. The

magnetic meridians in Fig. 141, which were made for the
year 1885, are not strictly accurate now.
The magnetism of the earth. — Every magnet has an

influence on other magnets when they are brought near.
It is verj^ instructive to lay a strong magnet on a table and

Fio. 141.— Magnetic meridians for North America in
1885.
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or .n other words, it ia controlled by the raagnft Nowas the compaas shows similar changes of direction whpnT;..moved from one position to another abot th""heconclusion has been reached that the earth also is a ra.™^In comparison with its size it is not a strongmTnetbTustrength .s sufficient for the guidance of thosfwho murt;ourney^w.thout beaten paths-the expCrtdThl

NoBTii Maomtio Polk
^SotTTH MASHmo Polk

F.o.l42.-P«u„„„„h.dlp.^<./,^„„^,„.^„,^^^^^

Dip. The compass needle can swing to the right oreft. f ,t were hung so that it could swing up or down.t would usua ly not lie level, but slant, or dL" in oled reetion or the other. A needle thus hung is c^'ed adj <.edU and is said to show the noetic Ip. Atlhemagnetic equator it lies level. Carried northwaris itturns .s north end more and mo«, downwards unT^t themagnetic po^ it points towards the centre of the eLthearned southward., its south end is turned dow^wa^tand It «comes vertical with its north end upwards I* the

gobe. Close to the magnetic poles the magnetic force isall vertical and the compass will not act. U is herforefortunate that these poles are in regions unsuited to man

,
- ^ur- i;jx:^'9i-ji-"wa li<k

-
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There is a kind of iron ore which is magnetic, and frag-
ments of it, called lodestones, were the first compasses.
Large masses of this ore are contained in the rocks north
of Sudbury and about Lake Superior, and they are able to
swing the compass and dip needle out of their regular posi-
tions. Those instruments have, therefore, been used in

searching for this ore, and valuable mines have been located
in this way.

;M,T^
1. V*nHfci j-TT *' ^M^ vjm



CHAPTER XIII

must see what the ocean is and what it does.
Ocean-barins. - We give this name to those low narts

An opT!n K ^ ^"''' ^ '"^'^'"g ""»« about them.AB^an::basm ,s vastly broad as compared with its deiX

' be thoLf f ^ ^^ ^' *^^ ^*^«» °f *he sea maybe thought of as a part of the surface of the round earth
|^^^^^^enedtoa«lmofli,uidclingi4:^

r^IrJl^^^ ^^"^^^r
'^'^ *^ *^^ ^^^^^ may h. truly

- fk! aT !"
,

Amencan continents do indeed separatethe Atlantic and Pacific, but there is no divis^ S^wine her and he so-called Antarctic Ocean. The slm7^«true of the Indian Ocean and the Antarctic and inZ,!degree of the Arctic and Atlantic oceans
'

It isbTtte

^^;;|5^j^^^ sphericira^oW-neariyjLi^Ifour^ our planet, and broken bra fellarge and manysmSlt-bwtrcjnjf fend ^.^ ^ ^^
mjieo^^, as His often call^

-!52oth,MJa,,npamLvd^
219 '
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but they have still the simplicity of shape with which they
were uplifte<i, and are not cut into a thousand crags and
gorges, as on lan<l. It has also many volcanoes, great and
small, ai-

1 these too are unworn. Iktwcen and about
uch mountains and hills is spread an ever-growing slieet

^ oT sedimeni — Partly the waste from the land, delivered

at the sea-border by streams, partly the myriad shells

of small ocean creatures. Of such fine deposits, vast
plains are made, smoother than the prairies of Manitoba.
Much of the Atlantic Ocean is 15,(XK) to 20,000 feet deep.

Running in a generally north and south direction through
it is a gentle swell of the floor, over which the water is

about 12,000 feet deep. The slope from deeper to shal-

lower parts is so gentle that the eye could not detect any
variation from a perfectly level plain. 1 he deepest point
thus far sounded marks 27,360 feet and lies near Porto
Rico.

The average depth of the Pacific Ocean is greater than
that of the Atlantic, being 2| miles. At least two sound-
ingsof more than 30.000 feet

f
iavft been made, one near the

Ladrone Islands and the other not far from New Zealand.
Thus the greatest known depth of the ocean about equals
the greatesfknown height of land, that of Mount Everest^
the measure in each case being nearly six miles. THw
total unevenness of about 12 miles nearly equals the
amount of flattening of the earth at either pole. In this

flattening, and in the difference between sea-bottoms an
mouhTains, we have th^ chief departures of the earth 'a

"rnnflffrnm thrTnrm oTn nphnT" ~~ "

Continental shelves. — Thus far we have considered only
the deeper parts of the ocean-basins. But the deep seas
do not commonly come close to the shore-line. For many
miles offshore, soundings often show but alew score or a
few hundred feet. This is the case along our Atlantic
coast. Shallow water surrounds Xewfoundiaud, and a

'^^W?^"^
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belt of shallow sea 50 to 100 miles wide run. past NovaHcotm Vew England, and down to Florhla 1 ve^

Lrl""xZlr" ^"'^ '^"^" '« 'iepth"'? abo'ut^Sainoms Then there is a rapid descent to tho deen hot.

tl.c«. feature,. Ihi, »|,ghtly .ubmerge,! belt ., died .

•«*lA

f""*"™"''
»*«'/. hecause It seems a true nart of th. „„„nental block, rising above the deep b^ttol TheT.'lops over upon the e,lges of the great land masses

common"" ZX'^'r'Hl',
"«« continentaUhTes ,„

^d Cuba. Another continental shelf is found on heEuropean side. It extends to the westwZl ^f T

1 1

I

I

:!.^:^!s^^"i^-;*x;^'^^^^:m
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to it.
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It does not lie in a basin cut out of the land,.hut
r-fay-the-ftamg-of the lands -agound it,

Thecontinents have grown up about a part of the an"clent7
open sea. On a smaller scale the same is true of the
BTaclc Sea, and even of the Caspian, though the latter
has no connection with the ocean. The Caribbean Sea
and the Gulf of Mexico are also mediterraneans.

Islands in the ©"an. — Wejiiijght call the greater
Jands islands, because they are washed on every^EamTby

the seas; but we
agreetocallthem

continents. The
origin of the
continents and
greater islands is

too difficult asub-

ject for element-

ary study, but

the growth of

many smaller is-

lands may be bet-

ter understood.

Hundreds of
these small lands are due to volcanoes discharging at
tlTe "bottom of the sea, gradually building their cones
of lava and ash to the water-level, and even many thou-
sands of feej above. These form the principal inequal-
tli^ of the ocean-basins. Detailed soundings over all
the seas would show their submerged crests at all
depths. In the Atlantic, the Azores, the Canary, and St.
Helena are among those that have grown above the sea
surface. In the Pacific such shoals and islands are to be
numbered by hundreds or thousands. The Hawaiian
Islands are among the largest and loftiest.

Around the borders of many of these volcanic islands,

Fio. 144.—A coral from the Fiji Islands. The flower-
like parts are th living animals.

i^n^xwwmmii
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fields of coral flourish in the shallow waters. The coral
IS an animal of low order, consisting of little more than
a sack .or hollow body, with a mouth at the top, sur-
rounded by a fringe of simple arms or feelers. It is
attached to the mud or rocks of th- bottom, and often
te^" T '

,. m i I vj-

I

/#?"'
^ *'/>•

^•^-*"
m

•;-''.;->',

F,o. 145.- A coral reef at low tide; part of the Great Barrier Reef, off the coartof Australia.
'^•i.

great numbers of these simple forms are crowded together
on twig-hke branches, formed of the calcium carbonate
which they take from the sea-w,iter. In colour and form
they look like flowers. The waves cften break and
grind to pieces the skeletons of these lowly forms andmake coral-mud. In the shallow seas about the islands,

il!!!!^'
^re fields ofJjying^ cpral and floors of c^al

JrpSps^lmud. Such a_fi(^i8_a_^a[7i7:^
when It borders anJslancULis^alleclTjwi^f^^
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Flo. 146.—A volcanic island encircled by
barrier reef and lagoon.

SometLme§^_bfilt ftf water Jies between, the high island
***? ? ^.ow, long island which is of coral making. On th^
seaward side of this offshore island the corals are grow-

ing. Herewe have a
harrier reef, ynih &
lagoon of protected
water. In other cases

,

tow corafjJjmdTjnd
ree^lorm arude circle

of l5op7 witjrajsHi-
low"6asin of qujet

water withifl. Corals,

. ^ ,, .

,

as beforeTthrive all
about the outside in the shallow water, while the coral
sand, heai>ed by waves and winds, forms the low islands
clad with palms and other tropical plants. Such a braced
let of low islands is an atoll.

--^^Ee^fudent should remember two or three important
facts about corals. Tliey__are.not.!llnsgctsZ' but ar£.iar
betow these creatures in their rank as animals. Thev
nave no inst-mct which

—

~

prompts them to
build islands. They
do not work from the
bottom of the sea.

Most of them cannot
live below a few hun-
dred feet of depth.

That they "build"
anything is wholly

Fia. 147.— Anatoli.
V

due to the crushing and pushing of their remains by
waves and winds. And finally, they can live only in
water having temperatures of 68° or more. Hence they
are never found far from the tropics. The Bermudas
»re the most northerly of coral islands. The Galapagos

E
msm
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water from the southern seas
^""^ '""^^

The saltness of the ocean TUr. -

the o«,an have Ui^olv^a"ItCfrt' "T
'"*°

rocks over which their w«t<,™ T *"* *"'» and

rS^^Smiicr wl^etttrj^Hf^'l'"
™",«'- 'J" these ,,..,

^EiT-tH-era-ccum-uIate frlm ai I ' '?-»Womted, so

ocean salt. Whoever hllh tT^ ^ ""'' '"*''« the

have noticed that the^ is A »°" ""^ ^"^'""^ ""»»
taste of co.n,o:'sat •: '^wtm: ,^''11 " ''"

mny other salts besides con,.„„"aa,t fn theMt^ "u

»alt and the reT^lts
' ' "':'^!""-'"« b^ng common

The saltness of the "a varieTSr/r
''°'"''' '""' »'°-

though it is somewhat diuTedwhl
*"""' '° P°'"''

shallow gulfs, as in the ZuiT a
"™" '"""^ »to

centrated where thet .f
'""=• ^'^ ^onewhat more con-

Ked Sea.
' " ^^ evaporation, as in the

the^irthlllhlls-^^^^^^^'^^-'f 'i-- in

solved in sprinTorrU,
'"'';'''"";?'«''' substance dis-

stantly remove"? t: buTd upTht J^^^""^'^-'!'"^-
turniartrnSiston^ onit

P
^Sttof^^ '"^ ^'""'^

generationof these animals dfe.
' *'"''***«» """

Temperature of the oceiJS 'n,_ «
warm in the tropics -ir^r.^'^^T ""'"^ ^re

TE?-prev5inng temDeratnr. e ? '""^ "'""" ^° ''

Red and the PerZcnlT ;^?2!eclosed_seas like the

In the polar reZstL?! ''-^'ILJ^"^^ to blood-heat.

SnttSKseasbymeaTsoTS" ""^ "^ ""them andas oy means of ocean currents, and cold watera

hi'

'rf'nwti4^aa#:iflg'wgi.i^' .£<KSISIBK 'lV^..lA4iBaKt Sf-S'
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invade temperate latitudes in the same manner. Such
cold drifts come from Greenland into the Atlantic, often

floating chilling fleets of icebergs.

We have spoken only of surface temperatures: we are

now ready for the important statement that no such wide

differences are found m the temperature of the deep waters

in different latitudes. The sun's rays affectjonly_tlie.Aui>

face waters. Even in fEeTomOoSe the bottom waters

are always cold, having temperatures of 35° to 40°. Jhere
is a, considerable drift of surface waters from low to high

latitudes. Qn the contrary, the water from north ^^ad

south slowly creeps towards the equator in the depths

This accounts for the coldttegs-of- the. deep, watejs .fivery-

wherg.

Movements of the ocean waters. — Even in the deepest

calm the ocean is never perfectly still. It is more fixed

than the changtiul sea of air above it, and less stable

than the lands that border it. But even the lands are

never twice quite the same, and so, from beginning to

end, geography deals with an unfolding world. ^I^
movements of the sea fall into- -thge» olaaaoo, waves,

tides, and currents.

Waves. — The winds ruffle the surface and make a

series of ridges and furrows. The summit line of a single

wave is its crest and the furrow is the trough. Under a

moderate wind the crest will be a few feet higher than

the trough. In storms the waves may be 20 or 30 feet

high. In powerful storms the height may rise to 40 er 50

feet. Even great ships must be guided across the crests

of such waves, or be overturned by the rolling motion.

Wave motion ceases a few hundred feet below the sur-

face, for the winds cannot affect the deeper waters.

It will be remembered that even a small steamer may
raise waves astern, and that a gentle swell may after-

wards be felt at some distance, if we cross the track of the
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steamer in a small boat On o i

motion in a region of o^^^In .

^'^^' '"^'^ ^^« ^^^e

stirred by the wind n,-,>„ ! ^ " ''""'' "hich is

serve it/ motions It 2 ,T ? """ '""«'• ""<! »'>-

travel
30 fa;;:! Ir'At'eLh*"' '"' '"^ ""'

and falls; on the crest i move, a ,^^7 """f'
" "^'

trough a little back The m„tTn„ L
'"'''" '" "•«

-tion of the particJof : "at it'Tfirrh
''"

their motion to the evp Th. ' '^ ®^°^«

water gliding for„ardr.ike^feur:t'\"ra\ *"'?;•
°'

shape of water A fipl.l «f
^^^^^' ^^^ a travelhng

wind.shows tow the "a Lrt '"t"* I"
'"^ ™""""

wave moves on ^ ^'' "' P'"™ while the

tirLrrnd'^t rthe""" t^^^
-»-—

rmm^^r^-Z!^^^ '''^^'' ^^^« ^^ the open

^-. 148. - Beaker, where wavee app„,ach a ehelterin, shore

T'
^"""^ ""^^'^y ^" ^'^^«« break at the shore A.wave moves through shallow water near th. k V

crest goes faster than the b^ th! f . k'"'
*^'

-eeper, and hnall. .he crest ^oJ^JT. 0^17

fTMSSES^tiiiS:^ I IIMIIII i.i'i'* :i«B.-&r tfi^
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This tumbling crest is a breaker. As the advancing

cascade looks like a turning cylinder, the term rollers is

sometimes used. If the bottom descends slowly, a series

of waves may be seen thus breaking, the water of the in-

shore breakers rushing up the slopes of the strand. This
water pours back by a swift flow along the bottom, under
the onrushing surface waters, and is known as the under-

tow, so dangerous to bathers in the surf. The changes

which waves cause along the shore will be described in

the next chapter.

If a strong earthquake happens under the sea, a shock
may be communicated to the wateis, and great waves
may be raised. The term udal should not be applied to

these waves. In some parts of the world, as Japan and
Chile, and the Straits of Messina, such waves have rushed

in over the coastal hvAs, overwhelmed cities, and stranded

men-cf-war and other vessels at some distance inland.

Such a wave travels swiftly across the seas as a broad
swell, and breaks with destructive force at the shore.

The Lisbon shock in 1755 sent forth a wave that de-

ranged shipping and flooded streets of an Irish port,

while the shaking that accompanied the eruption of

Krakatoa in 1883 caused half the waters of the earth to

vibrate with wave motion. On neighbouring shores these

waves rolled to heights of 60 or 70 feet.

Tides. — If we stand on the shore of the open sea, we
shall observe a regular rise and fall of the waters, even in

a time of calm. If the surface be at its highest level now,
about six hours later it will be at its lowest. In case the
shore is rocky, the boulders and cliffs up to a. certain

height will then be seen covered with bamaclss and drip-

ping seaweeds. Pools left by the receding waters will be
full of small, shelled creatures, and a strand several rods,

or even miles, in width may be left bare. In another six

hours the watero will have crept slowly in again until the

.a-c.
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^mrjine of ^aweeds is reaehe<l. ^The average interval--»etwe«v-two periods of high tide h twelve hourM AnJtwea^HSve „i„u»e. The alternating ^:::r^i
About the shores of islands the rise and fall are sm.lloften not n,ore than 2 or 3 feet. On the bo dersTf o„t'nents the change is greater. Towards the head of aC<rbay whjch has an open mouth and narrows gradualVthen* and fall may be 50 feet, or even more. The Bay ofFundy and the estua^ of the Severn fulfil t e^ condtnz^:^^, r:teerp"::t,y°"Br

and o.. these landlo.ed arn-sT^-ffh ^Z
tidal wave
with a steep

and foaming
front enters

some rivers,

^as the Seine.

Such a wave
^_i8 called a

JSore. High
an^'Towlides

J^
do not al-

ways occur at

^ the same time
on opposite

sides of a strait, and the difference in level causes a swiftcurrent known as a tidal race. Seymour Nar^owV tl

Illustration. In a landlocked sea which has a verv nar-row entrance from the ocean, the tides are unimp^rHnThose of the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Seaare scarcely perceptible.

Fio. 149. -The Bore on the Bay of Fundy.

%«

V'St' "'v-'ii f^x^y':- ?^:^^f
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The tides exist, but cannot be seen, in the open ocean.
They are broad, gentle swells, which, like wind waves,
pile up and become visible at the shore. Jf the earth
yere covered by a universal ocean, the tidal waves would

Fio. 160.—Low tide on a shelving coa«t. The edge of the water is now far awavand the boaU are stranded. When high tide returns they will again float.

foreyer roll around it unseen. But the lands bring them
to view.

What is the cause of the tides ? — What can make a
wave come to its height every twelve hours and twenty-
five minutes? Twice this period, or twenty-four hours
and fifty minutes, is the time from one setting of the
moon to the next, and this fact long ago led people to
connect the tides with the moon. But many centuries
passed before the relation was wholly understood. The
full explanation would take so much space that we must
content ourselves with a simpler statement. Suppose a
man and a boy to join hands and whirl about. Each

m%
^MiS^mm'''M''.^^is^mmmA
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tTl^h * 7'''' ^"' ''^^ ^y'' ^''•^'^ ^i" be largerthan the man's l^cause he is not so heavy. Each wfllfee a pull in his arms, and they must hold fast or theywill break apart. The moon and earth w'url abou n a«m.Iar w.y, making one turn a month, but as the earthIS eighty times the heavier, the centre about which thevcrc^ .s close to the centre of the earth. Itt t fanins.de the circumference of the ear.n. Instead of clasp

ame attrlIT 't''
*^^^^'«^ '^ ^-.iJn Te

oTLTTT ^^''' ^^''^ '^^P^ -'' f--""^ being whirledoff by the daily rotation of the earth. The eartlfattra Tthe moon and the moon attracts the earth. Thus theearth feels two forces -an attraction or pulling towarSthe moon, and a pulling away from the moon in con^quence of the circling.
^

The pulling away is

called the centrifugal

Jorce.

To make this quite
clear let us look at
Fig. 151. C is the
centre of the earth,

a!!;!ufwhth'^h'""'
" '' "" '^'""°^- ^ '^ the pointabout which the moon and earth ircle. The centrif-

--Tn tT." )" """" '"• "" P^-^' »f the^arthrbut^^attractive force is not. The principle i« that at-tra t,on ,3 stronger for small distances than for lar«-

'

Tde oTthe'"^K''"""'"^"''
"""-" '-- 'he nea^rf

At fl «„H Tl """^ "'"" '' ''""^ *''e farther side.l

as the centrifugal force, but nowhere else about theequator. At f the attractive force is greater than the

M tie ;
'"^}"'

ff"-^"^^
'' ^ P"« '-^^ds the m«,n?MOthejntnfugal force is greater than the.jttractuV

o o

^'°;ifV-Ji^'.!*"*™
*" illustrate th. tide.. Theahaded belt represent, the ocean, a. thougha complete envelope.

'""ugn

#sis^w*ar.'
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18 a tendency to stretch the earth out, making the diameterOF greater than DE. The water of the ocean yields to
these nulls and is drawn together and pile<l up a little
about F and 0. These two awelUnga of the water (greatly
exaggerated in the diagram) are tidal waves.
Up to this point we have>rW- no attention to the fact

that the earth turns once in twenty-four hours about its
own center, C. The effect of this turning is to carry the
tidal waves all about the earth's circumference each da^^
and as there are two of the waves, each part ot-*he oeean
Teels two high tides and two low tides. Thus the tides
are caused by a combination of the moJimmracHorT
^»th the motions of the earth.

" '"~ ""

- The continents and islands and the shapes of coa.sts and
shoals mterfere with the free movements of the waters
but m each ocean the water is swayed twice a day, and
from the oceans tidal waves advance against the coasts,
and_enter all the bays. Their speed is ch^r^ked as they
enter shaHow water, and their arrival at the heads of
Jong bays may even be delayed many hours. For the
guidance of shipmasters, maps are made showing, by

_cotidal Imes, the places which are reached by the tides
at the same time. There are also tide-tables for all
ports, to tell the mariner when high and low tide occur
and the amount of rise and fall. Many channels may b^
used at high tide, which cannot be passed at any other
time, hence the knowledge of them is of much practical
importance.

Spring tides and neap tides. -If one watches the tides
from day to day, one soon finds that not all high tides are
equally high and not all low tides are equally low. For
a time there is gradual increase in the amount of rise and
fall of the water, and afterwards gradual decrease. ^The
geries or cycle of changes is completed in half a month
or, more exactly, 14| days. Theday on which th&
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nsw highest is also the .lay on which it fallH lowest, an.l
the«e extremely high and low Htages are called spring
tides. A week later rome the neap tides, when the
high-water stage is least high and the low-water stage

Jeastlow. ~~ *

The explanation of spring ti.les and neap tides is con-
necte.l with the sun. The sun's attraction, like the
moon 8. tends to produce a pair of tidal waves, its tidal
force teing about half as strong as the moon's. At new
moon (A, Fig. 152). when the sun and moon are in the
same direction from t'he earth, their tidal forces work

•c ^ Ae —
» Earth ^

together, making spring tides. A week later, when themoon has move.1 to B, it tends to make high tides on the
sides of the earth towanls B and D, and l.>w tides towardsA and C; but the sun at the .same time tends to make
high tiues towards A ami C, and low tides towards B and

^,
^^s_^hemooj:s influen^^ is the stronger, the effect of

the sun s^uence is only to lessen th. moon's tidal effect
and neap tides _ar^^ ^^ '" ^^e moon reaches
C the tidal forces again work together, making spring
tides; and with the moon at D, they are again opposed!
making neap tides.

'

Ocean currents. -When waves started by winds,'
earthquakes, or tidal attraction traverse the ocean, the
•Water itself moves little except in shallow or confin^
areas. We are now to study movements of the sea in

' *»..^ws:kt:^iSi. 'ws
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-

I '.I

Which there is a continual transfer of water for Ion«
uiMtances. *

l^nft (Hg. I6J). The term Gulf Htrean. in properly ap-

plied to a.

stream of salt

water which

pours east-

wards from
the (Julf of

Mexico, be-

tween Flor-

ida and Cuba,
and then
bears north-

eastwards
into the At-

lantic. The
width of this

current in

the Florida

Straits js
about 50
miles, its velo-

city is aBou\
50 miles a—,
day, and it is

several huur
^red feet

Fio. 153. -Current* of the Atlantic Ocean. The arrow•how. direction. The heavy lines are the courae. oftwo derehcta. drifted by current, and wftida

deep It 18 very warm and it passes between " walls "
ISf^lder water. As JJie stre^ progresses, its waters
jcatter, their velocity drops to a few miles a dayTl^
thus 83 a_rfn/^they cross the middle Atlantic and wash
the shores of western Europe. It is hardly correct tojay^ therefore, that the Gulf Stre.am tS^hes Eu;^ur
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givM It ft mild climate. It is trup . however, that the
• neighbouring waters are warmwl hy the drift ifym the

tropics, and the mild winds carry heat and moiHturc from
the sea over the lands of western Kuropc.

But the currents of the North Atlantic have now Ijeen
de8cnbe<i only in part. Flowing westwanl.s along the
e(]uator is a strong current, some of which passes Sc.uth
America, enters the Caribl^ean Sea, an.l then the (Julf of

'

Mexico, to pass out as the (iulf Stream. Other .strands of
the eciuatorial current turn north outside of the West
-tndles and join the Gulf Stream waters to form the «lriit

J^^^D^ 'n the foregoing. At the far northeast mnl^
the waters push on into the arctic seas.uind others return
southwards along the shores of s(,uth-weMtern Kurope ami
western Africa, ai^d-pass again into the equatorial current
moving west. The. c is thus a complete eddy in ilu, North-
Atja^_tic, the waters moving as the hands of a watch
in the centre is a quiet region, where vast fields of sea-
weed float, known as the Sargasso Sea
Beyond Florida the Gulf Strea"m-^8oon l)ear8 away

from the shores of the United States, which are washed
by colder waters from the north. The.e come do^
frorir the neighbourhooT^f Greenland and meet the GulfMream in what is known as the cold wall. Along this
ijelt are the Banks of Newfoundland, and here the con-
tact of cooler with warm, moist air causes dangerous
fogs. °

^
There is a similar eddy in the South Atlantic. A divi-

sion of tlie equatorial current turns south-westwards down
the coast of South America, and returns eastwards to
Africa, and n:thwa'-ds, completing the circuit. At the
south the easterly flowing current mingles with 7 great
drift passing easterly around the worid in the southern
^^- .JLhi? South Atlantic eddy whiHs in a directinn
opposite to that of the hands of a watch

~"
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It may now be asked: How are these currents known to
exist? The answer is, by the course taken by drifting
objects. Certain floating but abandoned ships, known
as derelicts, are now and then sighted by vessels, and by
comparing successive positions, their course may be plotted.
Experiments are also made from time to time with sealed
bottles cast into the sea. Less than in former days is

the sea a trackless waste.

{n ^he Pacific the swing, is more vast» but the general
arrangement of eddies is similar to that of the Atlan-
tic, and the Japan Current resembles the Gulf Stream.
The northern eddies of both oceans are more perfect,
because formed in more fully inclosed waters.

The currents are
formed by the winds.

This is seen on a

small scale by watch-
ing the floating twig in

the pond, and is under-

stood for the oceans by
studying the winds and
currents together. The
student should com-
pare the winds of the

Atlantic (F^ig. 134) with

the currents of the At-

lantic (Fig. 153). Jhe
great current-makers

are the steady trad

winds, driving the
waters westwards in

the tropics; the pre- .

vailing westerlies of,^
middle latitudes drift them eastwards, and thus the great
eddies are maintained. '^

Fia. 154. -Floe ice, near the wr»t coast of
Greenland. Great cakfa, crushing to-
gether, are made hummooky at their
edge*.

A
)

ijHii»ii"|-ili''"lf^«~''"*'"
"^'^'^''^

^^PiSmk^M^.
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Ice in the sea. — Icebergs, singly or in fleets, leave the
shores of Greenland in the spring and descend far enough
into the Atlantic to endanger ships in the great path be-

tween America and Europe. The icebergs are the frontal

parts of Greenland glaciers which have pushed into the

sea far enough to float. All northern seas are more or

less crowded with pack or floe ice, formed by the freezing

of the surface waters, and moved about by winds and
currents. Polar exploration abounds in experiences with

such ice. Ships are caught and crushed in it. Long
sledge-journeys are made over it. Through it Nansen
drove the Fram, and over it he made his final dash towards
the pole. fLarge, flat-topped icebergs break from the

antarctic ice-fields and invade the South Atlantic and
SSulh PaciHc'bcea;ns.

'^Exploration of the ocean. —This has been done in

many ways. In ancient times, daring mariners in small

ships learned to track the wastes of the Mediterranean.

Then they sailed through the straits of Gibraltar, and
began to creep up and down the Atlantic shores. Hardy
vikings of the north found Iceland, settled in Greenland,
and, as many believe, followed our shores as far as the

New England States. Then came Columbus, Magellan,

Drake, Hawkins, and Cook, crossing the great oceans and
beginning to sail around the world. In our modern days

commerce has threaded all waters, daring explorers have
pushed far into the frozen north, and ships have gone forth,

equipped with apparatus and directed by men of science,

to seek the mysteries of the ocean. The forms of the

shores, the currents, the temperature, composition, and
depth of the water, the life of the upper and deep waters
— all these are subjects of study. Sounding-lines, dredges

for bringing muds from the bottom, and self-registering

thermometers for testing temperatures at the bottom, are

parts of the apparatus used. Expeditions like that of

i^W-
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the Challenger have furnished us with much of our know-
ledge of the oceans.

X

Fio. 165.— To carry the sounding
wire to great depths a heavy
weight is needed. It cannot be
drawn up again, and is therefore
•o arranged as to disconnect itself
at the bottom.

Fio 156.— A deep-sea dredge. The iron
hp of the sack scrapes shells, mud,
etc., into it, and smell animals are
caught by the "tangles."

Life of the ocean. -The highest forms of life are on
the land. There they find abundant supplies of air, and
are able to live an active life. Even the beasts have
more elaborate bodies and far -more intelligence than the
highest creatures that Uve in the sea. But all land
creatures are close to the surface, while the ocean is rich
in living creatures, not only near the shore and at the
surface in mid-ocean, but at the greatest depths. Vast
numbers of sea animals have delicate, jelly-like bodies
made almost entirely of water, and able to exist only in
water. Others, equally confined to a wateiy home, have

'•nm:
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hard skeletons, either internal, like the fishes, or on the
outside, like the crab, the lobster, and the innumerable
creatures which form shells as a cover for their bodies.
More will be said of sea animals in the chapter on
life.

Deposits in the ocean. — We have seen that rivers
may enter the sea and build out the land, as their deltas
grow. But not all the waste of the continents is dropped
at the water's pfiga

The finer mud floats for.

a long time, and finally

settles to the bottom
far from theriver mouth.
Thus thg_ continental,

^shelves, and evendeeger
waters outside, ce«eiv«

a coyer ofmuds derived

from tha^-Jaod- The
shallow waters teem
with fishes and shell

creatures, and at death

their remains mingle

with the muds. Far

out, however, the fine

muds from the land do
not go. But multitudes

of minute shells are

formed by creatures in
^'"'-

'",reiu.''lKfieS\Z:'"'^
"'

the surface waters.

These shells, chiefly made of calcium carbonate, sink,

when the animals die; to the deep sea-bottoms. They
make a fine chalky ooze (Fig. 157), which has been
brought up by the dredge and studied. In the very
deepest seas a fine red clay is found. Tfiis~coffle5rhr—
part at least, fi-om volcanic dust, which falls on all seas.
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Thefine deposits of mid-ocean accumulate very slowlv.
while tie muHs of offshore watera gather rapidly.
~T»avigation.— The ocean is the highway of nations
In primitive times the winds furnished power and the
sun and stars guided the course. Now the mariner has a
charted sea; with his compass on the deck and engines
in the hold, he crosses the waters whither he^ will, and
his speed is scarcely checked even by waves and winds
Storms bring Uttle danger to the great steamship, and
collision and fire are so well avoided that travel is nearly
as safe on the ocean as on the land. Even the waves are
robbed of their fierceness by allowing a Uttle oil to drip
from the prow, and a ship with its hundreds or thou-
sands of temporary inhabitants, and with all provision
for human comfort, seems -less a vehicle than a floating
town. The Pacific is coming to be a busy highway Hk«^

^
the Atlantic, and the building of the Panama Canal in
Central America will make possible in the tropical regions
continuous voyaging around the world. Almost equaUy

cT^*^ **!!_!!!1^' ^^ *^® ^^ * ^^^^ °^ discovery, of travel;'
^©f-fiOflwiTCTce, and, unhappily, also of war.
"^ Snbmartae cables. — During the last half of the nine-
teenth century many lines of telegraphic communication

-hnvfe-Been stretched across both the Atlantic and the
Pacffic Oceans, and important foreign news passing be-
tween civilized lands is now rarely one day old.

Fishing. — T^jeas^ are an iniportant. source, of- sup-
pjyforman. The shallow waters near the shore teem with

^ffsli and other marine animals fit for food. Hence fish-
ing communities abound on the shore. From the begin-
nings of voyaging to America, fishing has been carried
on over the Banks of Newfoundland, and Great Britain,
France, and the United States have regarded these ocean
fields as of national importance.

:mm^im:smf'^^^^^?.'mmtiyw''w^3\i^^^j:*^^mim^



CHAPTER XIV

THE MEETING OP THE LAND AND THE SEA
The line along which the ocean waters wash the edgeof the land is often called the shore, or sh<»-e-line orwe may use the term coast, or coast-line. The latter

suggests more particularly the margin of the land, theformer the border of the sea. We have deferral ourstudy of this narrow belt, that the chapters on the oceanand the land might
i repare us to understand it Wehave already learned soma facts about sea-borders,' as in

Via. 158. — The shore-line of Nova Scotia.

connection with deltas, coastal plains, and tidal bays.We shall now look at the shore-lines of Canada to seewhat general principles we may gather from them
SW-liae of Nova Scotia. - This will be understood

by reference to the map (Fig. 158). Many rocky ridges

'-M;:^-sss^s^}m^m^m'WT ijR^--ll"
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..a in a southerly direction from the mainland into the

sea. Between them, deep bays penetrate the land. The

headlands are exposed to the full force of the waves,

hence no sands or gravels can lodge, or beaches form

about them. At the head of the inlets, however, the

sands and clays, whether brought down by streams or

swept in by waves, may lodge and form floors of worn

waste, to which thejname ,6cacA is given. The south

parts of these ridges are often surrounded by water,

forming hundreds of islands fringing the shore. The
shore-line is vastly lengthened by its irregularity. The

rivers enter the sea through dee^ tibial chpinels. These

furrows, cut in the edge of the land and entered by the

sea, are kriowjOs iMd&, and have their best examples

along the shores of Norway and British Columbia. They

were begun by rivers and finished by glaciers during the

glacial period. n^

All the southern and eastern coasts of Nova Scotia

have this jagged, rocky, character; and this is even more

striking in Newfoundland and along the Labrador coast,

where hard rocks carved by ice meet the storms of the

north Atlantic.

Shore-line of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. — About the

Gulf of St. Lawrence there are, in many places, shores

of a different kind. Near Miramichi Bay the beds of rock

are softer and more easily destroyed.. They have been

"carved away by the unceasing attacks of the waves.

Much of the material has been swept across the mouth

of the bay and built int<j,fiaiidliai:s. Here the shores have

smoothly curved forms. Within the narro'wer ^art of the

St. Lawrence, along Gasp€ -and the- north shore, the coast-

line is often Sf hard rocks and of a very rugged kind,

though sand and gravel bars sometimes partly inclose the

'bays. The Saguenay River is a fine example of a ^yaa?r
-^ "with towering walls on each side, and deep water between.

^

'm"«i.i' -^rw ?fr ^?^
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Fio. 159. -The ri,ore-Iine of Britiah Columbia.

t^in^^S^Viu^'""^'' "^ f"" ">« State of

»idew„, .U.O.U, or^r.a:,i:^^:tTzi

•''msr-^^'^^iib^m^jm^
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than 2300 miles long. If we include channels between

Islands as well as fiords there are more than 2500 miles of

narrow waterways perfectly protected from ocean storms^

and usually deep enough for the largest vessels. The

nuinber of possible harbours is endless. Northwards along

the Alaskan coast the complexity is even more striking,

while southwards from the State of Washington to Mexico

there are hardly a half-dozen indentations sufficient to

make a harbour.

Summary of principles. — Having learned he chief facts

about our coast-line, we shall now classify and more fully

explain them, and compare with them some of the

features of other parts of the world. The behaviour of the

water where it washes the land is much the same every-

where, giving us the same kinds of coast forms. Even on

the borders of pools and small lakes may be found in mini-

ature what the ocean displays on a scale of magnificence.

Wave work. — We have already learned that jwinds

raise waves, thatjsvaves move over the sea, that theyjireak

^igainst the edge of the land, and send the water rushing

imim if. v^These waves attack thr ocks of an uneven land

border. They pick up pebbles and stones and hurl them

li^ainst the ledges of the shore. Grinding away the lower

ledges, they undermine the ledges higher up, and thus form

^cliffs. In front of the cliffs nearly flat platforms are made,
~
and strewn with the coarser waste. The finer mud, easfly

washed away, is floated out, to_jettle at a greater or less

clistance from the land. Waves do the most of their work

at the level of the sea. Storm-waves may dash a hundred

"feet or more above it, ancTmay grind strongly over shallow

bottoms, but they have no effect on the deeper bottoms.

The waves act as a saw, cutting horizontally against the

' edge of the lands.
^~"

Beach platforms. — Let us look more closely at JJha.

s^tch. of sand, pebbleSj^or boulders that so often borders

'^^m:^w^^.sW^^^m(^^.
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the sea. The wave-saw has cut a notch into the sloping
land, and the continual moving in and out of waves and
tides strews the floor with the waste of the land. This
platform slopes gently towards and under the water. It
may be covered entirely at high tide, but a strip, perhaps
many rods wide, is hare at low tide.^ Sometimes the beach
platform is a floor of solid rock. This means that waves,
or currents moving along the shore, sweep all the waste
to some other point.

Fio. 160. -CUff on the const of California wrought by the wavM of the oo«u.

Sea-cUffs.— Overlooking the beach, if the sea beats
upon the edge of high land, is a cliff. It may be vertical
and rise for hundreds of feet, as at some points on the shores
of Scotland and British Columbia. It may even overhangm places, if the rock is strong enough to hold, and sea
caverns may have been formed underneath by the dash of
the surf. Fingal's Cave is cut 200 feet into the south side
of the island of Staffa, off the Scottish coast. The floor of
the cave is below the sea surface, and the roof is 50 or more
feet above it. The waves rush in and are still quarrying out
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the great columns of ancient lava that compose the island.

Where the
border-land is

not solid rock,

but clay or

sand, the cliff

slopes down to

the beach more

gently, as seen

at Scarboro
Heights on the

shore of Lake

Ontario. At
the "Dutch
Church," how-

ever, the clay

is firm enough

to stand up as

a steep cliff.

There are many
such cliffs in

the soft beds

of Norfolk and

other parts of

the east Eng-

lish shore,
where farms
and village
sites have in

timespast been

cut away and

absorbed by
the North Sea.

Fw. 161.—Th« "Dutch Church" at Scarboro, near
Toronto.

Lagoons and barrier beaches. — These belong to shore-

lines along which the water is shallow for some distance
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from shore. This means that incoming storm-waves
break at some distance from the land, and spend their
force there. The rush of the surf stirs the waste on the
bottom, carries it forwards a little way. ami then drops it.
By this process a low ridge is raised from the Iwttom, is
built at length above the water, and may lye broadeneil by
the a<idition of waste against its outc- slope. The quiet
water on the land side is known as a lagoon. It receives
fresh water from the land, and tends to become brackish.
Muds from the

land gather in la-

goons, and plants

grow in them, and
they are gradually

filled.

Travel ling
beaches and spits.

— Often the same
wind which makes
large waves will

cause a current to

flow along the
shore. The waste

lifted by each
wave is then car-

ried forwards a little by the current before it drops again to
the bottom. In this way the waste slowly travels in the di-
rection of the current. If the shore is straight the waste
follows It, but if the shore-line bends back the waste keeps
straight on, and is built into a low cape or spit. Toronto
Island IS a spit curved at the eml (Fig. 163). Sometimes
the spit grows all the way across a bay so as to close it,
and sometimes it joins an island to the mainland A
barrier usually becomes a travelling beach al«o, and its
sand is shifteil to and fro as the shore current changes

Fio. 162. — Barrter and lagoon on the ghore of Lake
Ontario.
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Irregular •hor»-Uneg tend to become imooth. — F^t us
take the New Brunswick shore um an ilhistrution. Wher-
ever a stream enters the head of a hay it makes a delta ami
shallows the water, or even pushes the sliore-line forwards.
At the same time the wave>: cut away the ex|>os<>d head-
lands, and while some of the waste from this cutting goes

Fia. 163. —Map of Toronto Island.

out to sea, some of the sands and gravels are often swept
into the bay, and form within it a curved, smooth beach.
This curve may straighten out as it receives more material,
and so by this double or triple process the entire shore-
line will grow in time to be smooth and uniform. Whe e
the headlands are of soft materials, the work goes on
rapidly, the spits soon become barriers, and the bays are
shut off from the sea and become lakes.

^^som^m
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Fio. 164. -A travellinK beach on theghoroof Ij,ke Ontario. The atonm. origi-
nally angular, Iwcme mumlml aa the wavra r«>ll them along.

Coast-Unes of rising lands. — Consider a land standing at
a given height in relation to the bordering sea. The waste
of the land is spread .

smoothly in the shallow

waters. If the land

rises, these plains of

waste become flat

grounds on the edge of

a continent. We have

followed such changes

in our study of marine

plains. Such a coa.st-

line is smooth, and the

waters deepen very
gradually from their

edge. Hence offshore

beaches will form. These are the conditions of the south
Atlantic coast of the United .States,

If coasts are steep and the seas deepen rapidly, no

Fia. 165.— Beach at the head of Conception
Hay, Newfoundland. The waves have
here made the ahore-iine smooth.

i
^li^.)
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marine plain is uncovered by the rising of the land, but a
beach platform and cliff is carried above the sea surface
and left as an ancient sea margin on the slopes that rise

from the water. Such old beaches, or marine terraces,

are found along the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and along the
ocean borders of the northern United States, Labrador,
British Columbia, Alaska, Cuba, Norway, and Scotland.
Lake shores. — In lakes the tides are unimportant.

Wind waves do their work on ocean and lake border alike,

except that most lakes are so small that the waves have

little space in

which to de-

velop, and are

therefore
small and
weak. Still,

upon lakes less

than a half-

mile wide,
well-developed

beaches are

often found,

and a succes-

sion of little

horizontal
platforms or beaches may often be found running about
a pond or reservoir whose waters have been drawn down.
At each stand of the surface, a new shore-line is made.
Even where a pool has dried away by the roadside,
beaches, deltas, bars, and spits may often be seen.

Harbours and cities. — The waters of the St. Lawrence
near Quebec are protected from the ocean waves by sur-
rounding lands. They are not so broad that the winds can
stir up great waves upon them. They are deep enough
for sea-going vessels, and are uoimected by a deep channel

Fio. 186.— The meeting of water and land. Lake Superior.
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with the ocean. Hence they form a harbour. Halifax
Harbour is in a recess of the shore-Hne protected by an
island, and St. John, New Brunswick, is at the land-
locked mouth of a river. Vancouver Harbour is on Bur-
rard Inlet, a well-protected arm of the Straits of Georgia.
Esquimault Harbour, near Victoria, is a well-sheltered
inlet from the Straits of Juan de Fuca.
The great seaports

of the United States,

SLv-h as New York and
Boston, on the Atlan-

tic, and San Francisco

and Seattle, on the

Pacific, are of a similar

kind to the Canadian
ports described.

In general, sinking

or sunken coasts have
many harbours, and
rising coasts have few.

The point where ships

may come safely to the

land is the natural

home of commerce.
There men gather,
there manufactured
products are made, and
may at will be sent

seawards or landwards. The relation of a harbour to the
land is also important. The supremacy of Montreal is

due to its position at the head of ocean navigation, and
the beginning of a great chain of inland waterways and
of railways in the fiat St. Lawrence valley.

Great Britain's commercial greatness has grown in part
from her drowned rivers and resulting harlwurs. She

Fio. 167.— Outline of Ennland. ahowins tho
relation of id great mmmercial cities to
drownMi rivera and the drowned valley
north of the Ule of Wight. Scale, 1 inch
- 250 milea.
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has no river that would be important if not tidal. Lon-
don, Bristol, Liverpool, Southampton, and Glasgow are
great cities because of the sinking of the land. But not all

harbours are in fiords and drowned valleys. In the lower
or delta channels of great rivers, as at New Orleans, or
New Westminster, shipping may find a haven.

.-.>' ''^ St».~Vf. .:
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CHAPTER XV

LIFB

We have looked upon the Earth as a whole. We have

studied its lands, its atmosphere, and its mantle of waters.

We come now to the living things which throng our planet.

They are animals and plants. The botanist studies the

plants, tells us their structure, their habits, how they are

related to one another, and how they divide into small and
great groups. Zoology is devoted to the animal kingdom,

and gives to those who seek it the same full knowledge of

these forms. But geography seeks only to know the

greater truths about living things. Plants make a carpet

over the lands — a carpet varying according to climate

and soil. Animals, too, are found in groups over the world,

devouring plants and other animals for food. Living

things, covering the land and swarming in the seas, and
a^en in their grouping and general relations, belong to

geography.

Plants of North America

Forests. —The great hardwood forests of North America
are in its eastern half, in the regions of the Appalachians,

and the Great Lakes. Chestnut, oak, maple, beech, wal-

nut, and cherry are among the hardwoods of the Hast.

The broad-leaved trees chiefly compose these foi csls, often

numbering 50 kinds or more, while the narrow-leaved

or coniferous trees show a half-dozen sorts. White pine,

hemlock, and spruce are common in the Maritime Prov-

inces, Quebec, Ontario and the New England States.

In the southern United States hard pines flourish, with
868

• (W*Ti.CiWP*"'ie
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raagnoha, luUp, gum, and cypress. The Great Plains
and the prairies have few trees except along the rivers^y *^« Pa'-^s of Canada are treeless. One of these is
the great triangular prairie region, stretching north
towards Edmonton. The other i. the far northern area,
caned barren grounds," which is too cold for forest
growth. Much land in the south-eastern provinces has

been cleared, but
enormous forests

stretch from the
Laurentian uplands
to Hudson Bay, the
basin of the Mac-
kenzie River, and
southwards along the
slopes and valleys of

the western moun-
tains. The latter

extend over Alaska
to the Pacific coast.

At the east are pine,

white and black
spruce, larch, aspen,

*

and birch. At the

, , ,
west are spruces, firs,

hemlocks, and cedars. The softer woods, like spruce, pop-
lar and basswood, are much used for making wood pulp
Southern Mexico and Central America show forests of

the tropical sort. Palms, rosewood, mahogany, logwood,
and rubber trees are common, while upon the mountains
more northern types, such as oaks and pines, are found.

Forestiy. — This is the name given to a scientific system
.of managing woodlands. In the early days the settlers
cut off the forests wastefully, to clear the land. Nnw it
has become a matter of puWic interest to regulate tree-

Fra. lag. -The Cathedral, Stanley Park, Van-
couver, B.C.

m^^^-^^^Lsmi^m-T^
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cutting and to plant forest^ This is important, in
part to keep a supply of timberrand in part to regulate

"floods and prevent the wasteful washing of the soil. The
'gutting of the woods exposes the spongy cover of mosses
and leaves to destruction, and lets the storm and snow-
water run swiftly off as floods, while at other times the
water is low and

scanty. In other

words, the soil

mantle and its

nap of vegetation

serve as a reser-

voir to hold the

water and dole

it out throughout

the year. In
Ontario there are

several large forest

reservations in

parts not suited

for the farmer.

Their care con-

sists mainly in

cutting only the

mature timber, in-

stead of reaping a

wasteful harvest

at the expense of

the future. Equally important is the protection of forests
from fire. More than half of the timber wealth of Ontario
has been burnt. The government now stations fije rangers
in the timber limits to guard against this danger.

Small pUnts in forests. —In the moist and shaded
places beneath forest trees low growths flourish. If

enough light streams in, flowering herbs will thrive, as in

Fia. 169. — Hardwood fomt, near Lake Erie.

:MmS^ -mciKwi ';)jg%k^,„
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our northern woods, and in any case mosses and other lowly

plants will establish themselves. Hence we may think of

these wild grounds as having several layers of vegetation, v

from the modest mosses up to the forest monarchs.

f^atural meadows. — This is another name for prairies.

Trees are absent except along the streams. Coarse grasses

and large flowering herbs cover the ground in its natural

i^tate. The glowing colours of the^ster, gpldenrod, and

Fio. 170. —A iMoe forest in northern Ontario.

other tall plants are coQunon. The great prairie region

separates the region of the eastern forest from the west-

ern. But thecHniateoX thfeprairies is noljinfayqurahkio—^
tree growth. The tree limit has been, crowded eastwaixls

^^^'j^^^" pftf^ral pnaifioi^ Kjr^firno Much attention is

now being given to tree-planting in Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan, and Alberta, and \vith excellent results.

Alpine plants. — The.tfirm aZylinfiTs jjerived from the
lofty mountains of southern Europe, but applied to similar

-•Characters~an3^ conditions wherever Ibund — |o scenery7

climate, plants, anTrnajs. and even the customs oF^aen.

"Th eastern North America most of the mountains areloor
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low to reproduce alpine conditions of plant life, and for-
ests usually rise to the top. But in the western mountains
are high fields and slopes, above the timber-line, where the
ground is often closely covered by a mat of low plants,
with flowers of many and brilliant hues, resembling the
flora of the Alps. The term flora means the total plant life
of a region. The

""Itofa of Ontario,

for example, is the

entire assemblage

of plants, large and
small, living within

the province.

Water-loving
plants. — All
plants require
water, but some
have become fitted

to live with very

little, while others

require much. In

the latter class we
find many kinds.

Ijiiha waters oflf

tne seashore are

many humble, flowerleas plants — known as seaweetLs- If
we row our boat over the^shaHow waters of any pond or
Jakerwejook down U£on plants that. are perfectly sub-

^morged, even tHS^ugh they stand upright and are of con-
siderable height. If we pull one of these stems, we find
It Ump. It is supported by the water, and does not need
a^strong, woody stalk, Hke an open-air plant. lt-«ajt

wJ»Z« poor f«>ts fftro, sincrit lakes its food less from the""
^ffjBaaTromfEe water. Ot,||fr planffUike the WAter-
^-W> are well rooted, and the stems submerged, but their

Fio. 171. —A tropical forrst, Yucatan.

-^^-mi^HK^wm.
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Fig. 172.—A mountain view in Colorado, showing the grouping of pUnts with
reference to water. In the Inkelet are yellow pond-iilics, then a belt of

sn amp-gran a belt oi abore buaiiea, and finally » pine for«at on firm, dry
land.

i^ss^-: WWt} ^isf^'^ :i^>;^'^£'.
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leaves rest on the water, and their blossoms rise a little
above It. J^titudes of lowly plants are not attached,

^ but move or float free in the water.
Swamp plants root in water or very wet earth and risemore or less above the water surface. Reeds, rushes, and

cat-tail flags are good examples of these, and may be seenon the borders of any pond. There the conditions of plant
bfe are about halfway between those of water and those
or land. In swamps
are found the cup-like

leaves of the pitcher-

plant, the spongy mat
of the sphagnum moss,
and the fruitful cran-

berry. Upland trees

assume special char-

acters when growing
on swampy ground.
-The gre.ai _ swamp-
cypress of the South-
ern States is never
found on drier land.

Dry plains and
deserts. — As we pass
meadows, westwards,

Fio. 173. -A tree-yucca ou a deaett of aouth-
ern California.

from the prairies, or natural
, we find the plants becoming

more scattered and of fewer kinds, consisting mainly
of bunch-grasses and low hushes. The region, however,
affords good pasturage. But wide ranges of such pas-
turage are needed for herds, in comparison ^^ith well-
grassed regions.

Farther south areas of true desert begin in the western
United States and extend into Mexico. Ordinaiy plants
could not live in such heat and drought. Some desert
plants, as the cactuses, have no leaves to exhale the
moisture. Others have only a few small leaves and shed

:-i»r"ig»^,.-'jr:.-
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them in early summer. Yet others, like the larrea, Span-

ish bayonet, and agave, have varnished leaves, from

which there is little evapcration. All stand wide apart,

so that each plant may have a large patch of soil to store

for it the scanty rain, and some send their roots to great

depths.

Anuials of North America

We have grouped the plants mainly according to the

conditions in which they thrive. It is not so easy to do

this in the case of

animals, for while

plants are generally

attached to the soil,

animals often range

freely over long dis-

tances. Rut animals,

too, are dependent on

climate. Some dwell

on the ground, others in

the soil, and yet others

move freely in the air.

Many can live only in the water, and some, like the frog,

or the beaver, are at home in the water or on the land,

dividing their lives between the two.

Animals of the North. — On the tundras of Alaska and
northern Canada are polar bears, arctic wolves, foxes and
hares, lemmings, and, at the east, herds of musk-oxen.

Most of these have whitish fur, so that they are not easily

seen against a background of snow. The barren-ground

caribou, closely resembling the Lapland reindeer, roams
the country in vast herds. In neighbouring forests, brown,
and black bears abound, with the moose, woodland cari-

bou, and lynx, -The fisher, otter, marten, and mink are

stili numerous, though I'educed by long hunting for their

furs. The beaver is still common in some parts of our

Flo. 174.—Tlw miwk-oxm inhabit tb« tundraa
sod buT«n grounda of tiM f«r North.

-^ -:• W
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Fio. 175. — TIm woodlMid earibou inbabiu the fomta
of Canada and Alaaka. (CopyrightmJ by Fonat
and Stream.)

country. "This very intelHgent animal is the chosen em-
blem of Canada, for it is at home in the woods and water "
(Dawson).

^AtJkjasL^fiQO
icmds of birds live

in Canada, most
of which spend
the summers and
breed there, but
escape the ice and
snow of winter

by flying south-

wards. As we
might expect
from the wide
forests and thousands of lakes, ducks, geese, and other
water-fowl are found in countless numbers.

Animals of the

temperate regions.

— These regions

include southern

Canada and nearly

the whole of the

United States.

They include also

great differences

of animal life, if

the mountains
and the plains,

the North and
the South, are compared. In the forests of the West
live elks, and bears, black, brown, and grizzly; about
crags and peaks climb mountain sheep and mountain
goats; and antelopes roam the open lowland. All these
large aninials are less abundant than formerly. Buffa-

Fio m.— The mooae Hiiea in northern foresta.
(Copyrichted by Forest and StreMn.)

7^~:?iBriJ"^^'E7?"
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loea once ranger) the Great Plains of Canada and the
United States in millions, m that the land was sometimes
black with them. WUfM-uUileHH hj^ad man haa dMtr^ ^

them, for sport or for the sake of their hides, and so we
Tlave a striking example of how man is changingThe ankZI"
-mal population of the world. The Canadian Government
now owns two herds, about six hundred in all, in Alberta,

and there are Nome hun-
dreds of the animals at

large in the Peace River

district. These, with the

exception of a few in

various parks and gar-

dens throughout the
continent, are the sole

survivors of the once
countless herds that
dotted the prairies only

a very few years ago.

The destructive jack-

rabbits and gophers of the

plains are less worthy to

survive, but better able

to hold out against the

attack of man. Bears
and wildcats are found in all the forests of the East,
and deer, under the protection of the game laws, are
abundant. In the northern woods more than 10,000
deer are annually killed.

The southern lands. — Here the animals, like the plants,
change to tropical kinds. The tapir, jaguar, and many
monkeys inhabit Central America and parts of Mexico.
Armadillos and peccaries flourish as far northwards as
Texas, and opossums north-eastwards to New York. RriU
iiantly plumed birds and venomous serpents tell of more

Fm. 177.—Th* antalope, or pronghorn,
oeeuitiw op«n country on the Great
Ptaina ftnd wMtwkrda. (Copyrighted
by Foreat and Stream.)

^A
[M-S&i T,*'';'^^.:?-af
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outhern latitudes. Serpents of all kinds diminish t< ards

the north, and are unknown in Alaska and fur northern

Canada.

We must not omit the most abundant of all aninmU,
the countless insect hosts that swarm from farthest north
to farthest south. So, too, ail fresh waters are full of life.

Lakes ami rivers teem with fish, and even the soil is honev-

Fia. 178. — buffaloea corftlled and »t peace. Courtety of Th« Torontu Glube.

combed with the paths of earthworms or burrowing moles,

gophers, woudchucks, and prairie-dogs. The continent is

filled with animals and plants on its lands, in its soil, in its

waters, and in the atmospheric sea that rests upon it.

Each condition of temperature and each sort of abode
has its own groups of living things.

We shall now study the principles that are illustrated

by the plants and animals of our own or of any other
continent.

Geographic Conditions ok Life

Temperature. — Neither plants nor animals can ordi-

narily live and be active in temperatures below 30° or
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tretnes, as when plants survive the low temperatures of
winter or a man toils in a d?ying-room of some factory.

Certain arctic

animals are

protected
against great

cold by cover-

ings of fat
and fur, and
certain lowly

plants live at

higher tem-
peratures in

the waters of

hot springs,

but the range

of 90° above

given is all

that life can

usually endure

for a longtime.

As we have
seen in study-

ing the life of

our own con-

tinent, the
range is not

the same for

Fio. 179. — A palmetto grove. all forms; s^r-

,

pents and
monkeys cannot live in the arctic zone, nor polmJaeftrs
and reindeer in.ihe far South. Cotton belongs in the
Gulf region of the United States, cordon the prairie,
and wheat , overlapping the corn, wilT thrive in the far
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north of Canada, in regions too cold for the taller
cereal. The^life depends on the latitude, because the
latitude determines the amounrof heat. At the foot of
the Rocky Mountains U a mild climate, with bushes and
cactus on the plains, with cottonwood along the streams,
and with grain, alfalfa, and abundant fruits whorever the
land is cultivated with the aid ot irrigation. Up the moun-
tainsides are evergreen trees. Beyond the trees are alpine
flowers, and above the flowers, rock, snow, and chilling
winds. The same story is told if we ascend Mount Etna,
the Alps, or any other lofty mountains rising out of a warm
country. All grades of temperature, to those of arctic
dimes, characterize the different parts of a great moun-
tain. Thus altitude vies with latitude iiL,deciding how
much heat a^lace shall have, and what"plants and animals
shall live and thrive. By sheddini^ theirl«Avo« or by the
annual death ofjtheog^i-airjtem.jglanjtsmaygnd ure great
<»jd|n winter. By natural or artificial covering; animals,
including man, proyidejor extremes oftemperature; but
heat and cold decide largely what creatures shall fill a
region.

Water. —No life can be carrier| hi^ u^i»h^..f ^ter.
The greater part of all animal bodies, and of many plants,
18 water. It_8iy)£lLM food, or it serves as a moving fluid

*? CHfy food, to all parts of the body — as the blood of
higher animals and the sap of trees. We have seen that
plants in particular sho.;- the greatest differences in re-
spect to water. Some live in the desert, others in places of
alternate moisture and drought, others root in moist soil,
and yet others are partly or wholly covered by water. The
cactus sends out spines instead of leaves, and grows a
stocky trunk, to avoid breathing all its water into the dry
air. The tree braces itself with many roots, rises high
and strong into the air, and requires a moderate supply of
water. The water-lily has a limber stalk and a limber leaf,
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because the water bears both up, and the water and wet
soil below it nourish the plant. With^the most heat and
^fae"^o8t water we find the most luxuriant plant growth

Fio. 180. — Dam and pond made by beavers, Wyuming. The
beaver makes his home in atreamii and ustw «reat skill in oon-
trallmg the water to suit his needs.

ofJhe world — the tropical forest. With the mostJlfiftt
and the least wateiL weJndthe^posite condition — tjie

desert.
*

The atmosphere. — This is essential to all life. In a
general sense all creatures " breathe " the air. The higher
animals have various devices, such as lungs and gills, by
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which they take in large amounts. Man and the other
warm-bloodod animals use by far the most. \^tt all lowlv
animals and all plants must have air, and have some means
of absorbing it. This is true even of those that are rov-
ered by water, and at great depths. At the bottom of the
aea, for example, air is present, though in minute quanti-
ties. The roots of the swamp-cypress illustrate a special

Fio. 181.- A cypres trunk and cypres knee, in the D«„.a| Swamp. Virg.nm

device. They are in submerged soil. an.I ^nd up short
blunt extensions, known as knees, alxwv the water sur-
face. If the water is raised to cover the knees, the tree
dies, for it is the work of these parts to receive air, which
otherwise cannot reach the roots.

Light. —This is required by nearly all life and by all
high forms. The higher plants cannot live witliout if
submerge*! plants survive with a partial suppiv The
dependence of plants on light is illustrate*! f)v the pale and
feeble growth of vegetables in a cellar, even though mois-
ture and heat be fully supplied. Thus we mav explain
the appearance of close forests, in which each tall, bare
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trunk bears a canopy of limbs and leaves like an umbrella.

As the tree grows, the lower branches, condemned to the
shade, die and fall off, while the top branches thrive in

the sunlight. The arrangement of branches on a trunk
and of leaves on a branch is such as to expose the most
leaf surface to the sun. Exceptions to the general rule

are found in burrowing creatures, like moles and earth-

worms; in cavern fishes and cavern insects, surviving for

generations in the j'kness, and partly or wholly losing

their eyes for lack o. use; and in creatures in the depths of

the sea, where sunlight does not penetrate, and darkness
is relieved only by such phosphorescent glow as their own
bodies can furnish.

Soils.—The plant groi|ps on land depend directly on
the soil, in connection, of course, with the supply of heat
and water. Some soils contain calcium carbonate, others

are of clay, and some are almost wholly made up of sand.

Sand supports but a partial covering of plants, as the

scant grames and scrubby pines of dunes. The nature
of the soil also controls the water supply. Sand parts

with water too easily, while a clay soil hoklsTBlu imiatil

ciously that artificial drainage by ditches and tile is (dtvoi

"needed.
" CUmate. — Thia, as we have seen, is determined by
many conditions of heat, moisture, and seasonal change,

and plants and animals in any region must adapt them-
selves to these conditions, or migrate, or perish. Some
plants, as certain mosses or lichens, may dry up entirely

in a period of drought, and revive when moisture comes
again. Many survive the winter by maturing, in the au-

tumn, seetls which lie in the ground and sprout in the spring.

Others, as many bulbous plants, die down to the surface of

the ground, and the underground stem lives, to start the

growth of the next season. Broad-leaved trees drop their

leaves in winter, and quickly put them on again with the
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renewal of warmth. Evergreen trees have small, tough,
enduring leaves, which are proof against the frosts of

winter. Some animals lie dormant through the winter,

neither eating food nor wasting the tissues of their bodies
by activity. Birds, whose swift flight gives them inde-

pendence, adapt themselves to the chauges of season by
migration to remote regions, all save those, like the prairie

chickens erf Manitoba and Saskatchewan, which have ac-

customed themselves to the pinch of winter and to living

upon buds and other supplies that do not fail.

Other animals and plants. — Heat, light, and air are
hardly more important to a living form than the animals
and plants by which it ia surrounded. Animals find in

other animals their friends and foes, and of plants we may
truly say the same. Not less is it true that animals and
plants influence each other, helping or destroying. Some
illustrations of these relations will be given as we proceed.

Environment. — All surrounding nature is important to

the plant. The earth, the sun, and sky, and all living

things about it, make up what we call the environmerUi
which is only a scientific word for the total surroundings
of an animal or plant. We have just been studying the
elements or parts of environment — namely, temperature,
water, atmosphere, light, soil, and other living things.

The environment largely but not wholly decides what a
plant or animal shall be.

The tendency to spread. — Single plants usually ripen
many seeds, and some plants mature them by hundreds
or thousands. We may say, in a figurative way, that eveiy
plant tries to occupy as much ground as possible, taking
possession wherever there is an opening and pushing out
into wider fields, so far as soil, moisture, and other condi-
tions are favourable. The same is true of animals. Thus
the buffaloes multiplie<l until they virtually possessed the
Great Plains. If a single pair of birds should be placed
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in a favourable region and no accident should happen to
them or to their offspring, their descendants would in a
few years be numbered by thousands and spread over a
wide field. In Britisli Columbia, the pheasants of Van-
^uver Island and the mainland near Vancouver have
ifung from a few brace imported from England about

thirty years ago.

The struggle for existence. — Thus we see how, if left
to itself, any animal or plant would take possession of all
the land or water where it could live, if it met no impass-
able barrier. But the space is limited, and so each group
of plants, as well as each individual, has to contend with
every other. Tlie oaks cannot fill the forest because the
chestnut, ash, and maple are there. In a thicket of
young maples, not all can grow up to be large trees.
Those will win which have the best roots, the deepest
soil the best exposure to the sun, or suffer no injury from
beast or man. Thus we exi nin what is meant by the
now common phrase, strug; for existence. It is not
usually a conscious strife, but a is the silent contest going
on among competing plai ts and animals. Fishes pro-
duce vast numbers of eggs, pan f which are devoured or
otherwise perish, while the rem; ler hatch. But of the
multitudinous "fry" only a s all part arrive at ma-
turity. Many die of accident, or irom failure to get food,
or fall a prey to other fishes, and out of such a " struggle "

only the strong or the fortunate reach full size and live to
their natural limit. In some regions the white oaks are
said to be falling behind in the struggle with other oaks,
because their acorns are more prized by squirrels and
diligently sought by them. Thus by an innocent prefer-
ence of the squirrel, one kind suffers and the others win
in the struggle. Let us take again the case of the tree.
A beech may produce thousands of nuts in a single season.
These seeds are eagerly gathered by forest animals. If
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they escape this fate, they may germinate and drive a
root into the soil. But even then, in the thick of the
forest, the chances are vastly against the sapling. Taking
the seeds of plants and the eggs and infant offspring of
animals, especially of lowly sorts, only one in many
thousands is likely to produce a mature life.

Migration. — Animals and plants often succeed in the
struggle for existence by migrating. All plants scatter
their seeds somewhat, and some strew them broadly.
The dandelion provides them with plumes that the wind
may carry them, the burdock hooks them to the hair of
animals, and there are many other devices. So each
plant tends to increase its range and spread as wi<lely as
it can find suitable environment. When the cold of the
Glacial period came on, each kind of plant found life
harder at the North and easier at the South, and so, in
the course of generations, its range was reduced on one
side and extended on the other. Individuals were killetl,

but the race graflually mi.^rate<i towards the south. The
plant species which could easily .send seetls southwards
survived, and any which could not migrate perished.
This is the sense in which fixetl plants can migrate - that
is, from generation to generation. Land animals and
free-swimming oceanic animals can migrate as individuals,
»nd the birds, as we have seen, for the greater part are in
the habit of periodic migration.

Helps and hindrances to migration. — Some of the de-
vices that favour the spread or migration of plants have
been noticed. Such are the hooks of the l)urdock and the
plumes of the dandelion. Other seeds have a hard cover-
ing which protects them against destruction in the crops
of birds, and they may thus be dropped after being carried
long distances. See<i.s embedded in soil or mud are car-
rie<l on the hoofs of beasts or the claws of birds. Since
man has come upon the earth, multitudes of seeds —
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ome good, some bat! — have been diffused over the earth

by him. Such is the so-called Russian thistle, whose
roundish tuft of branches breaks off at the ground and
is rolled and driven widely by the winds over the prairies.

The restrictions upon the importation of fruit, meat, and
other articles, by various nations, illustrate the human
agency in distributing the germs of life.

Floating timber and roots may transport seeds, plants,

and even small animals, for long distances down rivers,

and even across seas. It has been shown that some seeds

may live after long journeys in sea-water. This helps to

explain how new islands in the ocean obtain a covering

of plants. As we have seen, swimming and flying ani-

mals have an advantage. The beasts of continents. can-

not reach remote islands unless carried there by man.
But the birds are there, because they have the means of

travelling over the waters, being often blown out by
storms, and alighting there for refuge.

Zoological regions. — Naturalists have shown that the

fauntu or animal groups of different parts of the world
may differ greatly from each other even though conditions

of climate and surface are similar. South America has
hundreds of genera of vertebrate animals not found else-

where. Among these forms are sloths, armadillos, Ameri-
can monkeys, the jaguar, and the tapir; while there are few
hoofed animals, no antelope.^, and no native horses, oxen,

goats, or sheep.

Africa, on the other hand, has a vast development of

antelopes, no tigers or bears, but zebras, quaggas, lions,

leopards, many apes an<l monkeys, including the more
manlike forms, and at least two forms found nowhere
else, the hippopotamus and the giraffe. Australia is still

more peculiar, lacking such common orders as camivora,
ungulata, and insectivora. and showing abundant ro|>-

reeentatives of the kangarrio and duckbill, primitive
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mammalian forms of which the opossum is the only one
•found out of Australia. These three continents, South
America, Africa, and Australia, are separated by wide
barriers of deep water, and owing to prolonge<l isolation,
their animals have become modified and special, those
of Australia most of all l)ecau8e not near to any great land.
The animals of most of North America, of all northern

and central Europe, and of much of Asia have close re-
semblances and are often of the same genera as many
animals of Great Britain and Japan. These facts point
to free migration among all these northern regions by
formerly existing lands n the North Atlantic or by floating
ice. By the latter means polar bears have been carried
to Iceland, and reindeer .across Behring's Strait.

This distribution depends on migration. If uninter-
rupted, animals are similar over wide areas; if checked
by deep or wide seas or lofty mountains, special groups
develop. The longer the barriers have existed, the greater
are the differences that have arisen. The mammals of
Great Britain are like those of the continent. They could
not swim the English Channel, and hence it is regarded as
certain that the channel is young, and that the present
islands were once a part of the continent. Many extinct
animals of Europe are like existing animals of Africa
and It 18 thought there was land connection across what
are now the narrower parts of the Mediterranean. The
Galapagos Islands have animals ciuite different from those
of South America, being separated by an ocean barrier of
seven hundred miles. The Azores are less special, their ani-
mals being like those of western Africa and Euroixs, though
the birds show more kinship than the land mollusks
Lands serve as barriers l^tween seas, and hence the
ocean forms differ on opposite sides of the Isthmus of
Panama. There is some likeness, however, and this shows
that the waters have sometime crossed where the isth-
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mus now liet. So, too, the life of the Heil Sea is not like

that of the Mediterranean. These few illustr ions serve
to set forth the main conditions and principles which
control the grouping of animals throughout the world.

Dependence of animals and plants. —The animal and
plant kingdoms l)eIong to each other in many ways.
First, we have the familiar fact that most of the higher
land animals depend on plants for food. And beasts of

prey, in devouring other animals, defMsnd indirectly on
plants for life. Vegetation is the only means by which
the minerals of the soil can be changed into foo<l for land

animals — insect, beast, or man.
We have seen that by direct carriage of seeds or roots,

animals foster the wider distribution of plants. But the

botanist and zoologist know of many more intimate and
curious ties that bind plants and animals together. In-

sects are protected by taking on certain colours, as the

green of forest or meailow. Worms may mimic the colour

and even the forms of branching twigs, and thus escape

enemies. The tiger is not easily to be seen in the jungle, lie-

oause its stripes confuse it with the upright lines of light

and shadow of luxuriant plants.

We find also that insects and flowering plants have
much to do with each other. Many plants would never

be fruitful if insects did not drop the pollen of one flower

upon the pistils of another. And insects and plants have
become adapted to each other by this means. Some in-

sects seek the pollen itself, and others seek the nectar of

the flower for food, but in any case the reasJ^ is the trans-

fer of the pollen. Darwin descrilws a red ciover which

could not live without the visits of bumblebees; the

honeybees can not reach deep enough into the flower

tubes to get the nectar. Hence any enemy that should

destroy the bumblebees would make it impossible to raise

this kind of clover.

^.Mi^^riiS
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Uh of th« <K^. -Some facts have been learned in
previoun chapters. The ocean has its regions and groups
of forms as well as the land. Deep water is a perfect bar-
ner to shallow-water forms, and if they should migrate
along the shores they might find warmer or colder water
that would be fatal to them. Corals belong in warm
ieas, walruses thrive in northern waters, and each is as
characteristic (,f its zone as palms and polar bears are of
the land zones. The
whale is a great
specialized mammal,
whose ancestors are

believed to have lived

on the land. It has
developed ii^; fore
limbs into paddles and
its tail into a power-
ful rudder, but has
only partly become
fitted for life in the

water, for it must
come to the surface

to breathe. It has a
wide range in the sea,

CaUforn^ Thouih thtm aaimai. m«
thorouthly «tt«d for th* m, .nd rateiat
on cuttle-fishM. it ia thoucht that tbair
remote ancntora lived on the land and
rtMmbled b«u-a.

but its numbers have been reduced by man. A whale
was m the autumn of 1901, reported as having strayed
up the St. Lawrence as far as Montreal.

Oysters, clams, scallops, and other so-called shell-fish
mhabit the shallow waters near the shore. These shelled
creatures (mollusks) exist in enormous numbers and have
shells of great variety of form, especially in tropical
watera, where ornamentation of form and colour has its
highest development. With them are starfishes, thorny
sea-urchins, and the more active lobsters and crabs The
product of the seas most important to man is the fish
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The shoal-water fishes and the deep-sea fishes furnish the

study of a lifetime to any one who would know them well.

The abysses of the sea are not barren, although they

are less populous than the upper waters. It is not easy

to picture the conditions of life which there reign. There

almost complete darkness prevails; hence some deep-sea

fishes have large eyes, others have none. The supply of

FiQ. 183.— Craba living in ahaOow water of the ocean; the kelp crab, in upper
part of figure; to the left the edible crab; and to the right the shore crab.

air is small, hence vitality is low. There is no change of

day and night, and no alternation of seasons. All crea-

tures there exist under great pressure ; the deep sea offers

the one environment which may remain without essential

change throughout geological ages. A few living forms

have been found in deep seas which closely resemble

ancient fossil forms, but, as a rule, the inhabitants of the

ocean depths are the descendants of shallow-water an-

cestors which wandered into deeper waters.

Let any one go into what we call the silence of forest

or open field and watch and listen. It is a world of

'm.m
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sights and sounds, of living things. Or let him wander
by the sea-shore, and look into the pools that the ebbing
tide leaves, or see what the waves cast up. The sea is

full of life also.

If we would know something of the living world, and
would understand what it means, we must also learn that
all creatures have come down from a remote past, and
that the ancestors of herb and tree, of moUusk, serpent,
bird, and horse, are buried in the rocks. This opens the
realm of geology, which ever forms the background of
geography.

> I
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CHAPTER XVI
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OBOLOaiCAL HISTORY OP CANADA

In i^tudying this volume the student has seen thejand
forms and other features of the land and_sea as they are
at the present time. Such study belongs to geography ;

but we have also seen that geographic features sucfr as a
plain, a mountain, a river valley, or a formation of sand-
stone are due to forces which have been for a long period
at work. We can imagine a time far in the past when the
plain had not been formed, when the mountain did not
exist, when the grains that now compose the sandstone
were solid parts of an older rock in a diflferent place. The
very place of the lands which the geographer now studies
may have been covered by sea waters in those distant
times.

When we decipher these ancient changes, and try to see
how, during long periods, they have led up to the earth
as it is to-day, we are pursuing the study of geology.

In this chapter we seek to learn enough of the geology
of Canada to throw light upon its physical geography.
It will not be possible to go far, for geology is in itself a
great science, and the student who would know it well must
pursue a course of study in it, and then take up the growing
literature of the geology of Canada, especially those vol-

umes and maps which for many years have been in prepa-
ration by the members of the Geological Survey. Indeed,
these geologists have been also geographers, for they have
been compelled to explore and map a great wilderness, in
order to study and record its geology.

278
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The lands of North America in the ancient geological

times were, as a rule, less extensive and much more broken
than now. In some j^eriods there was a great archipelago
occupying about the place now filled by our continent.

At other times North America has been a more continuous
land area, but with great interior seas or extensions of the
adjoining oceans, areac in which there were salt waters,
marine animals and plants, and in which limestones, shales,

and sandstones were formed. These rocks contain fossils

orj^etrified shells, corals, or bones, which prove the tormer
inroaHsonhe'Sea: Sometimes, as in the coal beds, remains
oTanimals and plants belonging to dry land or freshwater
marshes, lie between rocks of oceanic origin, thus proving
that the region was now sea and now land.

The North American continent Jias^developed from a
kificToT framework or skeleton into the present wide and
solid land. The ilrcA^on, the.jai.est conspicuous area in
the Dominion _of_Canaclaj_iaLiQiind inclosing Hudson Bay,
and extending down to the Great Lakes. It jncludes ^1
of the Labrador peninsula on the east, and on the west
it stretches in awidejjfilt to the Arctic Ocean. On the
south, it nearly surrounds Lake Superior, and forms the
north shore of Georgian Bay. Tothis area belong three-
fourth^. oLihe Province of Ontario and about half of all

^^?i*lB: The rocks of this and similar regions, the world
over, are called ArcJuian. because they are primitive, or
very old. The geologist does not know that they are
actually the oldest rocks which have ever formed part of
the crust of the earth, but only that they are the oldest
now remaining.

It is common to call the largest subdivisions of geologi-
cal time eras, and thus we may speak of the Archcean Era
as the earliest of the great subdivisions of the earth's

luatuii:*_.The rocks of the Canadian area described in the
last paragraph are usually flesh-coloured or gray gneisses,

v.* .^"iK?,
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and the gneisses are often pierced or cut with masses of
granite. These rocks do not have a definite order, aTdo
the stratified rocks; they_contain no ossils and they show
by their crystalline condition and in other ways tljat they
were long ago subject to powerful disturbances, being
crushed, metamorphosed, broken, and folded, and often
receiving intrusions of lavas, or covers of lava or of vol-
canic ash.

Arcbaeaa formations are found across the Uniifid^tates
border, in the Adirondacks of New York, the Highlands.of
the Hudson, and southwards along the entire length of
the AppalMjiaDs. They also appear in northern Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and in patches or narrow
belts along the entire course, of the western jnountaina
from Mexico to Alaska. Around these centres or along
these primitive axes the later formations have gradually
built up the present surface of the continent.

The older and more strictly Archaean rocks are_^ten
known a Laurentian. Associated with them in Canada,
and in other parts of the world, are rocks somewhat
younger but still very ancient and much disturbed and
changed, to which the name Huronian is given. Some
are quartzites, or metamorphosed sandstones, and others
slates, and all are often associated with ancient volcanic
fi^r^tions. Inrleed

, there' is 'ample evia'ence that in Ar-
chsean times there were broad and high mountains, and that
volcanic eruptions and earthquakes were common dis-
turbances. Also the Huronian rocks, being originally
sediments, show that the sea worked on the bordera ofjthg
Laurentian lands or invaded them, and"eroded the older
rocks and made new ones, precisely as it does to;::sia^.

It is reasonably certain that there was much life of a low
order in HurnnianJimfig, so that we find enough outlines
to form a general, but truthful, picture of the geography
of this very ancient Canada.
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Huronian rocks are found in the^ttawa Valley and near
Georgian Bay, remnants of forniationM once inore wide-
spread, but
now largely re-

moved by de-

nuding forces.

It is in forma-
-ir- r— II

—
tions of this

ageTBat north-

ern Ontario
offers its im-

portant mines

of gold, silver,

copper, jiickel^

cobalt, an,d

iron. All the

nickel mines
are round the

edge of a great sheet of volcanic rock near Sudbury. The
nickel ore (pyrrhotite) is a compound of nickel and sul-

phur, and the fresh ore has to be roasted in order to drive

off the latter,

whose fumes
destroy every

green thing in

the neighbour-

hood, making
Copper Cliff

and other set-

tlements scenes

of desolation.

More than half

of the world's
supply of nickel comes from these Huronian hills, the
present annual product having a value of $3,000,000.

Fig. 184. — The Creightoa nickel nijue, near Sudbury.

Fio. 185.—A silver mine at Cobalt.
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iKon.i8 mined at several points, the most important
being near Mjctiipicoten Bay, on tiie north-east shorejif

Lake_Su£erior,"amr*3roose" Mountain, north of Sudbury.

_

A new mining interest is now established at Cobalt, near
Lake Timiscaming, where cobalt and n^tiy£^ilv«r-»re
found in very rich veins. The Huronian rocks of Min-
nesota and northern Michigan afford supplies of iron and
copper which have been mined on a vast scale during recent
years.

Canada in the Paleozoic Era. — The npyt yrftnH HiySaion

olfceolofiical time bears* the name Paleozoic , meaning tfee

era of ancient life. In rocks of this age the remaina'of ^

earlv animals and pl ants are so fully and perfectly pre-

served asjp^ve a satisfactory knowledge of the life of
those times. Paleozoic time was very long,— how many
million years no one knows; for the estimates of geologists,

while based often on careful computations, are really

only careful guesses. But thft fm
was long enough for rocks many
thousanda nf font in thickness tom— - III -—

form, and for the faunas and floras

to change several times .

In the beginning of the era there

were, so far as is known by remains,

no land plants. They may have ex-

isted, for there has been small chance
that they could survive the changes of

later ages. There was a great abun-

dance of life in the sea" Spongbs
,

corals, and all the lowly forms or

types were included, and all the lead-

ing kinds of shelled crftati^ rpji} were
present in great numbers. There were hundreds of spe-
cies of trilobites, representing the modem crustaceans,
and fairly early in the era the fishes came in, the first of

Fio. 186. — A trilobit« i
natural aise.
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the vertgiratetritjes that now rule the animal world.
About the niid^I^ of the era, land animals and plants
began to appear, including^ insects amr'amphibious c.rea-
tur^fittecl both for water and land. In the later part

°^-i!l® .^''.^'
'^"?Z-?!l?i''"" assumed thTpropoitions of

forests, and the" accumulating woody tissue, preserved in
moist places, gave origin to ur oldest beds of coal.

T]ieJ!aleo«oi(u:acJts are of special interest in Ontario
and the Maritime Provinces, because witl^ scarce an ex-
ception they are the youngest formations oralT east'ern
Canada^ This facTliTeah's'TurtHerthar the eastern half
oTthe Dominion has in the main been above sea-level
since the end of the Paleozoic Era. It is all very old land,
therefore

,
and rivers, glaciers, and other destructive torces"

have had an inconceivably long time in which to mouhl the
land forms and make the soils of this region. A single
exception to this condition occurred at the close of glacial

*""!!_ '"~*^® ^"^'"®78;e^^^ lowlands along the St.
5^wrence and on the borders of Hudson Bay.

"^'"^

l^e principal Paleozoic formations of Ontario, extend
^19™ Lake Ontario and the upper St. Lawrence to Georgian
Bay, and thence south-westwards to the Detroit River, fill-

ing thejpace between Lake Erie and Lake_ Huroa . They
are continuous with similar formations across the Great
Lakes in the United States. They are not as a rule in a
disturbed state, like Archaean rocks, but lie in continuous
sheets of sandstone, limestone, and sh^ in a nearly hori-
zontaTposition. xSderthgffi is always fqundihe Archaean,
which in Ontario comes to the surface on the north edge
of the Paleozoic area just described. The Archean con-
stituted^ Jlgrthern upland, while the^jeozoic region was
covered bx.thejea. T^e rfvers brought from the lands at
the north the waste which now composea-thfi.J^leQzoic
strata,. Among the localities where rocks and many
fossils may be found are the cliffs, known as " the moun-
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tains," west of Niagarc, Hamilton, and Collingwood.
Among these fossils are sometimes found the thick plates
of the ancient armoured fishes.

Tojhege formations belong the beds of salt found in
Ontario. This means that for a period there wpp flp«^~rf

^""^It'o?? inj^his region and in western New York, and
shallow baysj^rtially cut off from the sea, were subject
to so much heat as to cause prolonged evaporation and the
formation of beds_of salt many feet thick. The coming of

a rainy season

would cause
the streams to

bring in a layer

of mud, and
thus we find

layers of rock

alternating
with beds of

salt. Later
the sea came
in with waters

of greater
depth, and

other thick beds of rock were formed above the salt
'^jie^n^eat jiMJa_of.j:hita.rio b^^^ t,n that jxeriod of
the_PaleQzoic Era known as the Devonian. In the Devn-"
nian rocks therP i,s "fltiirpd t.hp pptrnlo^tfi, slowly formed.
iiii^§?F_^JjL8UBlQsed,Jrom animal or plant remains^
and by drilling to still greater depths near Lake Erie the
imprisoned natural gas, formed in a similar way, has
been set free for use as fuel.

Considerable areas of Pajeozoicrnnk are found along
th^south border of Hudson B^yand onjthe west^lidT^"
James Bay. Agreat_beltJsjilso^foiin^
of the old Archaean continent, extending through central

Fio. 187. —Scene at Petrolea. showing oil Unks and der-
ricl(« uaed iu boring for oil.
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Manitoba, north-westwartls across Saskatchewun, AU)orta,
and along the Mackenzie Itiver nearly to the Arctic Ocean.
To the Paleozoic also belongs nearly all of that part of
Canada which lies south-east of the St. Lawrence River in
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, an'' 'Vince P:d-
ward Island. Newfoundland' ha.s large Arc! nm arejis,

many volcanic formations, and in the central and western
parts of the island there are, running north and south,
important belts of Paleozoic rock.

The latest period of the Paleozoic in Canada is the Car-
^°3iL^ou8. Uocks of this period contain extensive l^ls
"f co'^^ which lie between formations of sedimentary rock
suclTas sandstone, shale, anil liniestone. The chief occur-
rence^f these rocks is in the Maritime Provinces, in some
prtHr^iTfic TsrannsT^^ tlie far north, ami towardstbe Fa-
cihc coast, though in thlslast region no "coaf is found of
Carboniferous age . The chief coal seams arelnTl^va
Scotia and Cape Breton Island. If a section is examine<l,
we find an under clay containing roots. This is the
old soil of the coal swamps and from it rose a luxuriant
growth of plants. These were non-flowering, belonging
to the group of the cryptogams, distant relatives of our
present club mosses, horsetails, and ferns. Standing
up above the bed of coal is sometimes found a hollow
tree trunk, in its original position, surrounded and filled

by sandstone, composed of the sands which drifted about
it in those ancient times. Well-preserved ferns and other
plants are often found in the shales lying over the coal.^U8 the evitlencfr of vegetable growth producing the coal
see^isjjomplete. The swamps were near the sea border,
or in land-locked basins, where a sinking of the lands
would let in the sea, and permit the formation of the rock
beds which alternate with the coal. As many as seventy
coal seams or lavers of swampy soil have been found, thus
showing many ot these aTternatTons:

•«.... .
•
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ii
Fro, 188.—A forest of the Coal period.
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The coal f)e(l8 of Novn JScot_ia_huvf> supplied_many
interestii.K remains of hind animals/ such as anails, centi-
pedes, spiders, and scorpions. Verte-
brate animals also are foun<l, of the
amphibious sort, like the sjulamander,
which IwRin life with gills, but later de-
velop lungs and become air-breathers.

Carboniferous fornuitions including
coal beds arc extensive in the United
States, along the Appalachians, in south-
ern Michigan, and in several states of
the upper Mississippi Valley. Thejchief
anthracitecoal beds of North America
are in eosterTTTinnsylvania, aiidlt is

from tTiis locality that we obtain the
hard coal used in our furnaces.

The Paleozoic Era was marked at its

close by a great series of uplifts and
foTcTTngs along tre"7[ppaa^cTiran'8. There
were mountains in that belt in Archsean
time, and there were new uplifts during
the Paleozoic, but ttus closing disturh-
»»ce andjiplift mark the beginning of e*i"»-^v«xai
permanent and unbroken land for all I^^S^^
of eastern North Amerin.a. The land •howini oo»i for-

surfaces of that time were not in detail
"*"^°''

like our own, because land sculpture has modified the
forms of the land, and the arrangement of the drainage
durmg all of the later eras. Up and down movements
and seashore work have also made much change in the
shore-hnes.

The Mesozoic Era. - This ij.M_era Jntermedi^P in its
living creatures between the ancient, or Paleozoic andtha
mpc^ern geological times. The term Mesozoic corres^^
fairly well to the word medieval as used in human history
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just as Paleozoic compares with our classical period and
the Archean may be likened to the period of myth and
tradition.

Therejsalmostjno recoTu of the Mesozoic Era in eastern
Canada, because, as we have seen, that region was above
the sea-level, and undergoing dwiudation throupi^ the
time. There were in the Mesozoic Era, however, extensive
sea-waters swegping oyer tjie.present Western plaiiiTand
over much ..oLwhat^is now British Columbia7 These
regions, therefore, receiveaThe waste from the older lands,
and widespread Mesozoic rocks were formed. Much'of
thewestern half of the Dominion, therefore. and"^early
all orM^sjbernjgmns,_b^^ ihis. era. Including
«o"i^:FJstern_Manitoba^ the southern half JTs^Rtche-
wan^-M?Ui|e greater partof^Alberta. "

"

These plains continue^southwardsto the Gulf of Mexico,
and are of the same general character and geological age,'
whether found in the Dominion of Canada or in the Umted
States. At Medicine Hat and many other places in this
Western region the rivers are cutting deep valleys through
the glacial waste and into the soft shales and sandstones of
this age. The fact that these rocks are often soft and but
little consolidated is one evidence that they are younger
than the harder formations of the Archjean and Paleozoic.
The vegPtnt.inniBfniinh irorpmndnm , filnn^d fossUleaves

are found. inHnrHnpr those of maple , basswood. oak, and
poplar, and othgrjbreescommon in eastern Canada. That
t^ecl^niate was war^^^u that_region than now, is shown
by the preaenca..Qf figs, magnoliasrcinnamon tre^^

The animal life, likewise, shows a large advance on that
of the Paleozoic Era. The leading forms were .^nf.ilp«

which.jflOgfid.^eiit variety, and were often formidable
creatvres. The skeletons of these animals, found in almost
perfect condition in Canada and the United States, leave

'^n^'
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^e/rj-r- r-"^^^
Certain kindswalked on all fou^s, others strode birdlike on their hind

Fio. 190. -Land reptile. Brontosaurua (x j},).

feet, and browsed on the small trees, which bv the air! ofthe. fore feet they pulled down wi;hin reach SW of

Fia. 191. -Land reptile. Stegosaunis (x A).

the biped forms were flesh-eaters and must have beendangerous enemies to all other animals.

extrn^H T"'"''.
"''" '^''' ^"""^1' '^'''^ J^'-^tlike wing,extended by an immensely long little finger, and ThS

' i
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great reptiles made their home in the sea, their limbs
being modified for swimming. Thus, the land, the ^y
™cw- ^- *^® -^-^*®'' ^^""e ruled by these creatures
while birds had now developed, and somilmall mammali'
the last being insignificant, except as they were the h^lds
of the great group which was to fill the world in a later
era.

The last period of the Mesozoic is known as the Creta-
ceous, a name adopted because rocks of this age in western
Europe_are in some jpcalities "a "chalky lim~estonen'KiV
have economic importance in Canada because they1^-
*a-»iL£29L- Indeed, this is the great coal formation of Can-
ada, and its coal areas comprise more than 100,000 square
miles. Coal beds of^Cretaceous age are found in the
basin .ofjbhe, Yukon, be^nd the Arctic Circle.' The c^
of the prairies is of the variety known as lignite, containing
much water, and hence tending to slack and crumble on
exposure. In the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, as
at Lethbridge, the quality is, however, much improved;
and where the seams are found within the mountains asm the Crow's Nest Pass, the lignite h been changed into
good bituminous coal. In Bow Pass near Banff the change
has gone ^till farther, and semi-anthracite coal has been
formed. These changes werp brought about by the press-
ure and heating due to disturbance in mountt-m building.
Good coal of this age is mined at Nanaimo on Vancouver
Island, and is known to exist also at a point near the
Skeena River, not far from the route followed by the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad on its way to the coast.
The Cenozoic Era. — The term Cenozoic refers to new

or modern forms of life, and during this period both
hving. forms and the lands on which they dwelt assume
more and more tjie appearance which js familiar to us
A great elevation and folding "of"^^rata at thTTlose
of the Mesozoic took place along the belt of the Rocky
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Mountains. It must not be supposed that this range had
|ts present appearance, however, for its heights and formsmust have suflFered great changes during the long periodsof Cenozoic t.me, through the action of streams gLierand other agents. The elevation of these Western mounl
tains and the general uplift of adjacent regions turned intopermanent dry land the region of the great plains, and thusmade he extent of Canada and of the continent ahouwhat It IS to-day.

m.-u f

'

r^u'
^"""^^ °^ *^^ ^^"'^^^'^ *^« «'i"^te was stillmild far to the north, and in the West luxuriant fore sgrew where now there is bare prairie. Some impoZ

beds of coal have been formed from such vegetatioiin theNicola Valley in British Columbia.
There was at times abundant volcanic action, and thereare extensive areas of volcanic rock, due not to ordinary

e.uption through single craters, but to the welling up oflava., on a vast scale, through rents and fissures in thecrust Sometimes the lavas were forced in between bedsof older rock, and sometimes they flowed out over the

the plateaus of the western United States

southern H^l"Tu
""'"^ ^"

f
"^^'^ ^" the Cypress Hills ofsouthern Saskatchewan, where there are ancient lake

deposits containing the bones of m.any mammals, including
the ancestors of the horse, pig, deer, camel, and rhinoceros
Preymg. upon them, as the remains show, was a large
carnivorous animal with more powerful jaws than themodern lion The Cenozoic Era is often called the age of

17T : n''""'"
*^''' "'^^^^^ ^''••'"^ g'-^^ i« numberand in intelligence and in the later parts of the era, asnow, ruled the worid of life. At the beginning of the ;ra

although the mammals were relatively simple and un-
developed, they had points of resemblance to more than
one of the orders now living. As time went on, we dis-

'Jfci^iKiV'*'
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tinguish carnivorous species, various plant feeders related
to the horse, cow, and deer, rodents related to the rabbit,
and elephantine animals, at first having heads bearing
horns and very unlike those of modern elephants. Later
came the mammoth and the mastodon, close relatives of
the elephant of to-day.

The student should guard against the impression that
Cenozoic time was short, because its deposits are not ex-

Fio. 102. — A maatodcn.

tensive in Canada, and because this sketch is brief. In
many other lands the deposits afford wide areas of rock,
and the evolution of life was elaborate and prolonged.
Besides, the Cenozoic Era properly includes the time of
the ice invasion, of which an account now follows.
The Glacial Period.— In the chapter on glaciers the stu-

dent has already learned a few of the important facts about
the ice invasion. We must here review the subject with spe-
cial reference to Canada as a whole. In almost every part
of the Dominion we fin'd beneath the soil of the fields the
drift. Of this the most common element is the boulder-
clay, containins? stones which have not been derived

.'i^--f;;;-
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from the bed-rock below. In Ontario these transported
stones have come from the north or north-east. Weknow this because the drift stones are like rocks found

Fio. 193.— North America durins the Ice Age.

in place in those directions, and because the glacial
scratches lead back towards Hudson Bay or Labrador.
The Glacial Period is the closing part of theCenozoic, and
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is often calletl the Pleistocene, or most recent. From the
warm climate of the early Cenozoic there was a change
to the Arctic conditions of glacial time.
There were in Canada three great central regions in

which the snows and ice accumulated, ami from which the
glacial sheets flowed out, covering most of Canada and
moving far down into the Unitetl States. There was a
Rocky Mountain field of ice, a sheet of ice in Keewatin
and adjoining regions west and south of Hudson Bay,
and a Labrador sheet, which extended as far south as
New York and Cincinnati and pushed out to the borders
of the Atlantic Ocean. About 4,000,000 square miles
were covered with ice, though probably not all was
covered at one time.

'

The southern boundary of the ice, which geologists have
carefully traced, crosses southern New England, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, western New York, and then fol-
lows an irregular course north of the Ohio River. It
nearly follows the Missouri River across Missouri, and then
runs north-west to the southern boundary of Alberta and
British Columbia.

There is good proof of more than one great advance of
the ice over southern Canada and the northern United
States. The ice melted back for scores or hundreds of
miles, and the newly exposed territory regained a cover
of plants, and a fresh layer of soil was formed, while the
climate was considerably milder. Another advance of
the ice-sheet covered up this surface in its turn, and spread
more glacial drift over the land. Thus we should expect
to find here and there two sheets of drift, separated by
soil, leaves, and remains of trees. Fine examples of such
interglacial deposits are found in the Don Valley, near
Toronto, and at Scarboro Heights, where interglacial
sand and clay contain leaves and tree trunks, as well aa
clam shells, belonging to a climate warmer than that of
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to-day. It is clear that there were fimt Arctic con<lition«,
then a warm period, and afterwards a return of the ghicier.
At last the
glacier meltetl

again, and it

is at least pos-

sible that we
are now living

in another in-

terglacial pe-

riod.

The ice in-

vasion modi-

fied the surface

of Canada in

many ways.
These changes

we may now

Flo. 194. -Sand and clay of Turunto Formation, Scar-
boro Heights.

take up in review. We have first the great mantle of
boulder-clay, sarjd, gravel, and stratified clays, moved and
deposited by the ice and by waters derived from its melt-
ing. Below this sheet of drift is the bed-rock, fresh and
unweathered and often covered with glacial scratches, and
showing by its smoothed and rounded forms the wearing
of the glacier. But for the glacier we should find the soils
all derived from the underlying rocks, and the top of the
rocks would be weathered and decayed, and there would
be a gradual passage from soil down to the unchanged
bed-rock, as in the Klondike or in the southern Api)ft-
lachians, or any country which has never been invaded
by ice.

There would also be very few lakes, for most of the
lakes, great and small, of which we find so many thou-
sands in Canada, are due m some way to the ice. Some-
times vaUeys were blocked by hUls and heaps of moraine,

i
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I

Fm. 196.

i

'.•saac^rysi:
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and parts of them thu« turncj into lake ba«in8 It w^

iwiiiieriy nau Higher levels than now ThoaA k;»iMen, to .he t,™ of the ..t ™.„at „f tie^. M,";::,':Ontano wm ^ater than now, reaching farther into OnUno and on the «,uth to Queenston, a*d Syrl^u« NewYoriU..v.ng .t, outlet down the Mohawk and SidZ

Flo. 196 -Lake Iioquou,

/rogoo,,. There was an earlier stage when ereat lv„li™

~~«....«.,.4.,«..-X"^S-„-:i':;

^KCfUiRKiSHS&tfh^'^j i^i!^^'JI^W-i^.'JT]LM.
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Ontario and eastern Saskatchewan. Much wheat land
of this great region was formed by the accumulation of
muds at the bottom of this lake. There is not space here
oo name other changes in the Great Lakes, or to explain
the order and causes. For these the student must refer
to more special works.

We aLo find in Canada a great number of waterfalls
and gorges which are so nai'-ow, steep-sided, and youthful

Fio. 197.— Virgin Falls on the Nipigon River.

as to show that they have been made in recent times.
The glacial waste was left so irregularly on the surface
as to block up many of the ancient drainage courses.
In some cases, as we have seen, lakes were formed, and often
the rivers were turned out of their old and well-broadened
valleys into new courses, where they encounter rock
ledges and give origin to falls, rapids, and gorges. Before
the ice age, a great river flowed from the Georgian Bay
region past Barrie and Newmarket, reaching the valley
of Ontario near Scarboro Heights. The last ice-sheet
accumulated a moraine, known to us as the Oak Ridges,

ti H
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across the ancient channel, so that a range of hills hundreds
of feet high now cuts off the upper lakes from Lake On-
tario, and forces the water to flow by Lake St. Clair and
Niagara to the sea.

Geographic features dependent on geological fonna-
tions.- Several such present features have just been
described as resulting from the ice invasion. Thus wehave the lake-bottom soils of Manitoba and southern
Ontario, the bouldery cover of much of the surface, the
lakes for navigation, and falls and rapids for water power.
It IS easily seen, also, that ail the wilder lands of eastern
Canada belong to the Archaean, whose rocks do not form
as good a soil, but furnish many valuable minerals, and
offer rugged surfaces suited to forests. Nearly all the
important cities of Canada, Toronto, Quebec, Montreal,
Halifax, Ottawa, and Winnipeg are on the Paleozoic
formations Here are the older settlements and the
majority of the. population. Vancouver and Edmontonmay be named as having a place in regions which are
geologically much younger. The wheat lands of Canada
are, as we have seen, mainly of Mesozoic origin, coveredm some localities by extensive sheets of sediment laiddown m glacial waters. The lake, and the indented
shore-hnes of both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts have
also resulted in favourable conditions both for internal
and ocean commerce.
A gradual evolution has brought our lands to the

present extent and form, and an almost equally prolonged
development has given the present population of plants
and ammals, and has set man himself to take advantage
of Me vast resources of this northern half of the continent

^
V



CHAPTEft XVII

THB EARTH AND THB SUN

The earth may be said to belong to the sun. To no
other heavenly body are we related in any such close
way. We travel round it, we cannot get away from it,
and without It there could be no life on the earth
The sun warms and lights the earth. -Jt is hardly toomuch to say that the warning of the earth by the sun is

morejmportant than aU other facts of geography taken
together, ^Without this supply of heat, the oeeana would
become ice, an^ all lanHs would be frost-bound, save
where volcanoes are at work. There could be no Uf? on
the earth, no clouds, rain, or snow. Without rivers or^
giaciera, mthout variation of temperature, and ^hout
hfe, no changes could come over the forms of the land
Here would be a dark world also. With no sun, no re-
flected hght from the moon, and no clouds, perpetual
mght would be relieved only by the faint light of the
fixed stars. Even on a warm earth no life of high order
could exist without light. So dependent are we on the
mm, that we might almost say that our whole study of
t'hysical Geography is a search for the consequences that
flow from our relation to the sun.
Form of the aiftft; -On September 6, 1522, a liule

company of weatter-beaten and weary sailors brought
their vessel to rest in a Spanish port. Three years before,
Magellan had led them forth, with a fleet of five ships, to
find the Spice Islands by a western route. Through
romantic adventure .and heroic endurance the commander

300
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had sailed around the world ThJ^ t J".""*
"""

ment that the ear^h cInU. K ^''f' '^^"^^ ^y experi-

-n.eti.es sa^:tte;Zi^r:rZrThis"'
»ot strictly true. It might have h^1h"shape rf a„

of stars were seen from places far north or Ztk ^ "^

a flat earth this would not be
"

R,,t f„r ' T**
'"

With all the f-^hness o, first dt:ve,f » ^^ITjjZwho found even more complete evidence than s a^Sby a voyage around the world. The.»aik^..I3^

-^ZXtT^ thTotr
""\!*"-^ '""

"huU down " ^n A I -I*^ Outgoing ship is soon

Ko ^^ *^^ ^°"^°°' ^^lat length the masthead disappears The surface of a lake four muL ^de"IS curved enough to conceal the lower five f^t orf^object seen across its surface. The earth clteuL^shadow on the moon when it comes between it anH^

flJ^^L'^'l^''"''
*^^* *^^ ^"""^^ i« nearly round It isflattened about 13 miles at each pole, and there are^rsmaU irregularities; so that if it'Tre halvrafo'^f-

e^rth'is L? "^'r r"^' "^* ^ ' P^^f-^ «-le Theearth is not a perfectly rigid body, but may change its

' de^^ee, now at one pomt and now at another. It

III
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has been the work of the last two centuries to find these
small departures from the pattern of a sphere.
The earth turns aroiind at a uniform rate. — The time ^

for a complete turn we call a day, and for convenience we
divide it into twenty-four parts and call them hours.
The turning is always about one line, as with a top, and
we imagine such a line passing through the centre of the
earth and call it t^p am The points where this line
reaches the surface we call thejigiiL-and the soiuh poles.The spinning motion of the earth is commonly known as
itajrotation. A top always runs down. The earth turns
with but slight loss of speed from age to age. The rub-
bing or friction of the top against the floor and against
the atmosphere brings it to rest. THb P«rfh

(of whinh
the air is only a £art) Requires no mechanical auppadi^__

and swing? free in rel«- .

tively empty space. The
friction is almost nothing,
and it goes on with the
hnpntse giVen to it at its

beginning:
~

The turning earth swings
around the sun. — Thejime
for a complete swin^ we

^
call a year. While the
earth is making one swing,
each part of it is turned
towards the sun about 365"

times; hence we saj^^jhat,

a year is made up oT so
many days. From earliest ages men have thus" marked
the greater and lesser divisions of time. The natural
day and natural year could be appreciated and used
long before the earth's movements were known as their
cause. It is common to call this motion of the earth

Fro. 198. —The elUptic orbit of the earth
and ita two focL The centre is mid-
way between the foci. The 8un being
at S, the swinging earth ia 01.500,000
milea disUnt at P (perihelion) and
94,800,000 milea distant at A (aphe-
lion).
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its revoluHoTL The path which the earth thus take.eacrySaFyitoo™ as its orbit. It is almost a ch^tbut ,8 m fact an ellipse (see Fig. 198). The sun isat one focus of the ellipiic orbit, about 1,500,000 mili

3 opp^OOOjniles nearer the sun on JanuariXIh^~wa

w^e^th?'^?'"'
**"" "^ ^''« point in the or^t

fr:rGre:k " " '^ '""^^' '^"^ "" '»"' MelionT

words mean-
ing " near "

and "awi.
from " the
sun. The
imaginary
plane in
which the
earth's yearly

path lies is

the plane of
its orbit, and isjilso called the plane of the eclivtic Tnunderstand thiJltitiSiHtTnr^^eirt^^^^^^^

a^ :Tut: rtr'"^ °^ ^^^^^ ^^*^"*' -^ ^^^'el
IS and t^' f"^ ?"" ^*- ^^ ^ ^'^^^ «-^« around anisland, the water-surface represents the plane in which
It travels. When the book is so held th'at thi pa^t
in Fig'',^"'"'

of, the paper is the plane of the'e^pi

ot'^^lllV
*?;"'**' " "*^* perpendicular to the plane

pane of tt"" hV*
""'' '''' ^"^^^^ "^^^ «« - theplane of the orb.t, or, m other words, the plane of theequator would coincide with the plane of the'orblt Bu

^4Xn soT./^i"''"''
''^° '^^" *^^ perpendicularpoution, so that the equator lies half above and half

F,o. 18B- -Diagram to show the attitude of the earthwith reference to the plane of its orbit.
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below the orbital plane. Inclining thus, the axis of the
earth points towards the pole-star at the north Al-
though the earth swings in its orbit between position*
nearly 200,000,000 miles apart, the star is so enormously
remote that it ever seems in range with the axis.
The turning of the earth causes day and night — We

have seen what are |he motions of the earth.
\̂ its

position in
these motions.

These are espe-

cially matters

of astronomy,

but we are now
to see what are

t|ie «ea«Ka£hic

consequences.

The first and

simplest is

named here.

A distant light

can shine on
but half of a sphere at one time. If the spherical earth
were stationary in reference to the sun's light, day would
be perpetual on one side and night on the other. We
may add that the heat would make life impossible on
the one side, cold would prevent life on the other, and
only a narrow zone might be habitable. The rotation

^O^l.^^^^ ^"^«» diflferent parts in successioTmloTBr
Ught anOeatriancmeJregUfarlty rotation^gives
us a uniform succession of days'and^ nights.
The tipping of the axis and the yearly revolution of the

e^h c»5se THTTt^rTffiff n^lfs fd^^^^^ longer alir
shorter. —This will be best understood" by studying" the
earth in several positions in its yearly path. Let us first
take the point at which the north pole and the northern

FioaoO.—Relation of tjie earth to the sun'a rays on
June 21. The arrow near the equator points in the
cirectwn of rotation.

wmf
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hemi^here in general are turned towards the aun (F«
200), the pomt occupied by the earth about Juno 21

*
the axis leans over to the extent of 23i», the sun's ravsreach to a, 23J» beyond the north pole. kcau» the1sh.n^ across the pole so far, we place the« Xi we c^llthe arc<« arcfe, and all points within it have con^anday for a short time, while the earth is in that p^

"

ultS wf"™? /* ^ *""'' •>« -nstantfyl:
suited

)
If one stands at o at twelve o'clock of our nightone wll then see the midnight «.„ on the horizol «one looks towards the pole. In twelve hours one^S Zat 6, and w.11 see the sun in the south, 47» aboTthe

be at
.
twelve ho:™tter^wTCpt^jX SL'sh«low and into the light at ., less than hSytm1

tf^tht " '^Z''"''''"' •« 'onger than hia'^gr U
In^^n ,1. rr" """ °" '""^^ "^y^ «»d shortest nighteare in the latter part of June. Sunrise occurs at e and ^
almost up to the zemth. Standing at e, and looking in^e direction of the sun's rays, we see that the ristog*su"wJl appear much to the north of east

= ™uig sun

Let us now change to a position in which the sun isexactly overhead . t noon. We find it at f aVo „ -u .
the «,uator. He. we draw thete w41 ""au'the

Ua" "*;,;<"'"','«".'«» and less so as we approach th^

around tie«T J J*
" ^'^ ">*' "» =•"> »''i"e» h^wound toe earth, and day and night are each twelve hours

IZt jI. 3? ""'T""'' '""" "" fie"'^ 'tat the dayabout June 21 varies from twelve hours at the equator totwenty-four at the arctic circle.

equator to

-N- •'ji4s^*^^am^A''m;r z:::isy'i^Tam~:''^,
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If we turn to the southern hemisphere we find the op-
posite conditions prevailing. At g on the antarctic circU
the sun is seen in the north, on the horizon, once in 24
hours. Within the circle night reigns for the time. In
the south temperate zone i marks sunrise and h, noon.
The sun shines less than ha;lfway around the earth, hence
the days are short and the nights are long. The sun is in
the north, and is low in the sky, even at noon.
The student should remember that the account above

given is wholly true only for a short time about June 21.
He should also take a globe, or any ball marked like Fig.

200 or Fig. 203,

and a lamp,
and observe
for himself.

The descrip-
tiond of the
text-book can-

not supply
clear ideas un-

less careful
Fio. 201.— Rwation of the earth to the mm's rayi on o+nHv ia o1q«

December 22.
a ,\xu.y la aiBO

given.
In SIX months the earth will have moved to the opposite

point in its orbit (December 22 in Fig. 203). Its position
in reference to the sun's rays is now shown in Fig. 201. The
north pole and northern hemisphere are turned away from
the sun. The time, is about December 22. It is night
within the arctic circle, and an observer on the circle, 1,
will see the sun on the southern horizon for a few moments
in each twenty-four hours. In the temperate zone less
than half the circuit of the earth is lighted at one time by
the sun; hence the days are short and the nights are long.
An obser/er at 2 sees the sun at noon low in the south,
and when he comes around to sunset, 9, it appears to go
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down much to the south of west At tu^
at noon, looking from i is sUH in th ^^'Tu""'

*»»« «"«

night are equal inTnl'th Th« n
'°"'^' *'"' '^'^ *°^^u« m lengtn. The noon sun is seen in the

rp"pl'« otZ"','' ""l"" "T" "f ^"P™""". bu' there it

wHowZ I
'
;;"'' *"'*'' °' "'"' «" " " in the north.Wp now find long days in the south temperate «,ne and^n^ant day, for a short time, within the antarcUc clrckfor the sun now shin-^ 23i« past the south pole

tin i»rfwiffar. r •'^^^j: .: ^fn^^ "-•''4jif-t7'^f-5«;-' *«:••' .v-". "I*" .'Sf w'E;i»"'r
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If we could, about December 22, pass swiftly from the
north to the south pole, we should begin our journey in a
land of continuing night, passing to days varying from a
few moments at the arctic circle to twelve hours at the
equator, and thence to continuing day about the south
pole. In December and June, therefore, the conditions of
day and night are exactly opposite in the northern and
southern hemispheres. The polar circles mark the limits
to which the sun shines alternately across the poles, and
the tropics mark the north and south bounds of the equa-
torial belt in which the sun may be seen directly overhead.
The student should consult again Fig. 203. We are now

looking along a line vertical to the plane of the earth's
orbit. We see the position of our globe on June 21 and
December 22, as destfribed in the foregoing. Three months
away, or one-fourth the distance about the orbit, in either
direction, we see the earth as it is March 21 or September 23
Just half of the whole earth is lighted at once as before,
but the hght always shines to both poles, and not beyond.
Thus, whether one stood at the arctic circle or in the tem-
perate zone, or at the tropic of Cancer, or on the equator,

<i.day and mght would each last twelve hours. He

^^ „^., uuucisvuuu, ana men we can
appreciate the fact that the days grow longer and the
mghts shorter in the northern hemisphere from December
until June, and the reverse changes go on from June until
December.

—3L£i^*M?!Lofjthe seasons also are due to the incliaa-

menXhej1|^8^^
J^preJieat falls on tbe^surface than when the days are
^hoU. The air is warm, the soil is warm, the clouds send
down rain rather than snow, plants thrive, migrate birds
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^1^ The intermediate conditions Caprine and L"

"Tltrl «x» »- 1
*^ oTTempeTate^zones. If the axiu

««th .t the equator, .,~te'^iTjZ

tetween the equator and the pole, would be greater than

Measurement of Time
Different meanings of the word "d.v"->Ti,- J . ,.

different«^^ ''• ^''* **« """' -'"J' « "«<i in «veral

(1) The Sidereal Dau This •<> +k« ^ .

the earth reouires tn^ ir
^ ^""^"^ **™* ^^^a*

Its Ipno+h n r
^^^^ ''"^ revolution on its axisIts length 18 determined by noting th . interval bet^n

' «j^r"Jd«'
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the iiwtant when a certain fixed star ia on the meridian
and the instant^hen it is again on the same meridian

m ri. ^.J^
^J^^m^^^mmnt^ 4 seconds in length!

from th?'f T^Slfe^— i"
'^^^^'^ th^LfilAMttL.

from the instant thV^||on the meridi^ until it returnT
to the same meridiirfirurt^, ^ar noon to solar noon
again. This period is slightly variableln len^X but it is

>^52Hi3 nynutes^aaiMseconds longer than the sidel^^ay Its greater lengtFlTmieTolKe Taci fFat'whiRlhi
earth has been making a complete rotation, it has also
been moving onwards in its o^bit. . nd hence must continue
to turn neariy 4 minutes longer to bring any given place
t« the same position with regard to the sun as on the
previous day. This is why the stars come to the meridian
a Uttle eariier (about 4 minutes) by scJar time every
night than on the night before, and w y sidereal clocks
gain steadily upon solar time, the gain being neariy 4
minutes a day or exactly one day a year. The solar
day vanes slightly in length, owing to the changing rate
at which the earth travels in its orbit, — the faster the
rate, the longer the solar day. A true solar day is 61
seconds longer in September, when the earth's orbital
motion IS most rapid, than in December.
Mean solar day. - To remedy the inconvenience of a

variable day, there has been brought into common use
what IS called a mean solar day, which is obtained by taking
i?^„*T«'"l«^'of aJi the solar days throughout the"!^
It 18 alwaysTHesameln length and i^diyid(^ini^,:^eatv-

"

four equal parts called hours; docks and watches are n^
set to indTcae mean solar time. When thVsiTr 'rosses the
meridian our clocks do not always indicate exactly twelve
o'clock, but are sometimes a little too fast or a little too
slow. This difference between solar lime and mean aolar
time IS calTeajAe equation of time. Mean soiar "nwnTs
found at any place by noting the exact time when the sun
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hM reached its meridian altitu<ie, and then adding or
subtracting the equation of time for that day.
The ittn-dial. — Uefore watches and clocks became

common a »un-dial was used, which indicated solar noon
by showing when the sun wax on the meridian; a descrip-
tion of a simple 8un-<lial is here given, which the student
ma", if he will, readily make for himself. By means of a
sp. t level secure a surface in the horizon plane, that is, a
perfectly level surface. The surface of a table may be
used, or any other smooth surface on which the hour-lines
may be marked. Then take a rod, or style, as it is called,
and fix it in the surface thus prepared so that its altitude
raay equal the latitude of the place; in other words, let it
point towards the north pole of the heavens. The point
where the style meets the dial is called the centre of the dial.
It is the centre from which all the hour-lines radiate.
We must now determine the position of the twelve o'clock
line. This may be done as follows. From some point in
the style suspend a plumb-line whence it may hang freely,
ap I wait ur.ti? the shadow of both plumb-line and style co^
mcide on the dial surface. The centre of this dingle
shadow will be the twelve o'clock line. Without the aid
of a clock or watch the other hour-lines could be obtained
accurately only by very elaborate calculations. Such a
dial, however, by enabling us to tell true solar noon, en-
ables us to regulate our clocks accurately, for the mean
solar time may be obtained by adding to or subtracting
from solar noon the equation of time for that day.

Standard time.— Jt is plain that when noon has come at
a given point, say at Toronto, it is aftermon for all places
east, and before noon in all places west. In other words,
each place has its local time. Noon reaches Toronto one
hour and ten minutes earliar than Winnipeg, and nearly
three hours earlier than Victoria. For each fifteen degrees
of longitude there is a difference of one hour in local time.
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Fio. 204.— Standard Time Diviaiona.

.y-.^ 'U ':-.'-'<'. -5mgi^'^%^iitt MS; '"^^'''fe^Mr Mi^:
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received little attention so lone r^r,™.r
""=''

low; but with the ..njJZ'^^^rofZZ'^:''? ^'
great ,ncrea«, of travel, they tecame . ;„ ; of J ^

south belt, fifteen .egreea broad, and all parts of each Mt

tricts the degrees mark west longitude: -
Atlantic ... f;'>Ko* «^,.„
Eastern . .

"

«\^i'° «!f

'

Central . . ^ ' *'l " S^'"

Ti, ^ . o-<i.5°to 97.5°.

^:"f^'"
97.50 to 112.50.

^""^'^
112.50 to 127.50.

.J^*^?*"°* ^**' ^'^ y*^*"- - The exact time taken bv

days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, 9 seconds. This is called the

portant points, or even cross the railwaysTr out in J * "'^ """"

ste«ioffollowingtheexaetboundaries,:Ca^Wweirwr^^ r^Rowland in British Columbia, or Sp^kanelnTJalJ^t^'^'
'"''•'

United Stotes. at which places th. K
*''^ ^'^^ ^ *^«

Pacific time; or like slult sLm t'^" " ™*^' '~" ^°""*'''° »«

BuffHo and Vittsh:^:'\HrUn^^^^ ^ ""^f
"'^" ^°"'^''' ^

fro.^ ^4«temtoCentmltime
""^'"^

f"^^'
^^^^ the change is made

th. .laces whrrethlrl^r
'^''^':,''''*' ^''^ '«"°d»"«« which n^i^sent

in^ur^TdrtL:a"o. tL '
"""^^^ *!:"' *^^ ^'^ -"-'»'^*not aiwajson the proper meduian." (See Fig. 204.)
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sidereal year, because it is the time which the sun appears to
take to go round from one fixed star and return to the same.
The tropical or equinoctial year is the time occupied by the
sun m moving from one tropic or equinox back to the samd
again. Its length is 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 46
seconds. It is about 20 minutes shorter than the sidereal
year. This is due to a slow shifting of the earth's axis,
and, therefore, of the equatorial plane, by which the
vernal equinox advances along the ecliptic each year to
meet the sun 20 minutes earlier than the previous year
this advance being known as the precession of the eaui-

, noxes. ^
Owing to the inconvenience of having a fraction in a

year, the civil year is made to contain 365 day« As the
tropical year contains about 365i days, the difference
IS made up by considering every fourth year a leap-year
containing 366 days. But as the difference between the
civil and tropical year is a little less than one-fourth of a
day. It is more than made up by adding a day every four
years. On this account it is found necessary in the case
of centunes to consider only those divisible by four hun-
dred as leap-years. Thus 1800 is not a leap-year, nor is
1900, but 2000 will be a leap-year. In this way the civil
year is made to coincide almost exactly with the tropical.

Latitude and Longitude
The meaning^fJatitude and longitude. -Not only meas-

urements of time but those of place, also, are connected
with the relations of the exrth and the sun. It is an impor-
tant work of every great nation to sound and chart the seas
If the sea is to be a highway, its shoals and channels, har-
bours and islands, must be known in ways that ^U can
understand. Even the wastes of mid-ocean must be so
mapped, that the mariner may tell where he is and whither
he IS going. When a new shoal is found by any sailor it

I
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terl hv Lr !
''"''^

' ™"'y ^"d '" tl-' shortest

tonjifwie. Physical geographers deal most with actualthings sec. on the earth, but, like students of poUtica ocommercal geography, they fall back upon this in^-usplan for indicating, in maps and in written apeer theexact positions of geographic features
'

We start with the poles, as marking the line aboutwhich he earth turns. The circle midtay be ^Vn 2
equator. We then imagine circles parallel to this a de-gree apart and growing smaller in size, all the wifSdtheTpole, l^^all th_ese ^rallets of north or iuT atUudeand number each .way ffom ewtor to pole. Bylhefaid

When this method is

used, distances are in-

dicated in degrees, min-
utes, and seconds. A
degree of latitude cov-
ers about 69 miles. It
IS a trifle longer near
the poles than near the
equator, because there
the curve of the sur-
face is less.

sWe__al8o imagine a
systemoTKnes'cuttrhg"
the parallels at nght
angles and meeting at

we'thiS'of^r'
" ' ^^^^----^erence of the earth, and^t\nt± of tLem as one degree apart around the earth.

^'°inTf*7^'*rr *** a'"»t"»te the meet.in« of the mendian. at the north pole.
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We call them mendian,, because it is noon at the same
time at all pomts of any one of them. A degree of longi-
tude covers about 69 miles at the equator, but diminishes
to zero at either pole. It is purely a matter of choice
where we begin to reckon, but it is common the world
over to call the meridian passing through the Greenwich
Observatoj near London, zero, and number west or
east to 180O. Thus all points in North America are in
west longitude and in north latitude. The position of the
Observatory at Toronto is 43° 39' 34 2" N Laf 7qo
23' 40.5" W. Long. '

^^

This scheme of Unes is particularly useful in mappinir
and navigating the sea, and in making large surveys on
the land, as for Dominion or provincial boundaries. It
enables us to indicate the relations of two distant pointsmore exactly than by referring them to neighbouring rivers
Jakes, or mountains, though the latter wly is often more
.nstructive The latitude of any place may be deter-
mined by observing the elevation of the sun above the hori-

r°' J!tJ'^-- tJig_eauinoxes its elevation in degrees
fixes tmatitude; but observatTgHForstars aTM^fflav

_,5®,MsedJpr.thesaiofi4)urpos©_"
'^^

^

Latitude is easily fixed by observations, but longitude
IS much more difficult to determine astronomically It

^
best determined by time. The exact local time may be

fixed. by observations of the sun, and this may be com-
pared with Greenwich time, as shown by chronometers
earned there from Greenwich. A more accurate method
of determmmg longitude is by t^^apFof:caWe;-sighalS-
being pasaed- Between the two points almost instanta-

-f^"'^^
.S»"«e the completion of the Pacific cable~be-~

tween British Columbia and Australia the earth has been
girdled by dectricity and many longitudes in the islands
oi tne I'acific have been corrected.

L& *• **~

^^m ^'^JA ^^i sJM^^kMtJi'



CHAPTER XVIII •

THE SOLAR 8YSTBM

The solar system. - This system may be called th.famib^ of celestial bodies to which our gtb^iJon

'

As the name suggests, the sun is the centr^ and3

Fio.205.-The8olar.ystem.

whL'"atdafkT.H'
" r^g^htsphe-H called ptaneU,''Sich aredarkbod«j^„,„g by the reflected ligHT^TtET

.mail bod^eTBelo^ging to^3peciaI planetsTf^g^
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of Which the moon is an example. Meteors, shooting-
«tors,and comets also belong to the lamUy ortfii slinOn y stars and nebulcB are known to man as lying outside
of the so ar system. All the planets rotate on their axes
and revolve around the sun in elliptical orbits. The diam-
eter of the solar system-Fs between five and six thousand
""

!? o"J'i^
^^^ '"'^'' '^'*^'" '^ ^ S^-^^P of bodies re-moved 275,000 million miles from the nearest star. The

intervemng spaces are intensely cold. So, also, are the
spaces among the planets, although crossed by rays of
light and heat from the sun. The systea. not only ex-
hibits the movements of bodies ainong themselves, but
18, as a whole, moving through space with inconceivable
speed.

The sun.— It is not easy to understand the size of the
sun. Its diameter is more than one hundred times as
great as the diameter of the earth. Sir Robert Ball
chooses th_e_cqmparison between a mustard seed and a
cocoanuj as representing the difference between the earth^nd sun. He also says: " Perhaps, however, a more im-
pressive conception of the great orb of day may be ob-
tained m this way. Think of the moon which circles
monthly around our heavens, gurauing as she does a
majestic track at a distance of 240,000 miles from the eartlT^
Yet the sun is so vast that if it were a hollow ball, and if
the earth were placed at The centre of that baU, the moon
could revolve in the orbit which it now follows, and still
be entirely inclosed within tlie sun's interior."
The sun contains more than 333,000 times as much mat-

ter as makes up our globe. It rotates on its axis once in 25idays. Every part of the sun is marked by heat of fearful
mtensity

;
the most solid substances are in a state of vapour

and bursts of flaming gases dash upwards from the surface
tens, and even hundreds, of thousands of miles. The sun
emits heat enough to warm hundreds of millions of -lohe^

'm
'jtrmS
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ence in its at-

mosphere of iron

and other metals
in a gaseous
state. This re-

quires a tempera-
ture far above
the "white heat"
of the smelting

furnace.

The dazzling

surface of the sun
^hich we see is

called the photo-

sphere. It is in

fact a layer of

little luminous
clouds with
darker spaces be-

tween them.
Outside of the
visible part is an
envelope of at-

tenuated gas of

oTw^nt:mT™ '"^ "" """• " ''»-"- visibleSJ tJu „? T'"' P""^'™' '-^ hidden by aneclipse. Ihis outer enve ope, wliich oft»n ^.-.i 1
several million miles into spL is ed t e J^j'^THcorona ,s of the most nnsubstamial nature InTn- n!,hmg, through which comets have been seen to m^e, their"

-^-WSE^^f^
F,a. 206. -The sun's .i«._YocNo.

mm
j^'"i^

III:
H <t'.'. f 1

j^m
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course uninfluenced and their velocity unchecked. Betweenthe corona and the photosphen. there is a thin se^rl^g^^^^^' 'ayer called the chromo-
sphere (colour sphere),
because when seen in
an eclipse it shines with
a brilliant red light.
The 9c ir prominences,
which may be regarded
as the result of solar
paroxysms, are only
parts of the chromo-
sphere temporarily
thrown above its sur-
face. Some of the
prominences extend
upwards of 300,000
miles.

Fio. 207— Thesun,

t^mendou, output of enerj Stain^^r^yerw

turnish the only adequate explanation "
It i« tT.

the sun', output ofthtShl^' T?^ "^"'""^ "
great size this shrinW „.^.

^""^ *° «" ^'^'^

of yea. withoufp";^:e*i:;:.7,:;^Xk:
'" ""'iona

in the sun's diameter B,,t fL™^ n . ^ <hmmut.on

a time when the sSking wiU rfi!'"u
^'^'^''y "o"*

wm cease to give out both heat andTit':^T' 7"
system m be in utter darknL ** ' "'' ™'"
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Spots are found only within 30 deirrees of th, .„„•.^uator, and they va,y greatly in nuS. S^tttae,there are many, and sometimes veiy few and tV« II

years In some way the sun spots send out influenceswh.ch reach the earth, for large spots often occur ^11,^same fme as Magnetic storms and Northerrilght

raiy rhythmically to correspond to the eleven-vear su7pot cycle. Frem the motion of the spotsTkTw hat'the sun revolves on its axis once in about I5 Zs A
sr: Se'roii:^"

''°™' -'^^ - -- i-»

The Planets

irr*"" "'
'^'r'^'

'*»''"''« ""h the onenearest to the sun, is Mereury, Venus, Earth, Mars theAstereids, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, »d NeLtunr M
^r'Lurth^'t '"'Z^"'

""^ •« -" w«h ttLk^
Nlnt,,„., /.""'' ^^ '°'' ™«»' »d Uranus and

Their. K
"'• '" ^ "'"-'« "^'hout a telescope.

.J,t .K
'"'™ '"""'' '" «>»"'»». »;"ce they revolveabout the same centre, in the same direction, andi^Iarivthe same plane. They have similar spherical shl^^^

r£:^im^:ms^-is'!^^'^^'WE:mmm£m'mw9f^
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i

and with the «ception of the two outer one. rot«t«on ther „e. .n the ,«„, diction. The earth, M.t
and the outer
planets have one
or more moons,
or satellites, re-

volving about
them, usually in

nearly the same
plane as the
primaries. They
differ greatly,

however, in size,

distance from
the sun, length

of year, length

of d * y , and
probahiy also in

temperature and
physical condi-

tions. The disk

of the sun as

seen from Mer-
cury is nearly

seven times as

large as we see

it from the earth,

««« XL while on Nep-tune he sun must seem to be only a very bright star.The distance of Mercury from the sun is about 36,000,000
niUes, that of Neptune is more than 2,750,000,000; and

NeJr 1 !
'""^ ^^t« only 88 of our days, while that ofNeptune lasts more than 60,000 days; the other planets

unih fT
""^ ^'"'*' ^ *° ^^«*^"«« ^'^^ the sun and

length of time necessary to complete a revolution about it

Fio. 208. -RelaUve ns«. of the plueta

IMP
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The A.tero,<la form « group of hun<lre<l, of very small
p a„e ., usually only a few miles in .liameter; the Tnerplanets, from Mars to Mercury, are of me,Uum sLe andtheouterones .« much larger, Jupiter being the mighti^t

Mercunr, - This planet is not much larger than theftioon, and ,s so near the sun that comparatively little« kno„.„ of it, except that it ha, the highest speific^av,ty o the planets. 6.3. It is probahle that on? de

o her •;';! " ™'"'' '" '^•P«'"«l 'loy, while on theother sule there ,s perpetual night and c^ol I, mitigatedby some slight warmth from the day si.le
Venufc -This, the brightest of the evening and morn-ing stars, ,s to us the most conspicuous planet Usbrdhancy varies, however, since it has phL te themoon dependmg on the amount of its visible surface.Mummated by the sun, I„ si^e Venus is ^mewhatsmaller than the earth, but we know little of con^llulu^n u except that its atmosphere is very dense, and°"s

tC th'Tr
"'"

T""""" '" """ <" "; earth o provetha he globe ,s cold and solid. It is not definitely
settled whe her it has a day of 24 hours, or one n. long «
cl t j;,f

7''
'=<'T'"""""«

*" "' y'"- I» ">« '»«»'

suT'iust " .'"^"* ''°'^°"*"' *"" """^ '^ '» ">»

earth Th^ 1 ^TJ""" ™'^ ""* '^ *«"»«'» 'he

iiL
^""^ 'h'.'^ "f the minor planets is ur earth.

.hf ;r 5" " ^ ' ^^ ''"°™ "f 'he plan.ts, being nearthe earth and not greatly screened by its atmosphere' per-

gJo(w 7rT " '''«''"y ""^"y' ^ becomes theGod of War, and light and dark areas and very curious

thmg very hke a snow cap appears at the poles in theMarfan wmter, and disappears in summer: while other
changes m colour and the appearance of the canals have
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been thought to in.lleate the presence of water andof vegetation. If there are inhabitants on Mars, their
conditions must be very diflferent from ours, though thelength of clay (24^ hourn) is about the same. The year
.8 nearly twice as long, and the sun shows a surface lessthan half as large as it presents to us, and must supply

M^^rea?"^
'''''''' Gravitation is less than half

ni/n"^/*"' ""J*"'".
P'*"®' ^^'^'^'^ »" ""^ a» the other

planets combined, is the next brightest star after Venus,
and is often a very
striking feature of the
night sky. Its year is

4333 of our days, and
its diameter is 88,300
miles, but its density
is only 1.3, so that its

atmosphere must be
enormously greater
than that of the earth.

The planet is generally

considered to be in-

tensely hot, possibly

gaseous to the centre.

Changes in the differ-

Fio. 209. -Saturn. ®°* coloured bands

;= ^r,, 4. .

^^^''^ ^^ parallel to
Its equator prove that the surface which we see consists
of cloudy matter. Jupiter rotates on its axis in neariy 10
hou,^. As a result of this rapid rotation, the planet is^atly flattened at the poles, the equatorial diameterbemg 5800 miles longer than the polar diameter. Jupiter
has four la.ge moons, easily seen with an opera-glass, andtwo t.ny ones, so that the family consisting of the planet
and Its satellites presents a small copy of the solar system
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fn!!T^'~'^^"'
P'""^' ''''^^' '^^ ""« '^"'' "'"^^ «atellite8forms an even mere complex system than Jupiter with itsmoons. In many respects it is like Jupiter, having a

ofTftli'^f " '^"' "^ ^''*'"'' '^^ ^"'*^°"«' •''^"^'ter

about 10 hours. L.ke Jupiter it is probably composed
of heated gases mclosed within a layer of clouds
Uranu. ^d Neptune.- These two planets are too farfrom us to be easily studied, but in general they resemble

Saturn and Jupiter, though of smaller size and greater
density. Their satellites, unlike all others in thfsolar
system, rotate in planes greatly inclined to the ecliptic.

Namr

Mercury
Vonua
Earth
Mart
Aateroida

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranua
Neptune

OlSTANrE
rnoM THK
Sln in

Mll.LIONa
OP MiLca

36
67

03

14i

2fiO

482

884

i780

2780

Lbnoth nr
Vkah or

Hkvomttion
Period

88 day*
2L'3 ••

365.25 "

687 "

from 3 to 8 yra.

12yr«.

30 "

84 "

165 •'

DlAMRTI.R IN
MiLM

3030

7700

7818
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Satbi/-
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23 hra., 56 min.
24 •• 37 ••

9 '• 65 "

10 •• 14 "

unknown
unlcnown

none

none

1

2

5

9
4

1

The Moon

The moon is the earth's satellite, and is about 240,000
miles distant from our planet. Its diameter is 2153 miles
or but httle more than one-fourth that of the earth.'
It contains ^ as much matter as the earth. It is so near
that It 18, next to the sun, the most prominent objectm the heavens, notwithstanding its small size. It shinesby the reflected light of the sun. for it is itself a coh? body
without water, atmosphere, or life. The surface of the
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quarter.

~Ms^^:ms'ii-^}mfm4k:':mJ' ':mr
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moon has been elaborately photographed and apparentlyshows a large number of volcanic craters.

«j.?!l"°*''7^?'''^'*'*^
°" a gigantic scale as compared

ll f^"^ ^ '^^. '*'^^' ^°'' '^^ ^'•^^'^ ^'^ sometimes
more than 50 miles in diameter. They seem to be ex-

parted. The height of the lunar mountains may bedetermined by the length of their shadows when the sunshmes obhguely upon them; and some are known to

Fio. 2U.-A typfeal lunar cr.t«.

_

Na«mtth ud C4««kte«.

r^ch 18,000 feet, nearly two-thirds of the height of Mt
£iverest, the highest mountain on earth.
The moon occupies in passing around the earth 27 days

7 hours 43 minutes. This is also the period in which it
rotat^ on its axis. Hence it always turns the same face
towards us, and no one has ever seen the other hemisphere
of the moon. It thus resen.bles the two inner planetsm having its rotation and revolution periods equal to
each other.

^

When the moon in its monthly revolution is in the
same direction as the sun, we do not see its lighted hemi-
sphere, except a curved and narrow edge. This we caU

it^^^^^nr^ fv*:""«i!iL'-if^ ^r'.^'^prwK/t
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oous To the varied appearances of the moon we ao^the term phases. A week after new moon follows thefirltquarter, one-half the lighted disk being vtible Th^n

"««0«1*1ITBI

Ro. 212. -Diagram to illuatrate phaaea of the moon.

taan 29 days to pass from one full moon to the nextThis pves us closely our divisions of the year into months

J^l"""."."'
^'^ "'"'"'^ "^Po-^'ble for tWal ac«on in theocean and durmg parts of each month gives light at IhtThough primitive peoples still reckon timf bymX

to fit the solar year, giving us months of 30 or 31 days.
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mth the variable month of February to adjust relation-
ships from time to time. The lunar month is no longerm use for secular matters, but it still regulates ecclesi-
astical times and seasons, as shown by the shifting of
ii^aster from year to year.

Eclipses

The moon revolves about the earth in a plane which
cuts the echpttc- the plane of the earth's orbit round
the sun — at an
angle of 5 de-

grees. If the

two orbits were
in the same
plane there
would be an
eclipse of the sun
and an eclipse of

the moon every

month. The
angle generally

allows the earth

to escape the

moon's shadow,
and the moon to __^_^_^_^^^^^
escape the *""• 213. -An eellpM of the fun. ihowing the ooK>n7

earth's Shadow. But occasionally the earth's shadow is
directed towards the moon when it is at the intersection
of he two planes. Then there is a partial or total eclipse
of the moon. ^

tw2r !k^ ""^^u
^?^ *^' "'^"'^ sometimes passes be-

InZ Irf^ T^ '^' '"^ ^' " ^^'"^ ^h«" it happens
to be at the line of intersection. Then there is an eclipse

li^l^ r""- V^^ "''''''' '' '" '""^^ «'"^»e'' than the
earth, having a diameter of only about 2000 miles, that

mm:>^^smfs l-\^z ^7:A.
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»oI.r ecUp«, are much rarer than lunar eclip«, A.

«nds out rays which converge behind the moon It.shadow .s really conical, and if the lunar diSaZ w«^

tne earth at all. Smce the moon's orbit U elliotical

WnoonH, tr "'."•' ~'" °' *'«'ow sometimesfalls upon the earth, producing a total eclipse of the su^

M annular on^y the central part of the sun being hiddenthe edge showing as a bright ring round the moon Und";the most favourable circumstances the br.Xh of th.

160 mil«, but the revolution of the earth on its axis

surface. The complete shadow of the moon is called the

on the earth a part only of the sun is hidden, andZ
2000 miles on each aide of the track of the umbra.

CoHj?n9 AND Meteors

f.fM""*?,:
~ ?*'''*""'* "«^" »«">•»« of the solar

ra^'bldii'^'t
"" """ »**""««' »"«- <^ "o"

trav^in^tl™ T '"u^ ""* ""'*«'"' """" <io not

pule butt "'"rit'
*""^ ""• ^ """y » ">« same

l™?r? -1 ^ " "''' '"'«'° "> the ecliptic, swing sharplv

after a few or many yeare, sometimes never to return

Zt o5 .ri " «"f
"•'«™' 'howing no appreciabteeffect of attraction on the other bodies thev approach
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80 that their density must be thousands of times lessthan that of air. At a distance from the sun, a comet
appears only as a hazy patch of light, which grows brighter
as It approaches, wisps of vague light projecting outwards
as If repelled by the sun. At its nearest approach the
bnghtness of the comet is greatest, but diminishes again

Fio. 214. —The graat comet of 1843.

as it withdraws from the sun, until finally the comet
vanishes in space.

Meteors. -It has been found that when the earth
passes through the orbit of certain comets it encounters
great numbers of "falling stars," which we speak of as
meteor showers. It appears, therefore, that comets have
a relationship to meteors. These stray fragments of cos-
mic matter dash into our atmosphere, flash for a few
seconds or minutes, become heated by the resistance of the
air, and then are dissipated, or when large, fall to the
earth as solid bodies, meteoHte,. These showers come
at regular times, such as the Perseids. which fall in the
first half of August, and the Leonids, which come about

<smF:Aiss''>tM'tM^mr!^- wow .5-^
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the atmosphere on special occasions like these,
there is a constant rain of
meteoric matter of a more
scattered kind, so that falling
stars may be seen on every
suitable night; and it is esti-
mated that millions fall upon
the whole earth in every 24
hours. Most of them are
exceedmgly minute and fall
as the finest dust, but occa-.
sionally larger ones come to
earth with planetary speed
causing a brilliant glare of
light and loud reports, and
bury themselves in the soil.
Most of these meteorites are
of iron, containing a con-
siderable percentage of
mckel, but some are of iron
mixed with stony minerals,
and others consist entirely of
stony material. No new ele-
ments have been found in
the meteorites, though a few
new chemical compounds, or
minerals, have been obtained
from them.

It is evident that vast
numbers of solid particles of
all sizes are moving through
space, and that the planets

Fio. 215.—The orbit of H.lley',
oomet.

are slowly growing through fhT ' T '''** **^' P^^"^*«
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meteoric matter when heated in a vacuum, and these havespectra like those of comets.
It is probable that a cloud of meteoric particles swarms

about the sun, and that the
strange faint cone of light
which projects into the night
sky after sunset in March is

due to sunlight reflected from
them.

Origin or the Solar
System

ITebular Hypothesis. — We
cannot hope to have direct
evidence of a history so re-
mote as the beginning of the
sun and the planets. But
their shape, their movements,
and their mutual relations

— create in us a strong desire to
Fio.2i«. -The ciiforni* meteor of ^Dow Something of their ori

iuly 27 1894. ^^ y^^^^
been devised, but the one most commonly accept^ is thenebular Hypothesis, proposed by the Lous belan

t^ZrXC: ^'
''' ^^"^"^ ^^-- ^--^ -

History of the nebula. - The thin gas of the nebula was

dTvL he mT" "^ *'"! ^«^- ^' --^' that of hi"driving the molecule, asunder, that of gravitation puUinirthe particles together, and that of rotltion. Heat w^

gravitation. The smaller nebula would rotate morerapidly and the outer parts would come under thetfluenc:

.^. 1.1-

:>- I'v'lfit' 'iii'wr"PTTiiiniri—iirii
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Of a rtrong centrifugal force. This centrifugal force isbeheved to have overcome the attraction t^wa dsthecentre to such an extent that the outer parts we "left J
planet Saturn and the term annulation is sometime!applied to this process of ring-formation. ThTceSmass from which all the planets have been deritSremains as the sun. The rings cooled, broke up, and cott acted mto planets of various sizes, orbits, and ritesof rotation and revolution. They^ kereto^ b variou^stages of evolution as we know them to^lay

of aL^f'^V"''?/*^
"'^'^'^' " ^^ ^»^« «««"' the stageof a cold and solid crust on which the geological process^couJd begin their work. By secondaiy fnnulatTon^

perhaps by tidal attraction, in the nebuLm^"
'th"

sCtem^'"'*:'
-tellites wei. separated, andTe olasystem begaii to assume its present conditions.

The nebular hypothesis just sketched accounts fairlyweU for many features of the solar system, such as therotation of all the planets about the sun in the same diilc!tion and nearly m the same plane, and for the intenseheat and probably ga^us character of t .. sun itself Ua^ ^ves a reason for the form of our earth and for the

iT^txxr '^"^"^" '' ''' ^^-^ ^- -'^^^

h^Z "!' ^''''^^"' * ''""'^^ ^^ P«^°'^« ^or which theh^thesis does not account to the entire satisfaction of

sTa^Xt^l "7^ ^^ '"^^ "*^^^ ^>^P«*^^i« which

1 !i«.
^^^'

'l"^^
''""'^ *^« ^*^h -^»™e solid, anda greater amount of shrinkage to provide for mountain

building, than the nebular hypothJs permits
The planetesimal hypothesis. - A more recent hypothe-

sis starts with the supposition that the earth and thtother members of the solar ayst.m were formed Z
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of minute, solid particles or planete»imal» somewhat
like the meteorites which fall to the earth from space,
but of a smaller size. Gravitation was in operation, but
the particles, instead of being intensely hot, .shared the
cold of space, so that any volatile substances, like the gases
of our atmosphere, would be condensed upon them. As
the particles snowed down under the influence of gravita-
tion, the earth slowly grew, until at last, when somewhat
larger than the moon, it had attractive power enough to
hold about It an atmosphere. Meantime kneading by
tidal action and compression of the planetesimals under
gravitation produced heat, and this, with the increasing
pressure, drove out the volatile substances to form the
atmosphere and the ocean.

The planetesimal hypothesis greatly increases the pos-
sible age of the earth and the amount of shrinkage in
mountain-building, the loss of gases providing for the
latter. The earth's interior heat is accounted for by the
work done in condensation, so that the temperature be-
low the surface may still be increasing instead of diminish-
ing as formerly supposed.

It must be admitted, however, that neither hypothesis
can be looked on as proved. They are interesting specu-
lations to account for the relationships which we find
upon the earth and in the solar system; but the facts in
regard to the structures of mountains and the heated
interior of the earth wiU remain the same whether we
have a satisfactory theory to account for them or not

"'^Tmmey^':rm •'sjz. • ^_^i^t '''SBf
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OTHBR BBAVSNLT BODIES

r,,!^,
*"?."•"• -In-mensely farther from ua than theplanets, which get their light by reflection from th^.unare the host, o! ^^,,„r, shining by their "wn light'The stars are suns*^Siarprobably have planetan-J fn,s

ev!lTr ,, ^ '*"' ^'" *° "» fl"*!. «>« to ourey<« they keep their relative positions. That they looi^^to the .ncents much as they do to us is clear from thedescnpfon, they have left. Modern astronomy pmveshowever, that they are in rapid motion in aUpSdirections; but their distance is so great that in mostT^I

oTplC *"-'^ »» ->">- » appreciable c'hTg:

i^''^^'"'*'
"' """ t« •» seen without a telesoooe ison y 3000 or 4000, but telescopic stars run intZ mi

heW.7T"^ 'I
*'*' P"'' "''^" band of light caned

luSyToVstr^""'""""''"'"*''*'^- ''^»«

It is a familiar fact that the stars differ in brightnessand astronomers classify them by masiteia IsTId e^'each magnitude being 2^ timi^^^'^k^'^^^
famter one. Our eye can distinguish sta« do^ to .Wthe 6th magnitude, beyond which there are many ral^mtudes of telescopic stars. ^ *
By the spectroKope we know that the stars, though sodistant that light takes years to reach us, cont;in gWin^Rases, and consist „f elements like those of ourTn

336
'

y^.^
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though sometimes at a hotter, brighter stage and some-
times cooler. There are aim double stars which revolve
about a common centre, and^^gCTTalflrs. which are
echpsed at regular intervals by "Some dark companion
The distance of the stars from us may sometimes be

roughly determined by theirparaZ/ox, or displacement due
to our successively observing Ihem from opposite sides

it

Fio. 217. —ILa GrMt Brnt mad Polaria

of the earth's orbit; but the difference in apparent posi-
tion IS never so great as one second of arc, so that the
resulU are not very accurate even for the nearest stars, so
vast are their distances as compared with the base line.
Light, which travels 185,000 miles in a second, requires
^ years to reach us from the nearest fixed star.
The consteUations. — In the earliest times men thought

of the stars as set like gems in a crvstal spherp of which
the earth was the centre; now we'know that the stars

"tats V-^' >U—»^«Jf»ll»'lIB«gW^» r*».
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FiQ. 218.- The diviaion of the ,ky into eoDft«ll»tioii«.

^•JLi
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Stand apart at nil distances from one another, though not

thatTeT'""
""'"• ^ «'*"^« •*' '^^ "'^ht skyVh":that the stars are not evenly distributed over the "celes-

tial sphere, but are grouped and clustered in st'dklHg"

Fio. 219. -The Trffid nebula.

-

Keel.b.

ways The ancients grouped the stars into irregular formsin which they saw the shapes of animals or of my^holo^l
personages, the corisidlatiom, and these have Lnhanded down from time immemorial to the present. Themos^ important Paries of constellations from the prac
tical pomt of view was that of thejorftgc^by which the
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sun's apparent position was determined from month to
month during the year, and the ttigm of the Zodiac are
stiJ to be seen m our almanacsT As the eartT^ToIves
about the sun, its position among the stars seems to change
following a corresponding circle, the ecliptic.

Some of the other constellationsTirar as the Great
Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades, are familiar because of
their striking appearance and mythological associations.
The Great Bear, or the Dipper, as it is more often called

.T V 'ircf
^"^%J^g<g:»> "^^^^^ lead the eye towards

the North Star or Polaris, is one of the most striking and
important of them, since it fixes directions by night The
North Star is not quite at the pole, and a few thousand
years ago was far from it, since the axis of rotation of the
earth slowly changes it? direction in the heavens because
of the precession of the equinoxes.
The nebttte. —Fixed stars distant enough to be in-

visible as separate points to the naked eye may be clus-
tered so closely as to present a dini spot of Ught; but with
the telescope this is resolved into innumerable smaU stars
It was thought at one time that all the vague areas of
cloudy Ught to be found in the sky are similar clusters
which could be resolved by a suflSciently powerful tele-
scope; but another instrument, the spectroscope, has

vproved that many of the pale clouds caUed ne&uto are
not distant star dusters, since they have a quite different
^spectrum from stars. Many of the nebula send out li^t
of the kind which comes from glowing gases at a*low pres-
sure, and hydrogen is one of their constituents; but othera
have more nearly the character of the fixed stare. It is
not improbable that the nebulae consist largely of meteorie
particles and have somewhat the composition of comets.
The numbere of these cloudy patches faintly visible
against the black of the night sky run into the thousands,
and a great variety of form and structure U found in them.
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Many nebulae are formless, like the one in Orion, which
has an apparent area equal to that of the moon, but with
no regularity of shape, the pale light varying from point
to point, fading out on some sides and having sharp edges
at others. But a considerable number have a spiral
structure, sometimes of a very striking kind; others are
planetary,

with round

disks fading

^tthee'.ges;

a very few
are annular

or ring-like.

It is natu-

ral to think

of the^nch-

ulae as the

raw materi-

als of stars,

and some- ^w. 2».— TUOiionnobui*.

times a nebula has a star as centre; but the succession
of forms demanded by the nebular hyputhwia for the
formation of a aolar system like our own seems rare
among the known nebule.

Darkness and cold of spmce. —In spite of the shining
of countless stars, we know that night is dark as compared
with day; and there are fairly large spaces of black sky in
which one can see no stars. Space itself we know only in
a negative way. We suppose it to be filled with a sub-
stance far rarer than any gas, the «<A«r; because we
know that heat and Ught reach us from the suns and
stara, and we cannot imagine such motions as travelling
through a void. There must be something to carry the
motions in a wave-like way. On this account we imagine
an ether so thin that it penetrates the earth and aU other
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S^n'^htT "^'"°u^
*^"'' movements or causing anyfr.ct.on but dense enough to cany different kinds of waves

w placed at 273 below freezing on the Centigrade, or460 below zero on the Fahrenheit scale. Thilcold is

"?hrsun^tdT"r "^"^' andgastothesohdtate"
ihe sun and the stars pour tremendous amounts ofenergy into space, but space remains cold and dark U

ha'ttX f'^r'' '*" "P^" '^ "^y ^^^ the earth

One ir ^^'^^'^T'^
i°*o ««ht, heat, and electricityOne may imag.ne the whole of the energy of the sun

cold AU hfe wiU have vanished from our earth lon^ be-fore that time, the surface of the earth beoTmi^g aS^coldand changeless as that of 4he moon.

%h>^i^immMkt;"-4im^^'f^ '
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AdirondaelcB, 213.
Agauii Lake, 110, 296, 297.
Air, 159-161.
AlaAk»,243.
Alkaline, 115.

Alluvial oones, 40-41.
Alluvial fans, 40-41.
Alluvial terraces, 44-45.
Alpine glaciers, 91-92.
Alpine plants, 256-257.
Alps, the, 125, 128, 130.
Altitude, 182.

Ancient sea mai^n, 250.
Andes Mountains, 126, 127, 132.
Anemometer, the, 197, 199.
Aneroid barometer, 191.
Animals, 62, 260-263.
Annulation, 334.
Antarctic Circle, 306.
Antarctic ice-sheet, 96.
Antelope, 262.

Anticyclone, 200.
Antitrade winds, 208.
Aphelion, 302-303.
Appaladiian Mountains, 124, 129.

280.

Archaean Age, 27»-280.
Arctic Circle, 305.
Artesian wells, 77.

Aahea, volcanic, 135.
Aasiniboine River, 44, 55.
Assouan Dam, 43.

Asterokis, 321, 823.
Asulkan Glacier, 92.
Atlantic coastal plain, 112.
Atlantic Ocean, 220.
Atlantic time, 312, 313.
Atmosphere, 13, 60, 15»-189, 266-

267.

AfoU, 224.
Australia, rainfall of, 171.
Avalanches, 64-65.
Axis, indinatfon of, 303-304.

j

Baker, Mount, 146.
Banks of Newfoundland, 235, 240.
Barren Lands, 114, 115, 254.
Barren-ground caribou, 260.
Barometer, 190, 191.
Barrier beaches, 246-247.
Barrier reef, 224.
Barriers, 131.

Barriers to migration, 273.
Bavarian plateau, 126.
Bayous, 45.

Beach platforms, 244-245.
Beaver-dams, 51.

Beavers, 260.
Bed-rock, 19.

Beds, 22.

Bituminous coal, 290.
Boden Glacier, 87.
Bore, tidal, 229.
lioulder clay, 100.
Bow Pass, 119,131.
Breakers, 227.
British Columbia, shore line of, 243.
British IsUnds, rainfall of, 170.
Buffabes, 262, 283.
Butte, 60.

Calabrian earthquake, 157.
Calcite, 20.

Canada, climates of, 2ii 1-212;
Geokigical History of, 278-209.

Canyon, 30.

Carboniferous period, 285.
Caribou, 261.
Castle Mountain, 110.
Caverns, 73.

Cenosoic Era, 290-292.
Centigrade thermometer, 174, 176.
Central time, 312, 313.
Centrifugal force, 231.
Chalk, 25.

Charieston earthquake, 167.
Chronioq>faere, 320. .e
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Churchill River, 55.
CirruB clouda, 165, 166.
Cities and harbours, 250.
Civil year, 314.
CIs .', 26.

Cle<.patra's Needle, 60.
Climate, 190-203, 268-269.
Climates of Canada, 211-212.
Clouds, 164-166.
Coal, 127, 285, 287, 290.
Coastal plains, 107-109, 112.
Coast lines, 249.
Coast Range, 122.
Cold wall, the, 235.
Colorado Canyon, 33, 37.
Colours of the sky, 173-174.
Comets, 330-331.
Compass, the, 214-216.
Condensation, 163.
Conduction, 176.
Cones, alluvial, 40-41.
Conglomerate, 23, 24.
Constellations, 337.
Continental glaciers, 94.
Continental shelves, 220-221.
Contour maps, 17.
Copper Cliflr. 281.
Coral reefs, 223.
Corona, the, 319.
Cotidal lines, 232.
Crabs, 276.
Crater Lake, 162.
Creep of soil, 64.
Crest of a wave, 226.
Cretaceous rocks, 290.
Crevasses, 90.
Crow's Nest Pass, 131.
Crust, the earth's, 19.
Crystalline rocks, 22.
Crystals, 20.

Cumulus cfeuds, 166, 166.
Currents of the ocean. 181. 233-

236. .

'

Curve of temperature, 179.
Cut-off, 44.

Cyclone, 199.

Cyclonic storm, 199, 200.
Cypress knees, 267.

Dale, 30.

Day, 309-313.
Day and night, 304.

Day breeses, 204-205.
Declination, magnetic, 216.
Deep-sea deposit, 230.
Deer, 260, 262.
Degrees, 315.
Dekkan, the, 152.
DeU, 30.

Deltas, 46 47, 61.
Deposits in the ocean, 230
Derelicts, 236.
Deserts, 259-260.
Devonian rocks, 284.
Dew, 163-164.
Dew-point, 164.
Diffraction of light, 173.
Dip, 217.
Dip needle, 217.
Dipper, the, 340.
Dismal Swamp, the, 267.
Distributaries, 45.
Divides, 37.

Doldrums, 202.
Drahiage, 49-60, 61, 64-66.
Drift, 99, 100.
Drift, Ocean, 234.
Drifting-sand, 81-86.
Drowned rivers and valleys, 251
Drumlins, 102-103.
Dry phOns, 259-2 JO.

Dunes, 82-86.
Dust, 81.

Dutch Church, the, 246.

Earth and the Sun, the, 300.
Earthquakes, 127, 15&-168.
Eastern time, 312, 313.
Eclipses, 329-330.
Ecliptic, 340.
Edible crab, 276.
Elements, 20.
Elliptic orbit, 303.
Environment, 269, 271.
Equation of time, 310.
Equator, 316.
Equatorial current, 235.
Equinoctial year, 314.
Equinoxes, 308.
Erratic boulders, 99.
Eskers, 102.

Esquimault Harbour, 261.
Etna, Mount, 140-141.
Eye of the storm, 207.

t-!*.
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Fahrenheit thermometer, 174, 175
Fans, alluvial, 40-41.
Faulting, 158.
Fauna, 272.
Feldspar, 28.

Fingal's Cave, 152, 245.
Fiords, 92.

Fishing, 240.
Fixed stars, 336.
Floe ice, 236.

Flood-plains, 42-43.
Flora, 257.
Fluted rock-hills, 103.
Fog, 164-165.
Forestry, 254-255.
Forests, 253-254.
Form of the earth, 300.
FragmenUl rooks, 22.
Fraser River, 66.
Fringing reef, 223.
Frost, 62, 163-164.
Full moon, 328.
Furka Paas, 131.

Gas, natural, 284.
Geographic conditions of life. 263-

277.

Geographic dirtribuUon of rainfall.
168.

Geology of Canada, 278-299.
Geysers, 75-77.
Giant kettles, 105.
Giant's Causeway, 152.
Gibbs Canyon, 104-105.
Gibbous moon, 328.
Glacial period, 292-299.
Glacial scratches, 100.
Glaciated, 100.
Glacier milk, 91.
Glaciers, 11, 87-106.
Glen, 30.

Gneiss, 28-29.
Gold Range, 120.
Gorge, 30-33.
Gomer Glacier, 87-91.
Gradient, atmoispheric, 197.
Grand Canyon of the Colorado, the.

33, 37.

Granite, 20, 27-28.
Gravel beaches, 12.
Gravitation, 231.
Great Bear, the, 340.

Great Lake plains, the, 110.
Orpat Lakes, the, 37, 50, 110, 283,

206.

Greenhmd ice-sheet, 94-95.
Ground water, 77.
Gulch, 30.

Gulf pUins, 181.
Gulf Stream, the. 181, 234-235
Gully, 30.

Hachures, 16.

Ilalley'n Comet, 332.
Halo, 174.

Harbours, 250-251.
Hawaiian volcanoes, 141-143.
Herculaneum, 139.
High pressure, 192.
High tide, 229.
Himalaya Mountains, 126.
Hoarfrost, 164.
Horse latitudes, 202.
Hot springs, 75.
Hudson Bay, 54-55.
Humidity, 162.
Hurricanes, 206.
Huronian rocks, 280-281.

Ice Age, 11, 292-299.
Icebergs, 95-96, 226, 237.
Ice-fields. 95-96.
Ice-jam, 36.

Ice-push, 35.
Igneous rocks, 22.
Iroquois, Lake, 110, 296.
Iroquois plain, 107. .

Iron, 282.
Iwbars, 191-196.
Isobars of North America, 193-195.
Isotherms, 182-183.
Isotherms of Canada, 184-185.
Isotherms of the worki, 186, 187,

Japan Current, 236.
Japan earthquake, 156.
Jetties, 45.

Joints, 31.

Jupiter, 324.

Kames, 101-102.
Kelp crab, 276.
Kicking Horse Pass, 131,
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KilAues, Mount, 141.
Kneea, 267.

Kniwtoa, Mount, 143, 173, 328.

Lagoon, 224, 246-247.
Lake badna, 105.
Lake, Ox-f ow, 44.
Lake plains, 100-111.
Lake ahorea, 2fiO.

I^kes, 30-57.
Land and aea breexee, 204.
Land and water, 9.

Landslips, 50, 78-80.
Land waste, 66.
Lateral moraine, 80.
Latitude, 179, 180, 314-316.
Laurentian roclcs, 280.
Laurentide Mountains, 124
Lava, 150-152.
Leap-year, 314.
Leonids, the, 331.
Levee, natural, 43. "

Levees, 45.

Life, 253-277.
Life of the ocean, 238.
Light, 172-173, 267-268.
Light of the sky, 172, 173.
Lignite ooal, 290.
Lime, 25.

Limestone, 25.
Line of declination, 216.
Lisbon earthquake, 228.
Loams, 70.

Local waste, 65.
Lodestones, 218.
Loess, 84.

Longitude, 314-316.
Louise, Lake, 121.
Low pressure, 192.
Low tide, 229.
Lunar crater, 327.
Luray Cavern, 73.

Mackenzie River, 55-56.
Magnetic declination, 216.
Magnetic meridians, 215.
Magnetic needle, 214.
Magnetism of the earth, 214-218.
Malaspina Olacier, 94.
Mammoth Cave, 73.
Maps, 15-18.
Marine plains, 107-109.

Mars, 323-324.
Martinique, 147.
Massive, 20.

Mastodon, 292.
Matterhom, 126.
Mauna Kea, 141.
Mauna Loa, 141.
Meanders, 43-44.
Mean soUr day, 310.
Mean temperature, 180.
Mediterranean seas, 221-232.
Meeting of land and sea, 241-253.
Mercator projection, 18b.
Mercury, 323.
Meridians, magnetic, 214.
Meridians of longitude, 316.
Mesa-butte, 69.

Mesoioic Era, 287-290.
Metamorphic rocks, 26.
Meteor showers, 331.
Meteorites, 331.
Meteors, 331.
Mica, 28.

Midnight sun, 305.
Migration, 271-272.
Milky Way, 336.
Minerals, 127.
Mineral springs, 75.
Mineral veins, 72.
Minutes, 315.
Mississippi Basin, 112.
Mississippi River, 44, 53.

J

Models, 17.

I Monsoons, 170, 202-204.
Monte Nuovo, l36.
Montreal, temperature at, 180-181.
Montreal Mountain, 12.
Moon, the, 230-233, 32o-329.
Moose, 261.
Moraines, 89.
Mountains, 66-69, 117-134.
Mountain time, 312, 313.
Mud, 81.

Muir Glacier, 82, 102.
Musk-oxen, 260.

Natural meadows, 256.
Navigation, 240.
Neap tides, 232-233.
Nebula, 340-341.
Nebular hypothesis, the, 333-334.
Neck, volcanic, 150.

I
m

i
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Needle, magnetic, 114.
Neptune, 325.
Newfoundland, Banks of, 235, 240
New moon, 328.
Niagara Falls, 39.
Nickel mining, 281.
Nickel ore, 28.

Night calms, 204-205.
Nile River and I>elta, 46.
Nimbus clouds, 160.
Normal pressure, 190.
North Atlantic drift, 234.
North Atlantic eddy, 235.
North America, plants of, 253-

260.
'

North magnetic pole, 216.
North pole, 302.
Nova Scotia, shore line of. 241

242.

Observing the temperature, 175.
Ocean, the, 219-239.
Ocean, life of the, 238-239.
Ocean basins, 219.
Oil wells, 284.
Orbit, the earth's, 303.
Orion, 340, 341.
Ottawa River, 39.
Overloade«l river, 35.
Ox-bow lake, 44.

Pacific Ocean, 220.
Pacific time, 312, 313.
Paleosoic Era, 282-284.
Panama, Isthmus of, 9, 240.
ParalUx, 337.
Parallels of latitude, 315.
Passes, 45, 132.
Peat, 13.

Pel^, Mount, 147.
Pene-plains, 111.
Perihelion, 302, 303.
Perseids, .TSl.

Petroleum, 284.
Phases of the moon, 328.
Photosphere, 319.
PhyaJcal Geography defined. !6.
Piedmont; 94.

Plaoer-beds, 127.
Placer-mining, 128.
Plains, 107-116.
Plane of the ecliptic, 303.

Planets, 321-325.
Planetesimal hypothesis, 835.
Planetesimols, 335.
Plants, 62.

PUnts of North America, 253-
260.

Plateaus, 117-134.
Pleiades, 340.
Plug, volcanic, 150.
Polaris, 337. .

Poles, magnetic, 214.
Pofnpeil, 139.
Portages, 42.

Pot-holes, 39, 105.
Prairie levels, 113.
Prairie plains, 112.
Prairies, 256.
Precession of the equinoxes, 314.
Precipitation, 167-172.
Pressure of atmosphere, 190-196.
Prevailing westerlies, 199.
Pronghom, 262.
Pyrenees Mountains, 125, 132.
Pyrrhotite, 281.
Pudding-stone, 24.

Quarts, 20, 28.
Quartiite, 26.

Quicksand, 71.

Radiation, 176.
Rain, 107.

Rainbow, 174.
Rainfall, 167-173.
Rain-wash, 60.
Rapids, 37-39.
Ravine, 30.
Reaches, 42.

Reading the thermometer. 175
Rectify, 4«.

I

Red River, 36, 37, 55, 296.
Red Hiver Valley, 109-110, 296.
Reefs, 223.
Reflection of light, 173.
Refraction of light, 173.
Relief maps, 17.

Revolution, t!i- earth'^ 303.
River basins, 3i.-37.
River plains, 111.
Rivers, 30-57.
River system-s, 53-57.
River terraces, 44-45.
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Rook falls, 64.
Rock hilU, 103.
Rock ledges, 08.
Rocks, lfr-29.

Rocky Mounteins, 117-130, 120
Rogers' Pms, 131.
Rollers, 238.
RoUtion, 303.
Rotation of crops, 70.
Rounded rock hills, 103.
Rounded summits, 60.
Run-off, 36.

Sahara Desert, 83.
St. Lawrence Lakes, 53.
St. Lawrence River, 63-54, 251.
St. Lawrence, shore line of Ouif of

Salt beds, 284.

. Saltness of the ocean, 225
Sand drifte, 82-83.
Sandstone, 23.
San Francisco earthquake, 157.
Sargasso Sea, 235.
Saskatchewan River, 54.
SatelUtes, 317.
Saturation, 163.
Saturn, 325.
Schistose, 28.
Scottish Highlands, 181.
Sea-cUffs, 246-247.
Sea-maigins, 12.
Seashore slips, 70.
Searons, changes of the, 308-300.
Seconds, 315.
Sedimentary rocks, 22.
Seismograph, 156.
Selkirk Mountains, 121.
Semi-anthraoite ooal, 200.
Shading, 16.

Shale, 24.

Sharp peaks, 60.
Shasta, Mount, 144-145.
Shooting btars, 318.
Shore crab, 276.
Siberian plain, 108.
Sidereal day, 300.
Sink holes, 73.
Sky, colours of, 173-174.
Slata, 27.

Snow, 167.

Solto,10,58-«0,268.

Solar day, 310.
Solar prominences, 320.
Solar system, 317-335.
Solution, 60-61.
South Atlantic eddy, 235.
South magnetic pole, 216.
South pole, 302.
Spectroscope, tl«e, 340.
Spits, 247.
Spots on thtf sun, 331.
Springs, 76.
Spring tides, 333-333.
Stalactites, 74.

Stalagmites, 74.
Standard time, 311-313.
Storms, iea-213.
Stratified rocks, 22.
Stratus clouds, 166.
Stream, the, 33-35.
Stromboli, Mount, 140.
Struggle for existence, 270-271
Style, 311.
Submarine cables, 240.
Sudbury, 38.
Sues, Isthmus of, 0.
Sun, the, 31»-331.
Sun-dial, 311.
Surface-forms, 101.
Surface washing, 50.
Swamps, 51.

Talus, 31.

Temperature, 62, 174-lW, 236-
236.363-365.

Terminal moraine, 00.
Terraces, alluvial, 44-:45.
Terraces, river, 44-45.
Terrestrial movementa, 307.
Thermometer, 174.
Thompson River, 33, 310.
Thunder Cape, 151.
Thunder storm, 305.
Tibet, 136.

Tidal race, 330.
Tidal wave, 338.
Tides, 228-233.
Tkle-tables, 333.
TiU, 47, 100.

Tfantter-tine, 117. 118.
Tornadoes, 206-207.
Toronto Island, map of, 248.

I
Trade winds, 202-204.

iiM ^^I'il'':^,
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Tnuiaplmtlon, 164.
TranHported wante, fiO.

Trmveliing bMcheH, 247.
Trilobitex, 282.

Tropic of Cancer, 305.
Tropic of OApricom, .307.

Tropical hurrlcanM, 206.
Tropical year, .314.

Trough of a wave, 226.
Tuff, volcanic, 154.
Tundra, 46, 108, 115.
Typhoons, 207.

Unmua, 325.

UndeiKTOunii waters, SS~83.
Undertow, 228.
U-troughs, 104.

Valley, development of, 41

.

Valley, open, 41.

Valleys, .30-57.

Vein, 72.

Venus, 323.
Vesuvius, Mount, 135, 141.
Virgin FalU, 298.
V-gorge, 32.

Volcanic cone, 149.
Volcanic explosions, 153.
Volcanic .kes, 152.
Volcanic neck, 160.
Volcanic plug, 160.
Volcanic soils, 153.
Volcanic tuff, 154.
Volcanoes, 135-155.

WaMhcfl drift, 100.
Waste sluppx, 68.
Water, 26JV-266.

Waterfalls, 37-41.
Water-loving plants, 259.
Water, sources of the, 35-37.
Waters, underground, 58-80.
Waterspouts, 206.
Water suppiv, 78.
Waves, 220 -'228.

Wave-work, 244-245.
Weather, 209-213.
Weather prediction, 209-210.
Weather M>r\ire, 20«»-210.
Weathering, 5^80.
Weight and height of atmosphere.

161-162. '

Wells, 77.

Westerly winds, 199.
White frost, 164.
Winds, 190-213.
Wind-vane, 199.

Wind-work, 81-86.
Woodlantl caribou, 261.
Worn-down plains, 111.

Yeltow Head Pass, 131,
Yellowstone Park, 150.
Yukon River, 57.

Zenith, 305.
Zodiac, signs of the, 339.
Zones of climate, 308.
Zoologleai regions, 272-274.
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